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Introduction REBECCA L. STEIN &

TED SWEDENBURG

Popular Culture,

Transnationality, and

Radical History

Traditionally, most radical scholarship on Palestine and Israel has ig-

nored questions of popular culture, or, at best, consigned popular cul-

ture forms and processes to the margins of scholarly debate and in-

vestigation.1 For many scholars, the act of marginalization has seemed a

necessary response to the severity of the national conflict, the harsh vio-

lence of the Israeli occupation, and the enduring struggle for Palestinian

national liberation. Popular culture’s frequent appearance in commodity

form has made the labor of marginalization seem all the more necessary,

particularly for scholars wedded to classicMarxist analytics, in whichmass

production and commodification are thought to render the cultural form

‘‘inauthentic.’’ For scholars concerned primarily with questions of nation-

alism and national conflict in Palestine and Israel, the global circuits of

the popular cultural commodity have further removed it from the scholarly

agenda. Popular culture, in all these approaches, is deemed epiphenome-

nal to questions of politics and power.

In the past decade, scholars in the field of Middle East studies have

begun to rethink these presumptions, taking popular culture seriously as

a space, practice, or discourse.2 Our volume grows out of this larger effort.

In the most basic terms, we are arguing that the question of popular cul-

ture in Palestine and Israel is fundamentally one of politics and power. In

turn, we suggest that the marginalization of popular culture in progres-

sive scholarship on the region is symptomatic of the conceptual and meth-

odological limits that still define much of this scholarship: the pervading

logic of the nation or nation-state, on the one hand, and the analytic tools



of traditional Marxist historiography and political economy, on the other.

In what follows, we turn to a notion of cultural politics as a way to think be-

yond these limits. At stake is an attempt to broaden our understanding of

the terrain of power in Palestine and Israel and thereby the possible arenas

and modalities of struggle.

Radical Genealogies

Together, the essays in this volume grow out of, and pay homage to, at

least three decades of radical scholarship on Palestine, Israel, and the his-

tory of Zionism, by which we mean scholarship that has been framed

through questions of colonization, occupation, and the Palestinian self-

determination struggle.3 At the turn of the twenty-first century, as new

scholarship on the region proliferates, it is perhaps easy to forget the rela-

tively recent appearance of this radical agenda in the U.S. academy. As

recently as the 1980s and into the early 1990s, efforts to publish on or

speak critically about Zionism and its histories were frequently met with

fierce opposition in institutions of higher education, academic advisors

cautioned graduate students with Palestine-based projects of certain diffi-

culties on the job market, and research funding for such projects was diffi-

cult to secure.4 The parameters of permissible discourse on Palestine and

Israel have shifted significantly since this period, evidenced by the wide-

spread use of the colonial paradigm by scholars in both the United States

and Israel.5 Thus, despite the current ‘‘war on terror’’ and its effects in the

academy, radical scholarship on the region is no longer the ‘‘lonely’’ enter-

prise described by Said in The Question of Palestine in 1979.6

By our accounting, there are six keymoments in the history of this radi-

cal scholarly agenda as it pertains to the U.S. academy. The first was what

we might call the documentary moment, which took place in the wake of

the June 1967 war and emerged out of the Palestinian resistance move-

ment and its nascent affiliated institutions. These emergent institutions,

largely based inBeirut, began theunprecedented labor of publishing a body

of literature on the Palestinian question from the Palestinian perspective,

produced in Western languages and aimed at export. These various cen-

ters of research and publication (such as the Institute for Palestine Studies

and the plo-affiliated Palestine Research Center) provided key sources for

emerging U.S. radical journalism and scholarship.7

The secondmoment, crucially enabled by the first, was the gradual radi-
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calization of U.S.Middle East studies, beginning in themid-1970s and con-

tinuing through the 1980s. Deeply influenced by the political ferment of

the 1960s and deploying what Said has called ‘‘antithetical knowledge,’’

a younger generation of U.S. scholars began to draw parallels between

U.S. imperialist intervention in Vietnam and U.S. support for Israel in the

Middle East—an analogy that emerged forcefully only after the 1967 war.

This radicalized generation began to enter the professoriate and, in turn,

the Middle East Studies Association and to shift the overall terms of the

debate on the Middle East and its histories.8

The third moment, and in a sense the culmination of the first two, was

the appearance of Said’s The Question of Palestine in 1979, a book that, pub-
lished by a trade press and thus widely available, sought to redress the in-

visibility of Palestinians in state and academic accounts of the Middle East

and to unsettle the presumed isomorphism of ‘‘Palestinian’’ and ‘‘terrorist’’

in the popular U.S. lexicon of the period. Said’s text played a major role in

bringing the Palestinian viewpoint into public visibility.

The Israeli invasion of Lebanon (1982) and the first Palestinian uprising

or Intifada (1987–1993) mark the fourth and fifth discursive shifts. Al-

though the 1982 Lebanon war provided an incentive for increased orga-

nizing on the Palestine question in both academic and activist arenas in

the United States, the left liberal public was primarily consumed with cold

war concerns (nuclear disarmament, U.S. covert intervention in Central

America, etc.). The U.S. response to the uprising of 1987 was quite dif-

ferent. The heightened media visibility of a Palestinian struggle waged by

stone-hurling youth against a heavily armed Israeli army helped to edu-

cate the public about Palestinian demands for self-determination and to

displace the iconic image of the Palestinian terrorist. The Intifada also gave

rise to a substantial body of solidarity literature produced in theWest. Blur-

ring the lines between activist/journalistic and academic writing on Pales-

tine and Israel, this literature sought to promote the legitimacy of the Pal-

estinian struggle against occupation and to document and expose Israeli

human rights violations.9

In Israel, by contrast, the Lebanon War of 1982 had substantial politi-

cal effects—effects that eventually rebounded back into the United States.

The violence of the Israeli invasion and occupation, culminating with the

massacres at Sabra and Shatila, generated massive antiwar mobilization

in the country.10 Coupled with the state’s declassification of information

on 1948, this unprecedented culture of protest created the conditions nec-
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essary for a radical revisionist trend in the Israeli academy. Israeli schol-

ars working in the fields of history and sociology undertook projects that

seriously rethought the foundational myths of Zionism and state build-

ing,myths longhegemonic in Israeli historiography andpopular discourse,

particularly those pertaining to the 1948war and themass dispossession of

the Palestinians.11 This revisionist literature grew in magnitude and force

after the outbreak of the first Intifada and began to produce effects in the

U.S. academy, a trend that was also enabled by the popular politics and

knowledges that the uprising had generated in U.S. activist and academic

spaces.12 By the end of the 1980s and early 1990s, Israeli revisionism had

helped to make it legitimate for U.S.-based scholars to talk about Zion-

ism as a colonial movement and to argue that Palestinians were indeed

expelled from their lands in 1947–48. Graduate students and faculty were

able to safely pursue Palestine-centered research and secure funds from

major granting institutions; scholars could begin to critiqueZionist history

and ideology in classrooms and conferences without institutional retribu-

tion; and academics enjoyed wider audiences for works on Palestine that

spoke in a critical, decolonizing idiom.13 By this time, the focus of revision-

ist and revisionist-inspired scholarship began to broaden beyond questions

of nationalist conflict and occupation to those of gender, citizenship, and

minoritarian struggles in the Israeli state, particularly those of Israel’sMiz-

rahi and Palestinian communities.14

The sixth moment in our account is the Oslo Accords of 1993. Despite

its failure to bring an end to the Israeli occupation, the Oslo process fur-

ther advanced the academic epistemic shift already underway. In Israel,

revisionist scholarship grew in scope and acceptability after 1993; under

the Rabin-Peres administration (1992–1996), the work of radical scholars

was aired in the pages of Israeli newspapers and on state-run television

and catalyzed a brief rethinking of state-sponsored historical textbooks and

curriculum (a Ministry of Education initiative that ended when the Likud

came to power in 1996). In the United States, the influence of revisionist

scholarship grew as government support for the Oslo process authorized

an increased openness toward critiques of Zionism and Israeli history. In

tandem, an increasing number of U.S.-based Palestinian scholars were re-

searching and publishing on Palestine and Israel, and their works were

circulating in unprecedented ways.15 It should be noted that the broaden-

ing of public debate on Palestine and Israel in both the North American

and Israeli academies during this period was partially made possible by a

misreading of Oslo as ruptural, that is, as able to inaugurate a just and last-
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ing peace. That the Arab academies were not marked by analogous shifts

was partially due to the legacy of a very different political relationship to

Oslo, one marked by a fierce critique of normalized relations with Israel

and Israeli actions in the Occupied Territories.

Hegemonic Scholarly Paradigms

As this history suggests, scholarship on Palestine and Israel has changed

dramatically over the course of the past few decades. The changes are not

in political idiom alone. Rather, a new generation of scholars has begun

to take up historical questions that ‘‘move beyond the narrowly political to

explore the social, economic, and cultural histories of each community.’’16

These scholars, situated mainly in anthropology and literary studies, have

begun to focus on new objects of analysis and to rethink questions of power

and knowledge through critical and poststructural theory.17 Yet, despite

such innovations and despite the growing strength of a radical, decoloniz-

ing voice in the field, left scholarship is still dominated by relatively tradi-

tional methodologies and lines of questioning that have tended to remove

or severely marginalize issues of cultural politics.

We argue that such marginalization stems from the analytic paradigms

that have long dominated left scholarship on Palestine and Israel in the

U.S. academy—paradigms that are imbricated and often articulate through

each other. The first may be termed the national paradigm, and the second

the Marxist historiographical or political economic paradigm. The former

is characterized by a scholarly narrative that installs the nation or nation-

state as the inherent logic guiding the critical analysis (that is, Palestine or

Israel). In this paradigm, the nation-state figures as both politically deter-

minative and largely enclosed and discrete. Perhaps remarkably, this para-

digm remains active in both scholarship that canvasses the international

dimension and scholarship that addresses internal heterogeneity within

the nation-state—along the lines, for example, of ethnonational difference

(notably, as per Palestinian citizens of Israel)18 and gender. In turn, while

the notion of diaspora (both Jewish and Palestinian) has been prominent

in this literature, it largely functions as a sign of separation from the na-

tional rather than as an analytic tool for deterritorializing the nation-state.

While the Marxist model may complicate the narrative of national conflict

through attention to political economy, it tends to retain the dyadic model

of Israel versus Palestine, albeit configured as a struggle over control of

the state and the means of production. The presence of an international
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dimension in such narratives proceeds according to the logic of class or

economic determinism (and, as we noted above, often works to reinscribe

the nation-state logic).19

Infrequently discussed by scholars in Middle East studies, although

heavily debated in other fields, is the rather limited theory of politics and

power that these analytic paradigms presume.20 In both, power is under-

stood in relativelymonolithic terms, and its location is presumed to be rela-

tively singular, taking shape in the state (Israeli) or the ruling classes. In

theMarxist paradigm, power is rooted primarily in control of the economy,

with class struggle understood as the primary locus of political action. In

the nation-state model, control of the economy is coupled with control of

territory and the coercive and administrative bases of state power (military,

police, judiciary, bureaucracy, etc.).What these analytic frameworks share

is a notion of power as something that can be held, or at least potentially

grasped.The nature of progressive political action is likewise seen as locat-

able and relatively singular, cohering in the practices of disenfranchised

communities and actors, be they Palestinian or Israeli, and aimed explicitly

at the creation or defense of the state and nation. Both frameworks pre-

sume a binary notion of struggle revolving around the poles of domination

and resistance, variously configured.

Cultural practices, objects, and circuits sometimes have a place in these

left scholarly frameworks, but in highly circumscribed ways.21 More often

than not, the relative importance of culture is directly proportional to its

perceived ability to reflect, serve, and exemplify the political, either in the

instrumental service of hegemony or when deployed as a weapon in po-

litical struggles. This has been particularly true in the case of literature on

Palestine, in which much of the attention accorded to resistance culture

(notably, poetry, folk dance, and graffiti) has turned on its ability either to

mobilize the masses or to reflect broader oppositional efforts.22 A similar

logic accounts for the proliferation of scholarly work on early Zionist cul-

ture—scholarship that has explored the crucial role of culture (e.g., Shirei
Eretz Yisrael, Songs of the Land of Israel) in buildingHebrew character and

collective identity in the early state era.23 Yet, in much of this scholarship,

culture is positioned as an effect of broader processes and forms, in periph-

eral relation to, or as a symptom of, the wider context. And if expressive

culture has figured only marginally in this literature, popular culture has

been perceived as even more insignificant. This is due, we hypothesize, to

assumptions made about the nature of the commodity, the form taken by

much popular culture. Lurking here is the influence of deterministicMarx-
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ist arguments about the ways commodification andmass production effec-

tively denude culture of its political role or potential, even as commodities

are deployed as tools with which to control the ‘‘stupefied’’ and consuming

masses.When coupled with the scholarly agenda of the national narrative,

the problem of the commodity form becomes more intransigent still. The

fact that culture as commodity is frequently produced and circulated via

global circuits and interests is often thought to endow it with a troubled,

even treasonous relation to national interests and struggle agendas.

For many Middle East studies scholars, particularly those who focus on

issues of Palestinian society and politics, the instrumentalization or pe-

ripheralization of culture is motivated by the exigencies of the occupation

and the history of Palestinian dispossession. The argument runs like this:

whenPalestinians lack a state, when 5million refugees arewithout a home,

when West Bank residents are cut off from each other and ghettoized in

some 220 cantons—what is the possible relevance of an academic study

of Palestinian fitness clubs? In an atmosphere of torture, land expropria-

tions, suicide bombings, and massive poverty, isn’t it simply frivolous and

perhaps even politically irresponsible to devote one’s scholarly energies

to Israeli punk bands or Palestinian villagers’ consumption of U.S. tele-

vision soap operas? The violence and catastrophe that so frequently prevail

in the landscape of Palestine and Israel give added weight to analytical ten-

dencies to read culture as outside of or strictly determined by the realm

of the political, and thus of subsidiary importance to the radical scholarly

agenda.

The Turn to Cultural Politics

Where, then, might we look for alternatives? In rethinking the theoretical

limits of Palestine and Israel scholarship, we begin by turning to the work

of the Birmingham School (otherwise known as British cultural studies),

particularly that of Stuart Hall and his critical engagement with the writ-

ings of Antonio Gramsci.What one encounters in Hall’s work is an insis-

tence on the cultural as a crucial terrain of power and struggle that articu-

lates with broader social forces and political economic processes. Counter

to the rigid structural determinism of orthodox Marxism, culture has no

singular location or function inHall’s account, nor are subcultural or popu-

lar cultural forces or actors necessarily inscribed with counterhegemonic

meanings or effects. Rather, the terrain of the cultural is contradictory and

changeable, ‘‘always capable of being dearticulated and rearticulated.’’24 It
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should be noted that even as British cultural studies rejected both the class

determinism and base-superstructure dyad of orthodox Marxism, it none-

theless remained within the problematic of Marxism, with an attention to

the ways that culture articulates with the ‘‘materialities of power and in-

equality’’ in differently situated communities.

For scholars of the BirminghamSchool, the interest in explicitly popular

cultural forms has not been incidental. Rather, it has been a crucial com-

ponent of their attempt to rethink classic Marxist paradigms and analytics

with a view toward expanding theoretical conceptions of power. In turn,

it has represented an effort to think beyond the high-culture/low-culture

dyad that characterized much previous cultural scholarship,25 according to

which high culture carried notions of bourgeois self-cultivation, and low or

folk culture carried notions of populist authenticity and was thought to be

located ‘‘outside of corrupting influences.’’26 Instead, Birmingham schol-

ars proposed a popular culture stripped of rigid class location, determining

function, or fixed political valence; a form that articulated throughmultiple

and sometimes contradictory modalities of difference (e.g., class, gender,

ethnonationality, religion, and place) in ways that were perpetually subject

to reinscription. As Tony Bennett has argued, the unfixed nature of popular

culture has frustrated attempts at a rigid definition of this term.27 None-

theless, Birmingham scholars have insisted on the crucial importance of

popular culture inmodernmass-mediated societies as a site in and through

which people’s commonsense interpretations of the world, as well as their

own identities, are constructed.28

As we have noted, such theorizations of popular culture—to which the

framework of this volume is indebted—have relied heavily on Gramsci’s

work on hegemony.Gramsci argued that the struggle for hegemony, as op-

posed to that over domination, ranged over a wide array of fronts.29 Hege-

monic power was not something that rulers ‘‘held’’ over the ruled, but the

result of complex and shifting interactions between dominant and subor-

dinate. Power, in thismodel, was not the provenance of a static ruling class,

but theorized as transactional, a joint construction, without a fixed or per-

manent location, inherently unstable and constantly shifting.30 Central to

Gramsci’s model was a practice of politics in which would-be hegemonic

forces actively work in the domains of the economy, society, and culture in

order to produce and secure power.31 The political struggle between hege-

monic powers and subaltern resistant forces, proceeding across the vast ar-

ray ofmodern institutions, spaces, and practices,Gramsci termed the ‘‘war

of position.’’32 Culture was deemed integral to such political processes, an
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essential element in the struggle for gaining consent of the ruled, always

working together with and indissoluble from coercion.33

To take seriously the theory of cultural politics advanced by the Bir-

mingham School, with particular attention to its reliance on Gramsci, is

to substantially rethink the story of culture advanced by radical literature

on Palestine and Israel, a rethinking that, again, proceeds within the prob-

lematic of Marxism even as it pushes beyond the limits of classic Marxist

formulations. The work of Stuart Hall and others enables us to theorize

culture as frequently constitutive rather than merely epiphenomenal, as

a crucial locus of political engagement, although not in static or neces-

sarily resistive ways, and always working in articulation with broader social

forces, political process, and modalities of difference in fluid and variable

ways across a range of institutional locations. Such a rethinking entails a

substantial retheorization of the nature of the political field.What emerges

in such a reconsideration is not merely a proliferation of sites of power

but also an expanded conception of the possible avenues and modalities of

resistance.

Nations and Relationalities

Yet, what of the ‘‘national’’ paradigm that remains dominant in the field of

radical scholarship on Palestine and Israel, with its story of a ‘‘conflict’’ be-

tween two discrete national entities? This narrative also requires revision,

and though the work of British cultural studies does offer us countermod-

els,34 we prefer the historically specific alternatives available in the field of

Middle East studies. In particular, we propose a turn to what Zachary Lock-

man has described, after Perry Anderson, as ‘‘relational history.’’35 In Lock-

man’s work, relationality was a response to the ways much Palestinian and

Zionist historiography, in keeping with the logic of the national paradigm,

virtually occluded histories of contact between Palestinian Arabs and Jews.

Relational history opened up the space to narrate interdependence and to

dismantle the Palestinian Arab/Jew binary (often figured as an Arab/Jew

binary)36 that national logics have tended to presume.

Building on the work of Lockman, this volume is committed to a notion

of relationality that works more expansively in both scale and kind. First,

although we certainly aim to consider what Lockman calls the ‘‘mutually

formative interactions’’ between Palestinian Arabs and Jews in the pre- and
poststate period (see Tamari and LeVine, both in this volume), we also aim

to account for divides and histories of contact within each nation and na-
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tional formation.37 An attention to what one might call intranational rela-
tionality helps to pluralize the story of interaction by considering the ways
that gender, religion, ethnoracial identity and country of origin cut across

nations and nationalisms in ways that further destabilize the fiction of the

Arab/Jew divide.38 Second, even as we concern ourselves with interactions

and forms of relationality at the intranational and national levels, we are

also interested in the place of Palestine and Israel in larger geopolitical net-

works and geographies: cultural, economic, and political (see Layoun, this

volume). At issue here is an attention to what could be called transnational
relationality, that is, to forms of contact, community, and mutual contin-

gency that span checkpoints, walls, and histories of interstate enmity and

that circulate with the commodity form and the Internet through increas-

ingly global channels of commerce and culture.

Although we deploy the keyword transnational, this volume positions

itself in contrast to much of the recent scholarship on transnationalism,

with its frequently celebratory narrative of politics and social forms situ-

ated ‘‘beyond the nation-state.’’ Instead, we insist on the continuing impor-

tance and reemergence of the nation-state as an ideological-political form

in the midst of globalizing processes, a tension that is particularly acute in

the case of Palestinians and their struggle for liberation, the still unrealized

aim of which remains the nation-state.We argue that rather than illustrat-

ing a logic of deterritorialization, the present-day (and past) conflict be-

tween Palestine and Israel illustrates the ongoing violence associated with

the enduring, exclusivist ideologies of the national.Thus it is that attention

to transnational and intranational forms of border crossing and mutual

contingency within and across Palestine and Israel must also be accompa-

nied by attention to histories and emerging forms of division, both territo-

rial and ideological in nature. The challenge is to consider the two in tan-

dem: both (for example) the rising popularity among Israeli audiences of

Jewish and Palestinian rap artists, with their syncretic mix of local idioms

and global musical aesthetics, and the rising support, among Israeli Jews,

for total separation from the Palestinians, premised on a desire for ethno-

national purity; both the alternative structures of transnational Palestinian

and pan-Arab community made possible by new media and technologies

(e.g., satellite television and the Internet; see Khalili, this volume) and the

new forms of spatial incarceration and division that the separation barrier

is forcing on the Palestinian population in the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

This attention to relationality in its multiple forms is also an attempt to

rethink the place of Israel in the field of Middle East studies. Historically,
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much scholarship in the field has avoided sustained engagement with the

state of Israel, apart from its legacy as aWestern colonial outpost.39 Avoid-

ance was thought to do the work of radical anti-Zionist critique, effectively

removing the Jewish state from the map of the region. Perhaps ironically,

this mapping echoed the imagined geography of much Zionist ideology,

with its fantasy of Israel as a European nation-state apart from the Arab

Middle East. This volume proposes a different cartography, one that re-

inscribes Israel within the region and the purview of Middle East studies

scholarship. While we are in agreement with critiques of area studies that

have attended to the fiction of the hermetic geographic area and its arbitrary

borders as imagined territorial unit, we are also interested in questions of

interiority and inclusion within a given area. At issue in the case of Middle

East studies is not simply the area per se, but the question of what has been

excluded from within its parameters and the conditions of possibility for

this exclusion.

Popular Culture and the Challenge to History

Central to this volume is the claim that attention to popular culture config-

ures both politics and history differently, providing a significant alternative

to some of the political narratives and paradigms that have dominated aca-

demic, activist, and popular discourse on Palestine and Israel. The history

of the past decade is a case in point, for although major political shifts and

struggles have been carefully documented and critiqued by scholars and

activists alike, concurrent changes in cultural production and consump-

tion have been granted far less attention. Attention to such cultural trends,

we argue, yields a fuller chronicle of politics and power than political econ-

omy or diplomatic history models alone can provide.

The Oslo or Middle East ‘‘peace process’’ of the 1990s profoundly af-

fected popular cultural trends in the region even as it was, in part, pro-

pelled by these trends. In Israel, the cultural changes were marked. One

witnessed, for example, a radicalization in the film industry. After a history

of largely phobic cinematic engagements with Palestinian Arab culture,

feature films and documentaries began to critically reassess the found-

ing myths of Zionism (see Pappé and Bardenstein, both this volume).40

Such new forms of representation were effects of the Oslo process and also

spawned both political support for and resistance to the ambiguous trajec-

tory of the Oslo process itself. One also saw the emergence of a new Euro-

Israeli curiosity in the commodity value of Arab things (food,music, dress)
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and places as tourist sites—a curiosity made possible by Israeli diplomacy

with its Arab neighbors (see Stein, this volume).41 At the same time, as

Mizrahi political power grew,Mizrahi cultural figures acquired greater visi-

bility in Israel and the broader Middle East (see Horowitz, this volume).42

Shifting demography also altered the popular cultural landscape. By the

turn of the twenty-first century, the massive influx of Russian immigrants,

combined with a growing population of legal and illegal workers from the

third world, was introducing newmusical forms, sports practices, and culi-

nary traditions into Israeli cities (e.g., South Asian cricket teams and Thai

and Chinese groceries in Israel’s new urban peripheries).

The Palestinian popular cultural landscape was also changing, although

in very different ways. With the onset of ‘‘peace’’ talks, the ‘‘Intifada cul-

ture’’ of struggle, sacrifice, austerity, and seriousness gradually lifted, and

repressed forms of everyday culture (re)emerged.43Weddingswere extrava-

gantly celebrated; pop bands that had disbanded during the Intifada re-

appeared. New sites of cultural consumption sprang up, although selec-

tively and oftenmeetingwith resistance catering to the growingPalestinian

middle class (bars in Ramallah; cinemas and cinema clubs in Ramallah,

Bethlehem, and Gaza City). As part of its state-building efforts, the Pales-

tinian Authority fostered new national media institutions that enabled the

creation and dissemination of novel or submerged cultural forms (songs,

radio talk shows, television serials, and movies; on the last, see Alexander,

this volume).44Although few cultural commodities crossed the Green Line

during this period, audiences in both Israel and Palestine were conjoined

through the consumption of shared global commodities, media, and popu-

lar icons. At the same time, the proliferation of satellite television allowed

Palestinians in the Occupied Territories to turn away from Israeli Arabic-

language tv and toward satellite networks based in the Arab world (such as

al-Jazeera), which effectively incorporated Palestinians into pan-Arab cul-

tural and political trends.

Since the onset of the al-Aqsa Intifada in October 2000, both Israeli

and Palestinian societies have returned to conflict mode. In theWest Bank

andGaza, frequent curfews and closures, extreme restrictions onmobility,

army violence, the decline in disposable income, and the return of the

‘‘struggle atmosphere’’ have virtually closed down the spaces of popular so-

ciality and consumption that had expanded during the 1990s, except in

cosmopolitan Ramallah and, to a lesser degree, Bethlehem. In Ramallah,

cultural institutions (e.g., the National Conservatory of Music) continued

to flourish, testimony to the continued growth of the emerging middle
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class; likewise, audiences remained strong at film showings, art exhibits,

and concerts, albeit with the occasional interruptions caused by curfew and

invasion.45 In less central or wealthy Palestinian localities, the second up-

rising produced an interiorization of the social, as families and individu-

als incarcerated in the domestic sphere turned to television, video games,

and the Internet as modes of entertainment and communication between

communities separated by the (re)occupation, trends that intensified after

the Israeli military incursion in March 2002 (see Khalili, this volume).

At the same time, Palestinian society has witnessed the emergence of a

popular culture of ‘‘martyrdom operations’’ (‘‘suicide bombings,’’ in West-

ern parlance), celebrated with posters, graffiti, popular music, and song,

all of which raises significant challenges to the secular nationalist culture

that developed during the 1990s.46

In Sharon’s Israel, the pervasive fear (both real and imagined) of random

Palestinian violence has increasingly curtailed prior rituals and geogra-

phies of consumption, even as it has generated new ones. Flight from

the urban periphery to escape possible attacks has catalyzed the growth

and popularity of U.S.-style malls as loci of middle-class consumption and

leisure.47 These carefully guarded and fully contained consumptive spaces,

emerging for thefirst time in the 1990s as the fruits of ‘‘peace throughglob-

alization,’’ have been re-marked and revalued as safe havens from terror.48

The 1990s’ popularity of ‘‘Arab’’ culture, restaurants, and places among

Ashkenazi Israelis has now been eclipsed by the rise of anti-Arab phobia

and racism and by the nostalgic return to canonical Zionist cultural prac-

tices (as in the renewed popularity of the sing-along). In turn, an angry cul-

ture of hip-hop has emerged among Palestinian Israeli youth, raising such

issues as Jewish Israeli racism, unemployment, and endemic poverty (see

Massad, this volume). And as levels of army violence have swelled, along

with growing numbers of conscientious objectors and army evaders, Jew-

ish youth cultures of escapismhave also grown, cultures centered on trance

music, drug use, and the aesthetics of the so-called Far East.49 This period

has also seen the disintegration of many cooperative cultural projects be-

tween Israelis and Palestinians from the Occupied Territories.50 Yet, on

both sides of the Green Line or wall, the nationalist tendencies of popular

culture coexist with the increasing globalization ofmedia and culture (e.g.,

the growing prevalence of international cable and satellite television)51 and,

in Israel, of labor (e.g., the growing populations of non-Palestinian foreign

workers).

Finally, in this period since the outset of the second Palestinian up-
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rising, we have also witnessed a change in the ways Palestine and Israel are

understood and deployed as signifiers in regional and international arenas

of popular culture. The Arab Middle East has seen the growth of an anti-

normalization discourse (decrying ‘‘normalized’’ relations with Israel) that

often takes popular cultural forms and institutions as its target of scrutiny

(film, television, andmusic).52 In turn, in theMiddle East, ‘‘Palestine’’ once

more circulates as tragic-heroic fetish object (see Colla and Swedenburg,

both in this volume). In the era of the ‘‘war on terror,’’ anti-Arab discourses

have acquired renewed popularity in the United States, as manifest in the

renaissance of the antiterrorism movies on cable television that have re-

turned the iconic figure of the ‘‘Arab terrorist’’ to popular culture’s cen-

ter stage. Simultaneously, the popular culture of the Christian right, with

its apocalyptic Zionist message, has grown in scale and consumer popu-

larity in the form of comic books, graphic novels, and film (see McAlister,

this volume). The complexities of these cultural landscapes defy a singular

reading.

Alternative Futures

To read this history through the lens of Birmingham School analytics is to

be attentive both to the ways culture of the past two decades has necessarily

articulated through contemporaneous social and political processes, and

to insist on the highly variable effects of such articulations. Popular cul-

ture has constituted a site of struggle against hegemonic discourses (as in

post-Zionist cinema and Palestinian Israeli rap music); has been crucial to

processes of class formation and class consolidation (as in the growth and

expression of middle-class Palestinian taste); has been used as a tool to for-

tify nationalist ideologies and hatreds; and has functioned to undercut the

hegemony of secular-nationalist ideologies (as per ‘‘martyrdom’’ culture).

All instances, however variable in their forms and effects, problematize the

fiction of popular culture as the constitutive other of politics.

The project of this volume is multiple: to read Palestinian and Israeli

popular cultures closely in articulation with the histories and processes in

which they are embedded; to chronicle the social life of popular cultural

forms in the region and its diasporas, both as they traverse borders, check-

points, walls, and ethnonational difference, and are confined by them; and,

finally, to consider the ways such cultural forms and practices circulate

within and articulate with broader regional and global spheres and con-

texts. Together, the essays speak diachronically (beginning as early as the
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late nineteenth century and concluding in the present) and trans-spatially

(from theMiddle East to theUnited States and beyond).We seek to unmoor

popular culture from a particular historical period, and Palestine and Israel

from a rigid geographic grid, in an effort to think more expansively about

culture-power relations.

Aproject of this kind and scope,we believe, requires an interdisciplinary

approach.Thus, the essays in this volume draw on a wide range of scholarly

methodologies and traditions, bringing together scholars from the fields of

history, sociology, ethnomusicology, literary studies, anthropology, and po-

litical science. By bridging intellectual traditions that are not usually con-

joined in the field of Middle East studies, by spanning a diverse set of his-

torical periods, and by situating our study in national, regional, and global

contexts, we aim to imagine and stimulate new kinds of approaches in the

field and new sets of conceptual paradigms in which Palestine and Israel

might be thought.

Notes

Thanks to Joel Beinin, Yael Ben-Zvi, Robert Blecher, Elliott Colla, Andrew Janiak,

Penny Johnson, Zachary Lockman, Negar Mottahedeh, and several anonymous

readers for their careful readings and helpful suggestions on earlier versions. A short-

ened version of this introduction appeared as ‘‘Popular Culture, Relational History,

and theQuestion of Power in Palestine and Israel,’’ Journal of Palestine Studies 33, no. 4
(summer 2004): 5–20.Thanks to Linda Butler for helping uswork out our arguments

prior to the appearance of this volume.

1. In this introduction, when we speak of Israel, we are referring to the country

within its pre-1967 borders.When we speak of Israeli culture, we are also including

settler culture in the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

2. Themost important exception is the foundational work of Ella Shohat, particu-

larly Israeli Cinema: East/West and the Politics of Representation (Austin: University of
Texas Press, 1989). Additional work in this area, much of it recent, includes the fol-

lowing: Husayn al-‘Awdat, Al-sinima wa-al-qadiya al-Filastiniya [Cinema and the Pal-

estinian question] (Damascus: al-Ahali, 1987); Oz Almog, The Sabra: The Creation of
the New Jew (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000); Nurith Gertz, Myths in
Israeli Culture: Captives of a Dream (London: Valentine Mitchell, 2000); Yosefa Lo-

shitzky, Identity Politics on the Israeli Screen (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2002);
Motti Regev and Edwin Seroussi, Popular Music and National Culture in Israel (Berke-
ley: University of California Press, 2004); Raz Yosef,Beyond Flesh: Queer Masculinities
and Nationalisms in Israeli Cinema (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press,

2004); Walid Shamit and Guy Hennebelle, eds., Filastin fi al-sinima [Palestine in

cinema] (Beirut: Fajr, 1980). As this list suggests, one sees growing attention to Israeli

popular culture, particularly to film and television, in the U.S. and Israeli academies.
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There has been considerably less new work on Palestinian popular culture. Recent

monographs on Middle Eastern popular culture in broader terms include the follow-

ing: Walter Armbrust, Mass Culture and Modernism in Egypt (Cambridge, England:
Cambridge University Press, 1996) and Mass Mediations: New Approaches to Popular
Culture in the Middle East and Beyond (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000);
Mai Ghoussoub and Emma Sinclair-West, Imagined Masculinities: Male Identity and
Culture in the Modern Middle East (London: Saqi Books, 2000); Joel Gordon, Revolu-
tionary Melodrama: Popular Film and Civic Identity in Nasser’s Egypt (Chicago: Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 2002); Melani McAlister, Epic Encounters: Culture, Media, and
U.S. Interests in the Middle East, 1945–2000 (Berkeley: University of California Press,

2001); Hamid Naficy, An Accented Cinema: Exilic and Diasporic Filmmaking (Prince-
ton: Princeton University Press, 2001) and The Making of Exile Cultures: Iranian Tele-
vision in Los Angeles (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993); Viola Shafik,

Arab Cinema: History and Cultural Identity (Cairo: American University Press, 1998);

Martin Stokes, The Arabesk Debate: Music and Musicians in Modern Turkey (New York:

Oxford University Press, 1992). These lists are by no means exhaustive.

3. The section that follows outlines the genealogy of this scholarship.

4. At the first annual Middle East Studies Association (mesa) meetings in 1967

and for several years thereafter, as mesa’s 2002 president recently noted, the Israel-

Palestine conflict was considered too ‘‘controversial’’ a subject for discussion. Joel

Beinin, ‘‘2002 Presidential Address: Middle East Studies after September 11, 2001,’’

Middle East Studies Association Bulletin 37, no. 1 (2003): 15. As late as the early 1990s,
as an article in theChronicle of Higher Education put it, it ‘‘was not always a wise career
move’’ for aspiring U.S. scholars to work on the (so-called) question of Palestine. See

Ellen K. Coughlin, ‘‘As Perceptions of the Palestinian People Change, Study of Their

History and Society Grows,’’ Chronicle of Higher Education, 19 February 1992, a8.
5. Recent examples include Nadia Abu El-Haj, Facts on the Ground: Archeological

Practice and Territorial Self-Fashioning in Israeli Society (Chicago: University of Chi-
cago Press, 2001) and Gershon Shafir and Yoav Peled, Being Israeli: The Dynamics of
Multiple Citizenship (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 2002).

6. In his introduction, Said writes: ‘‘To the West, which is where I live, to be a

Palestinian is in political terms to be an outlaw of sorts, or at any rate very much

an outsider. But that is a reality, and I mention it today only as a way of indicating

the peculiar loneliness of my undertaking in this book.’’ Edward Said, The Question of
Palestine (New York: Vintage Books, 1979), xviii. Examples of recent radical scholar-

ship on Palestine and Palestinian society include the following: Abu El-Haj, Facts on
the Ground; George Bisharat, Palestinian Lawyers and Israeli Rule: Law and Disorder in
theWest Bank (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1989); BesharaDoumani,Rediscover-
ing Palestine: Merchants and Peasants in Jabal Nablus, 1700–1900 (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1995); Joost Hiltermann, Behind the Intifada: Labor and Women’s
Movements in the Occupied Territories (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991);

Rhoda Ann Kanaaneh, Birthing the Nation: Strategies of Palestinian Women in Israel
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002); Rashid Khalidi, Palestinian Identity:
The Construction of Modern National Consciousness (New York: Columbia University

Press, 1997); Julie M. Peteet, Gender in Crisis: Women and the Palestinian Resistance
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Movement (New York: Columbia University Press, 1991); Susan Slyomovics, The Ob-
ject of Memory: Arab and Jew Narrate the Palestinian Village (Philadelphia: University
of Pennsylvania Press, 1998); Ted Swedenburg,Memories of Revolt: The 1936–1939 Re-
bellion and the Palestinian National Past (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,

1995; reprinted Fayetteville: University of Arkansas Press, 2003); Judith Tucker, In
the House of the Law: Gender and Islamic Law in Ottoman Syria and Palestine (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1998).

7. Such institutions also included the Fifth of June Society and the American

Friends of the Middle East. The Journal of Palestine Studies, which began publication
in Beirut in 1971 under the auspices of the Institute for Palestine Studies, is also criti-

cal in this regard. Additional important publications from the Institute for Palestine

Studies include Nevill Barbour, Nisi Dominus: A Survey of the Palestine Controversy,
1969; Henry Cattan, The Dimensions of the Palestine Problem, 1967, 1968; Peter Dodd
and Halim Barakat, River without Bridges: A Study of the Exodus of the 1967 Palestinian
Arab Refugees, 1969; Michael E. Jansen,United States and the Palestinian People, 1970;
Sabri Jiryis, The Arabs in Israel, 1948–1966, 1969; Walid Khalidi, ed., From Haven to
Conquest: Readings in Zionism and the Palestine Problem until 1948, 1971; Hisham Sha-

rabi, Palestine Guerrillas: Their Credibility and Effectiveness, 1970; Richard P. Stevens,
Zionism and Palestine before the Mandate: A Phase of Western Imperialism, 1972; Alan

Taylor, Prelude to Israel: An Analysis of Zionist Diplomacy, 1897–1947, 1970. Many of

these books remain in print.

8. Key actors in this development include the Association of Arab-American Uni-

versityGraduates (which publishes theArab Studies Quarterly), theAlternativeMiddle

East Studies Seminar, and the Middle East Research and Information Project (pub-

lisher of merip Reports, later renamed Middle East Report).
9. See Ebba Augustin, ed., Palestinian Women: Identity and Experience (London:

Zed Books, 1993); Phyllis Bennis, From Stones to Statehood: The Palestinian Uprising
(NewYork: Olive Branch Press, 1990); Sherna Berger Gluck, An American Feminist in
Palestine: The Intifada Years (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1994); Zachary

Lockman and Joel Beinin, eds., Intifada: The Palestinian Uprising against Israeli Occu-
pation (Boston: SouthEndPress, 1989); JamalR.Nassar andRogerHeacock, eds., Inti-
fada: Palestine at the Crossroads (New York: Praeger, 1990); Don Peretz, Intifada: The
Palestinian Uprising (Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 1990); Elise G. Young, Keepers
of the History (New York: Teachers College Press, 1992); Kitty Warnock, Land before
Honour: Palestinian Women in the Occupied Territories (New York: Monthly Review

Press, 1990).

10. On this period of protest, see Adam Keller, Terrible Days: Social Divisions and
Political Paradoxes in Israel (Amstelveen, Netherlands: Cypres, 1987).

11. For a brief history of the emergence of Israeli revisionist scholarship and the

political conditions thatmade this emergence possible, see Zachary Lockman, ‘‘Origi-

nal Sin,’’ in Intifada, ed. Lockman and Beinin (Boston: South End Press, 1989), 185–

204. Useful surveys of Israeli revisionist scholarship include Laurence Silberstein,

The Postzionism Debates: Knowledge and Power in Israeli Culture (NewYork: Routledge,

1998) and the special issue of History and Memory 7, no. 1 (1995).
12. As Joel Beinin argues, the initial breach in the Israeli national consensus, and
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therein the possibility for the demthyologizing of history, occurred as a result of the

‘‘shock over the ‘lapse’ which allowed Egypt and Syria to seize the intiative in the first

stages of 1973.’’ In turn, Beinin suggests that the shift in Israeli history, memory, and

scholarship in the 1980s and 1990s is propelled by ‘‘quality of life issues’’ and the

‘‘senseless deaths of Israeli soldiers’’ in Lebanon, rather than by a concern about the

continuing Israeli occupation or the invasion of Lebanon per se. Joel Beinin, ‘‘Intel-

lectual and Political Limits of New Israeli History,’’ unpublished manuscript, 14.

13. See n. 5 for examples of this work.

14. The scholarship on Israel, occupation, and the politics of gender that emerged

during this period includes the following: Ayala H. Emmett, Our Sisters’ Promised
Land: Women, Politics, and Israeli-Palestinian Coexistence (Ann Arbor: University of

Michigan Press, 1996); Tamar Mayer, ed. Women and the Israeli Occupation: The Poli-
tics of Change (New York: Routledge, 1994); Simona Sharoni, Gender and the Israeli
Palestinian Conflict: The Politics of Women’s Resistance (Syracuse: Syracuse University
Press, 1995); Barbara Swirski and Marilyn P. Safir, eds., Calling the Equality Bluff:
Women in Israel (New York: Teachers College Press, 1991). Much of the extensive lit-

erature on gender in Palestinian society belongs to another intellectual and political

genealogy, one not marked, in the same ways, by the Israeli revisionist tradition.

New and foundational scholarship on the Mizrahi and Sephardi communities in-

cludes Shohat, Israeli Cinema; Sammy Smooha, Israel: Pluralism and Conflict (London:
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1978); Shafir and Peled, Being Israeli; Shlomo Swirski,

Israel: The Mizrahi Majority (London: Zed Books, 1989); Alex Weingrod, ed., Studies
in Israeli Ethnicity: After the Ingathering (New York: Routledge, 1985); Oren Yiftachel

and Avinoam Meir, eds., Ethnic Frontiers and Peripheries: Landscapes of Development
and Inequality in Israel (Boulder, Colo.: Westview, 1998).

Recent scholarship onPalestinianswithin the Israeli state includesAs’adGhanem,

The Palestinian-Arab Minority in Israel, 1948–2000: A Political Study (Albany: StateUni-
versity of New York Press, 2001); Kanaaneh, Birthing the Nation; Nadim N. Rouhana,

Palestinian Citizens in an Ethnic Jewish State (NewHaven: YaleUniversity Press, 1997);

Dan Rabinowitz, Overlooking Nazareth: The Ethnography of Exclusion in Galilee (Cam-

bridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1997); Oren Yiftachel, ‘‘State Policies,

Land Control and an Ethnic Minority: The Arabs in the Galilee, Israel,’’ Society and
Space 9 (1991): 329–362.The earlier, foundational literature includes Sabri Jiryis, The
Arabs in Israel (NewYork:MonthlyReviewPress, 1976); Ian Lustick,Arabs in the Jewish
State: Israel’s Control of a National Minority (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1980);
and Sammy Smooha, The Orientation and Politicization of the Arab Minority in Israel
(Haifa: Haifa University Press, 1980).

15. In addition to the work of Edward Said, see, for instance, El-Haj, Facts on the
Ground; Doumani, Rediscovering Palestine; Ghanem, The Palestinian-Arab Minority in
Israel, 1948–2000; Kanaaneh, Birthing the Nation; R. Khalidi, Palestinian Identity; and
Rouhana, Palestinian Citizens in an Ethnic Jewish State.

16. Zachary Lockman,Comrades and Enemies: Arab and Jewish Workers in Palestine,
1906–1948 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996), 8.

17. An instance of the former includes Susan Martha Kahn, Reproducing Jews: A
Cultural Account of Assisted Conception in Israel (Durham,N.C.: DukeUniversity Press,
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2000). Instances of the latter include Daniel BertrandMonk,An Aesthetic Occupation:
The Immediacy of Architecture and the Palestine Conflict (Durham, N.C.: Duke Univer-

sity Press, 2002) and El-Haj, Facts on the Ground.
18. AsRobert Blecher has argued, recent scholarship on the state’s Palestinian citi-

zens still privileges political formations, struggles, and alliances within Israel’s bor-

ders, emphasizing their status as Israeli citizens rather than Palestinian nationals.

See Blecher, ‘‘Citizens without Sovereignty: Ethnic Cleansing and Transfer in Israel,’’

forthcoming, Comparative Studies in Society and History.
19. Examples of Marxist-inflected scholarship include Joel Beinin, Was the Red

Flag Flying There? Marxist Politics and the Arab-Israeli Conflict in Egypt and Israel,
1948–1965 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990); Adel Samara, Industrial-
isation in the West Bank: A Marxist Socio-economic Analysis, 1967–1991 (Jerusalem: Al-

Mashriq Publications for Economic and Development Studies, 1992); Michael Sha-

lev, Labour and the Political Economy in Israel (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992);
Gershon Shafir, Land, Labor and the Origin of the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict: 1882–1914
(Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1989); and Elia Zureik, Israel: A
Study in Internal Colonialism (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1979). Examples

of the national paradigm include Helena Cobban, The Palestinian Liberation Organi-
sation: People, Power and Politics (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press,
1984); NormanFinkelstein, Image and Reality of the Israel-Palestine Conflict (NewYork:
Verso, 1995); Simha Flapan, The Birth of Israel: Myths and Realities (New York: Pan-

theon, 1987); ‘Abd al-Wahhab Kayyali, Palestine: A Modern History (London: Croom
Helm, 1978); R. Khalidi, Palestinian Identity; Walid Khalidi, All That Remains: The
Palestinian Villages Occupied and Depopulated by Israel in 1948 (Washington, D.C.:

Institute for Palestine Studies, 1992); Baruch Kimmerling and Joel S. Migdal, The
Palestinian People: A History (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2003);

Muhammad Y. Muslih, The Origins of Palestinian Nationalism (New York: Columbia

University Press, 1988); William Quandt, Fuad Jabber, and Ann Mosely Lesch, eds.,

The Politics of Palestinian Nationalism (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973);

Yezid Sayigh, Armed Struggle and the Search for State: The Palestinian National Move-
ment 1949–1993 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997). This list is by no means

exhaustive.

20. Arguably, this concern with rethinking the parameters of the political was at

the center of Edward Said’swork inOrientalism (NewYork:Vintage, 1979); yet, despite

Said’s enormous influence on Palestine scholarship, this concern remains marginal

tomost scholars in the field.On the other hand, critical literature in other areas has ex-

tensively addressed the limits of both nationalist and Marxist paradigms with regard

to the question of the political. In our discussion, we particularly draw on the work

of postcolonial theorists aimed at conceptualizing power beyond progressivist and

determinist Marxist narratives. For a particularly clear articulation of how postcolo-

nial theory has tried to move beyond these frameworks in its account of coloniality,

see David Scott, Refashioning Futures (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999).
It should also be noted that, in the past decade, scholars in the field have begun seri-

ously to rethink the conceptual limitations of the nation-state paradigm, just as they

have the area studies rubric more generally, with a concern for the ways the fiction
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of a hermetic nation-state forecloses attention to forms and processes not contained

by its real and imagined boundaries. The work of Zachary Lockman is of particular

importance in this regard.We take up his argument in the next section of this essay.

21. It should be noted that many anthropologists working in Palestine and Israel

have been attentive to daily cultural practices and the ways they intersect with politi-

cal processes. Such scholarship includes Eyal Ben Air and YoramBilu,Grasping Land:
Space and Place in Contemporary Israeli Discourse and Experience (Albany: State Uni-
versity of NewYork Press, 1997); Jonathan Boyarin, Palestine and Jewish History: Criti-
cism at the Borders of Ethnography (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996);

Virginia R. Domínguez, People as Subject, People as Object: Selfhood and Peoplehood in
Contemporary Israel (Madison:University ofWisconsinPress, 1989); Kanaaneh,Birth-
ing the Nation; Rabinowitz, Overlooking Nazareth; Slyomovics, The Object of Memory;
Swedenburg, Memories of Revolt.

22. An example of such a reading is Hanan Ashrawi’s article, ‘‘The Contemporary

Palestinian Poetry of Occupation,’’ Journal of Palestine Studies 7, no. 3 (1978): 77–101.
Ashrawi divides Palestinian poets into the ‘‘nationalist, committed, and politically

aware poets, who view poetry primarily as a means of moving the masses’’ and the

‘‘individualistic’’ poets, whom she essentially dismisses. The latter, among whom she

includes Anton Shammas (subsequently much celebrated for his novel Arabesques),
are accused of being ‘‘totally detached from their setting.’’ See also Barbara Harlow,

Resistance Literature (London: Routledge, 1987).
23. For an excellent review of the history of the Shirei Eretz Yisrael, see Regev and

Serousi, Popular Music and Culture in Israel, 49–70. This fine work is an exception to
the trend in reading music, or popular culture more broadly, instrumentally.

24. Lawrence Grossberg, ‘‘History, Politics, and Postmodernism: Stuart Hall and

Cultural Studies,’’ in Stuart Hall: Critical Dialogues in Cultural Studies, ed. David Mor-

ley and Kuan-Hsing Chen (London: Routledge 1996), 158.

25. Tony Bennett, ‘‘Introduction,’’ in Popular Culture and Social Relations, ed. Tony
Bennett,ColinMercer, and JanetWoollacott (MiltonKeyes, England:OpenUniversity

Press, 1986), xi–xii.

26. See RaymondWilliams, Keywords: A Vocabulary of Society and Culture, revised
ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985). Hall goes further in refusing the myth

of folk culture: ‘‘Since the inception of commercial capitalism and the drawing of all

relations into the net of market transactions, there has been little or no ‘pure’ culture

of the people—no separate folk-realm of the authentic popular, where ‘the people’

existed in their pure state, outside of the corrupting influences’’ (Grossberg, ‘‘History,

Politics, and Postmodernism,’’ 163).

27. Tony Bennett, ‘‘The Politics of the ‘Popular’ and Popular Culture,’’ Popular Cul-
ture and Social Relations, Bennett, Mercer, and Woollacott, eds., 8.

28. Lawrence Grossberg, ‘‘Pedagogy in the Present,’’ in Popular Culture, Schooling,
and Everyday Life, ed. Henry Giroux and Roger Simon (NewYork: Bergin and Garvey,

1989), 94.

29. All systems of rule, in Gramsci’s schema, were based on a combination of co-

ercion and persuasion. ‘‘Domination’’ (dominio) was the termGramsci used to identify
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amixture of persuasion and coercion decisively weighted in favor of force and repres-

sion (i.e., dictatorships, monarchies, and colonial regimes). ‘‘Hegemony’’ (egemonia),
in turn, identified systems of political authority (i.e., modern ‘‘bourgeois democra-

cies’’) where persuasion, or gaining the active consent of the ruled, was the predomi-

nant feature. See Antonio Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks, ed. Quintin
Hoare and Geoffrey Nowell-Smith (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1970) and Anto-

nioGramsci,Selections from Cultural Writings, ed. David Forgacs andGeoffreyNowell-
Smith (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1991).

30. Given the expansion of civil society characteristic of the modern nation-state,

these locations and modalities, sites and institutions included educational establish-

ments, the mass media, workplaces, legal apparatuses, government bureaucracies,

spaces of consumption and entertainment, and so on.

31. The hegemony of a class or class fraction depends on its capacity to actively

win consent and thereby to gain the ability to claim that it represents the ‘‘univer-

sal’’ interests of the entire society. See Anne Showstack Sassoon, ‘‘Hegemony,War of

Position and Political Intervention,’’ in Approaches to Gramsci, ed. Anne Showstack
Sassoon (London: Writers and Readers, 1982), 111.

32. According to Gramsci, in political systems characterized by dominio (see

n. 29), open political struggle involved two relatively fixed sides in opposing and dis-

crete trenches. Such a struggle he termed ‘‘war of maneuver.’’

33. It should be apparent that the work of Michel Foucault and his conceptualiza-

tion of power is critical to our rethinking of popular culture and informs our reading

of Gramsci. It is important to stress, however, that Foucault’s notion(s) of power can-

not simply be assimilated to those of Gramsci’s hegemony; see Timothy Mitchell,
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SALIM TAMARI

Wasif Jawhariyyeh,

Popular Music,

and Early Modernity

in Jerusalem

The great singer Shaykh SalamaHijazi was already half paralyzed when he was invited

byMayor Hashim al-Husayni to come fromCairo to Jerusalem to celebrate the Consti-

tutional Revolution of 1908. His orchestra was led by George Abyad, and a huge tent

(surdaq) was set up for him in the terrace facing Jaffa Gate on the road to the train sta-

tion. Shaykh Salama performed sketches from several of hismusicals, including Salah

al-Din al-Ayyubi and Romeo and Juliet. At the time I was eleven and was lucky enough

to attend (with my father) several of his performances. Salama was dragging himself

on stage, yet despite his handicap the audience was ecstatic with delight. People were

moved to tears as he sang ‘‘Hata li khamarata al-shifa’’ [Pour me the wine of deliver-

ance]. Even the Greeks in the audience, who did not understand a word, were crying.

At night after some begging I was admitted to meet the Shaykh where I kissed his

hands. Admission to Shaykh Salama’s concerts was half a French Pound, a fortune

in those days.—wasif jawhariyyeh, Ahwal al-Quds al-‘Uthmaniya fil-Mudhakkarat al-

Jawhariya [Ottoman Jerusalem in the Jawhariyah memoirs]

Conventional approaches to the study of modernity in Jerusalem regard

the city in the late nineteenth century as a provincial capital city in

the Ottoman hinterland whose social fabric was basically communi-

tarian and confessional. Ethnicity and sectarian identities were identical in

that confessional consciousness was defined by ethnic-religious terms and

the boundaries of these identities were physically delineated by habitat in



the confines of the Old City quarters.1 The quartered city corresponded, in

this approach, to the ethnoconfessional divisions of the four communities:

Muslim,Christian, Armenian, and Jewish. In these quarters, conventional

accounts argue, social nodes were more or less exclusive, physically de-

fined, and reinforced by mechanisms of mutual aid, craft specialization,

ritual celebrations, internal schooling systems, and, above all, the rules

of confessional endogamy. Although a substantial degree of interaction

existed in the city, it was confined mainly to the marketplace and ritual

social visitations. The modernity of the city is seen as the product of the

breakup of theOttoman systemunder the triadic impact of European pene-

tration, Zionist emigration, and the modernizing schemes of the British

Mandate.

In this essay, I use my reading of the diaries of a Jerusalem musician,

Wasif Jawhariyyeh, to suggest substantial weaknesses in this paradigm (see

figure 1). I suggest that Jerusalem’s modernity was a feature of internal dy-

namics in the Ottoman city and propose that the social structure of the

walled city was much more fluid than is generally believed; further, I sug-

gest that the quarter system signaling the division of the Old City into con-

fessional bounded domains was introduced and imposed retroactively on

the city byBritish colonial regulations.On the eve of the FirstWorldWar, al-

though Jerusalem had a strong communitarianmakeup in which religious

identity was highly pronounced, communal boundaries were not defined

primarily by confession or ethnicity (except for the Armenians, who con-

gregated around the Armenian patriarchate) but by theMahalla, the neigh-
borhood unit. This unit was reconstituted under the British Mandate in

favor of the quarter system (hayy or hara), which was based on distinctly

religious sectarian identity, and within it of denominational subidentity.

The communal bonds of confessional affiliation were superseded and sup-

plemented by bonds of patronage and clientalism.

Jawhariyyeh, who was a musician and an interpreter of popular Arabic

music, left memoirs (together with his unpublished ‘‘Musical Notebooks’’)

that can be gainfully read as a record illustrating the formation of a regional

tradition in Mashriqi music. This transformation transcended the regional

boundaries of greater Syria and Egypt through the interaction between a

new technology (the gramophone and the vinyl record) and the creation of

a novel arena for the diffusion of a new musical market and new musical

tastes enhanced by the increased mobility of performers between Egypt

and Bilad al-Sham. However, I focus on Jawhariyyeh’s exposition of quo-

tidian life in Late Ottoman Jerusalem. His vignettes of daily life allow us to
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figure 1.Wasif Jawhariyyeh.

Cover of the Arabic edition of

Ahwal al-Quds al-‘Uthmaniya

fil-Mudhakkarat al-Jawhariya

[Ottoman Jerusalem in the

Jawhariya memoirs].

(re)discover a community that is no longer with us, and his account sheds

significant light on the modernity of Palestinian urban life, both in the

confines of the seemingly ghettoized old city and in the emancipated envi-

ronment of greater Jerusalem. The memoirs tell a tale of a Late Ottoman

and early Mandate Jerusalem with a thriving nightlife and a considerable

degree of intercommunal interaction and cultural hybridity.

I am aware of conceptual problems in using the term ‘‘hybridity’’ to de-

scribe the city’s cultural scene in the period around the time of the First

World War. The current usage of this term generally refers to the prolif-

eration of multiethnic identities sharing the same space and creating cre-

olized cultural forms as a result of their interaction, the reference here

being to lifestyle, dress codes, cuisine, and even language.2 Themain arena

of this hybridity is the postindustrial metropolitan city that has witnessed

large-scale third worldmigrations in recent decades, creatingmultiple eth-

nicities of habitations and dual categories of identity-citizenships.3 In the

case of prewar Ottoman Jerusalem, by contrast, the city fostered a com-

munitarian identity, a prenationalist confessional consciousness compet-

ing with emergent but vigorous Arab nationalist and localized (Syrian Pal-

estinian) sentiments, as well as an embryonic Jewish-Zionist movement

vying for the allegiance of native Jewish communities. A local narrative like

that ofWasif Jawhariyyeh compels us to rethink these categories of analysis

and ultimately to reimagine the city’s social history.
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TheMemoirs are mostly written in the anecdotal style of the street haka-
wati (storyteller) that mesmerized Wasif ’s childhood. The stories told by

the traveling performers of the Sanduq al-Ajab (Magic box) and Qara Qoz
(Shadow theater), in Turkish and Arabic, are described in vivid details as

he recalls them from the alleys of Mahallat al-Sa‘diya and the Damascus

Gate of Jerusalem before the Great War. This style tends to camouflage a

profundity in the narrative precisely because of its simplicity and seeming

frivolity. One can capture its panoramic depth only after delving into the

networks of social and personal webs that are woven by the author. The

reader is reminded of F.W. Dupee’s remarks about Flaubert’s Sentimental
Education: ‘‘It was [his] feat, and one that followed from his comic aims, to

have made an epic novel out of the accumulation of anecdotes. The novel

is epic because the fates of numerous characters and a major revolution

are embraced in the action; it is anecdotal because each episode recounts,

as I think anecdotes do by nature, the momentary defeat or the equivocal

victory of someone in a particular situation.’’4 In Jawhariyyeh’s case, the

revolution was the Great War, and the fictional characters are the infinite

but real Jerusalem people he encountered in his neighborhood, in the new

city outside the walls, and during his convoluted career as a musician.

The ‘Ud Player and His Family

I was born onWednesday morning the 14th of January 1897, according

to the Western calendar, which happened to be the eve of the Ortho-

dox New Year.5 At the moment my father was preparing a tray of kunafa
[a dessert made with vermicelli and cheese], as was customary then in

Eastern Orthodox households. I was named Wasif after the Damascene

Wasif bey al-‘Azm who was then my father’s close friend and the sitting

judge in Jerusalem’s Criminal Court.6

Thus opens the memoirs of Wasif Jawhariyyeh, one of Jerusalem’s most

illustrious citizens: composer, ‘ud player, poet, and chronicler. They span

a period of forty-four years (1904–1948) of Jerusalem’s turbulent modern

history, covering four regimes and five wars. More significant, they mark

the transition of Palestinian society into modernity and the breaking out

of its Arab population beyond the ghettoized confines of the walled city.

Where do we place the Jawhariyyehs in the social hierarchies of Jeru-

salem at the turn of the nineteenth century? Wasif ’s father and grand-

father both occupied important public positions, but themen of the family
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also passed through a number of more modest occupations.Wasif ’s father,

Jiryis (Girgis), was themukhtar of the EasternOrthodox Christian commu-

nity in the Old City (1884) and amember of Jerusalem’s municipal council

under the mayoralty of Salim al-Husayni and Faidy al-‘Alami. Trained as

a lawyer, he was well versed in Muslim Shari‘a law and spoke several lan-

guages, including Greek, Turkish, and Arabic. He worked briefly as a gov-

ernment tax assessor but later turned to private business as a silk farmer

and café proprietor. He was also a skilled icon maker and amateur mu-

sician, which accounts for his encouragement of Wasif ’s musical talents.

Wasif ’smother,HilanaBarakat, descended froma leadingOrthodox family

fromwhat later became known as theChristianQuarter.The Jawhariyyehs’

social position in pre-Mandate Palestine must be understood in relation

to their critical bonds as protégés of the Husayni family, feudal landlords

and patricians in Jerusalem’s inner circle of a‘yan (notables). We can say

with some certainty that the family members skirted that precarious space

between artisanal work and the middle ranks of the civil service.

Wasif traces the beginning of hismusical career to the ‘‘year of the seven

snowstorms,’’ a typical mode of chronicling in semiliterate cultures, which

he later figures was either 1906 or 1907. He was nine years old, and on

the festival of St. Dimitri the Jawhariyyeh household was celebrating the

birthday of his namesake, their neighbor and friendMitri ‘Abdallah. Khalil

(Wasif ’s older brother), then an apprentice carpenter, constructed forWasif

his first tambourine.

Qustandi al-Sus was one of themost famous singers in theMahalla—he

sang for Shaykh Salama al-Hijazi on his renowned ‘ud most of the eve-

ning, then they allowedme to perform; I danced the dabke, then I sang a

piece of ‘‘Romeo and Juliet’’ to the melodies composed by Sheik Salama

and the accompaniment of Qustandi’s ‘ud.When the latter heard me he

was so pleased that he handed me his precious ‘ud—which drove me

into a frenzy—and I began to play it and sing to the tune of ‘‘Zeina . . .

Zeina.’’ The next day my father took a barber’s blade and forged me a

beautiful handle for my tambourine . . . thus began my musical career

at the age of nine. (41)

The Jawhariyyeh house was the perfect setting for his budding musi-

cal talents. All the family members, with the exception of Wasif ’s younger

brother Tawfiq, who was tone deaf, either played instruments, or sang, or

enjoyed good music. Jiryis was one of the few Jerusalemites who owned

a His Master’s Voice phonograph, and he had a number of early record-
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ings by leading Egyptian singers, such as Shaykh Minyalawi and Salama

Hijazi.He encouraged his children to lip-synch in accompaniment to these

records, and was particularly severe with Wasif when he made mistakes.

Jiryis was also keen to host prominent singers andmusicians visiting Jeru-

salem. One of those, the Egyptian ‘udist Qaftanji, spent a week with the

Jawhariyyehs, and from him Wasif learned a number of melodies that he

used to sing during summer nights on the roof or in the outhouse (19).

Jiryis was sufficiently moved by his son’s desire to allow him to accompany

a number of well-known performers in Mahallat al-Sa‘diya to learn their

art. They included Hanna Fasha, who crafted his own instruments, and

Sabri ‘Abd Rabbu, who sold Wasif his first ‘ud when he was eleven.7 Jiryis

was so impressed withWasif ’s persistence that he hired one of Jerusalem’s

best-known ‘ud tutors, Abdul Hamid Quttayna, to give him lessons twice

a week.

As was customary in the Old City, Wasif was apprenticed to a number

of jobs during his boyhood. These assignments supplemented his formal

schooling and often furthered his evolving musical career. In the summer

of 1907, at the age of nine,Wasif became an apprentice in the barbershop of

Mattia al-Hallaq (Abu ‘Abdallah). A barber inOttoman Jerusalemwasmuch

more than a hairstylist: he was an herbalist, was trained to apply leeches

for bloodletting and vacuum cups for congestion relief, and in general per-

formed the function of a local doctor. It is possible that Jiryis wanted one

of his sons to acquire such a vocation, but Wasif had other ambitions.

I would hold the customer by the neck while Abu ‘Abdallah was wash-

ing his hair so that the water would not drip down his shirt.Water was

poured fromabrass pot andwouldflowdirectly fromhis head to another

brass container that was clasped around the customer’s neck. [Initially] I

was delighted with this first job. In the eveningmy brother Khalil would

pass by in the company of Muhammad al-Maddah—a qabaday [tough
guy] and grocer from Mahallat Bab al-‘Amud. Muhammad was initiat-

ing Khalil into the arts of manhood and both of them would take me to

their uda [a bachelor’s apartment equivalent to the French garçonierre]

where we would play the tambourine and sing.8 (46)

Wasif learned creative truancy during this period. He would escape his

master’s shop to listen to the ‘ud played by Hussayn Nashashibi at another

barber salon, that of AbuManwil, whose shopwas owned by theNashashibi

family. It was in this period that Wasif ’s obsession with ‘ud performance

began, and he started to seek out musical instruction.
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Contrary to the impression conveyed by Wasif ’s comments about his

truancy and rebelliousness, he had a substantial degree of formal school-

ing in addition to his musical training. This education is reflected in his

polished language, rich poetic imagination, and elegant handwriting. Ref-

erences abound in his diaries to classical poetry and contemporary lit-

erature by figures such as Khalil Sakakini, Ahmad Shawqi, Khalil Jibran,

and others. Wasif and Tawfiq first attended the Dabbagha School, which

was governed by the Lutheran Church next to the Holy Sepulcher. At the

Dabbagha,Wasif was taught basic Arabic grammar, dictation, reading, and

arithmetic. He also studied German and Bible recitation. His school uni-

form was the qumbaz (traditional robe) and the Damascene red leather

shoes known as balaghat (17). In 1909, whenWasif was twelve, the brothers

were taken out of the Dabbagha after being savagely beaten by the mathe-

matics teacher for mocking him. For several years thereafter,Wasif accom-

panied his father in his work as overseer of the Husayni estates, occasion-

ally performing as a singer (and later as ‘ud player) in the neighborhood.

When Khalil Sakakini established his progressive Dusturiya National

School inMusrara, Jiryis intervenedwith themayor to haveWasif admitted

as an external student. Sakakini had acquired a reputation for using radical

methods of pedagogy in his school and for strictly banning physical pun-

ishment and written exams. In addition to advanced grammar, literature,

and mathematics, the curriculum included English, French, and Turkish.

Sakakini was a pioneer in introducing two disciplines unique to his school

at the time: physical education and Qur’anic studies for Christians.Wasif

was strongly influenced by his study of the Qu’ran.

I receivedmy copy of theQur’an fromal-HajjaUmmMusaQadimPasha

al-Husayni . . . who taught me how to treat it with respect and main-

tain its cleanliness. My Qur’anic teacher was Shaykh Amin Al-Ansar, a

well-known faqih in Jerusalem. Sakakini’s idea was that the essence of

learning Arabic lies in mastering the Qur’an, both reading and incanta-

tion. My Muslim classmates and I would start with Surat al-Baqara and

continue . . . I can say in all frankness today that my mastery of Arabic

music and singing is attributed to these lessons—especially my ability

to render classical poetry andmuwashshahat in musical form. (125–126)

Sakakini was a music lover, and had a special fondness for the ‘ud and

the violin. Some of the Dusturiya students had seen Wasif performing in

local weddings and taunted him for being ‘‘a paid street singer’’ (ajir), but
Sakakini defended him and taught the students to enjoy Wasif ’s music.
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Eventually, despite his love for the Dusturiya’s liberal environment,Wasif

was compelled at the insistence of his patron, Husayn al-Husayni, to en-

roll in al-Mutran School (St. George’s) in Shaykh Jarrah ‘‘in order to gain

knowledge of the English language and build a solid base for my future’’

(145–146). At St. George’s Wasif excelled in acting in school plays, where

he was able to develop hismusical talents. He remained there for two years

(1912–1914), until the school was closed at the beginning of the FirstWorld

War. Wasif finished the fourth secondary class (his tenth year of studies)

and ended his formal schooling without a secondary school certificate.

During the war, Wasif continued his musical education in the com-

pany of Jerusalem’s foremost ‘ud players and composers, including his first

tutor, Abdul Hamid Quttayna, Muhammad al-Sibasi, and Hamada al-Afifi,

who taught him the art of muwashshahat in the Turkish tradition. But

Wasif ’s most important mentor was the great master ‘ud player ‘Umar al-

Batsh. In the spring of 1915, after his father’s death, Wasif was attending

a party in the company of Husayn Effendi al-Husayni and several Turkish

officers. A section of the army military band known as the Izmir Group

was performing Andalusian muwashshahat.Wasif was mesmerized by the

playing of a young ‘ud player wearing a military uniform, who was intro-

duced to him as ‘Umar al-Batsh. For the duration of the war ‘Umar became

Wasif ’s constant companion.Wasif prevailed on Husayn Effendi, now his

official patron, to hire ‘Umar to give him four ‘ud lessons aweek at the head-

quarters of the army orchestra in Maskubiya. From ‘Umar, Wasif learned

how to read musical notation and considerably expanded his repertoire of

classical Arabic music.Wasif eventually wrote a chapter on the adaptation

of Western notational system for the ‘ud.9 ‘Umar began to bring Wasif to

sing and accompany him on the ‘ud in his performances, but above all,

he taught him to be a critical and discriminating listener and instructed

him in the performance of the classical muwashshah.10 In his diariesWasif

refers to ‘Umar as ‘‘my teacher’’ and ‘‘my master.’’

Throughout his adult career, Wasif saw himself as a musician and ‘ud

player above all else. His musical career occupies a substantial part of the

diaries.We are fortunate to have his ‘‘Musical Notebook,’’ which he began

just prior to the war.11 It reflects the progression of Wasif ’s interests in

Arabic music, from classical Andalusiyat and Aleppo muwashshahat, to

choral music (which he performed at weddings and family celebrations),

love songs,melodies based on classical poetry, and finally taqatiq and erotic
songs.12 Although he sought employment in various government and mu-
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nicipal authorities, it was only to survive and free him for his obsession:

the ‘ud and the company of men and women who shared his vision.

Wasif ’s first paid job, as a clerk in the Jerusalemmunicipality in charge

of recording contributions for the Ottoman war effort, was arranged by

his patron, Husayn Effendi al-Husayni. Wasif briefly served in the Otto-

man navy, but after the war’s end and the start of the British Mandate,

he resumed his career in the municipality. He was promoted to the posi-

tion of court clerk in the Ministry of Justice, serving under the judge-

ship of ‘Ali bey Jarallah in Maskubiya. After the death of Husayn Effendi

(whom he called ‘‘my second father’’), he resigned from his job at the cen-

tral court to help Husayn’s widow,Umm Salim, with the administration of

the Hussayni estates in Deir Amr.

Thus continued a series of jobs based on his patronage.Wasif ’s relation-

ships with theHusayni family, and later with theNashashibis (who became

ascendant under British rule), helped him continue his career as a musi-

cian while maintaining a steady income from public coffers.

Musa Qadhim Pasha [al-Hysayni], then Mayor of Jerusalem, sent

after me through sergeant ‘Arif al-Nammari. I went to meet him in city

hall, then located at Jaffa Gate. He rebuked me for not staying in touch

since the death of the late Husayn Effendi, and asked about my family’s

condition, especially about the health of mymother. Then he appointed

me as Assistant Inspector [mufattish baj] with a temporary income of 24

Egyptian pounds per month, until the position was institutionalized. I

kissed his hands and signed for the new position working under the late

‘Abd al-Qadi al-Afifi Effendi. My job consisted of the following: I had to

inspect all animals sold in Jerusalem at the animal market [suq al-juma‘ ]
every Friday near the Sultan’s Pool area. I was to work under the super-

vision of the late Mustafa al-Kurd, known as Abu Darwish, a top expert

in this fine art. Abu Darwish would say to me: ‘‘Do not burden your-

self ! Sit there, drink your coffee and smoke the arghila [water pipe]. I

will do all the inspection and will hand you the receipts on a daily basis.’’

This suited me very well. I would start my day at the Ma‘arif Café with

friends drinking the arghila until 10 or 11 in themorningwhenAbuDar-

wish would arrive and order his first smoke, then his second, then his

third. Then he would pull five pounds from his ‘ajami belt: ‘‘Here,Wasif

Effendi, this is your spendingmoney for the day,’’ then he would payme

another sum against a signed receipt which I would hand over to the

municipality. (335–336)
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Musa Qadhim al-Husayni’s mayoralty was followed by that of Raghib

Bey Nashashibi, who held the position throughout the 1920s and into the

next decade. Raghib was an amateur ‘ud player and socialite, and he hired

Wasif to give ‘ud and singing lessons to him and his mistress, UmmMan-

sur. As a reward,Wasif was added to the payroll of the Tax Bureau with a

monthly salary of 20 Egyptian pounds. At the end of eachmonth he would

go to the Regie (tobacco statemonopoly) Department and collect his salary,

performing no further duties.

Wasif called the early Mandate years ‘‘the period of total anarchy in my

life.’’ He lived like a vagabond, sleeping all day and partying all night. ‘‘I

only went home to change my clothes, sleeping in a different house every

day. My body totally exhausted from drinking and merrymaking.One mo-

ment I am in Mahallat Bab Hatta . . . in the morning I am picnicking with

members of Jerusalem’s ‘ayan [notable] families, the next day I am hold-

ing an orgy with thugs and gangsters in the alleys of the Old City. My only

source of livelihood was my salary from the Regie Department arranged

by Raghib Bey.’’ When his mother complained that he came home late at

night, if at all, he retorted with the famous line: ‘‘Man talaba al-‘ula sahar

al-layali’’ (He who seeks glory, must toil the nights; 335).

His brother Khalil opened a café in 1918 that became one of the cen-

ters of Jerusalem nightlife. In the Late Ottoman years, especially during

the war, and in theMandate period that followed,Wasif thus was deeply in-

volved in a libertine popular culture and café scene, an aspect of Jerusalem

life elided in previous accounts of the city’s modernity. His account of his

childhood and adult life in the city tell us about the advent of modernity

in this urban context and hint at the complex nature of the interactions

among Jerusalem’s communities.

Urban Life and Communal Boundaries in Jerusalem

Wasif ’s vivid rendition of daily life inMahallat al-Sa‘diya (situated between

Bab al-Sahira and Via Dolorossa) during the first decades of the twentieth

century marks one of the most valuable records of Palestinian urban life

that exists anywhere. The bourgeoisification of domestic living arrange-

ments, for instance, is periodized and described in detail:

During the summer months [of 1904] we would sit around the lowered

table for the main meal. Food was served in enameled zinc plates. That

year we stopped eating in wooden spoons imported from Anatolia and
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Greece and replaced them with brass ones that were oxidized periodi-

cally. We replaced the common drinking tasa [water container] tied to

the pottery jar with individualized crystal glasses. In 1906my father ac-

quired single iron beds for each of my siblings, thus ending the habit of

sleeping on the floor. What a delight it was to get rid of the burden of

having to place our mattresses into the wall enclaves every night. (14)

For the social historian, the Jawhariyyeh diaries also provide a contem-

porary record for the growth of the city outside the city walls. Although

Shaykh Jarrah,YeminMoshe, andWa’riya were established before his time,

Wasif narrates the growth of Musrara and the Maskubiya neighborhoods

along Jaffa Road during his boyhood, followed by Talbiya and Katamon in

the 1930s. These expansions, and the similar one that preceded them in

Baq‘a, saw hundreds of families move to modern tiled buildings, built of

mortar fortified by iron railings. It was in these neighborhoods that the

implements of modernity were introduced: electricity, first in the Notre

Dame compound just opposite the newGate, the automobile on Jaffa Road,

the cinematograph, and, above all, the phonograph, which introduced Jaw-

hariyyeh to the world of Salama Hijazi and Sayyid Darwish.

Jawhariyyeh’s cognitivemap of Jerusalem’s neighborhoods and his iden-

tification of communal boundaries prevalent in his youth clearly suggest

that the division of the city into four confessional quarters was a late de-

velopment. The new boundaries were demarcated by the British to cre-

ate a modern sectarian balance among the four ancient communities. The

basis of this balance was the preservation of the status quo in the admin-

istration of Jerusalem’s holy sites that was carefully negotiated during the

Late Ottoman period and elaborated and codified during early Mandate

rule.

The diaries implicitly challenge this notion of quarters based on the

regulation of relations among Jerusalemites in terms of their religious and

ethnic habitat.Wasif ’s recollection of daily life in the alleys of the Old City

shows the weakness of this concept in two respects. First, it suggests that

therewas no clear delineation betweenneighborhood and religion; instead,

a substantial intermixing of religious groups existed in each quarter. Sec-

ond, the primary unit of habitationwas theMahalla, the neighborhood net-

work of social demarcations,withinwhich a substantial amount of commu-

nal solidarity was exhibited. Such cohesiveness was clearly articulated in

periodic visitations and by the sharing of ceremonies, including weddings

and funerals but also active participation in religious festivities. These soli-
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darities undermined the fixity of the confessional systemwith a premodern

(perhaps even primordial) network of affinities.

But confessional boundaries were also being undermined by the rise of

the nationalist movement in Palestine, initially in the context of the consti-

tutional Ottomanmovement at the turn of the century, then after the 1908

coup, which received a lot of support among intellectual circles in Jeru-

salem, and later by the anti-Turkish trends in greater Syrian nationalism.

Wasif ’s memoirs depict such shifts in a haphazard and selective manner.

Although he was not involved in any political party, he was an Ottoman

patriot, and later a Palestinian nationalist, and he clearly believed that the

move toward modernity (and presumably post-Ottoman nationalism) was

linked to the migration to the outskirts of the city by the rising middle

class.13 By the mid-nineteenth century members of the notable clans had

established bases in Shaykh Jarrah to the north and inWa‘riya to the south.14

There was a similar move in the Jewish population, originating with the

construction of thenewneighborhoods ofMeaShe’arimandYeminMoshe,

signaling a separation of ways between modern Palestinian Arab national-

ism and Jewish communal consciousness even before the entrenchment

of Zionism.15

Jawhariyyeh’s relationship with the Jewish community of Jerusalem is

complex. His narrative is no doubt colored by retroactive memories of

clashes during the 1920s and in 1936–1939 between Palestinian Arabs and

the Zionist movement, and his perspective is mediated by the events of the

1948 war. But he also recalls a different era, when as a teenager he partici-

pated in the events of Purim (which he describes in great detail, including

the costumes he used to wear with his brother Khalil), and in family pic-

nics in the spring to the shrine of Shimon al-Siddiq inWadi al-Juz. He also

mentions a number of Sephardic families with whom his family was on

intimate terms, including the Eliashars, Hazzans, Anteibis, Manis (from

Hebron), and Navons.

Deeply involved in the affairs of the Arab Orthodox community, Jaw-

hariyyeh nevertheless exhibits a unique affinity for the Muslim culture of

his city. His narrative compels us to rethink the received wisdom about

Jerusalem’s communal and confessional structure in Ottoman times. For

example, endless stories, many scandalous and satirical, draw a picture of

profound triadic coexistence of Christian and Jewish families in the heart

of what came to be known as the Muslim Quarter. This was not merely a

tolerant cohabitation of protected dhimmiminorities (Jews andChristians),

but a positive engagement in the affairs of neighbors whose religion was
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coincidental to their wider urban heritage. There is no doubt that the Jaw-

hariyyeh family, though deeply conscious of its Orthodox heritage, was im-

mersed in Muslim culture. Jiryis made his sons read and memorize the

Qur’an at an early age.When he died in September 1914 he was eulogized

by Khalil Sakakini (‘‘With the death of Jawhariyyeh the era of wit has come

to an end’’) and by Shaykh ‘Ali Rimawi,who lamented: ‘‘I cannot believe that

Jawhariyyeh’s soul will remain in Zion [cemetery] . . . for tonight surely it

will move to Mamillah [referring to the Muslim cemetery]’’ (172–173). This

attitude clearly transcended the current normative rules of coexistence at

the time.

Many of Jawhariyyeh’s anecdotes challenge social and religious taboos

that would appear unthinkable in today’s puritanical atmosphere.16 An ex-

ample is the anecdote titled ‘‘A Dog’s Religion’’:

My father was strolling with his intimate companion Salih al-Jamal,

who died a bachelor. They passed several elderly gentlemen who were

sitting by thewooden enclave built by theMunicipality opposite the spe-

cial opening constructed at Jaffa Gate to receive the German Emperor.

After saluting themadoghappened to pass by.One of the notables asked

my father: ‘‘Ya Abu Khalil, would you say this dog is Muslim or Chris-

tian?’’ This question was an obvious provocation since the enquirer was

a well-known Muslim, and my father was clearly a Christian. But his

quick wit saved him from aggravating the situation further: ‘‘It should

be easy to find out my dear sir. Today, Friday, is our [ i.e., the Ortho-

dox] fasting day. You can throw him a bone, if he picks it up then he is

definitely not a Christian.’’ (197)17

Jawhariyyeh’s teasing attitude toward religious sensibilities recalls a period

in which religious and ethnic boundaries were blurred in the neighbor-

hoods of Ottoman Jerusalem.

Cultural Hybridity: A Christian Ramadan
and a Muslim Purim

The Jawhariyyeh diaries invite the reader to share a world of religious syn-

cretism and cultural hybridity that is difficult to imagine in today’s prevail-

ing atmosphere of ethnic exclusivity and religious fundamentalism. It was

a prenationalist era in which religious identity incorporated the Other in

its festivals and rituals. Jawhariyyeh describes the feast of Easter/Pesach as

an occasion forMuslim-Christian-Jewish celebrations. He details theMus-
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lim processions of Palm Sunday (which proceeded from the Abrahamic

Mosque inHebron toward Jerusalem).The festival of NabiMusa is recalled

as a Muslim popular celebration that merged with the Christian Orthodox

Easter. The fantasia of Sabt al-Nur (Fire Saturday, commemorating the res-

urrection of Christ) was the greatest popular Christian celebration in Pales-

tine, and was closely coordinated with Muslim folk festivals. Purim was

celebrated by Christian and Muslim youth in Jewish neighborhoods, and

Wasif describes in detail the costumes they wore on this occasion. Twice

a year Muslim and Christian families, including the Jawhariyyeh family,

joined the Jewish celebrations at the shrine of Simon the Just in Shaykh

Jarrah (an event known as shat’hat al-Yahudiya, ‘‘the Jewish outing’’), where
‘‘Haim the ‘ud player and Zaki the tambourine player would sing to the

accompaniment of Andalusian melodies.’’

But the greatest celebrations of all happened during Ramadan.Wasif de-

votes a substantial section of his diaries to the street festivals, the foods, and

the dramatic displays ofQara Qoz (shadow plays) andmagic lantern shows.

Many of the shadow plays were performed in a mixture of Ottoman Turk-

ish and Aleppo dialects, and some of the plays performed included daring

social satire and veiled political criticism of the regime, although Wasif

does not explicitlymention these displays of dissent.To enhance their sales,

manufacturers of goods and confectionary establishments (such as Zala-

timo) used the performances to introduce commercial presentations sung

by the shadow players.

The city also celebrated seasonal occasions thatwere not tied to religious

feasts. Wasif identifies two such secular occasions: the summer outings

(shat’hat) of Sa‘d wa Sa’id, and the spring visits to Bi’r Ayyub. In the pre–
World War I era Sa‘d wa Sa‘id became the choice location for the Old City’s

Christian andMuslim families to picnic on hot summer afternoons.These

excursions were especially encouraged by the growth of the newmansions

around Musrara and the American Colony area. The picnickers consumed

large quantities of ‘araq and food during these outings, which usually lasted

until the late evening hours, when revelers had to go back before the city

gates were closed. In the spring, similar parties were held at Bi’r Ayyub,

in the springs of Lower Silwan, where Jerusalem families found an outlet

from the severe winters.

With the implementation of the Balfour Declaration in the BritishMan-

date, this era of religious syncretism came to a close. Palestinian nation-

alism, previously a secular movement, started to become infused with

religious fervor. The new colonial authority interpreted the protocols re-
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garding religious control and access in terms of confessional exclusivity.

Christianswere banned bymilitary edict fromentering Islamic holy places,

and Muslims from Christian churches and monasteries. It had been cus-

tomary for young Jerusalemites—of all religions—to picnic in the green

meadows in the Haram area, but now the area was off-limits. Wasif de-

scribes an adventure on a spring day in April 1919, during the early days of

the British military government, when he passed as a ‘‘Musilman’’ to the

IndianGuards of theHaramarea, while his blue-eyed companion,Muham-

mad Marzuqa, was barred because Wasif explained to them that he was

Jewish.

The complexity of Jerusalem’sOttoman identity is also shown inWasif ’s

account of his involvement with the Red Crescent Society, which was

founded in 1915 ostensibly to garner local support in Palestine for the Otto-

man armed forces against the Allies.18 Through public musical events and

direct solicitations, the Red Crescent was able to raise substantial funds

for the war effort. Jawhariyyeh also believed that the Society could create

a bridge between the interests of the Jewish community in Palestine and

the Ottoman government before the appearance of Zionism as an active

force. Both Ibrahim Entaibi, the director of the Alliance Israelite school

system in Jerusalem, and aMiss Landau, described as ‘‘the liaison between

the Jewish community in Jerusalem and the Ottomanmilitary leadership,’’

were pivotal in cementing those ties. With this objective they mobilized

a large number of young Jerusalem women, who wore ceremonial Otto-

manmilitary uniforms with Red Crescent insignia, to solicit contributions

for the army.Wasif describes several of them as ‘‘attractive ladies’’ who de-

veloped intimate relations with the high-ranking Ottoman officials: Miss

Tenanbaum (‘‘one of the most beautiful Jewish women in Palestine’’; 226)

became themistress of Jamal Pasha, commander of the Fourth Army (after

the war, she married Michael Abcarius, the famous Jerusalem attorney);

Miss Sima al-Maghribiya became the mistress of Sa’d Allah Bey, the com-

mander of the Jerusalem garrison; and Miss Cobb became the mistress of

Majid Bey, the Mutasarrif (governor) of the city.

During the war years, personal as well as political links thus played a

part in the complex interaction of Jerusalem’s communities. Through his

literary and enormously entertaining narrative of the events,Wasif reveals

the radical transformations that were encompassing Palestinian and Syrian

society in that period: the emergence of secular Arab nationalism, the sepa-

ration of Palestinian national identity from its Syrian context, and the en-

hancement of Jerusalem as a capital city.
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Music and Modernity

Thememoirs devote an extended section tomusical and artistic life in Jeru-

salem during the Ottoman period.Wasif provides a long list of ‘udmakers,

‘ud players, dancers, and singers. Many of these musicians performed as

family teams in local weddings, and later, during the Mandate, in cafés

and cabarets outside the walled city. In combination with his special com-

pendium on the typology of musical traditions that prevailed in Palestine

at the turn of the century, Jawhariyyeh’s observations provide us with an

original and unique source on the modernization of Arabic music in Bilad

al-Sham and the influence of such great innovators as Shaykh Yusif al-

Minyalawi and Sayyid Darwish on provincial capitals like Jerusalem.19

The members of Wasif ’s household were amateur musicians, ‘ud

players, and sophisticated listeners who did not restrict theirmusical inter-

ests to any particular religious community. Jiryis treated Qur’anic incan-

tations as a form of music and taught his children to distinguish a good

Adhan (call to prayer) from a bad one. Once Jiryis led a delegation from

Harat al-Sa‘diya to the Awqaf Department to request the replacement of

a local imam whose voice he could not stand.When the official in charge

questioned Abu Khalil’s credentials as a Christian to request the removal

of the mu’adhdhin he responded in verse that was replete with double en-

tendre:

I hear the call to prayer in a voice, which keeps buzzing in my ears . . .

I wondered as my ears were humming,

Is this a sacred prayer, or did he mean to damage my ears [Adhana]?20

When it was pointed out to him that the mu’adhdhin was a poor orphan

who had a large family to support, the elder Jawhariyyeh suggested that

they relocate him to the mosque by the American Colony (Sa‘d wa Sa‘id),

where there were fewer people living to suffer from his voice (162). The

Awqaf people were so amused by this outrageous attitude that they obliged

Jawhariyyeh and replaced the Shaykh.

Wasif also performed or associated with a number of Jewish musicians

(64), including Shihada, Badi‘a Masabni’s ‘ud player. He also mentions the

prominent role played by groups of Aleppo Jews, known as Dallatiya, who

resided in Jerusalem and were choral musicians who performed Andalu-

sian music in weddings of Jerusalem Arabs (155). Before the onset of the

Mandate, Wasif played in a number of Jewish communities surrounding

Jerusalem (e.g., 327). In one such episode, he accompanied an Ashkenazi
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choral group at the house of Khawaja Salmon the tailor in Montefiore (i.e.,

YeminMoshe), performingwhat appears to beOrientalmusic.The group’s

Arabic rendition of a well-known skit at the time (‘‘Na‘imNa‘im hal-Rihan’’)

was so convoluted thatWasif assumed it was ‘‘a newAshkenazi ballad.’’ His

mock-Ashkenazi version of this song became a popular item in his own

comical repertoire, which he often performed. ‘‘This,’’ he adds sadly, ‘‘was

before the onset of the cursed Balfour Declaration’’ (328).

A self-taught chronicler,Wasif had a photographicmemory that enabled

him to recall not only the dramatic (the entries of Jamal Pasha and Lord

Allenby to Jerusalem) but also the thrill of the seemingly mundane. As

Wasif forged for himself a local reputation as one of the city’s foremost ‘ud

players and composer-musicians, he immersed himself in its musical and

artistic scene. Playing in the mansions of Jerusalem’s urban notables, he

recorded with great wit and satire themusings and tribulations of the city’s

patricians and paupers.

What emerges is an intimate portrait of Jerusalem’s Ottoman moder-

nity at the very moment when Zionism was about to clash with an emerg-

ing Palestinian nationalism. Wasif ’s memoirs often view this modernity

through the lens of his musical interests. He recounts the introduction of

the phonograph and cinematograph to the city’s cafés in 1910, and the won-

derment he experienced as he saw moving images for the first time in the

Russian compound. In 1912 he saw for the first time a horseless car (a Ford)

driven by Mr.Vester of the American Colony at the Municipal Park by Jaffa

Street. In the summer of 1914 he rode a donkey with his father to Baq‘a in

Jerusalem’s southern suburbs to watch the landing of an Ottomanmilitary

airplane.Unfortunately, the plane crashed in Samakh (Tiberias) and its two

Turkish pilots were killed.Wasif composed a special eulogy in their honor,

which, he claims, was sung throughout the country.

Jawhariyyeh’s writings introduce us to the rich social milieu of Jerusa-

lem in the postwar period and the early 1920s, which can only be described

as hedonistic. Nightly episodes of drinking, dancing, and sometimes hash-

ish smoking recur throughout the period.Wasif ’s familymade a significant

contribution to this milieu with the opening of Café Jawhariyyeh in 1918

near the Russian compound at the southern entrance of Jaffa Road.Wasif ’s

brother Khalil brought to the management of this café the skills he had ac-

quired in Beirut while serving in the Turkish army. He created a special

mezzeh menu including ‘araq and iced-water, the latter a new innovation

for Jerusalem, made possible by the introduction of electric power.Within
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months after its opening the café became a major attraction for pleasure

seekers all over the city and was renowned for hiring the best singers in

the country, including Shaykh Ahmad Tarifi, Muhammad al-‘Ashiq, Zaki

Effendi Murad, and Badi‘a Masabni. Wasif ’s association with the Syrian

Lebanese cabaret dancer Badi‘aMasabni and her husband, Nagib al-Rihani,

dates to this period.21 Masabni used to visit Jaffa periodically in the sum-

mer en route fromCairo to Beirut, and she occasionally came to Jerusalem.

Wasif met her in the summer of 1920 (361), when she performed at the

al-Ma’arif theater-café just outside Jaffa Gate. He describes several of her

risqué song-and-dance sketches, performed in what he terms ‘‘transparent

costume.’’ She also sang several Sayyid Darwish songs, which were very

popular, especially her social satire of the rich, ‘‘Al-Haqq ‘al-Aghniya.’’ One

stanza often moved her popular audience to ask for encores:

Aymta baqa nshuf qirsh al-sharqi

Yifdal bi baladu u-mayitla‘shi.

[When will we ever see the piaster of the Eastern man

remain in his homeland and not depart (to Europe).]

Wasif, Badi‘a, and others often met at intimate parties, either in the

mansions of Jerusalem notables such as Fakhri Nashishibi andMustafa al-

Jabsha, or in the Hotel St. John.22 Heavy drinking and cannabis enhanced

the atmosphere of these evenings, and bothMasabni and Rihani habitually

used cocaine.On one occasionWasif himself accompaniedBadi‘a on his ‘ud

in an all-night party that started in the Jawhariyyeh café, and continued in

his father’s house—a night of which he fondly kept a photographic record.

Badi‘a was one of several Egyptian and Lebanese performers whomWasif

associated with, including Salama Hijazi, Da’ud Husni, and Shaykh Yusif

al-Minyalawi.23Many of these singers became popular in Palestine with the

importation of the new music machines: first the cylindrical wax record

machine, and then the hand-propelled gramophone using the 78 rpm vinyl

records that Wasif calls Edison Phonographs. At the beginning of the First

World War there were only ten such gadgets in Jerusalem, costing about

25 French pounds apiece, a small fortune that made them accessible only

to an exclusive number of owners.24 During the war, several Jerusalem

cafés began to attract customers by purchasing phonographs and playing

selected pieces on demand.

I would take a matleek [the smallest Ottoman coin] from my father and

go to ‘Ali Izhiman’s café near Damascus gate. A blind man by the name
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of Ibrahim al-Bayruti operated a phonograph in Izhiman’s café.Thema-

chine was raised on awooden cabinet full of 78 rpm records and covered

by red velvet to protect it from the evil eye. I used to throw my mat-

leek in a brass plate and cry to the blind man: ‘‘Uncle let us hear ‘Bal-

lahiMarhamatanwa-Sabran lil-Ghad’ ’’ by SalamaHijazi.The blindman

would immediately pull the requested record from the cabinet—only

God knows how—andwould play it on the phonograph. Latermymusic

teacher Kamil al-Qal‘i used to say: Listening to this music is like eating

with false teeth! (51)

This postwar libertinism of the early Mandate era was not a novelty;

Wasif ’smemoirs recount his involvement in similar cultural spheres at the

behest of his patrons during and before the war.Wasif was blessed with an

exquisite voice that even as a teenager placed him in high demand for per-

formances at weddings. He played and sang mainly for male members of

the city’s elites, usually in special homes kept by and for their mistresses.

Severalmembers of Jerusalem’s patrician families, including theHusaynis

and the Nashashibis, kept special apartments for their mistresses (many of

themGreeks, Armenians, and Jews) in suburban areas of the new city. The

most famous of these concubineswas Persephone, aGreekAlbanian seam-

stress who in 1895 became themistress of Husayn Effendi al-Husayni. She

lived in a special apartment on Jaffa Road and used her clout with Husayn

Effendi to trade in cattle in Bayt Susen and Dayr Amr, both Husayni es-

tates.Wasif became her musical companion and helped her market za‘tar
(thyme) oil. When Husayn Effendi became mayor of Jerusalem in 1909,

he distanced himself from Persephone and gave her permission to marry

Khawaja Yenni, a Greek confectioner. During the war, Persephone became

sick and was brought to the Jawhariyyeh household after her husband’s

desertion, where Wasif took care of her until her death. The Jawhariyyeh

diaries relate numerous episodes of festive events spent in the company of

members of the social elites and their concubines. Muslim, Christian, and

Jewish entertainers all catered to these events.

Another feature of cultural life in Ottoman Jerusalem recounted in the

diaries is the uda. It was customary for middle-class single men from the

Old City to rent a furnished one-room apartment where they would spend

their evening playing cards, smoking, drinking and, in the long winter

nights, host ‘ud sessions. The apartments were also used to conduct love

affairs or to bring in the occasional prostitute. The uda did not necessarily

have a negative reputation, although it is clear fromWasif ’s narrative that
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older family members, especially the females, were not privy to what took

place in them. Jawhariyyeh lists a number of well-known udas in the Old

City and in Shaykh Jarrah, where he used to perform his music. For sev-

eral years he had a key to Husayn Hashim’s uda behind Ma’milla Ceme-

tery, where he used to entertain ‘‘Russian and Greek ladies’’ in the com-

pany of Raghib Bey Nashashibi (later the mayor of Jerusalem) and Isma‘il

al-Husayni.

These episodes compel us to rethink the image of Jerusalem at the turn

of the century. It is often (falsely) characterized as a grim, conservative, and

joyless city by visitors and natives alike. (‘‘The only thing he ever said about

it [Jerusalem] was that it reminded him of death,’’ says Edward Said about

his father’s recollections of the city.)25 How do we account for this incon-

gruity? We have to remember that Jerusalem was a city of religion, but not

an excessively religious city, meaning that its religious status generated a

large number of industries and services that catered to a visiting population

of pilgrims, but its native population was not necessarily more religious

than those of other urban centers in the hill country. Nablus, Hebron, and

Nazareth, for example, all had decidedly more religious reputations than

Jerusalem.

Jawhariyyeh’s narrative comes from an era of the city’s history when

class boundaries and seigniorial privilege created an atmosphere in which

the upper crust felt relatively insulated in their behavioral patterns from

the public’s moral judgment. Inmany cases, they even flaunted this behav-

ior, as with public drinking and the keeping of concubines, without fear of

retribution. Another source of protection for this latitude was that Jerusa-

lemwas still a reasonably closed city, exhibiting limited influx from the sur-

rounding villages or from Mount Hebron. Peasant migrants who arrived

later established the conservative influence on the city’s norms for which

it became renowned. During the Late Ottoman and early Mandate period,

however, the thriving cultural scene of udas, cafés, and cabarets described

by Jawhariyyeh was an integral part of Jerusalem’s popular culture.

Conclusion: Syncretic Religion and Secular Culture

Jawhariyyeh’s memoirs contest the conventional picture of Jerusalem as

a grim and conservative city dominated by religious endowments and in-

stitutions of pilgrimage. They illustrate the syncretic character of popular

religion in the city, in which popular celebrations and processionals were

shared by members of the three religious communities. This sharing oc-
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curred both at the level of popular involvement in the activities of the other

and in the presence of deities and saints, maqamat awlia’ (saints’ shrines),
whose veneration was common to all three communities; these included

St. George (al-Khidr) and St. Elijah (Nabi Ilyas). For example, Jawhariyyeh

describes how biblical prophets (such as Moses and Reuben) became both

popularized and Islamicized in these ceremonials.

The life of Wasif Jawhariyyeh underscores the significance of aristo-

cratic patronage in the Late Ottoman period for the survival and success of

musicians and other performers. In this case, patronage involved the secur-

ing of employment possibilities (municipal jobs, often on paper), the pro-

vision of entertainments venues (in themansions of the upper classes, and

wedding ceremonies), and intercession with the central authorities (peri-

odic leaves from army service and rank promotion). The memoirs demon-

strate the extent to which the patricians of Jerusalem and other regional

capitals were integrated into the Ottoman system and their influence as

patrons.

The diaries also bear witness to the emergence of a new and secular
middle-class celebratory culture.This popular culture was enhanced by the

spread of secular education (both missionary and state-supported) and the

movement of the new professional and salaried classes to the new city out-

side the city walls just before the FirstWorldWar. A new cultural space was

opened through the proliferation of cafés and institutions of public per-

formance involving musicians and singers visiting Palestine from Egypt

and Syria. Local vocal and instrumental performers entertained in many

new venues and via new technology, including the phonograph and vinyl

records.

The public café-cabaret was the most significant of these new cultural

spaces. Also importantwere themilitary bands of theOttoman army,which

recruited local talent to perform at wedding and betrothal ceremonies and

private functions in the udahs. Traditional celebrations of popular holidays

such as Nabi Musa festivals and Sabt al-Nur rituals in Jerusalem were now

enhanced by the spread ofmodern transport routes and vehicles. Religious

syncretism and hybridity gave way to new forms of ethnic nationalism in

which the clash between the emergent territorial Zionism and Palestinian

nationalism became more pronounced during the early Mandate period.

On the other hand, secular popular culture persisted well into the 1940s

as Jerusalem became the capital of the country and attracted thousands of

newcomers: job seekers, entertainers, entrepreneurs, civil servants, and

villagers coming to the city in search of a new life.
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Notes

This essay is based on Wasif Jawhariyyeh’s handwritten memoirs (three volumes).

Volume 1 has been published as Ahwal al-Quds al-Uthmaniya fil-Mudhakkarat al-
Jawhariya [Ottoman Jerusalem in the Jawharia memoirs], edited by Issam Nassar

and Salim Tamari (Jerusalem: Institute of Jerusalem Studies, 2003) (Jawhariya). This

essay deals only with the first volume of the diaries.

I would like to thank Mr. George Jawhariyyeh (in Athens) and Mrs. Aya Jawhariy-

yehMusa (in Jerusalem) formaking Jawhariyyeh’smanuscripts and photographic col-

lection available to the Institute and for their invaluable help during the editing of the

manuscript.
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MARK LEVINE

The Palestinian

Press in Mandatory

Jaffa: Advertising,

Nationalism, and

the Public Sphere

In this essay, I examine the intersection of popular cultures and public

spheres among the Palestinian residents of the city of Jaffa during the

Mandate period. Jaffa and its neighbor, Tel Aviv, were the economic, cul-

tural, and political capitals of two rival communities. I argue that the pro-

duction, circulation, and consumption of popular culture in Jaffa, as ex-

pressed in the city’s vibrant press, was a crucial vehicle for transmitting

normative identities and political discourses of the Palestinian Arab na-

tional movement to its constituents. Yet, at the same time, significant dis-

junctures emerged between the more exclusivist discourses of the nation-

alist movement and the transnational imagery and ideologies deployed by

the advertisements. Together they reflected the complex, sometimes con-

flictual, and often productive interaction between the various levels of the

public sphere and popular cultures of Mandatory Palestine.

My research uses this interaction to elucidate the ambivalent dynam-

ics of pre-1948 Palestinian nationalism, specifically as it emerged in the

juxtaposition of nationalist and advertising discourses. I argue that the Pal-

estinian Arab press of Jaffa constitutes an important site for examining

the conflicts between Jaffa and Tel Aviv. The textual and visual discourses

of the press helped shape Palestinian popular culture through its func-

tion as a primary location of the public sphere. I first discuss how conflicts

between Jaffa and Tel Aviv were portrayed in the press. Next, I examine

the kinds of advertising that were featured in two of Palestine’s leading



newspapers, Filastin and al-Difa‘, exploring how the images,messages, and

activities they represented both supported and challenged the dominant

nationalist imaginary of the papers’ editors and readers. I also contextu-

alize these images via the actual economic dynamics of the Jaffa–Tel Aviv

region (particularly via an analysis of the level and types of imports arriv-

ing at Jaffa port) and former residents’ recollections of how the advertised

products actually circulated in and were consumed by the local commu-

nity. I suggest that the indigenous press in Palestine (and, by extension, in

the colonial-Mandatory Middle East at large) played a dual role as simulta-

neously a popular and a public text. As such, it was a crucial site for the for-

mation and contestation of popular culture in Palestine, on its own terms

and through its relationship with other popular media.

The Public Sphere in Mandatory Jaffa

In their imagination and representation of Jaffa and Tel Aviv, the news-

papers and periodicals of the two cities were important loci of communica-

tion and conflict between the public sphere and popular culture. In contrast

to the paradigmatic case ofGreat Britain, where therewas an early and obvi-

ous difference between the ‘‘quality’’ and ‘‘popular’’ presses, the Palestinian

Arab presswas small enough to contain elements of both genres. AsAnder-

son has famously argued, the press was a primary vehicle for the articula-

tion and dissemination of modern nationalist discourses.1 The Palestinian

Arab press gave significant voice to all the main classes in society together,
a particularly important dynamic in Palestinian society at a time when,

in other spheres—especially the economically determined civil society—

the interests of the bourgeoisie did not coincide with those of nonelites.2

Many members of the local Palestinian Arab bourgeoisie literally sold the

ground out from under the feet of their poorer concitoyens,3 evidence of

a double identity that had a profound impact on the nature and success

of Palestinian resistance against Zionist colonization in the Jaffa–Tel Aviv

region. This dynamic made the interjectory role of popular culture within

the larger public sphere a particularly important component in the larger

national(ist) discourses. The one bourgeois institution where the inter-

ests of the larger society were consistently represented and served was the

press, precisely because it reflected the public opinion of the city’s popular

culture.4

The public sphere could, and in Palestine often did, perform both the
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buffering function against the power of the British colonial (and Zionist

para-) state that Palestinian civil society was too weak to perform, and the

mediating function within Palestinian Arab society that was necessary for

the construction of Palestinian national consciousness and institutions. Its

capacity to perform this function derived from the intersection of the press

and popular culture;5 in Palestine, however, the relative weakness of the

Palestinian public sphere played an important role in the outcome of the

contest between the twonationalisms. It was the JewishZionist intellectual

and political classes whose relationship to the British Mandate state was

most similar to the relationship between reformers and state elites in other

Middle Eastern societies of the colonial period.6 The imbalance in favor of

the Zionists was strengthened by the absence of an indigenous hereditary

Palestinian Arab ruling class with religious and traditional, cultural, and

political prestige, with whom the Palestinian Arab intellectual and cultural

elite could forge a symbiotic relationship to make undeniable demands on

the colonial state. In this situation, Palestinian popular culture necessarily

had to play amore determinedly political role, yet it also remained an arena

where various competing aesthetic and economic forces vied for a share

of individual and communal Palestinian attention and loyalty. The politi-

cally active journalist was a central player in this drama, helping to ‘‘create

an imagined community among a specific assemblage of fellow-readers’’

among citizens of London and Cairo, Tel Aviv and Jaffa.7 Newspapers pro-

duced meanings linguistically and visually at the same time, thereby re-

inforcing their power to demarcate the interiority and exteriority of the

nation and making this imagination a more powerful force.8 In Palestine,

the normal channels of political power acquisition for intellectuals were

blocked, leading to a situation in which the Jaffan press became a site for

‘‘resistance vernaculars’’ that challenged the privileged and hegemonic po-

litical and economic discursive vernaculars shared by Zionist and British

ideologies (and sometimes by Palestinian Arab leaders).9 Such a language

was constructed out of the meeting of popular cultures and public spheres

in the Arab press of the Jaffa–Tel Aviv region and, through them, in Zionist

and Palestinian Arab nations at large.

Popular culture is often conceived as including the press, which has

traditionally been considered central to the public sphere.10 Moreover, de-

spite oppositions of popular and learned or elite culture, the reality is that

most popular culture is consciously and continuously learned, is com-

plex and difficult to comprehend fully and immediately, and is dependent
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on conventions and traditions for meaning. Finally, popular culture is as-

sumed to comprise commercial,mass-mediated forms of art and entertain-

ment.This was certainly true ofmuch popular culture in Jaffa and Tel Aviv,

though it is less accurate in the case of the press. Arabic newspapers in par-

ticular were hardly money-making ventures; they were often distributed

for free by their publishers to fulfill a national(ist) obligation. On the other

hand, we can learn a great detail about the culture of the time and place of

Mandate Jaffa by critically examining the blending of aesthetic and com-

modity discourses in the press via the paid advertisements that increas-

ingly graced its pages. As critical scholarship attempts to analyze popular

culture in the Middle East, the case of the Jaffan press shows the relevance

of such approaches for historical analyses as well.

‘‘We are in a state of war’’:
The Jaffan Press under the British Mandate

The Palestinian Arab press was an important institution in the Late Otto-

man period, but it grew evenmore rapidly with the onset of theMandatory

period, in large part because of the improved road and mass communica-

tion systems instituted by the British.11 The press saw its most important

mission as covering and promoting Palestinian resistance to Zionism by

‘‘creat[ing an] environment and affect[ing the] viewpoint’’ in its commu-

nity.12 The two aspects of this mission were explicitly political and cultural-

aesthetic, and the economic considerations reflected in the advertisements

often came into implicit conflict with both goals. I have elsewhere explored

the crucial role played by the Zionist press, particularly through the de-

ployment of Tel Aviv as the epitome of Zionist modernity and of Jaffa as its

backward, stagnant other, in the shaping of both the Zionist public sphere

and popular culture. The Palestinian Arab press was aware of the manner

in which Zionist discourses were deployed in the Hebrew-language press.

In response, Tel Aviv was continually criticized as corrupt and dangerous,

while Jaffa was described as the ‘‘jewel’’ of Arab Palestine. The Palestinian

press depicted Jaffa as the country’s most beautiful and important Arab

city; as Filastin described it, ‘‘No one doubts that Jaffa is the greatest Arab

city in Palestine, and it is inevitable that visitors to Palestine will stop by

to see the model of Palestine’s cities’’ (May 9, 1946, 2).

Jaffa was also described as the economic and cultural center for Pales-

tine’s Arab community, its ‘‘gate of entrance and liberation.’’13 In fact, the
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city’s position as the cultural center of Palestine was intimately tied to its

role as a center for the country’s press, which ‘‘was formed in Jaffa.’’ 14 Yet,

whatever the hostility toward Tel Aviv on the part of those attempting to

mold PalestinianArab public opinion,Tel Aviv was nonetheless amajor site

for cultural consumption of fashion, food, and film by Palestinian Arabs

from Jaffa and beyond. Numerous interviews, recollections, and memoirs

of Palestinian men who lived in Jaffa during the pre-1948 period recount

their trips to the beach, cinemas, shops, and even brothels in Tel Aviv. It is

in this as yet too little explored context that we must understand the role

of the Palestinian Arab press as a crucial component of both the popular

culture and the public sphere of the community. That is, the more people

from the two communities mixed together, the more important it was for

the public spheres and popular cultures to reinforce the boundaries be-

tween them.15

The British government recognized the ‘‘inflammatory’’ power of the

press and its influence on public opinion, because ‘‘in almost every village

there is someone who reads from the papers to the gatherings of those

villagers who are illiterate. The Arab fallaheen and villagers are therefore

probably more politically-minded than many of the people in Europe.’’ 16

This observation was even truer in the Jaffa–Tel Aviv region, where free

copies of Filastin were sent to the mukhtar of every village in the Jaffa dis-

trict with more than a hundred inhabitants. This practice helped inform

the residents of the six Arab villages surrounding Tel Aviv of the continu-

ous battles with the city over the land and resources of the region. Despite

its best efforts, the British government could not control the international

flow of information made possible by new media technologies such as the

telegraph and telephone.When the government bannedFilastin, the ‘‘youth
of Jaffa’’ submitted a memorandum to the high commissioner opposing

the move, and in 1924 they established a new paper, al-Jazira (The island),
to give voice to the ‘‘youthmovement in Jaffa, attempting to revive and lead

the nationalist movement.’’17 Soon after its reappearance, Filastin defiantly
called on its people to preserve their land and not sell it to Jews. The press,

Filastin in particular, both reflected and helped to shape the popular mood

and the ‘‘norms of right thinking’’ for Palestinians of all classes vis-à-vis the

struggle against Zionism.18As epitomized by Filastin, the Palestinian press
performed an ‘‘agenda-setting function’’ for the larger nationalist move-

ment, with journalists acting as ‘‘leaders of public opinion’’ and defenders

of the ‘‘people’s cause’’ by sounding ‘‘revolutionary tones’’ against British
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and Zionist imperialism.19 The press’s unique location at the intersection

of the popular cultures and public spheres of the emerging Palestinian na-

tion made this complex role possible.

Responses to Zionism in the Jaffan Arab Press

The Palestinian Arab press in Jaffa employed nationalist cartoons and in-

flammatory rhetoric in its struggle against Tel Aviv. Newspapers cam-

paigned against the ‘‘judaization of the Port’’ and other British policies

supporting Zionism. In response to the organization of Jewish labor, the

press argued, Palestinian Arabs had tomaintain Jaffa as a ‘‘pure Arab port,’’

as it supposedly had been since ‘‘time immemorial’’ (al-Difa‘, February 2,
1936; October 23, 1936, 2). Such language brings together the ‘‘reasoned

discourse’’ of the bourgeois public sphere with the more emotive and ‘‘in-

flammatory’’ language of the plebian sphere and its popular cultures.Vivid

cartoons were especially important because of the large number of illiter-

ate or semiliterate ‘‘readers.’’20 They shaped and reinforced visual markers

of separation in the larger popular culture by depicting such images as Tel

Aviv’s Mayor Dizengoff presenting a Jewish Star to High Commissioner

LordWauchope (Filastin, July 24, 1936) or disingenuously saying ‘‘Shalom’’
to the mayor of Nablus.21 Other cartoons portrayed Jewish women as dan-

gerous seductresses, in one cartoon causing Britain (in the guise of John

Bull) to divorce its first wife, Palestine, for a Zionist mistress. One par-

ticularly evocative cartoon depicted, among a group of animals, a Jewish

Tel Avivan mouse and an Arab Jaffan cat, the power imbalance between

the two clearly implying Jaffa’s hoped-for victory over Tel Aviv in the on-

going 1936–39 Revolt. The mouse is wearing a Hassidic-looking hat and

the cat, naturally, wears a kufiya. All the animals are listening to radios that

are broadcasting a speech by the colonial secretary, who stands astride the

whole country while informing the world that ‘‘the whole object of His Bri-

tannic Majesty’s Government is that Arabs and Jews should be able to live

together in peace and amity.’’22

The press did not imagine such an amicable resolution. For Jaffa’s Arab

press, Tel Aviv’s and Zionism’s corruption was contagious.23 The entrance

of Arabs or Arab symbols into this Jewish space was viewed negatively,

unless such penetration was an act of defiance against the city and what

it symbolized. The press engaged in a clear attempt to police the Jaffan

Palestinian population, for whom Tel Aviv was a site of popular cultural

consumption. Thus, in an article titled ‘‘The Fez in Tel Aviv,’’ al-Jam‘ia al-
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Islamiya explained, ‘‘We are in a state of war . . . and [cannot] deny ourselves

any weapon or means to defend ourselves. And there is no [better] weapon

than . . . holding on to our eastness [sharqiatna]. And I will confirm for you

that the presence of the fez in Tel Aviv will be a great influence . . . I am

the first to hold on to the fez’’ (September 6, 1932, 2).

Most Palestinian Arabs who wore their fezzes in Tel Aviv, however, did

not intend tomake anationalist statement; they simplywanted to shop, eat,

or go to a movie. The most important act of resistance occurred through

the ritual and performance involved in reading and buying the daily paper.

The young boys who sold the papers would shout aloud the headlines in

the streets and even embellish the stories of the exploits of Palestinian

Arab heroes in order both to sell more papers and to motivate people to

engage in violent resistance.24 In this way, the press served as the voice

of the masses and of the popular culture they represented (Filastin, Janu-
ary 5, 1930, 3) and shored up the popular will in difficult times, such as

during the 1936–39 Revolt. The Jaffan Arabic newspapers energetically re-

sisted Zionist encroachment on Jaffa, mobilizing their readers through the

use of highly emotive images and language to resist the obvious allure of

Tel Aviv. In this regard, urban development was a primary concern, given

Jaffa’s sense of the need to keep up with its wealthier neighbor. Thus, the

press covered the numerous privately and publicly sponsored development

projects in Jaffa during the Mandate period, particularly in the 1930s and

1940s, discussing the ‘‘need to quickly implement plans to beautify the

city and widen its streets’’ so that the ‘‘black stain’’ might be removed from

Jaffa (Filastin, January 4, 1936, 3). (One of the city’s main streets was called

Shari‘at al-hilwa, or Beautiful Street, and the nameYafa itselfmeans beauti-

ful in Aramaic andHebrew, a sentiment reflected in the popular nickname

of the city as the ‘‘Bride of the Sea.’’) Even when skeptical of their feasi-

bility, the press reported various development plans with great fanfare.25

Such positive descriptions of the city were important to sustain a sense of

modernity for Jaffa that would be congruent with the claims of the adver-

tisements in the newspapers’ pages.

Advertising and the Cosmopolitan Jaffan

The two most important Palestinian papers based in Jaffa, Filastin and al-
Difa‘, carried a wide variety of advertisements; in this section, I compare

advertising of commodities with actual circulation and consumption of

these goods in Jaffa.26 Advertisements were crucial sources of cultural in-
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formation in the Palestinian Arab newspapers, because unlike their Jew-

ish Zionist counterparts, which featured columns dealing with food, films,

and other types of cultural activities, the columns in Arabic papers focused

almost exclusively on political and economic issues. Advertisements are

thus one of the only sources that reveal the kinds of foods, goods, and enter-

tainment sold to and consumed by Palestinian Arabs in Jaffa. Although

the press coverage of the Palestinian-Zionist conflict was important in sup-

porting a specifically nationalist Palestinian agenda and consciousness, the

advertisements located between the articles were much less nationalistic.

Indeed, most ads did not even promote Palestinian products. Ultimately,

business concerns seem to have trumped nationalist concerns. As Salim

Tamari, Issa Khalaf, and Sarah Graham-Brown have demonstrated, the fac-

tionalized structure of Palestinian society prevented subaltern social actors

from challenging the power and class-based policies of the elite at the same

time that they left the society as a whole too weak to meet the combined

external (Zionist and British) and internal (a weak and atomized bourgeoi-

sie) challenges confronting them.27Thus, inAugust 1936, twomonths after

the Arab Relief Committee in Jaffa placed an ad to inform readers about

a ‘‘Jaffa Day’’ to raise funds for victims of the British reprisals against the

1936–39 Revolt, an advertisement started running in al-Difa‘ asking Jaffa’s
merchants, ‘‘What will come after the strike? The competition of life!’’ (al-
Difa‘, August 10, 1936, 6; October 18, 1936, 7; November 17, 1936, 11).

Both newspapers, especially Filastin, regularly ran front-page photo

montages highlighting major world and regional events of the previous

day(s). The primary subjects of these montages were invariably important

political or military figures in the process of some kind of public spectacle

or examples of the latest technological advances, such as the newest plane

or radio. These images helped connect Palestinians to events around the

world, as the headlines exclaimed that these ‘‘world pictures . . . came to

us in the rapid air mail’’ (al-Difa‘, January 1, 1935, 1). For Jaffa’s business-
men, particularly orange exporters, the latest news could not arrive quickly

enough as they attempted to stay one step ahead of the volatile citrus mar-

ket. In fact, these collages ultimately served an economic purpose: the sell-

ing of advertising space, as captions imbedded between the photos urged

readers to ‘‘announce your products in Filastin.’’28 Similarly, ads for the

most important accoutrements of modern life, from raincoats to shotguns

(presumably for hunting), lamps, radios, carriages, shoes, and bicycles ap-

peared next to each other, often within larger, full-page ads for department

stores, sometimes on page 1 of the paper (see Filastin, January 23, 1930, 6).
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Part of what made life complete, according to the advertisers in Filastin
and, to a lesser extent, al-Difa‘, was travel. Jaffa contained Palestine’s chief
port for several millennia (until it was displaced by Haifa with the open-

ing of the Hijaz pipeline in 1934) and Jaffans had long had access to over-

seas travel. In the Mandate period, Jaffans were exposed to innumerable

travel advertisements, including full-page ads for the first flights to Egypt

on Egypt Air and klm airlines (Filastin, February 4, 1930, 4), for Pales-
tine Railways’s less exciting service to Egypt, for trips to Lebanon (where

many Jaffans, especially Christians, had family and vacation homes), and

for cruises to Europe, especially Italy.The Lloyd Triestino Steamship Com-

pany and the Steamship Company Genoa regularly advertised cruises to

Italy (which was depicted with the most modern skyscrapers imaginable

and a skyline that resembled NewYork Citymore than any Italian city circa

1937). Asia, Africa, and Australia were also listed as destinations (Filastin,
October 3, 1937, 2). But Italy’s predominance is particularly interesting be-

cause most of the architects who designed the homes of the Jaffan Pales-

tinian bourgeoisie, including the most modern house in all of Jaffa–Tel

Aviv, belonging to one of the most conservative Muslimmen in Jaffa, were

Italian. Palestine, or more specifically, elite bourgeois Palestinians, were

incorporated into larger Middle Eastern and European (and even global)

circuits of aesthetic production and consumption.29 But while the bour-

geoisie were the main active consumers of travel and architectural design,

such cultural consumption clearly had an impact on the social and spatial

imaginaries of all classes of the population, including the popular classes,

who referred to Jaffa as the ‘‘mother of strangers’’ because of its long par-

ticipation in international flows of people and commodities.

Another sign of Jaffa’s incorporation into these larger circuits of cultural

production and consumption is the large number of advertisements for

radios and phonographs in the two papers, the second largest class of ad-

vertisements throughout the period under review. The cartoon in Filastin
featuring cats and mice (i.e., Palestinians and Jews) listening to the radio

highlights its importance. Radio and phonograph ads featured some of the

most modern(ist) imagery of any ads in the press. Ownership of the latest

radio and phonograph technology symbolized themodern brain of the con-

sumer. One drawing places the newest vacuum tubes and dials right in-

side a modernist drawing of a human head (Filastin, April 10, 1936, 8; see
figure 2); the ‘‘newmagic brain’’ of the ‘‘radio with the magic eye andmetal

tubes’’ is described in Arabic and English. Yet another ad features a photo-

graph of an old man in traditional village dress standing next to the newest
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figure 2. ‘‘News from Boutaji

Stores: Radio Is Healing Medicine.’’

Advertisement in Filastin, 1936.

radio on the market.30 Car radios were advertised as a crucial component

in the most modern car.31

The most common advertisements in the two papers were for automo-

biles and related products. The most frequently advertised brands were

Ford, Buick, Studebaker, reo Speedwagon, Auckland, and other U.S. and

British brands; as a rule, the cars were drawn in stylized modern graphics

(e.g., Filastin, November 4, 1937, 3). Ads for cars were sometimes juxta-

posed with pictures of war and military pageantry on the same page, link-

ing automobile owners to world circuits of political, financial, and mili-

tary power. The car and related ads often took up half a page or more and

featured Arabic translations of English-language ad copy; even the ads for

motor oil featured the most modern styles and graphics. Car dealers such

as the International Car Agents in Jaffa started their ad copy with the salu-

tation ‘‘Dear Brothers,’’ attempting to link potential customers to the larger
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Palestinian nation through the consumption of their relatively expensive

product.

If travel and automobile ads showed the means to see the world, films

brought the world to a much larger number of Palestinians. By the 1920s

Jaffa was a center of the film industry in Palestine and screened all the

first-run Arab-language films. The photos in film ads invariably depicted

actors and actresses such asUmmKulthum and ‘Abd al-Wahhab inmodern

and upscale Western attire and settings. A film ad might address readers

as ‘‘Dear Palestinians’’ and stress a film’s qualities as ‘‘the most powerful

and greatest Arabic film produced for the people till today,’’ or as featur-

ing themes of national importance. Moreover, when advertising screen-

ings in Jaffa, the ad copy would describe the city as ‘‘civilized’’ or ‘‘prosper-

ous’’ (Filastin, May 11, 1935, 11; June 5, 1935, 7). Advertisements for films

from Egypt (the center of the burgeoning Arab film industry) depicted

strong connections between Egypt and Palestine (al-Difa‘, January 11, 1935,
3). Arabic-language films would occasionally run in Tel Aviv, one example

being the screening of Sultan ‘Abdulhamid at the Majd al-Nar cinema, only

two days before the outbreak of the 1936 Revolt (Filastin, April 16, 1936, 2).
Although the press carried few ads for cinemas in Tel Aviv, interviews with

numerous residents of Jaffa of the pre-1948 period revealed that going to

Tel Aviv to see the latest U.S. or European film was a favorite pastime of all

classes of the Palestinian Arab population of Jaffa.

Business-related products and services were another prominent group

of advertisements in the two papers. Citrus importers in Germany (or Tel

Aviv) announced their desire to pay the best possible prices, andmerchants

advertised agricultural tools, motors for factories, sewing machines and

‘‘Celanese fashion fabrics’’ for the local textile industry, office products (the

latest Vacumatic fountain pens and typewriters being perennial favorites),

and furniture sales. Other ads featured real estate sold by Arab owners

(even in Tel Aviv; Filastin, August 3, 1929, 8), life insurance, and vocational
schools such as the Tanning Arts Institute, which described its role as fos-

tering ‘‘economic independence as the basis for political independence’’

(Filastin, January 1, 1929, 2). All of these products gave the impression

that the Palestinian businessman could emulate (or anticipate) his Euro-

pean colleagues to whatever degree he desired. Jaffan consumers could

purchase Lipton tea, Wrigley’s Gum, Nestlé’s children’s food, chocolate,

Farina, Ovaltine, Black and White ScotchWhisky, hmv refrigerators, Am-

stel Beer, and Pellegrino water, all regularly featured in advertisements.

The food ads were accompanied by ads for medicines and personal hy-
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giene products (indeed, in one poorly placed juxtaposition, an ad for the

Maghrebi coffeehouse and restaurant in Jaffa ran directly above an ad for

Recto-Serol hemorrhoid cream).These ads promoted almost entirely Euro-

pean or U.S. remedies.

The ads depicted gender roles in a similarly modernized and Western-

ized fashion. Thus, an ad for Colgate’s Ribbon Dental Cream featured a

man and a woman smoking and smiling, with the woman holding her arm

up suggestively and the caption explaining that with this toothpaste people

could smoke without fear of discoloring their teeth (Filastin, May 15, 1935,

8). She might easily have been friends with the Jewish woman so nega-

tively—but not dissimilarly—drawn in the nationalist cartoon described

earlier. Similarly, Umm Kulthum appeared in several film ads in various

types of European orGypsy dress, lookingmore like Ingrid Bergman than a

symbol of the Egyptian Arab woman, or even nation. Indeed, all the ads for

women’s products featured women in the latest European fashions. Thus,

an ad for Tangee lipstick, ‘‘imported from New York,’’ was intended to cre-

ate an image of the modern woman. Most telling was a 1929 ad forWhip-

pet Holeproof Extoe Hosiery, which shows a woman’s shapely legs sugges-

tively walking down the stairs of what appears to be either a restaurant or an

alley in an oldmedina, with a background of Moorish architecture (Filastin,
March 5, 1929, 7; see figure 3). The ad implies that, with her uncovered

legs, she is walking away from her Oriental past to a modernWestern and

European future.

Cleaning products, both for personal hygiene and household use, also

featured stylized images of modern femininity. There is a significant body

of scholarship on the production of the ‘‘modern, scientific’’ housewife

as a centerpiece of the ‘‘new women’’ refashioned by proto-feminist dis-

courses in the Middle East.32 In colonial discourses, images and emerg-

ing technologies of hygiene focused significant attention on women as the

locus of transmission of modern health concepts and practices to colo-

nized peoples. The ads in Filastin and, to a lesser extent, al-Difa‘ reveal
how these discourses were reflected in the types of products advertised

to women of the period. Perhaps the most frequently advertised product

was Palmolive soap, appearing amongmany ads for complexion, acne, and

anti-aging cream, all featuring European (and usually blonde) faces. Inter-

estingly, until the British Mandate, olive oil soap was one of the principal

industries of Palestine, especially Jaffa.

Ultimately, it was a ‘‘matter of class and cosmopolitanism’’ that divided

the population in terms of how various social groups perceived these dis-
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figure 3. ‘‘Holeproof

Stockings.’’ Advertisement

in Filastin, 1929.

courses andmade use of new technologies.33 Jaffa had been a cosmopolitan

city for decades before the onset of British rule. The city generated a trans-

cultural network of relationships that linked producers, distributors, and

consumers of commodities inways that transcended nationalistically sanc-

tioned and imagined identities. The use of modern technologies and hy-

giene products did not necessarily determine one’s sense ofmodernity, but

was judged and consumed based on a combination of economic, aesthetic,

and cultural-political factors. The Jaffan elites’ consumption of Western

productswas interpreted as a sign ofmodernity, and in the contest between

Palestinian Arabs and Zionists, such modernity may have had nationalist

meaning.

Yet, the papers also featured a number of ads for Jewish products, de-

partment stores, and services, although they would disappear in times of

violence.34 It is striking that a paper like al-Difa‘, which clearly took an anti-
Zionist position and warned its audience that ‘‘Jaffa [is] on the way to Juda-

ization,’’ would run ads by Jewish businesses, such as orange exporters

‘‘offering great prices for oranges to orange growers of Jaffa’’ and the Levy

and Emanuel Department Store, all of whose ads were in Arabic (Filastin,
November 8, 1930, 6; January 6, 1935, 13; January 25, 1935, 4). EvenHebrew

lessons were advertised, one ad urging readers to ‘‘Study Hebrew in the

Easiest Way, by comparing with Arabic. BenHorim,Tel Aviv, Mea Shearim

Street, 26’’ (Filastin, April 2, 1936, 7). There are few places more public,
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yet at the same time more intimate, than a public bath, and the fact that

a Jewish-owned bath (Hamei Hadarom, with its name in Hebrew, English,

and Arabic in its ads) would advertise in a Palestinian paper named al-Difa‘
(Defense) suggests that intercommunal relations were much more com-

plex than the editorial content suggested. Nationalist rhetoric aside, the

populations of Jaffa and Tel Aviv were not homogeneous. Jaffa in particu-

lar had an increasingly large Jewish population, at least half of whom lived

in several ‘‘Jewish’’ neighborhoods.35 Much less is known about Tel Aviv’s

non-Jewish Arab population, although one source from 1933 explains, ‘‘The

Arabs living in Tel Aviv are those who didn’t sell their land and still live

and work on it.’’36 I was told by older former residents that intercommunal

use of the baths was an everyday occurrence apart from times of explicit

tension or violence, especially for poorer (and often Arab) Jews and Pales-

tinian Arabs. These ads, which sold many of the same products advertised

in theHebrew press, raise the interesting question of how separate the two

communities actually were on a day-to-day level. As one former resident

explained, there were always some ‘‘individualist Jews,’’ men and women,

who shopped in the Arab wholesale markets and fruit stands, a ‘‘certain

type’’ who would also have frequented the baths regardless of the social

strictures against mixing with Palestinian Arabs.37

Advertising suggests that the readers of these papers were imbued with

modern European notions of taste, fashion, health, nutrition, travel, and

business. In fact, the only local products regularly advertised were ciga-

rettes, orange juice, flour, and, in al-Difa‘, soap from Nablus and textiles.

Almost all these ads were in Arabic, as opposed to the varying levels of

English in the ads for foreign products.The predominance of foreign prod-

ucts, compared to the greater representation of local Jewish products in

the Jewish press, raises the question of how local Palestinian small indus-

tries survived into theMandate period.Their absence in the pressmay have

been a calculated decision that such advertisingwas either not necessary or

not productive, a possibility that seems more likely given the importance

of ‘‘direct marketing’’ for most Palestinian producers. On the other hand,

by the early Mandate period, Jaffa (even more than Haifa), was the ‘‘trade

center [of Palestine], the main town supplying Palestine’s consumers with

imported goods . . . almost all the leading firms of Palestine have their

branches or agencies there,’’ and thus most major local stores, especially

department stores, Arab, foreign, and Jewish, did regularly advertise in

Filastin and al-Difa‘.38 I would argue that such depictions of Jaffa’s cos-

mopolitanism and modernity drove the decision to commission the chief
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city planner of Cairo to create a new and modern town plan for Jaffa as a

tourism-centered ‘‘city on the sea’’ in the 1940s. If implemented, the plan

would have led to the uprooting of numerous poor andmiddle-class neigh-

borhoods in the city and to conflicts with the working-class residents, who

could consume the images of Jaffa’s bourgeois modernity but not afford

the products themselves.

Beyond sociopolitical issues, the ads in the two papers reveal what could

be described as an executive or businessmen’s popular culture, which

offered the public all the requirements to lead a solidly respectable bour-

geois life—from the best new car to buy to the best hard liquor to drink (and

Bayer Aspirin for the hangover), to furnishings for one’s office on Jaffa–Tel

Aviv Street (home to most of the city’s major businesses, pointing to the

deep commercial relations between Jaffa and Tel Aviv even in the midst of

growing conflict) to the oatmeal to eat to stay regular, the toothpaste to get

rid of those ugly cigarette teeth, and facial creams to keep skin clear and

young looking. Moreover, although the self-described goal of papers such

as Filastin was to reach and preach to the widest Palestinian audience pos-
sible, the ads suggest that the primary readership, or at least the group the

ads were primarily interested in reaching, was the bourgeoisie, particularly

businessmen.

Representations of Consumption

The number and frequency of ads for consumer products in Jaffa’s Arabic

newspapers might seem to suggest that products such as imported soap,

radios, and cars were actually consumed in large quantities by the popu-

lation, but actual patterns of consumption do not support this. Limited

documentation (port and customs records) reveals the extent of impor-

tation and circulation of such goods; more broadly, it places Palestinian,

especially Jaffan, consumption in the larger context of high colonial politi-

cal economies in other regions, such as Africa. Sa’id Himadeh’s statistics

from 1938 indicate a general (but not uniform) increase in imports of al-

ready manufactured articles from 51.5 percent of total imports in 1923 to

65.4 percent in 1938.39 A breakdown of the value of manufactured articles

reveals that ‘‘cotton piece goods’’ was the predominant import in this cate-

gory throughout most of the period, with industrial machinery and cloth-

ing surpassing it around 1933. Significantly, the importation of electrical

goods rapidly increased, from23,000 to 208,000pounds in the 1927–1936

period, while drugs and medicine rose from 46,000 to 160,000 pounds
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by 1935. Although much of this increase was attributed to greater Jewish

immigration, it is clear that Palestinian Arabs also partook of these prod-

ucts, especially in the Jaffa region. Jaffa’s elites benefited economically from

the citrus trade (which accounted for over 70 percent of the total exports

of Palestine) and Jewish immigration, which brought demand for Euro-

pean capital and commodities into the country. The main sources of im-

ports were Britain,Germany, and the United States. Palestinian trade with

the surrounding Arab countries, significant in the Late Ottoman period,

decreased to not more than 10 percent of imports (mostly food products)

by the mid-1930s, suggesting that Palestine was fully incorporated into

European circuits of trade by this time.40 Yet, if Western, primarily Euro-

pean, drugs andmedicines were increasingly integrated into the arsenal of

Palestinian Arab health aids, the same could not be said about one of the

most advertised commodities in the Arabic press: soaps and cleansers. In

his examination of the circulation of personal hygiene products in colonial

Rhodesia, Timothy Burke demonstrates the importance of studying adver-

tisements to gain new perspectives on the nature and role of commodities,

consumption, and needs in the history of colonized societies. In Africa,

the appearance of ‘‘new needs’’ played an important role in the transfor-

mation to European colonial rule as the ‘‘taste transfer’’ from Europe to

Africa helped turn once ‘‘discretionary’’ into ‘‘necessary’’ requirements. No

such dynamic manifested in Jaffa, as the ‘‘prior meanings’’ of these com-

modities had decades earlier ceased to be mere ‘‘cultural and social raw

material from which the colonized social life of things’’ could be shaped.

Jaffa’s substantial incorporation into European and Ottoman and regional

trade networks meant a significant portion of the population was already

infused with some degree of European taste.41 Indeed, a film shot at the

port around the turn of the century shows the mélange of fashions (and

peoples) that already reflected Jaffa’s emergence as a cosmopolitan setting.

The British and Zionists did not display the ambivalent response to

rapid changes in Palestinian Arab consumption that in other colonial set-

tings triggered fears of an uncontrollable hybridity, challenging colonial

privilege and rule.42 Nor were the Mandate authorities trying to change

‘‘the nature of [Palestinian] selfhood’’ by pushing British commodities onto

the market as ‘‘commonsense’’ replacements for only partially commodi-

fied indigenous products. In the case of hygiene and cleaning products,

this contrast is especially apparent. Unlike colonial Zimbabwe, there was

no sudden increase in the power of Western ideals of cleanliness, appear-

ance, and bodily behavior in the Jaffan Palestinian Arab community with
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the onset of British rule or Zionist colonization (although in the villages

such a change might have been stronger).43 Moreover, the relatively strong

nationalist consciousness and relatively independent press provided little

opportunity to inculcate colonial notions of domesticity and womanhood.

The appeal of local cleaning products (as opposed to cars and radios, which

did not face local competition) did not weaken in the face of British and

European imports, as occurred in Africa. In fact, there is a clear indication

that price, availability of local alternatives, and importance as a status sym-

bol combined to determine whether a product was actually consumed in

proportion to its prominent depiction in the newspapers. The three main

products discussed earlier—cars, radios, and cleaning products—demon-

strate the complexity of the situation.

Former residents of Jaffa during the 1930s and 1940s help construct

a biography of consumption, although the lack of documentary evidence

makes it difficult to piece together the specific dynamics of their acquisition

and cultural sedimentation. It appears that in Jaffa, the middle and upper

classes did purchase a fairly large number of new automobiles in the 1930s

and 1940s, although during the SecondWorld War many people sold their

cars or had them requisitioned by the army. Most of the people associated

with the citrus industry—growers, exporters, packers—could afford and

owned cars. Private cars were unnecessary in Jaffa, suggesting that they

functioned mainly as a status symbol and only secondarily as a business

tool. Still, cars were numerous in the city. According to one informant,

there were different types of car buyers. At the top end was the upper class,

usually associatedwith the citrus industry or real estate, who bought Stude-

bakers or Buicks andwere especially fond of convertibles.Themiddle class,

such as bank managers, lawyers, store owners, and other white-collar pro-

fessionals, usually bought Chryslers, DeSotos, Austins, or Morrises, less

expensive but still relatively nice.Themain reason there were somany cars

in Jaffa, I was told, was because the city was ‘‘mostly populated by entre-

preneurs; wholesalers, retailers, dry goods purveyors, and pharmacists.’’44

We can be skeptical of overly nostalgic recollections of Jaffa as a primarily

bourgeois city, as it was clearly a major working-class town, yet it is clear

that there was a fairly good business for dealerships in Jaffa.

Radios and similar goods were also foreign-made, so there was little

competition by local producers. The most famous brand was His Master’s

Voice, whose products were found in practically all homes, including those

of poor families. Several former residents recall listening to the Near East

Broadcasting Service, whichwas run by theBritish.Until late 1947 its head-
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quarters and antenna for the entire Near East were located in central Jaffa.45

The station played mostly Arabic music, with a bit of Western classical

music as well as news and even theatrical productions part of the regular

programming. Jaffans also listened to Egyptian and Lebanese radio, but

whichever station they tuned to, they were usually looking for the latest

compositions of Farid al-Atrash, ‘Abd al-Wahhab, or Umm Kulthum, with

the more generic Arab Andalusian music to fill in the gaps. Explicitly reli-

gious programming was fairly rare. Phonographs were also quite popular;

people played them at parties, weddings, and similar events. As with the

radio, most of the records people bought featured Arab artists.

For cleaning and soap products, the complicated dynamic between local

and foreign producers is clearer. In Palestine, as in Africa, the British im-

plemented significant hygiene programs aimed ostensibly at modernizing

the bodies, identities, and consumption habits of the colonized population.

The government went so far as to hold annual fairs in major cities and

send inspectors to neighborhoods to teach residents modern techniques

for bathing and cleaning.46TheBritish ardor for hygiene promotionwasnot

dampened by Jaffa’s status as amajor indigenous center of soap production.

According to my informants, everyone used local soaps for the bathroom

and laundry, and thus there was no need for the local producers to adver-

tise. As for the offerings of major foreign companies like Lever Bros. and

Palmolive, they both ‘‘costmore and didn’t go as far as the local soaps . . . the

local soap was better quality. It’s just like the local ice cream shops. They

never advertised but were always bustling.’’47 It was typically the nouveau

riche and others concerned with status who bought imported soaps. Not

surprisingly, these were the same people who most often put status and

money ahead of local or national communal interests in other matters.

Conclusion: Jaffa’s Popular Culture across Time and Place

In her seminal study of popular culture in British-ruled India, Sandria Frei-

tag demonstrates that the public arena that arose out of the ‘‘politicization

of the everyday’’ gave institutions such as the press a particular importance

in indigenous popular culture, even when the forces of political constraint

were strongest.The press played a similar role in the solidification of imag-

ined and invented traditions of Palestinian nationalism, via both the com-

munal reading of newspapers in villages and the more solitary bourgeois

reading of the morning Filastin in Jaffa proper, ‘‘rel[ying] particularly on

the interplay of public sphere and ritual.’’ From this evidence, we can ar-
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gue that what makes colonized spaces such as Palestine and India distinct

vis-à-vis the history of the bourgeois public sphere in Europe was that the

colonial state was specifically not ‘‘the framework of citizens’ collective ac-

tions’’; there was never the kind of shift (inHabermasian terminology, ‘‘dis-

integration’’) from ‘‘confrontational’’ to ‘‘consolational’’ popular cultural ex-

pressions.48 It took the brute force of war to pacify the Palestinian Arab

population.

Yet, the dynamics of the press in Mandatory Palestine were somewhat

different from those in other colonial settings. The specificities of the pub-

lic sphere and popular culture gave the press, especially the Palestinian

Arab press, a vital role in shaping the national consciousness among its

readers, specifically a consciousness of the need for resistance to Zionism.

Moreover, through the press the colonized Palestinian Arab public could

attempt to ‘‘mount a critical surveillance of Government and society.’’49 In

the process, they often saw through the positivistic, ‘‘civilizing’’ façades of

colonial modernity more clearly than did their British and Zionist antago-

nists.The differences between Palestine and India or Africa in this particu-

lar instance demonstrate the importance of comparative research not just

between European and colonized societies, but also among colonized soci-
eties in order to understand the variable manner in which class, ethnicity,

religion, gender, and nation interacted at different points along the axis of

colonialmodernity. Such a project would necessarily involve an exploration

of how popular culture functioned in and influenced these various nodes

of identity and meaning formation.

From our initial and limited comparison of the advertisement and con-

sumption of commodities in Jaffa, we can posit two reasons for its resi-

dents’ significant degree of experience and autonomy when choosing be-

tween local and imported goods: (1) the city’s long-standing interaction

with local, regional, Mediterranean, and European markets and circuits of

production and consumption, and (2) the fact that neither the British colo-

nial state nor the Zionist movement exerted much energy to ‘‘conquer’’

Palestine’s markets (despite the Zionist labor movement’s attempt to con-

quer other aspects of the economy and space of Palestine). Indeed, an ex-

amination of advertisements in the Palestinian press immediately before,

during, and after moments of heightened conflict (1921, 1929, 1936) sug-

gests that even in the nationalist spaces of newspapers such as Filastin and
al-Difa‘, commodities flowed across the boundaries of the nation in all but

the most intense periods of conflict. On the one hand, such movement

can be understood as reflecting a failure of the Palestinian elite either to
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police the boundaries of the nation or to successfully incorporate the voices

of local, popular cultures into its public narrative. A kind of political and

sociological entropy was perhaps the natural state of interaction among the

various communities living in the Jaffa–Tel Aviv region, one where vari-

ous class and communal interests intersected throughmultiple spheres of

the public and its cultures in a manner that required considerable effort to

manage, let alone direct toward a goal of independence against the com-

bined power of the British empire and the Zionist movement.

The Palestinian bourgeoisie that constituted the nationalist elite clearly

did not have the power or commitment to direct such a struggle, particu-

larly when it challenged the elites’ own political and economic position. In

this context, studying the intersections of the public sphere, civil society,

and popular culture in the press of Mandatory Palestine can help us under-

stand the poetics of conquest and memory and the dynamics behind the

evisceration of popular culture in contemporary Jaffa. Such investigations

are a fundamental component of the ‘‘rewriting of history’’ in Palestine-

Israel.50

This revision is particularly important given that after decades of ne-

glect, the city-turned-neighborhood has recently become Tel Aviv’s ‘‘chic,’’

‘‘ancient,’’ or ‘‘quaint’’ tourist destination in a process that, as half a cen-

tury earlier, has entailed further ‘‘erasure and reinscription’’ of a Palestinian

Arab into a Zionist Israeli Jewish presence. Despite incessant attempts to

raise consciousness among the remaining Palestinian Jaffan community

throughpoignant andpowerful discourses ofmemory and resistance, com-

munity leaders have been unable tomotivate the local Palestinian commu-

nity with the same degree of success as in the Mandate period.51 I would

argue that an important reason for this failure is the lack of a local Arabic-

language press, as none of the papers that made Jaffa famous have existed

for decades; the former headquarters of Filastin is now a coffee and nar-
gila (water pipe or hookah) house frequented by illegal Egyptian workers.52

We can imagine what the wealthy residents of the al-‘Ajami Quarter of

Jaffa thought while reading the latest news about the ‘‘Great Revolt’’ (which

began in Jaffa) in their morning paper, or what the (supposedly) semiliter-

ate residents of the village of Summel,whichwas surrounded by and gradu-

ally annexed to Tel Aviv during the 1930s and 1940s, thought as they heard

the news about the latest struggle to control the land, water, or resources

of the Jaffa–Tel Aviv region. Until 1948, Jaffa and its people still had a

vibrant popular culture and a functioning, if handicapped, public sphere

with which to disseminate and respond to such information.They also had
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their own, locally produced products to imagine and consume alongside

those arriving from distant shores. Today, this rich local culture is a fading

memory.
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ILAN PAPPÉ

Post-Zionism and Its

Popular Cultures

In the 1990s, Israeli universities became the venue for a lively debate on

Israeli history and sociology. By the end of the decade, the debate had

spread to the public arena and become the subject of heated discussions

in the popular press and electronicmassmedia. At the debate’s corewas the

willingness of many academics in Israel to re-evaluate hegemonic Zionist

ideology—a project of reassessment that many labeled as ‘‘post-Zionist.’’

This reassessment began in earnest in the 1980s, with the appearance

of a number of scholarly works that presented images of Israeli society

and history that were strongly at odds with the Israeli public’s self-image

and collective memory. These works challenged the most sacred histori-

cal ‘‘truths’’ of Zionism in a body of scholarship that traced its roots to

the histories and struggles of the Israeli communities that had histori-

cally been systematically marginalized within the state, namely, the Pal-

estinian citizens of Israel and the Mizrahim. Such scholarship also criti-

cized the role played by the country’s academic institutions in shaping

the Zionist self-image and interpretation of Palestinian history and iden-

tity. Although the critique varied in form and strength, and was voiced by

self-identified Zionists as well as anti-Zionists, it was termed post-Zionist

because of theways it challenged the dominantZionist narrative.1The post-

Zionist rubric therefore included those who criticized Zionism’s short-

comings, even if they did not possess a clearly non-Zionist vision of Israel’s

future.

The search for alternative interpretations of Zionism and Israeli history

signaled a crisis in the Jewish state. In the 1990s, Jewish society in Israel

found itself at a critical ideological juncture: it could either move toward

a more extreme form of Zionism or remake itself as a civic, non-Jewish

state.Whereas the majority of Israeli Jews opted for the former ideological



path, themajority of cultural producers in Israel advocated the latter. By the

turn of the twenty-first century, with the rise of Ariel Sharon to power, the

onset of the second Palestinian uprising, and the beginning of a general

shift in Israeli public opinion to the right, the post-Zionist age had come to

something of an end.2Yet during its heyday in the early tomid-1990s, post-

Zionism boldly confronted the hegemonic culture of a very indoctrinated

and ideological society.

Post-Zionism is typically described as an intellectualmovement anddis-

course. In this essay, I argue that it was in fact a much wider phenomenon.

Although the debate centered in the universities, it also occurred in the

arena of popular culture, particularly in the film industry, where it both

preceded and catalyzed the academic debate, and in the arenas of television,

visual arts, poetry, literature, and the theater. This essay argues that popu-

lar cultural production in Israel has functioned as a radical and important

political intervention, one whose role in the post-Zionist discussion has

been largely overlooked.

Historical and Social Precursors

Both the cultural and intellectual challenges to Zionism of the last few de-

cades owe a great deal to an earlier history of protest, both political and cul-

tural, that emerged in the 1950s during the early years of Israeli statehood.

This decade was an era of a mostly unchallenged Zionist consensus, when

what was recognized as Israeli ‘‘culture’’ consisted of a well-defined canon

of books, popular songs, poetry, plays, and ceremonies commemorating

heroic chapters in Zionist history. But the 1950s were also uneasy days

of economic scarcity that produced the first social rebellion in the nation-

state—the 1959 riots of Mizrahis in Wadi Salib as well as other similar

outbreaks. During this period, Mizrahi Jews were largely ghettoized in the

maabarot (makeshift camps for newly arrived immigrants), in the slums of

the big towns, and in the isolated settlements established near the borders.

Concurrently, Palestinian citizens were living under amilitary administra-

tion (1948–1966); they were cordoned off in military-ruled areas, denied

freedomofmobility, and faced evenmore difficult social, political, and eco-

nomic conditions than did theirMizrahi co-nationals.Taken together, these

Arabs—Jews, Muslims, and Christians—made up almost half of the total

population, but they lacked representation in either the dominant political

or the cultural branches of Israeli society.
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The undercurrents of Mizrahi dissatisfaction and antagonism erupted

in the early 1970s in open social protests. The 1973 war played a key role in

creating cracks in Israel’s wall of moral smugness and self-satisfaction. In

the relative calm that followed, tensions between Israel’smulticultural and

multiethnic fabric and the melting pot ideal of the state came to the fore.

Young Mizrahi activists, emulating the dissent voiced by African Ameri-

cans, established their own Black Panther movement (thus named) to de-

mand a fairer distribution of economic resources and a share in the defi-

nition of Israeli cultural identity. Although this movement failed to attract

the political attentions of the Israeli left, it did draw the interest of the

right, which was able to skillfully channel Mizrahi discontent into a mass

movement that brought the Likud, led by Menachem Begin, to power in

1977.Mizrahi social protest also coincidedwith a growing sense of activism

and Palestinian nationalism among the Palestinian population in Israel.

Key manifestations of this struggle were protests against ongoing confis-

cation of the Palestinian lands, launched in the 1976 Land Day protests,

and the growth in significance of progressive nationalist organizations like

the Communist Party and Ibna’ al-Balad.

The Mizrahi political rebellion of 1977 spelled an end to the predomi-

nately Ashkenazi Labor Party’s reign of power. However, the political revo-

lution did not bring about any significant change in the socioeconomic con-

ditions of North African and Middle Eastern Jews, who instead found an

ideology of redemption in a mixture of Orthodox Jewish fundamentalism,

anti-Arab racism, and ethnic politics of identity.3 Meanwhile, Palestinian

citizens of Israel continued with their own national struggles, which were

for the most part disconnected from and sometimes antagonistic to the

political directions taken by most Mizrahi politics and social movements.

These disparate struggles constituted an important but usually ignored ele-

ment of the backdrop out of which academic post-Zionism emerged.

The Post-Zionist Academic Debate

In the Israeli academy of 1948 to 1967,most Jewish-Israeli scholars ignored

the Palestinians as an academic subject, except to occasionally mention

their status as refugees. After 1967, with the rise of the Palestinian resis-

tance movement, and through the 1980s, Palestinians appeared in Israeli

academic writings largely as ‘‘terrorists’’ or as pawns in a pan-Arab con-

spiracy to annihilate the Jewish state. Concurrently, most Israeli scholars
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approached the events of 1948 as the culmination of a teleological pro-

cess of Jewish redemption and renaissance—as a war in which Zionists

prevailed against overwhelming odds, and in which Palestinians fled with-

out a fight. Scholarship about the 1947–48 war conferred on Zionism a

status equivalent to that of a thirdworld liberationmovement. Accordingly,

scholars described the war as a process of gaining ‘‘independence’’ from

the British and as ‘‘liberation’’ from the yoke of the diaspora—terms that

effectively ignored any direct conflict with the Arabs. Scholarly accounts

described the war as the result of an unequal military confrontation be-

tween a small Jewish community, with a stress on the Holocaust survivors

among them, and a hostile British colonial government and united Arab

world bent on its annihilation. In this narrative, theZionist victorywas con-

figured as amiracle due to the ingenuity of David Ben-Gurion and the hero-

ismof his soldiers.4As for the task of describing and analyzingArab culture

and history during this era, this was entrusted to the Israeli ‘‘Orientalist’’

establishment—most of whose members were uninterested in either the

Palestinians or the 1948war.5 The few scholars who did write about the war

avoided dealing with the Nakba (‘‘the Catastrophe,’’ the Palestinian name

for the events of 1948) as a human or national tragedy, and instead focused

on political and military maneuvering in the Arab world before and after

the war.6

The post-Zionist wave radically shifted the tenor of prevailing Israeli

academic discourse.7 The phenomenon can be traced back to the work of

a handful of sociologists at Haifa University in the 1970s that echoed the

protests of the Mizrahim and the Palestinians in Israel of that period—

work that gathered strength among historians in the wake of the Lebanon

war of 1982 and during the first Palestinian uprising or Intifada (1987–

1993). These historians made their mark when they challenged the Zionist

historiographical picture of the 1948 war, adopting major chapters of the

Palestinian historiographical narrative as well as adding new elements—a

project made possible both by political shifts in Israel and the region and

by the opening of state archives dealing with the 1948 war.

The works of the new historians radically undermined the notion that

the Jewish community in Palestine had been in danger of annihilation

on the eve of the 1948 war. Indeed, their works described a fragmented

Arab world, unable to lend effective support to the poorly armed and badly

trained paramilitary Palestinian groups in their battle for post-Mandatory

Palestine.8 In turn, they argued that an important factor in Jewish success
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on the battlefield was the Jewish Agency’s tacit understanding with Trans-

jordan which allowed the Hashemites to take over theWest Bank. Some of

these scholars attributed Jewish success on the diplomatic front to a rare

moment of cooperation between the two superpowers (the United States

and the Soviet Union), each of which supported the Zionist cause. These

works directly contradicted both the Zionist narrative of a heroic libera-

tion movement that succeeded despite the overwhelming strength of the

enemy, and the Israeli myth of a voluntary Palestinian exodus in 1948—

the latter famously explored in the groundbreaking work of BennyMorris.9

It should be noted that despite the radical intervention of Jewish-Israeli

scholarship of this period, a gap remained between the claims of such

scholarship and those made within the Palestinian national narrative.10

The work of many such scholars provoked angry reactions from Jewish-

Israeli public figures and press commentators. Israeli policy before 1967

had never before been described as aggressive, to say nothing of brutal,

inhuman, and morally unjustifiable. Although none of the new historians

had dealt explicitly with the Israeli academic establishment in their schol-

arly works, they openly blamedmainstream academia for concealing these

unpleasant chapters in their accounts of 1948 in the ensuing public media

debate.11 The research carried out on 1948 during the 1980s eventually

paved the way for a more fundamental criticism of Zionism and its role

in Israeli academia, and this critique slowly made its way into public con-

sciousness.

The first Palestinian Intifada also opened a new chapter in Israeli-

Palestinian dialogue, one that was conductedmainly by scholars.Most Jew-

ish Israeli scholars of the late 1980s were not connected to radical po-

litical groups, and few had encountered the historical narratives of their

Palestinian academic counterparts. These scholars’ exchanges with Pales-

tinians resulted in the exposure of unpleasant and often shocking chapters

in Israeli history—making visible the basic contradiction between Zionist

national ambitions, historically, and the lives and aspirations of the indige-

nous Arab population in Palestine.

In the 1990s, post-Zionist scholars turned their attention tomoremeta-

historical and theoretical questions.12During this period, there was a grow-

ing tendency to embrace postmodernist (i.e., relativist) historiography and

multiculturalist interpretations of Israeli society. Some of the scholars

working in this vein aimed to expose the role played by the academic estab-

lishment in the nation-building process and the consequent demise of
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freedom of thought and self-criticism. Employing Said’s critique of Orien-

talism, some exposed the underlying biases in Israeli sociological, anthro-

pological, and historiographical discourses onArabs, whether Israeli Pales-

tinians, Egyptians, or Sephardic Jews.13 The very grouping of Palestinians

andOriental Jews in a commoncategory, aswas done in thework of Shlomo

Swirski and Sammy Smooha, posed a fundamental challenge to conven-

tional Zionist academic norms.14 Other scholars, focusing on dominant

texts, explored the ways that museums, ceremonies, school curricula, and

national emblems had been deployed by dominant Ashkenazi society to

excise others from the national memory.15

A number of additional questions and issues occupied post-Zionist

scholars of the 1990s. Some began to explore the Holocaust and its impact

on Israeli society, as in the work of Tom Segev and Idit Zertal.16 Others ap-

proached the highly sensitive subject of militarism in Israeli society, in a

scholarly assault on Israel’s most sacred cow: ‘‘security.’’ In tandem, Israeli

political scientists began to reject government explanations that security

and national defense considerations had been responsible for consigning

North African Jews to the geographic and social margins of society, or for

the imposition of an apartheid regime on Palestinians in Israel.17 Yet per-

haps the most significant contribution of post-Zionist scholars was their

application of a colonialist perspective to the historical study of Zionism, as

in the work of Gershon Shafir.18 Other scholars followed suit. Much post-

Zionist scholarship, with its attempts to critically discuss the essence of

Zionism in historical and contemporary terms, was denounced in Israel

as the work of self-hating Jews writing in the service of the enemy; yet,

both despite and because of such denunciations, the impact of the critique

was significant, and it quickly spread to more popular and more cultural

realms.19

Post-Zionist Fiction and Poetry

Not all critiques of Zionism emanated from the Israeli academy, nor were

all of these scholarly critiques entirely novel. Some cultural fields had long

histories of dissent—histories that ultimately served to make post-Zionist

scholarship possible. Such was the case with poetry, particularly that pro-

duced by Palestinians with Israeli citizenship. Beginning in the 1950s, and

increasingly during the 1970s, this community turned to cultural protest

as ameans of challenging the glass ceiling that had denied themany chance
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of social equality or economic improvement.While Palestinian-Israeli poli-

ticians debated the issue of ‘‘collaboration’’ with, or resistance to, the Jewish

state, poets like Samih al-Qasim, Salim Jubran, and Tawfiq Zayyad turned

to nationalist verse, written in a high cultural idiom but recited in the

streets as a popular form. Poetry was one of the few fields of narrative or

knowledge production open to the expression of Palestinian national iden-

tity after the Nakba. It was the medium through which daily Palestinian

interests of love and hate, birth and death, marriage and family could be

intertwined with those of land confiscation and state oppression, and such

poems circulated broadly within the Palestinian arena via special poetry

festivals.20

It was Palestinian prose, however, that had the greatest impact on the

Jewish public. In the 1980s, thePalestinian counternarrative onZionism in

Israel began tomake its way to readers of Hebrew-language fiction through

thenovels of Palestinian-Israeli writers like EmileHabiby andAntonSham-

mas. Indeed, many critics regarded Shammas’s 1986 novel Arabesques, de-
scribing the life of a family excluded and discriminated against by the

Hebrew-speaking majority, as the best work ever written in Hebrew.21 He-

brew translations of the novels of the late Emile Habiby (most notably by

Shammas), which describe the military regime imposed on Palestinians

of Israel between 1948 and 1966, exposed readers to an Israeli-Palestinian

view of the past and future.22 Translations produced by a fringe-publishing

house, Mifras, created an evenmore direct link to works of Palestinian and

Arab writers in the Middle East at large. By the end of the 1990s, a lim-

ited number of canonical Arabic works (including the writing of Naguib

Mahfouz) became available inHebrew and sold well. In 2002,Mifras’s suc-

cessor, Andalus, published Elias Khoury’s epic novel about the Nakba, Bab
al-Shams.

Jewish-Israeli poets found it easier than did novelists to experiment

with alternative viewpoints. During the Lebanon war, some wrote antiwar

poems, while a number explicitly criticized the occupation during the first

Intifada.23 Yet these were infrequently collected or anthologized and thus

did not circulate widely in Israel. Post-Zionist fiction was a more marginal

cultural form. Several writers, includingYitzhak Laor, Leah Iny, and Savion

Librecht, produced non-Zionist fictional narratives that dealt with Israeli

history and identity at odds with Zionist truisms. The more substantial

post-Zionist perspectives came mainly from outside the Ashkenazi-Israeli

mainstream. Immigrantwriters like ShimonBallas and SamiMichael from
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Iraq and Albert Swissa from Morocco offered counternarratives that they

traced to their self-declared identities as ‘‘Arab Jews,’’ which most Israeli

Zionists perceived as something of a betrayal to the Zionist dream.24

Post-Zionist Theater

Before the 1970s, most Israeli plays portrayed Arabs as shallow, one-

dimensional figures, drawing their characters using classically racist

tropes, such as sloppy dress and lisped speech. After the 1973 war, a

younger generation of playwrights and directors began to incorporate paci-

fist viewpoints into their works.25 Among the first to criticize Israel’s mili-

taristic society was Hanoch Levin. The main theme of his most celebrated

play, the 1970 satirical cabaret The Queen of the Bath (Hamalkat ambatia),
was corruption in the army; the play was quickly censored. Yet the focus

of the theater’s critique during this period was largely limited to post-

1967 Israel and the immoral implications of the continued occupation of

Palestine. Many cultural workers in the theater identified primarily with

Peace Now and shared the movement’s dichotomous conception of Pales-

tine’s history—that is, of a pre-1967 period when Zionism and Israel were

morally right and just, and a post-1967 period when Palestinians were

treated with brutality and insensitivity. Plays produced in this vein envi-

sioned a majority of young Jews agonizing about their society, vacillating

between callous inhumanity and passionate manifestations of their care

and concern when they came into contact with Palestinians under occupa-

tion. The Palestinians who appeared in the plays of writers like Yehoushu’a

Sobol or Benny Barabash remained enigmatic and shallow figures playing

secondary roles; Jews were entrusted with the roles of heroes who shot,

killed, and tortured—and always regretted their actions.26

Post-Zionist criticism also inflected the Israeli theater of the 1990s,

but only marginally so. Its influences could be seen in translated plays by

Palestinian writers, in original post-Zionist plays, and in onstage adapta-

tions of earlier novels—among them, the work of Sami Michael.27 As in

his novels, Michael’s plays humanized the Palestinians and endowed them

with names, histories, and ambitions. The fringe theater scene also pro-

duced plays written by Palestinian Israelis that depicted the occupation

and the lives of Palestinians in Israel, always testing the boundaries of free

speech. In 1994, a theater in Jerusalem launched an Israeli-Palestinian co-

production of Romeo and Juliet, but such cooperative projects were few and

far between.28
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Post-Zionist Popular Culture: Music

If one includes the long history of Mizrahi cultural production and cul-

tural dissent within the post-Zionist cultural rubric, then the phenomenon

of critique through popular music can be construed quite broadly. Dur-

ing the 1970s, in response to their social, political, and economic deprava-

tion, Mizrahim developed an underground musical movement revolving

chiefly around a black or informal market in cassettes of Arabic and so-

called Mediterraneanmusic.29 This movement emerged as a powerful tool

of social protest as well as a career vehicle for Mizrahi pop stars; it was an

attempt to articulate a particularistic ethnic identity, in addition to satis-

fying the cravings of a new generation of Jewish-Israeli youth for a more

global popular culture.

During the 1990s, Mizrahi popular music gained new kinds of Israeli

and international audiences. Indeed, during this decade Euro-Israeli audi-

ences began to turn toward Arabic music in unprecedented ways. Music

from all over the ArabWorld, ranging from Umm Kulthum to North Afri-

can rai, began to enjoy broad audiences in Israel. Arguably the new popu-

larity of Middle Easternmusic did not signify a significant change in Euro-

Israeli attitudes toward Arab culture. Rather, the Zionist political elite

appropriated Mizrahi music as a means of gaining an important constitu-

ency. Even the most extreme right-wing radio stations (among themGush

Emunim’sArutz Sheva) aired suchmusic, and extreme-right parties played

Middle Eastern music at their political rallies, even as both preached the

expulsion and destruction of Arabs and Palestinians.

Even in the more open society of the 1990s, few Ashkenazi Israeli pop

singers risked their relationship with the wider public by being openly

political. One important exception was pop star Aviv Gefen, one of the

country’s most popular singers, whose lyrics contained sharp but simplis-

tic criticisms of Israeli militarism—criticism echoed in his own refusal

to serve in the army. His appeal, in fact, was based largely on the spec-

tacle of his performances, rather than the substance of his message, but

his popularity created the impression of growing public tolerance for non-

conformist pop music lyrics. In truth, Gefen’s popularity did not herald

a wider acceptance of post-Zionist ideas, and he returned to the political

consensus after Rabin’s assassination in November 1995. During the same

period, Chava Alberstein and Nurit Galron produced songs that criticized

the inhuman behavior of soldiers in the Occupied Territories during the

first Intifada. Galron was particularly bold, singing, ‘‘Do not tell me you
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don’t care about a little girl who lost her eye,’’ referring to the large num-

ber of Palestinian children blinded by Israeli rubber bullets. This song was

banned for almost a year from Israeli radio stations.30 Although Alberstein

and Galron were extremely popular, they represented a decisive minority

in the Israeli pop music world.

Post-Zionist Cinema

The film and television industries in Israel went through a similar process,

and in many respects went further than any other cultural media in adopt-

ing the post-Zionist counternarrative. In order to do so, both industries had

to battle an intense history of racism and Zionist stereotyping. Until the

early 1970s, commercial filmhad closely followed the nationalist agenda—

more closely than any other cultural agency or institution within the coun-

try, save that of children’s literature. Historically, Mizrahi Jews and Pales-

tinians had been ridiculed and degraded whenever they were represented

in Israeli cinema—as in one of Israel’smost popular films, EfraimKishon’s

Salah Shabati (1964). The film depicts Mizrahi Jews with the ambivalence

acutely described by Homi Bhabha: as the ‘‘other oriental: the noble native

and the childish brutal primitive.’’31 The same ambivalence later appeared

in the bourekas genre, popular feature films of the seventies that dealt with

the lives of Mizrahi Jews.32Most of the films dealingwith history or the con-

flict depicted the Palestinians or the Arabs as pathetic stereotypical figures

who always yielded to the superior Euro-Jewish Israeli hero. The story of

Jewish schoolchildren single-handedly capturing armed Arab terrorists or

invaderswas a commonplotwithin this storyline. As Ella Shohat has noted,

the ideology of Zionism and its politics of representation in Israeli cinema

either excludedMizrahis and Palestinians or misrepresented them in one-

dimensional and derogatory ways.33 Yet during the 1960s and 1970s, the

hegemony of Zionist ideology began to erode in the feature film industry.

Directors began to depict private lives in ways that challenged the cinema’s

prior commitment to nation, homeland, and army. Existentialism became

a principle way for films to enunciate a critique of Zionism, as in DanWol-

man’s adaptation of Amos Oz’s My Michael. But it was still some time be-

fore Mizrahi, Palestinian, and women’s narratives would make their way

to the celluloid screen.34

As in other cultural and intellectual fields, the Lebanon war and the first

Palestinian uprising had a catalytic effect on the cinema. Both in quan-

tity and quality, commercial feature films began to adopt a critical view
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of Israel’s past and present attitude toward the Arabs in general and the

Palestinians in particular. Some of the first attempts to revise the place

of the Palestinian narrative in the Israeli film industry were broadcast on

Israeli television. The most courageous of these films were produced dur-

ing the 1970s. At a time when Israel still had only one national television

channel, and budgets for production were not at issue, officials managing

television production could experiment relatively freely. A prime example

was Ram Loevy’s (also spelled Levi) 1976 screen adaptation of S. Yizhar’s

‘‘Siper Hirbet Hizah’’ (The story of Hirbet Hizah), a famous short story

that depicted themaltreatment of an Arab prisoner of war.Yizhar had situ-

ated his story in an undefined and possibly fictional locale, thus making

it easier for readers to contemplate the possibility of Israeli soldiers com-

mitting atrocities. Levi’s film adaptation made the story more concrete by

linking the tale to Israeli behavior toward Palestinians in the Occupied

Territories. Despite the canonical status of Yizhar’s story, television execu-

tives prevented the film’s screening. In the wake of the 1982 LebanonWar,

film producers began to rethink Israel’s relationship to the Arabs—particu-

larly to the Palestinians. The first film to explore these issues was Hiuḥ
Hagedi (The smile of the lamb), a 1983 adaptation of a novel byDavidGross-

man, directed by Shimon Dotan. It was one of the first commercial fea-

tures to feature an Arab hero with whom viewers could easily identify.35

The effort to give a voice to the Palestinian point of view became common

in Israeli cinema in the following years—as in Ram Loevy’s 1986 tv drama

Ani Ahmad (I am Ahmad), which criticized the treatment of Israel’s Pales-

tinian population. Yet, the critique at work was of the Peace Now variety;

that is, one that concentrated on post-1967 Israel and thus failed to devi-

ate substantially from the Zionist metanarrative. Nevertheless, these films

represented a radical departure from Israeli cinema of the 1960s, given

their desire both to humanize and, at times, heroize Palestinians.

Beginning in the late 1980s, film directors used romance and sex to pre-

pare the Jewish-Israeli palate for new kinds of critiques and viewpoints.

Typical of this period were films modeled on a Romeo and Juliet–type plot,
in which a Jewish woman falls in love with a Palestinian man against the

wishes of their respective families and societies. Despite their problematic

sexual narratives, these films challenged the dominant image of theArab in

theZionistmetanarrative by switching the conventional roles of heroes and

villains. One of the earliest films of this genre, 1989’s Esh Tzolevet (Cross-
fire), offered an unprecedented Palestinian perspective on the 1948 war,

dramatizing the despair and bewilderment of the Palestinian population
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through a story of cross-cultural romance. The late 1980s also witnessed

new kinds of films, much more angry than their predecessors, produced

by a second generation of Mizrahi directors that portrayed the Arab Jews’

growing frustration with the prospering Ashkenazi upper classes, their

continued geographic and social marginality in the development towns

and peripheral slums and limited access to financial resources, and their

distorted image in the national narrative.36 A prominent example is Ram

Loevy’s 1985 film Leḥem (Bread), an exposition of the dismal reality of

Mizrahi life in a development town. Such films gained relevance against

the backdrop of other seemingly ‘‘radical’’ films of the decade—ones that

concentrated largely on relations between Jewish-Israelis and Palestinian-

Arabs. For all their radicalism, most of the latter reflected the lives and

views of the Ashkenazi hegemony, portraying the conflict from the per-

spective of yuppies in Tel Aviv. Thus, while these films explored Others’

perspectives in important ways, their treatment of the Palestinianswas still

radically circumscribed.37 Some of the films depicting the Israelis as occu-

piers and colonizers and the Palestinians as victims, and those exposing

the discrimination against the Mizrahim, attracted considerable public at-

tention, an indication that they may have created public empathy.38

The ideological manipulation of the Holocaust in the service of Zionist

and Israeli politics also came under scrutiny in the film industry—albeit

in relatively few instances. Ilan Moshensons’s 1979 movie Roveh Huliot (A
wooden gun) exposed Israeli uneasiness over the possible connection be-

tween the Nazi wish to annihilate the Jews in Europe and the Zionist desire

to expel the Palestinians for the sake of the Jewish community in Palestine.

Some of these same themes were treated in television programming. A

documentary film by Benny Bruner based on Tom Segev’s The Seventh Mil-
lion aired on television in 1995; it focused on the cynical aspects of Zionist
policy toward theHolocaust. Asher Tlalim’sAl Tigu Li Bashoah (Don’t touch
my Holocaust) was even more progressive in its challenge to the ethos of

the Holocaust in Israel, discussing the role of Holocaust representations

in consolidating Ashkenazi domination.39

The 1990s and 2000s continued to produce challenging and overtly

post-Zionist films. Films like 2002’s Ruaḥ Qadim (Kaddimwind) by David

Benchetrit and The Black Panthers (in Israel) Speak by Sami ShalomChetrit

(both 2002) were unusual in their political directness in treating the Miz-

rahi experience. In turn, a new wave of films was produced for television

whose representations of the Palestinian experience directly contradicted

the dominant Zionist narrative. Most prominent of these was Amos Gitai’s
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1998 film Bait (House); the film told the story of a house that had belonged

to a Palestinian doctor in 1948, confiscated by the Israelis, and sold to Jew-

ish immigrants from Algiers. Although Gitai’s film did not question the

immigrants’ rights to the house, it recognized the legitimacy of the Pales-

tinian claim—a relatively new posture for films of this period. In 2002, a

small cable channel screened Ram Loevy’s documentary Close, Closed, Clo-
sure (Seger), which depicted the misery of life under occupation at a time

when Israeli news bulletinswere blocking their viewers’ access to the sights

and sounds of a quarantined Palestinian population under siege.

Among Palestinian-Israeli filmmakers, Nizar Hassan pried open issues

relating to Palestinians in Israel that had never been examined on the

screen. His Istiqlal (Independence), in Arabic with Hebrew subtitles, told

the story of a village in Israel that remained Palestinian despite coercion,

denial, cooptation, and confiscation.Yet for the Israeli Jewish public, films

about the ‘‘discovery’’ of past Israeli ‘‘sins’’ had the greatest impact. One

such film was David Benchetrit’s 1992 powerful documentary Miba’ad
Lire’alat Hagalut (Behind the veil of exile). In addition to Benchetrit’s re-

thinking of the notion of exile (galut), a term usually reserved for the Jew-

ish diaspora, his film followed the lives of three Palestinian women from a

Palestinian historical perspective. The film marked the first time that the

expulsion of Palestinians was represented on Israeli television. Finally, in

1998, Muhammad Bakri screened his documentary 1948, a chilling tale
of Israel’s ethnic cleansing operation as reported by Palestinian survivors

and Jewish perpetrators. Yet by the time the film had reached the stage of

marketing and distribution, the public mood had already shifted and few

Israeli Jews were willing to confront the Nakba or examine its relevance in

the present.

Post-Zionist tv: The Case of Tekuma

Perhaps themost significant artifact of post-Zionism in the realm of either

television or feature film was the 1998 documentary television series Te-
kuma (Revival). The show’s screening provided one of the first opportuni-
ties to gauge the impact of post-Zionism on the wider public.The series—a

survey of founding trends,moments, andmovements in Israeli history and

society such as the question of Zionism, the 1948 war, and the treatment

of Israeli Palestinians and Mizrahi Jews in the early 1950s—was proudly

presented as the centerpiece of Israeli television’s contribution to the fifti-

eth anniversary celebrations of the founding of the state. The very name of
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the documentary—Tekuma, meaning the resurrection of the Jewish people

in the redeemed land of Palestine—was verymuch in line with Zionistmy-

thology. But this explicitly Zionist title was affixed to a television program

that delivered a post-Zionist message, or, at least, one that experimented

seriously with post-Zionist interpretations.

The series was characterized by a tension between the wish to tell a

Zionist story, on the one hand, and the desire to present the Palestinian

and Mizrahi view on the other. Although each segment was narrated from

a Zionist perspective, it was at times interrupted and challenged by Pales-

tinian, Egyptian, and Jordanian as well as Mizrahi eyewitnesses. Although

many episodes, particularly those relating to the 1948 war, did rely on the

findings of the new histories, the series’ account of pre-1967 events was

very much in keeping with the Peace Now version of the Zionist narrative.

Segments dealing with the 1950s, particularly the state’s attitude toward

Jews from Arab countries and toward its Palestinian citizens, presented

Ashkenazi condescension as an instance of pure racismwith regard to any-

thing Arab—an attitude that translated into colonialist policies in educa-

tion and welfare. The segment on the Palestinian citizens in Israel, en-

titled ‘‘The Pessoptimist’’ after the novel by Emile Habiby’s book,40 was

the clearest in its critique, presenting no excuses or alibis for the abuse

andmaltreatment the Palestinians suffered during eighteen years of emer-

gency rule.

Interestingly, although Tekuma held the Zionist left responsible for the
expulsions, massacres, and discrimination, it was the rightist Likud that

spearheaded the protests against what it termed a post-Zionist program.

According to the minister of communication, Limor Livnat (Likud), the

deeds of the Israeli nation had to be presented as just andmoral. Propelling

the wrath of the Likud government were the program’s very high ratings

and good tape sales, this despite the Ministry of Education’s explicit in-

structions not to include the series within the national curriculum. Inter-

estingly, many of the series’ shocking stories and images failed to move

much of its Jewish-Israeli audience, as similar images were beginning to

appear on television with the outbreak of the second Intifada in September

2000 and audiences were growing immune to their effects.

Post-Zionist Discourse: Its Impact and Demise

By the end of the twentieth century—with the rise of Ariel Sharon to power,

the onset of the second Palestinian uprising, and the beginning of a general
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shift in Israeli public opinion to the right—the mainstream Zionist per-

spective had returnedwith force. After this point,most of the novels, plays,

and films produced in Israel refused to seriously transcend the Zionist nar-

rativewith its negative portrayal of Arabs, and those cultural producerswho

did articulate post-Zionist messages in their work were no longer among

the leaders of the Israeli cultural scene. The scholarly debate in Israel still

continued, it should be noted, even after the post-Zionist trends in culture

had begun to weaken, although its impact had lessened and its claims were

increasingly under fire.

Despite its dissolution, the post-Zionist cultural debate, particularly that

of the 1990s, had provided a glimpse of what might occur within Israeli

society if and when a genuine chance for peace emerges. In the 1990s, in

the wake of the Oslo Accords of 1993, the debate had signaled both a rift

in academy, and an identity crisis in the wider society—a crisis produced

by the possibility of seriously confronting peace. Peace had opened up the

possibility for academics, cultural producers, and others to undermine the

national consensus and its narrative about the need to act in unison (that is,

as Jews) against common enemies. Relative economic success and security

during this decade had also led deprived groups inside Israel (e.g., Miz-

rahim gays and lesbians) to demand their fair share, just as it had encour-

aged the Palestinians in Israel to lay bare the tension between the state’s

pretension to democracy and its insistence on remaining a Jewish state.

In the era of post-Zionism, challenges to Zionist identity had come from

many quarters within the state: from the Palestinians, from Mizrahim,

from feminists, from Ultra-Orthodox Jews, and from a small number of

scholars, including this writer, who were born in post-1948 Israel and were

now ready to voice their dissent. In 2002, at the time of this writing, few

of these critiques are audible. But should the bloody clashes subside, they

may be heard again, and perhaps with even greater force.
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CAROL BARDENSTEIN

Cross/Cast: Passing

in Israeli and

Palestinian Cinema

Over the past two decades a notable number of Israeli and Palestinian

films have exhibitedwhatmay be termed deliberate forms of play with

or interrogation of Palestinian and Israeli identities. These films chal-

lenge the concept of identities as fixed, unambiguously and securely dis-

tinct from each other, and clearly delineated in largely binary terms in a

nationalist logic. This period is likely to be drawing to a close, however,

on the ruins of the Oslo Accords and in the wake of the onset of the al-

Aqsa Intifada in September 2000, as we lurch further into a period of the

unbridled rise and domination of univocalizing discourses along national,

ethnic, and religious lines in the Israeli-Palestinian context, as in so many

others.

I examine this phenomenon of play as embodied in the gestures of cross-

casting and role switching in a selection of Israeli and Palestinian feature

films from the 1980s and 1990s.1 By cross-casting, I am referring to the

extradiegetic practice, outside of the narrative frame or plot of the film, of

casting actors in particular roles and its effects: the casting of Palestinian

actors, or Palestinians with Israeli citizenship, for example, in the roles of

Israeli Jewish characters, or the casting of Israeli Jewish actors as Palestini-

ans. By role switching, I am referring to the diegetic phenomenon in the

narrative or plot of the film in which an Israeli Jewish character (played by

an Israeli Jewish actor) takes on the role of, or passes as, a Palestinian char-

acter, or vice versa.2 I also touch on nonbinary role switching, in which, for

example, the role of one ‘‘kind’’ of Palestinian (according to hegemonic ty-

pologies of ‘‘who’s who’’ that delineate such different ‘‘kinds’’) is played by

a different ‘‘kind’’ of Palestinian actor.3



I find that instances of cross-casting and role switching along Pal-

estinian and Israeli lines may be roughly divided into three groupings:

(1) those that offer very controlled representations of the ‘‘other,’’ in ways

that merely serve to reaffirm stereotypes and reinscribe fixed identity cate-

gories in hegemonic narratives; (2) those that substantially or even radi-

cally challenge or subvert hegemonic configurations of social identity; and

(3) those that occupymore of amiddle ground, in that they engage in toying

with or blurring fixed identity categories and hierarchies, but inmodes that

are largely ephemeral or quasi-utopian, leaving dominant social hierarchies

and categories securely in place. I focus exclusively on the analysis of in-

stances of crossing and switching in the second and third categories. In the

case of Palestinian and Israeli cinema, it is possible to map the enactments

of identity boundary crossing along a socioethnic spectrum of multiple

points. This range of categories is a more differentiated spectrum than is

usually identified in the theoretical literature about boundary crossing en-

acted in impersonation, mimicry, or passing, which tends to be implicitly

engaged with binary-inflected configurations (male/female, black/white,

white/not quite white), even if these binaries are problematized in the pro-

cess of analyzing acts or figures of crossing.Themajority of the enactments

of identity boundary crossings in these films take place between the sub-

jectivities of Mizrahi Israeli Jews and Palestinians with Israeli citizenship,

and the rest shift between points on the spectrum that are similarly in

close proximity to each other in the social hierarchy.4 In spite of the fact

that this very proximity between particular multiple points along the so-

cial spectrum is what enables many of the instances of cross-casting and

role switching to work in the ways they need to, this fact is largely sub-

merged in the films themselves. One effect of this is to enable liberal fan-

tasies of the collapse of boundaries dividing the binarisms of Arab/Jew and

Israeli/Palestinian.

The Constructed and Contingent Subject and
Impersonation, Mimicry, and Passing

That social identities and subjectivities of all kinds are constructed, contin-

gent, fluid, and nonessential; that the boundaries that appear to delineate

and distinguish between them are slippery, indeterminate, and malleable

is largely an accepted truism inmuch contemporaryWestern academic dis-

course. Some of the most elaborate and seminal explorations of identity as

socially constructed have focused on the sites of impersonation, mimicry,
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and passing. The possibility of an ostensible x impersonating, mimicking,

or passing for an ostensible y can be pointedly effective in exposing essen-
tialized or reified social identities as constructed performative fantasies.5

I present the phenomena of cross-casting and role switching as analogous

to impersonation, mimicry, and passing in certain aspects of their modes

of operation, functions, and effects. Role switching and cross-casting pro-

vide another rich site of identity boundary crossing, at which the contin-

gency and slippery fluidity of social identities can get exposed and the so-

cial hierarchies and categories may be thrown into disarray, blurred, and

challenged.6

Yet, while the relevant theoretical literature on impersonation,mimicry,

and passing sheds some light on aspects of cross-casting and role switch-

ing, it also faces some limitations in the context of Palestinian and Israeli

filmic representation.Work by Butler, Garber, and Bhabha on identity and

boundary-crossing figures and enactments all assert in powerful ways that

there is no secure, authentic identity (or binarisms of identity) beneath

performative ‘‘masks.’’7 Moreover, all assert that the very fact of boundary

crossing through impersonation, mimicry, or passing is implicitly subver-

sive and undermines hegemonic authority and its concomitant social cate-

gories. I argue, in contrast, that it cannot be assumed that all instances

of mimicry, hybridity, or passing are transgressive or subversive, or even

that they necessarily substantially interrogate social categories and hierar-

chies delineated by hegemonic discourses.8Theymay in some instances do

so, and certainly the boundary crossing enacted in cross-casting and role

switching creates a potentially hospitable arena for these processes. But

if role switching and cross-casting do interrogate or transgress category

boundaries, the degree to which they do so, what is at stake, and the nature

of the boundary crossing can be established only on a case-by-case basis.

Impersonation andmimicry do not in themselves constitute challenges

to hegemonic hierarchies; there are social boundary crossings that are not

transgressions or acts of trespassing. However, when impersonation and

mimicry are enacted along a spectrum of social identities in a charged and

asymmetrical power configuration with concomitant exclusionary prac-

tices and unequal access to power, then representations of boundary cross-

ings, such as those in some Israeli and Palestinian feature films, can be

transgressive and may indeed be calling hegemonic social categories and

discourses into question in subversive ways. Also, it is only in such con-

texts of unequal power that passing becomes a meaningful and distinct

category.
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Even in this context, however, boundary crossing is not always subver-

sive (as, for example, Garber asserts transvestism is)9 but may be enacted

or represented in the service of reactionary, progressive, liberal, or sub-

versive agendas.10 And if social boundary crossings can be identified and

interpreted as transgressive or subversive, how this transgression is articu-

lated varies. In some instances, passing is only successful and subversive

if it remains completely undetected, allowing for infiltration or blurring of

hegemonic social boundaries. In other instances (such as certain types of

transvestism), calling attention to and exposing the very fact of mimicry

is a central component of the subversive nature of the act (exposing ‘‘the

hairy knee under the silk skirt’’).11

I am also arguing that it is necessary to qualify and expand on the rele-

vant theoretical literature to adequately describe and analyze the range of

Israeli and Palestinian crossings found in these films. Bhabha’s work only

accounts for instances of ‘‘mimicking up’’ or partial or necessarily failed

attempts to pass up the social hierarchy, whereas the film corpus includes

instances of impersonating and sometimes passing up, down, and across

the social spectrum. Similarly, Bhabha’s particular examples (Indian/Angli-

cized-but-not-English/English; white/not quite white) are dependent on

the mimic man’s difference being detectable and readable on a visible sur-

face.This assumption does not always pertain to thePalestinian-Israeli con-

text. As a result, successful or ‘‘seamless’’ passing becomes possible, an

option not accounted for in Bhabha’s conception of colonial mimicry. The

spectrum of hierarchized social identities along which boundary crossing

occurs in the films examined is not binary, nor does it consistently offer en-

actments in which the slippage between identity and difference is readily

detectable (and, of course, the degree of visibility is also dependent in part

on the beholder).

Although a central aim of the theoretical literature addressed above is

to expose hegemonic social (racial, gender, ethnic) categories as fabricated,

constructed, and imposed on a fluid and varied spectrum, it identifies these

hegemonic categories as binary and focuses on figures, sites, and enact-

ments of crossing from one side of the binary to the other (man/woman,

black/white, white/not white) or posits a ‘‘third’’ or ‘‘hybrid’’ figure.12

The spectrum of social (ethnic, national) identities along which bound-

ary crossing occurs in the Israeli and Palestinian films includes six or seven

different points arranged in order of the relative power each categorywields

in the Israeli-Palestinian social context. At one far end of the spectrum

is the ‘‘idealized’’ pole or ‘‘empty’’ category of the white hegemonic sub-
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ject (sometimes also identified as the colonizer-occupier). The next point

on the spectrum is the Ashkenazi Israeli (Zionist) Jew, who, although also

a hegemonic subject, is already ‘‘not quite white’’ or ‘‘off-white’’ in ways

that have been described by Karen Brodkin and others.13 The next point is

the Mizrahi Israeli (Zionist) Jew, who is variably both hegemonic and sub-

altern subject, followed by the Palestinianwith Israeli citizenship. Adjacent

to this category is the Palestinian without Israeli citizenship, specifically

in the West Bank or Gaza Strip (i.e., under occupation, thus in extensive

and intimate contact of an interpenetrating nature: Israeli occupying pres-

ence in these places, as well as Palestinian presence in Israeli realms, as

part of the mobile labor force as well as other points of contact). The Pal-

estinian without Israeli citizenship, in exile outside of Israeli reach (guer-

rilla fighters in Lebanon, etc.), is the next point on the spectrum, followed

by other Arabs who are not Palestinian, such as Egyptians. Nearly all in-

stances of social boundary crossing in cross-casting and role switching take

place between immediately adjacent points on this spectrum, usually be-

tweenMizrahi Israelis andPalestinianswith Israeli citizenship.14This prox-

imity along the spectrum is in part what enables the enactment of some

of these crossings; it means that the slippage between identity and differ-

ence in impersonation, mimicry, and passing is not always readily detect-

able on a visible surface.15 That said, these films rarely make explicit that

it is those in proximate points along this spectrum who are impersonat-

ing or passing for each other. The boundary crossings in these films are

generally transposed back into the more reductive binaries of Arab/Jew or

Palestinian/Israeli.

From Likud’s Rise to Power to the Unraveling of Oslo:
Historical Contexts and Asymmetries

Several scholars have identified a combination of historical and political

factors that account in part for new representations of Arabs and Pales-

tinians and of Palestinian-Israeli relations and interactions in Israeli cin-

ema starting in the 1980s. As Na’aman summarizes, until the early 1980s,

‘‘Arabswere onlyminor characters in Israeli cinema . . . they rarely delivered

lines . . . were mainly seen in groups, in long shots, deprived of any indi-

viduation,’’ and fell into three categories: the primitive but benign Arab,

the evil Arab, and the exotic and forbidden other.16 These stereotyped rep-

resentations changed in the early 1980s, giving rise to increasingly three-

dimensional characterizations, some focalization throughArab characters’
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points of view, and explicit treatment of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, in

what Shohat has dubbed ‘‘the Palestinian wave’’ in Israeli cinema. She also

refers to the phenomenon as ‘‘the return of the repressed,’’ in that this wave

brought back into view on the screen an Arab Palestinian presence that

had either been portrayed reductively in the pre-1948 fledgling cinema

of the early Jewish Yishuv (Jewish settlers in Palestine prior to the estab-

lishment of Israel) and through the ‘‘heroic-nationalist’’ films of the 1950s

and 1960s, or largely repressed in most subsequent Israeli film genres

(bourekas films, ‘‘personal cinema’’) of the 1960s and 1970s. Scholars of

Israeli cinema have generally concurred with Shohat’s account and have

elaborated it in their own distinct ways.17

A combination of factors contributed to the new trend in Israeli cinema

sketched above, including portrayals of identity crossing and blurring start-

ing in the early 1980s. In 1977 the right-wing Likud Party rose to power,

defeating the more liberal Labor Party bloc for the first time since the

founding of the state. In the election’s aftermath, left-leaning artists and

intellectuals found themselves relatively marginalized in the new politi-

cal configuration, andmuchmore sharply alienated from the new political

mainstream, ‘‘cut off from their economic and moral base of support,’’ in

the words of Raz Yosef.18 This dissociation increased further in the wake

of Israel’s invasion of Lebanon in 1982 and its actions in that war. The

left’s response took the form of political protest, the emergence of dovish

movements such as Peace Now (in 1978), and, as Shohat noted, ‘‘oppo-

sitional artistic practices in the form of poems, plays, photographs and

films thematizing the political situation.’’19 In this context, Israeli film-

makers created a considerable number of films presenting sympathetic

and humanizing portrayals of Arab Palestinian characters and contempla-

tion of nonadversarial relations with them. A small subset of these films

uses boundary-crossing enactments in cross-casting and role switching to

achieve this aim. Shohat suggests that some of the films of the 1980s ar-

ticulated the emerging notion in left-wing Israeli discourse that it was no

longer suitable to portray a ‘‘David/Goliath ideological perspective [Israel

as David, the Arabs as Goliath] when the Jewish side [wielded] dispropor-

tionate power in relation to the Palestinian.’’20

Israeli films of the 1980s and 1990s were certainly not always or even

often direct reflections of the particular historical events and political de-

velopments in Israel pertaining to the evolving Palestinian-Israeli conflict

(i.e., one does not necessarily find a particular film that explicitly reflects

the initial post-Oslo euphoria, or another film that shows the subsequent
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disillusionment on the part of certain Israeli liberal sectors). Artistic and

cultural expression cannot be presumed to operate in such explicit ways

or to be wholly reducible to ‘‘national allegory.’’ Nonetheless, it is impor-

tant to outline some of the additional relevant political and historical de-

velopments in Israel of the 1980s and 1990s to adequately contextualize

the readings of the films to follow, and specifically the instances of cross-

casting and role switching in them.

The peace camp continued through the 1980s and into the 1990s to

voice opposition to Israel’s continued occupation of the territories of the

West Bank, Gaza Strip, and Golan Heights (seized in 1967), even after the

1978 peace agreement with Egypt. Liberal protest in political, intellectual,

and artistic forms was expressed with renewed vigor after the onset of the

first Palestinian Intifada in 1987 and the brutal Israeli attempts to crush

this grassroots uprising. The first Intifada also paved the way for Palestini-

ans with Israeli citizenship—previously referred to exclusively as Israeli

Arabs in Israeli public discourse—to express their solidarity and affiliation

with Palestinians under Israeli occupation in the West Bank and Gaza. In

the 1990s, intellectual and cultural elites continued to produce opposi-

tional works from the political margins, including filmic portrayals that

contemplated the Palestinian other in relatively humanized and sympa-

thetic ways, with some hope, even if ephemeral or quasi-utopian, for tran-

scending differences and finding common ground between Israeli and Pal-

estinian adversaries.

The Gulf War gave way to negotiations for a political settlement to the

Palestinian-Israeli conflict (Madrid and Oslo, resulting in the 1993 Oslo

PeaceAccords) andYitzhakRabin’s election as primeminister in 1992.The

pre-Oslo and immediately post-Oslo euphoria and optimism felt by some

liberal Israelis found expression in film, in semi-utopian works (e.g., Cup
Final, made in 1992 though set in 1982, which included intra-Palestinian

across-casting). After Rabin’s assassination by a right-wing Israeli Jew in

1995 and the election of ultraconservative Benjamin Netanyahu in 1996,

liberal Israeli Oslo euphoria was substantially compromised, only to be re-

vived again briefly under Ehud Barak’s aegis. It has now been virtually ex-

tinguished with the decisive unraveling of the Oslo Accords, the onset of

the al-Aqsa Intifada in September 2000, and the unchecked rise to power

of Ariel Sharon in 2001.

As in so many other realms, the process of situating Palestinian films

in historical and cultural terms is asymmetrical and radically distinct from

the filmic and political-historical contextualization of the Israeli films out-
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lined above, an asymmetry reproduced in my own selection of films for

inclusion in this piece (two Palestinian, five Israeli). First, there is a gross

structural disparity between what I have loosely referred to as Israeli cin-

ema and Palestinian cinema. The absence of a Palestinian sovereign state

in this period is paralleled by the absence of themost rudimentary kinds of

concomitant institutions, both political and cultural. Just as there is no Pal-

estinian national library, no Palestinian national art museum, no national

site for commemorative purposes (much of the fifty-year commemoration

of 1948, or the Nakba, took place in cyberspace), there is no entity or in-

stitution that can unambiguously be identified as Palestinian cinema, and

certainly no Palestinian film industry. There are Palestinian filmmakers,

but many of their films fall into the category articulated by Hamid Naficy

as the ‘‘accented’’ cinema of exilic and diasporic filmmaking.21 Both of the

Palestinianfilmmakers included in this essay,MichelKhleifi andElia Sulei-

man, are living in exile (both are from the Galilee in present-day Israel),

occasionally coming to visit and film in locations in Israel and Palestine,

butwith filmproduction andmost funding based abroad.Other Palestinian

filmmakers not included in this study (because their films do not pertain

to my focus on cross-casting and role switching) operate under similar cir-

cumstances or under the intensely compromised conditions of Palestini-

ans based inside of Israel or in the West Bank or Gaza Strip.

For these and other reasons, there are far fewer Palestinian than Israeli

feature films. Those that do exist originate from and circulate in differ-

ent, sporadic and shifting locations. There is no place where Palestinian

films accumulate into an aggregate body of work, about which genres and

periodizations are asserted or debated by film critics and academics and in

other, less elite venues. In contrast to the substantial body of criticism on

Israeli cinema, criticism on Palestinian films has been largely confined to

journal reviews or blurbs of screenings at international film festivals (i.e.,

largely outside of Palestine), or in fact, perhaps not surprisingly, to treat-

ment by a number of Israeli film and cultural critics.22 Precisely because of

the scattered diasporic condition of Palestinian cinema, it is impossible to

map particular Palestinian films along the same kind of political-historical

timeline that seems straightforward and unified in contexts of collective

national and geographic emplacement (as in the Israeli case).

Trying to map a film like Elia Suleiman’s Chronicle of a Disappearance
along these lines, for example, highlights these indeterminacies. Techni-

cally, the film falls within a post-Oslo chronological framework, set and

filmed in 1996. But where does one place this film? Geographically, it is
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set in modern-day Israel, but one that is simultaneously portrayed as a

Palestinian place that has become Israel, or more precisely, as the strange

place in which a series of daily ‘‘disappearing acts’’ of the Palestinianness

of Palestinians with Israeli citizenship takes place. Or is it the exilic-eye

view, the positionality and sensibility of the filmmaker hailing from New

York, that most centrally shapes or places this film? Similar questions are

raised concerning Khleifi’s 1987 Wedding in Galilee. It may be viewed as a

markedly pre-Intifada film on a Palestinian historical timeline, portraying

a relative lack of resistance on the part of the Palestinian population. But is

the film’s markedly nostalgic texture a product of Khleifi’s many years in

exile? Might this same exilic sensibility account for what otherwise might

appear to be a sloppy anachronism: that he portrays the Galilee of the early

1980s as being under the kind of military regulations that pertained from

1948 to 1967? Although Palestinian and Israeli histories (onto which fea-

ture films may be mapped) may be very much affected by each other, they

are radically asymmetrical, as are the overarching conditions of their na-

tional institutions and cultural production. The historical and contextual

sketch presented here cannot transcend and thus undoubtedly reproduces

these structural asymmetries.

I examine instances of role switching and cross-casting in seven films,

which range from those that play with identity blurring in fairly safe ways

to those that use such passings or nonpassings to radically challenge and

subvert the boundaries between various hegemonic categories of identity.

Beyond the Walls: Utopia in Prison

The 1984 Israeli film Beyond the Walls presents a gritty and unsavory por-
trayal of prison life, yet it simultaneously offers a quasi-utopian and con-

trived space for the forging of an otherwise hard-to-imagine solidarity be-

tweenPalestinians and Israelis.ThesePalestinians are ‘‘political prisoners,’’

imprisoned for violent and nonviolent forms of resistance; the Israelis are

mostlyMizrahim in prison for criminal offenses.The flatlymalevolent and

corrupt Ashkenazi Israeli prison director makes an artificially easy com-

mon enemy, against whom traditional adversaries can unite. In this ideal-

ized arena, where traditional divisions along ethnic lines are transcended

or blurred, we find a practice I describe as a forerunner or variant of the

more explicit cross-casting in later films. As Shohat points out, the direc-

tor engages in a ‘‘chromatic inversion’’ of stereotyped identities in his cast-

ing choices in this film. The leader of the Palestinian prisoners, Isam, is
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played by the blue-eyed, fair-skinned, fair-haired Muhammad Bakri, and

the (Mizrahi) leader of the Israeli Jewish prisoners, Uri, is played by the

darker, swarthier Arnon Tzadok.23 The chromatically inverted casting calls

attention to and unsettles entrenched stereotypes and, in the context of

this quasi-utopian film, simultaneously raises the hope (of the film’s pre-

dominantly Israeli audience) that the unfixing of ethnic and social cate-

gories may enable the forging of peaceful solidarity between the two tradi-

tional adversaries, an effect reinforced by the sympathetic portrayal of both

characters. Although the chromatic differences between Palestinians and

Israelis have been accentuated rather than submerged, it is still noteworthy

that the film’s ‘‘partners for peace’’ are a Mizrahi Israeli and a Palestinian.

Like many instances of middle-ground identity blurring, this one invites

the Israeli Jewish spectator to contemplate such inversions in optimistic

terms, to toy with the potentially liberating fluidity of identity, but from a

safe position, in ways that seem to promise not to spill out into the fabric of

everyday life.The ramifications of such inversions remain containedwithin

the contrived world of the prison, as the film’s original Hebrew title, Behind
Bars (Me’aḥorei hasoragim), signals more clearly than its English title.

Wedding in Galilee: Playing the Part (Not Quite) Right

Michel Khleifi’s 1987 film Wedding in Galilee contains instances of both
cross-casting and role switching. Set in the early 1980s, the film portrays

the inhabitants of a Palestinian village straining to engage in ordinary

events, such asmarriage, under Israeli domination.Themukhtar of the vil-

lage, which is under curfew, seeks permission from the Israeli authorities

to hold his son’s wedding. Permission is granted, but only on the compro-

mising condition that themilitary commander and an entourage of officers

attend as guests of honor. The military commander is played by the well-

known Palestinian Israeli actor (i.e., a Palestinian with Israeli citizenship)

Makram Khoury. Khoury has played Israeli military personnel in other

films (e.g., the Israeli films On a Narrow Bridge, dir. Nissim Dayan, 1985;

Smile of the Lamb, dir. Shimon Dotan, 1986). In Wedding in Galilee, this
appears to be a deliberate and marked casting choice, as the other Israeli

soldiers in the film are all played by Israeli Jewish actors.This cross-casting

leads to a shift between two adjacent points in the socioethnic spectrum: a

Palestinian with Israeli citizenship impersonates a Mizrahi Israeli charac-

ter, asKhoury’s character is supposed to be of Syrian origin, born and partly

raised in Aleppo. Khleifimight be tacitly signaling the possibility that there
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are cultural and historical connections or commonalities between ‘‘us’’ and

at least some of ‘‘them.’’ But the audience is reminded in the same breath

of the commander’s superseding category as Israeli hegemonic subject-

occupier. When smacking his lips over the food at the wedding, he com-

ments on how the food is even better in Lebanon, a reference to the recent

Israeli invasion and presence there (marking his position as Israeli aggres-

sor). However, he then adds that ‘‘there’s nothing like the food in Aleppo,’’

something the Ashkenazi Israeli members of his entourage cannot even

begin to imagine, therebymarking his position as possibly benignMizrahi

Syrian Jew and distinguishing him from Ashkenazi Israeli hegemony.

In his role as a Syrian-born Israeli, Khoury passes seamlessly in He-

brew,which is fluent-sounding andunmarked. But there are some interest-

ing imperfections and inconsistencies in this portrayal. Khoury’s character

speaks that special linguistic variety one might dub Israeli army Arabic, a

broken, sloppy mix of formal Arabic and Palestinian colloquial, rife with

mistakes and stereotypical Ashkenazi mispronunciations. So when the

mukhtar insists that the military commander and his soldiers stay ‘‘until

the end of the wedding’’ (‘‘Hatta nihayat al-‘urs’’), Khoury repeats after him,

conspicuously mispronouncing the utterance as ‘‘Khatta nihayat al-urs.’’

Both the diegetic character of the Syrian Israeli military commander and

the extradiegetic actor Khoury are native speakers of Arabic who would

not make such pronunciation mistakes. Khoury impersonates the Mizrahi

Israeli, but this category converges with that of commander as hegemonic

Israeli subject, and associated features of Ashkenaziness bleed into the im-

personation. Khleifi’s casting a Palestinian Israeli in the role of the Israeli

military commander and the inconsistencies in the enactment of the role

call attention to the fluidity and unfixedness of social and ethnic categories.

If there are inconsistencies or imperfections in the impersonation, it is not

the actor’s Palestinianness that gives him away, but a hypercorrection in

the portrayal that displays stereotyped Ashkenazi features at the expense

of internal consistency and for the sake of the strong association between

Ashkenaziness and Zionist hegemony.

Social identities are also blurred at the diegetic level in this film.When

Tali, the female Israeli soldier, is overwhelmed and faints in the face of the

threat of Palestinian energies at the wedding, she is whisked away to the

women’s quarters, where they try to bring her back to consciousness. The

Palestinian women remove her soldier’s uniform and dress her up in tradi-

tional Palestinian women’s clothing, a process to which she willingly and

dreamily submits. In this eroticized andOrientalized scene, the film seems
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to signal that Tali, forced unnaturally into the masculine role of soldier in

Israeli culture, can only experience her ‘‘natural’’ femininity and the com-

forting company of women through the liberating but ephemeral act of

shedding the trappings of her Israeliness and passing into Palestinianness.

In this instance, the passing is ‘‘down’’ the social and power hierarchy, from

Ashkenazi Israeli woman to dress-up as Palestinian woman. Notably, Tali

has to be unconscious, passive, and acted on to cross into Palestinianness.

Khleifi’s portrayals of identity boundary crossing, when taken together

with other overarching, recurrent themes in the film, seem in part to be

fantasies about the possibility of Israeli disappearance, or of the blurring of

the Israeli as occupier and aggressor. Some Israeli films partake of analo-

gous fantasies, as in Fictitious Marriage, which presents the fantasy of an
Israeli Arab who is unthreatening because he is uninterested in asserting

any distinct Palestinian subjectivity, and an Israeli Jew who is keen to ex-

perience ‘‘how the other half lives.’’

Fictitious Marriage:
Palestinian Like Me and Israeli Uncle Tom

The 1989 Israeli film Fictitious Marriage has a series of instances of role
switching. I address only two: the Israeli Jewish protagonist, Eldi, getsmis-

taken for and then passes as a Palestinian construction worker, and Bashir,

a Palestinian Israeli hotel worker, aspires to Israeliness, in contrast to Eldi’s

apparent disaffiliation.24 In the throes of amidlife crisis, Eldi leaves his Jeru-

salem home, gets mistaken for a Palestinian in Tel Aviv, and goes along

with the mistake. His mode of passing down is distinctive: he is markedly

passive and succeeds because his visible surface is bivalent, thus subject

to two (or more) possible readings; he succumbs to whichever reading of

him is made by others. His appearance is bivalent in the sense that the

same surface that makes him passable as an Israeli Jew is the surface that

renders him ‘‘readable’’ as a Palestinian: clad in casual sweatshirt, having

brown-hued skin, brown hair, and amustache, eating a sesame ka‘k or ring
of bread that is bivalent in the sense that it is consumed (though not pre-

pared) by both Israelis and Palestinians. AsNa’amannotes, Eldi also carries

a plastic bag instead of the briefcase that would be more likely to signal

his Israeli Jewishness in a Tel Aviv setting.25 Eldi’s Israeli ethnicity is not

explicit in the film, but it is likely that he is of Mizrahi background, al-

though an upwardly mobile, somewhat Ashkenized Mizrahi, to use Sho-

hat’s term. He thus passes along two points on the spectrum of relative
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power, from Mizrahi Israeli to Palestinian from the Occupied Territories.

The relative proximity between these points on the spectrum contributes

to his ability to pass without immediate detection of his ‘‘difference.’’ Thus,

when the construction workers gather around Eldi and read his surface as

Palestinian, he is able to sustain this reading by simply not speaking. Play-

ingmute is predominantly a passive role; to sustain both hismuteness and

his Palestinianness ultimately requires some action on Eldi’s part (such

as using sign language). But for the most part, his passing is achieved by

not enacting his other (Israeli) valence and allowing himself to be read as

Palestinian.26

Thus, while I concur with many aspects of Na’aman’s reading of this

film as an Israeli representation of Palestinianness, including her analysis

of role switching in the film, I disagreewith the assertion that Eldi’s passing

involves ‘‘an elaborate visual transformation.’’27 What is actually striking

about his passing is how little effort it takes: once Eldi is read as Palestinian,

the workers only need to put a woolen cap on his head tomake his transfor-

mation complete.While there are minor imperfections to his passing, for

the most part it seems both effortless and seamless: he is only given away

when he exerts active agency at the end of the film. The effortlessness of

his passing seems commensurate with its being utterly subordinate to his

larger personal crisis as an Israeli. As a byproduct, however, Eldi’s passing

in this bivalent mode blurs boundaries between social categories and has

the potential to instill ‘‘the fear of the dissolution of the self, represented

by fusion with the other.’’28 In Eldi’s passing, the fear of fusion does not

stem from biological or racial miscegenation, but from the exposure of so-

cial identity (and, by extension, social hierarchies) as slippery, based on a

combination of performance and shifting readings by others. Any secure or

clear-cut hegemonic distinction of ‘‘us’’ and ‘‘them’’ is rendered precarious.

While passing as Palestinian, Eldi is exposed to ‘‘how the other half

lives,’’ experiencing the construction workers’ often denigrating condi-

tions. In a more benign vein, he tries, repeatedly and unsuccessfully, to

comic effect, to mimic their way of eating in a squatting position: he falls

over backward each time he attempts this. This ‘‘not quite Palestinian’’

imperfection in his impersonation does not give him away, however, and

he learns to successfully mimic other habits, such as the use of bread as

a utensil for swiping and eating food and dips, ostensibly unfamiliar to

Israeli Jews.29 The privilege of sexual access remains securely and exclu-

sively in his grasp, in both of his valences, as Palestinian worker and as

Israeli emigrant.30
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Eldi is shaken to his senses when hemistakenly suspects his Palestinian

coworkers of planting a bomb in a playground and shouts out inHebrew to

warn the children playingnearby, droppinghis cover completely.He knows

once again and unambiguously who he is, who his people are, and who

‘‘they’’ are: the lines are very clearly redrawn.The incident enables Eldi, the

real ‘‘mattering subject,’’ to return to his real life, his crossing-passing ex-

perience as a Palestinian having served its purpose in resolving his midlife

crisis. No ideological agenda inspires or results from his ‘‘Palestinian like

me’’ experience. The only thing at stake in Eldi’s passing down was self-

imposed deprivation of access to privilege, which he quickly regains on ex-

posing his passing. He keeps one safe souvenir of his passing experience:

the final shots of the film show his young son, who is able to squat in the

Palestinian workers’ manner without losing his balance, giving Eldi great

pleasure. The son, however, is squatting on decorative tile in their home,

visibly a formerly Arab-owned home in a formerly Arab-inhabited neigh-

borhood in Jerusalem. This scene is portrayed as an unproblematic happy

ending, further affirmation that this film is clearly not aimed at any kind of

radical interrogation or subversion of social or political hierarchies. In spite

of Eldi’s crossing of ethnic boundaries, this film offers a classic example of

quasi-liberal play with Palestinian and Israeli identity boundaries in ways

that allow everyone to return safely to their places after the role-playing

game is over.

While Eldi takes a detour into Palestinianness to find his way back to

his true Israeli personhood, Bashir, the Palestinian hotel worker, is static

and content throughout the film as an Uncle Tom wannabe Israeli. He

partakes eagerly of quintessential Israeli Jewish collective rituals such as

rooting avidly for the Maccabi Israeli basketball team on television. He

speaks Hebrew all the time, even when talking to himself or when ad-

dressed in Arabic. He is an Israeli fantasy: an Arab completely filled and

thereby contained by the desire to enact Jewish Israeliness. Not surpris-

ingly, however, Bashir’s mimicry of Israeliness is conspicuously imperfect

and ‘‘not quite,’’ in Bhabha’s sense, portrayed here along stereotyped, cari-

catured lines that ridicule andmock the native’s flawed attempts to mimic,

without at all having the effect Bhabha attributes to mimicry: the ‘‘men-

ace’’ of undermining the authority of hegemonic discourse and its cate-

gories.31Bashir’s lines contrive to accentuate his ‘‘stereotypically Arab’’mis-

pronunciation of Hebrew.His character is buffoonlike, overeager to please,

endearingly ignorant, and conspicuously emasculated, with a very high-

pitched, effeminate voice. Bashir secretly tries on Eldi’s clothes in his hotel
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room, and imitates his nonnative-sounding Arabic recitation of a proverb.

In spite of themultiple role switching here—aMizrahi Jewish actor imper-

sonating a Palestinian Israeli who imperfectly mimics Jewish Israeliness,

including imperfect Jewish Israeli mimicking of Arabness—none of this

serves to disrupt or interrogate hegemonic Zionist categories, but in fact

reinscribes them. The film, released in 1989, with the first Intifada in full

swing and unprecedented identification on the part of Israel’s Palestinian

citizens with Palestinians in the Occupied Territories, enabled the Israeli

Jewish spectator to indulge in a fantasy of Israel’s non-Jewish population as

a non-Palestinian minority content with their lot, aspiring only to be more

‘‘Israeli.’’

Avanti Popolo: The Only Good Palestinian
Is an Egyptian or a Jew

Rafi Bukai’s Avanti Popolo (1986) shows a differently inflected kind of con-
templation of the Palestinian other achieved through the enactment of

identity boundary crossing at the extradiegetic level. In this case, Pales-

tinian Israeli actors are cast as Egyptian soldiers wandering in the Sinai

near the end of the 1967 war. This film is distinct in that it does not use

cross-casting per se (i.e., casting subject to being remapped in a Pales-

tinian/Israeli binary), but across-casting along different points of the socio-

ethnic spectrum in indirect and layered ways. The ‘‘Egyptian’’ characters

speak Palestinian colloquial dialect rather than Egyptian Arabic. There is

no attemptwhatsoever to Egyptianize these characters, which has the effect

of evoking ‘‘a Palestinian framework of feelings.’’32 The characters thus

present a more substantial and three-dimensional Palestinian presence in

their appearance as Egyptians than in Israeli films in which they appear

as Palestinians. This across-casting serves, as Anton Shammas says, to ‘‘re-

turn the Palestinian to Israeli consciousness through the back door.’’33 It

appears that genuinely nonreductive and sustained consideration of Pal-

estinianness is possible only if filtered through or projected onto a more

distant, less threatening Egyptianness (which was ostensibly friendlier at

the time, in the wake of the 1978 peace treaty with Egypt).

To what degree are Palestinianness and Egyptianness culturally intel-

ligible or distinguishable on a visible and audible surface to Israeli audi-

ences? It seems that ‘‘the Israeli ear,’’ as Shammas says,34 may not distin-

guish between the two, and so can easily accept Palestinianness (because of

not hearing or seeing it) presented as Egyptianness.This inability exists de-
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spite decades of contact between Israelis and Egyptianness in film through

the weekly ‘‘Friday Egyptian movie’’ aired on Israeli television,35 and live

contact with Egyptians in the years of Israeli tourism to Egypt in the wake

of the peace treaty, not to mention live contact with Palestinians and Pal-

estinianness in Israel and the Occupied Territories. Jewish Israelis whose

native language is Arabic could certainly distinguish Egyptian from Pales-

tinian and other dialects, both in the Friday Egyptian movie and in Avanti
Popolo. But most others would be reading the film’s subtitles, a Hebrew

filter mediating their contact with Egyptianness. Live contacts are prob-

ably not much less filtered in practice. Most contacts between Israeli Jews

and Palestinians with Israeli citizenship, for example, are conducted inHe-

brew, not surprising given recognized dynamics of majority-minority lan-

guages in asymmetrical power configurations. Yet this contact serves to

condition the Israeli eye and ear to a filtered and only partial version of Pal-

estinianness.36 Bhabha might focus on the effect or menace such a partial

performance or mimicry of Jewish Israeliness by Palestinians (with Israeli

citizenship) could have in undermining the hegemonic Zionist category of

Jewish Israeliness. I would venture to turn Bhabha’s analysis in the other’s

direction here and suggest that this only partialmimicry or performance by

Palestinians of Palestinianness can create the menace of putting the cate-

gory of Palestinianness under erasure, giving rise to the kinds of structures

of ‘‘disappearance’’ so eloquently articulated in both film (Elia Suleiman’s

Chronicle of a Disappearance) and literature (Emile Habiby’s The Strange
Events Surrounding the Disappearance of Happy Go-Unlucky the Opsimist).37

In this sense, one could say that Avanti Popolo offers a presentation of Pal-
estinianness that is about as visible and sustained as it is going to get.

There is an additional role-playing twist in the film. At one point, after

becoming both drunk and delirious from wandering in the desert heat,

one of the two soldiers (Khalid, played by SalimDau) gives an impassioned

performance of Shylock’s famous lines from The Merchant of Venice, in En-
glish, to the Israeli soldiers they have encountered: ‘‘I am a Jew. Has not a

Jew eyes? Has not a Jew hands? . . . If you tickle us, do we not laugh? If you

poison us, do we not die?’’ Khaled tells the soldiers that he played Shylock

out of desperation as a frustrated actor in Egypt, and that afterward he was

branded ‘‘the Jew’’ and found it difficult to get other roles. The Israeli sol-

diers’ reaction to his performance of Shylock is aloof indifference: ‘‘What

nonsense is he talking? He’s gotten his roles mixed up!’’ One reading of

this scene, with its complex configuration of mixed-up roles, is that once

again, for Palestinianness to be allowed into view, a filtering device seems
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to be required: the refraction of Palestinianness through the performance

of Jewishness (particularly the exilic Jewishness of Shylock) renders it un-

menacing.38 The setting of the film, the Sinai desert, plays no small part

in these enactments. As the place where the Hebrews became Jews, it may

be cast in this film as a liminal space where Palestinians can also become

Jews, or even Egyptians—anything, it seems, except Palestinians.

Cup Final: The Reassuring Face of the Guerrilla

The 1992 Israeli film Cup Final (directed by Eran Riklis) is set in 1982, just
after Israel’s invasion of Lebanon, and focuses on an Israeli soldier who

has been taken captive by Palestinian guerrilla fighters in Lebanon. Two

of the guerrillas are played by Mohammed Bakri and Yusuf Abu Warda,

both Palestinians with Israeli citizenship who are familiar faces in Israeli

film, theater, and television culture. This instance of across-casting takes

place between Palestinians with Israeli citizenship and Palestinian guer-

rillas in Lebanon (i.e., Palestinians without Israeli citizenship and not

under occupation in the West Bank and Gaza). In ways loosely analogous

to Beyond the Walls, this film creates a very controlled and contrived set

of circumstances in which (Israeli Jewish) spectators can contemplate the

possibility of shared humanity and interests that can seem to transcend

differences, albeit briefly, between Israelis and Palestinians. More specifi-

cally, the Israeli character able to forge these relations with the Palestinians

is aMizrahi Israeli, and the Palestinian characters are those played by Pales-

tinians with Israeli citizenship. The Ashkenazi Israeli soldier initially cap-

tured by the guerrillas is portrayed as incapable of engaging in this human-

izing type of interaction and is killed early in the film. It seems that relative

proximity along the spectrum of socioethnic categories enables both the

forging of mutually humanizing relationships as well as the smooth enact-

ment of identity boundary crossing through impersonation.

The film’s liberal sensibility allows this humanizing contemplation to

happen in a guilt-free manner. The power configuration at the time—

Israel’s invasion of Lebanon—is inverted in the film. Israeli military power

and aggression are rendered almost invisible; what is foregrounded until

the last fewminutes of the film is Israeli powerlessness, in the form of one

vulnerable unarmed soldier held captive by a group of armed Palestinian

guerrillas.The Israeli soldier (played by theubiquitousMoshe Ivgi) is small,

utterly nonaggressive, and clearly cast for cuteness. The film allows indul-

gence in the fantasy of the Israeli—even in the midst of a massive incur-
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sion into Lebanon—as innocent, powerless, and naïve. Adversarial aspects

of the relationship between captive and captors are submerged in a num-

ber of ways, most prominently by the fact that both Palestinian and Israeli

characters are rooting for the same team in the World Cup soccer tour-

nament. The main Palestinian characters are portrayed sympathetically,

as rational, educated people engaged in a legitimate cause. The casting of

AbuWarda and Bakri in the roles of (non-Israelized) Palestinian guerrillas

may be viewed, on the one hand, as serving to refract this more threat-

ening kind of Palestinian into reassuringly familiar terms. This transfor-

mation seems to be necessary to allow for Israeli Jewish contemplation of

Palestinian guerrillas as having human, recognizable faces andhuman con-

cerns, such as interest in soccer tournaments and legitimate aspirations to

self-determination. The problematic assumption in Israeli hegemonic dis-

course that there is such a thing as an Israeli Arab, contained and safely

distinct from the Palestinian Arab, is implicit in the reassuring effect of

AbuWarda and Bakri. In the same gesture, though, a more unsettling pos-

sibility is raised for the Israeli Jewish spectator: Could ‘‘our’’ kind of Arab,

a supposedly contained ’48-er like Mohammed Bakri or Yusuf AbuWarda,

possibly turn into ‘‘the other’’ kind of Palestinian? The successful imper-

sonation of the latter by the former threatens to erase the line created by

Zionist hegemony that distinguishes and separates ’48-er from non-’48-er

Palestinians, a line increasingly challenged during and after the first Inti-

fada and still more sharply since the onset of the recent al-Aqsa Intifada.39

For someone like Bakri, who in his recent film about Jenin (Jenin, Jenin)
blurred to the point of erasure any such boundary between different kinds

of Palestinians, the stakes and questions of allegiance raised by imperson-

ating and passing for an armed guerrilla fighter may be troubling. While

Bakri the actor condemns violent means of resistance, such as those used

by his character, and although the film narrative submerges the prevailing

power configuration at the extradiegetic level, through this film’s casting,

these questions seep beyond comfortably circumscribed borders.40

Chronicle of a Disappearance: Subversive Acts of Unpassing

I close with two examples in which such circumscribed borders of Pal-

estinian and Israeli social identity appear to be deliberately transgressed

and blurred in ways that more radically interrogate and subvert given cate-

gories. The first is a rather ambivalent instance of passing or unpassing in

Elia Suleiman’s 1996 Chronicle of a Disappearance.
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On his return to the land of his birth, the filmmaker casts a sharp, wry

eye on the experience of being a Palestinian with Israeli citizenship inside

of Israel. In one scene, his friend ‘Adan tries to rent an apartment in the

Jewish sector of West Jerusalem. Her passing as non-Arab while making

apartment inquiries by phone is partial, imperfect, and calls attention to

itself fairly quickly through give-away utterances as basic as the pronuncia-

tion of an ‘ayn when saying her name. Her ‘‘difference’’ is detected almost

immediately: ‘‘Adan, what a pretty name.What kind of name is that?’’ and

‘‘Adan, that’s not a Jewish name, is it?’’ and ‘‘Finally, a Russian who can

speak Hebrew! What? You’re not Russian? Then what exactly is your ac-

cent?’’ At times, she preemptively exposes her Arabness in response, iden-

tifying her name as Arab, pointedly asking if the landlord rents to Arabs.

She is decidedly not trying to pass seamlessly; she is nothing at all like

Bashir the wannabe Israeli. Although she can pass vocally, she will not sub-

merge her Palestinianness from view, but instead exposes it to radically

challenge the categories that exclude her from privilege. Her exercise in

unpassing is a challenge to those who would deny her the right to live in

any part of Jerusalem not as someone who can pass seamlessly as an Israeli

but as an Arab, and an Arab who could but will not try to pass as an Israeli

Jew. In these scenes, it is clear that the radical interrogation or subversion

of ethnic and social hierarchy is achieved through explicit exposure of the

Palestinian who wields Hebrew, the hairy knee underneath the silk skirt,

rather than through any attempt to successfully pass as other. In this film,

not passing is the desired aim; one cannot call this an attempt (or failure) to

pass ‘‘up’’ because ‘Adan’s subversive enactments have thrown the up-down

terms of the social hierarchy into disarray.

In a later scene, ‘Adan again enacts partial passing as aHebrew-speaking

Israeli to engage in a ventriloquism that confounds the Israeli police and

security apparatus and lends a Palestinian voice to the Israeli national an-

them. Using a communication device left behind by Israeli police, she

issues orders in codedHebrew, dispatching police units to various ‘‘security

incidents’’ (i.e., attacks by Palestinians). After scattering the units on a wild

goose chase, she sings to them over the walkie-talkie a wistful rendering of

‘‘Hatikva,’’ the Israeli national anthem, in Hebrew, interspersing her com-

mands with comments such as ‘‘Jerusalem is no longer unified’’ and ‘‘Oslo

is not going to arrive.Oslo is not even calling on the phone.’’ ‘Adan’s actions

are a more radical interrogation of social and ethnic hierarchies and cate-

gories than a mere binary flip, such as the singing of a Palestinian national

anthem or plotting a real act of terror. Her unpassings challenge such bi-
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naries, asserting instead a call for their suspension. At the same time, her

calls to be heard, not treated as an enemy, not kept out of Jerusalem, to be

included in a national anthem seem to be utterable only in Hebrew.

Kadosh: A Sheep in Wolf ’s Clothing
or a Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing?

The final and arguably most subversive example of social boundary cross-

ing through cross-casting is (perhaps unexpectedly) found in Amos Gitai’s

film Kadosh (1999) about an infertile couple in the Orthodox Jewish com-

munity of Jerusalem. The couple is forced to separate by the man’s father,

the rabbi of this tightly knit community, played by the Palestinian Israeli

actor Yusuf AbuWarda. Again, the crossing and impersonation happen be-

tween two adjacent points on the socioethnic spectrum: a Palestinian with

Israeli citizenship playing the role of a Mizrahi Israeli rabbi. Clearly, Gitai

could easily have found a more obvious choice than Abu Warda for this

role; his choice to cross-cast is a loaded one and gives rise to a potentially

unsettling blurring of boundaries. There is a long tradition of Israeli Jew-

ish characters, readers, and spectators who take comfort in portrayals of

Arab characters who emulate or imitate Israeli Jewish practices. But what

happens when the impersonation and mimicry are too good? Yusuf Abu
Warda passes utterly seamlessly in his impersonation of the Orthodox Jew-

ish rabbi. (In fact, having viewed this film in a theater in the United States,

I realized that the fact and effect of this role being played by a Palestinian

was invisible to U.S. audiences, though it would be immediately apparent

in Israel.) To an Israeli spectator, his performance could be taken as some

kind of ‘‘deferring compliment,’’ if an uncanny one, producing admiration

for his ability to imitate Jewish Israelis. Or it could be viewed as vaguely

threatening, in that he passes too completely, particularly when some Pal-

estinian suicide bombers have passed disguised as Orthodox Jews.

The film contains pointed instances in which a layered ventriloquism is

enacted, creating an opening between the traditionally distinct realms of

the diegetic filmnarrative and the extradiegetic realm of casting to raise the

possibility of a blurring of social categories and identificatory boundaries.

For example, when the rabbi tells his son to take action in the face of his

childlessness, he emphasizes how important it is to bring Jewish children

into the world: ‘‘Children are our strength.Only with children is it possible

to defeat them.’’ His son asks, ‘‘To defeat whom?’’ After a pregnant pause,

the rabbi answers, ‘‘The others. The godless heathens who rule this state,’’
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and goes on to describe theirs as a holy struggle. He adds: ‘‘Our children

are our future, the future of our religion, do you understand? The others?

They don’t have children! Thanks to our children, the future is ours!’’ Here,

within the narrative diegetic frame, the rabbi articulates the sensibility of

the Orthodox Jewish other pitted against secular Zionist hegemony, iden-

tifying fertility as a vital weapon. But of course, the notion of a ‘‘demo-

graphic struggle’’ has been widely articulated with regard to Israeli Jews

and Palestinians, both ’48-ers and others (giving rise to settlement cam-

paigns with names like the Judaization of the Galilee—Israeli initiatives in

response to the ‘‘threat’’ of higher reproductive rates in the Palestinian sec-

tor). For the viewer who is familiar with Yusuf AbuWarda, it is difficult to

suppress the extradiagetic layer at play in this scene: it is easy to hear these

words coming out of themouth of the actor as an articulation of Palestinian

agency in a struggle with Israeli Jewish hegemony. At the same time, con-

sidering the scathing portrayal of Orthodox Jewish life in Gitai’s squarely

secularist film and his known left-of-center political orientation, it is un-

clear whether Gitai was indeed drawing some kind of parallel in pairing

two of secular Zionist hegemony’s others, or if he was creating an ambigu-

ously bivalent figure in AbuWarda qua rabbi: a sheep in wolf ’s clothing or

a wolf in sheep’s clothing?

Conclusion

Instances of social boundary crossing enacted through impersonation,

mimicry, or passing in Palestinian and Israeli feature films must be

mapped along a socioethnic spectrum that differentiates along the lines

of ethnicity and national and positional subjectivities with greater speci-

ficity than do the reductive binaries of Palestinian/Israeli and Arab/Jew.

A more differentiated spectrum, while still offering points in the form of

identity categories that are constructed and schematized in hegemonic dis-

course, is of greater descriptive and explanatory value in accounting for

these enactments of social boundary crossing.Themajority of instances of

boundary crossing in these films occur between relatively proximate points

on this differentiated spectrum, usually between points that are immedi-

ately adjacent to each other. The most common of these adjacent crossings

are between Mizrahi Israeli Jewish and Palestinian Israeli subjectivities;

others include crossing between the subjectivities of Palestinian Israelis

and either Palestinians without Israeli citizenship (under occupation in the

West Bank or Gaza or guerrillas in Lebanon) or ‘‘Egyptians.’’ This relative
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proximity is part of what allows crossing to take place, because it facili-

tates the minimizing of detectable difference, in some instances render-

ing such distinctions virtually invisible. There also seems to be a correla-

tion between this relative proximity of socioethnic categories and largely

liberal scenarios of possible rapprochement and solidarity between adver-

sarial protagonists. Films that portray narratives of possible reconciliation

or mutual humanization between the traditional Palestinian-Israeli adver-

saries frequently show this process taking place between Mizrahi Israelis

and protagonists or actors who are Palestinians with Israeli citizenship.

It is also the case that, with the exception of across-casting (intra-

Palestinian and Palestinian-to-Egyptian), this differentiation is relatively

submerged in the films examined, and the questions or challenges these

crossings raise are mostly rearticulated back in binary terms. These ques-

tions seem to cohere around two main sentiments: Maybe we are not so

different after all, perhaps there is some common ground that might lead

to less adversarial relations, andMaybe there is no clear-cut distinction be-

tween us and them, and aren’t the implications of that seriously unsettling,

or perhaps downright dangerous? Although all the instances of crossing ex-

amined in the preceding analysis raise questions about social identity cate-

gories and boundaries, the responses to these questions vary. Some serve

to fairly easily reinscribe hegemonic categories and boundaries, others en-

gage in safe play or contemplation of these categories as fluid, and still

others seem to engage in more radically subversive and transgressive in-

terrogation of these boundaries, creating the kind of ‘‘crisis of category’’

alluded to by Garber. Finally, these radical instances of boundary cross-

ing often take forms more complex than simple ‘‘passing as subversion,’’

such as the transgressive unpassings inChronicle of a Disappearance and the
multilayered connotations of Yusuf AbuWarda’s ventriloquism in Kadosh.

I speculate that the period of bothmiddle-ground play andmore radical

interrogation of social categories in Palestinian and Israeli films is draw-

ing to an end, as ranks close around circumscribed, univocalizing, and

reified categories of ethnic, social, and religious identity. There is no play

whatsoever involved in today’s most common enactments of passing in

the Palestinian-Israeli context: Israelis passing in undercover units long

enough to commit extrajudicial assassinations of Palestinians, and Pales-

tinians passing long enough to detonate themselves and Israelis around

them in suicide bombings. Filmic or literary representations like those of

the preceding two decades, and their questions and challenges to identity,

are unlikely to reappear for some time.
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Notes

I would like to thank the editors, Rebecca Stein and Ted Swedenburg, for their exten-

sive editorial feedback and input on this essay.

1. The films examined includeMe‘ahore Hasoragim [Beyond the walls], directed by

Uri Barabash, 1984;Avanti Popolo, directed by Rafi Bukai, 1986; ‘Urs al-Jalil [Wedding

in Galilee], directed by Michel Khleifi, 1987; Nisuim Fictiviyim [Fictitious marriage],

directed by Haim Bouzaglo, 1989; Gemar Gavia [Cup final], directed by Eran Riklis,
1992; Sijill Ikhtifa’ [Chronicle of a disappearance], directed by Elia Suleiman, 1996;

and Kadosh, directed by Amos Gitai, 1999.

2. As I show presently, the spectrum along which impersonation and passing

occurs is not as reductively binary as ‘‘Palestinian’’ and ‘‘Israeli’’; both categories are

internally differentiated, with, for example, Ashkenazi andMizrahi Israelis, Palestini-

ans with and those without Israeli citizenship, and so on.

3. An example would be a ’48-er Palestinian Israeli actor (a Palestinian who re-

mained or was born in what became Israel after its establishment in 1948 and who

has Israeli citizenship) cast in the role of a non-’48-er Palestinian, such as a refugee

or a guerrilla fighter in Lebanon. The terminology for referring to the Muslim and

ChristianArab population living in Palestine that came under Israeli rule with Israel’s

formation in 1948 and who were granted Israeli citizenship (though not full rights

or parity with their Jewish compatriots) is one that varies considerably depending on

when they are being referred to, by whom, and in what context. In Israeli hegemonic

discourse, they were referred to as Israeli Arabs to signal a minority within an un-

questioned Israeli Jewish Zionist frame of sovereignty and to differentiate, or more

precisely, to posit a distinction between them and their brethren, who were already

situated or ended up outside of Israel’s post-’48 borders in the West Bank or Trans-

jordan, in the Gaza Strip, or as refugees elsewhere in the Arab world and abroad.

Until sometime close to the Oslo Accords of 1993, it was taboo for those designated

Israeli Arabs to be called or to call themselves Palestinians in public discourse inside

of Israel or to affiliate openly as such. Since Oslo, it has become increasingly accept-

able for a significant range of people to use the P-word in Israeli public discourse,

so that ‘‘Palestinians with Israeli citizenship’’ and ‘‘Palestinian Israelis’’ have become

increasingly widespread in use. From outside Israel’s boundaries, reference to this

same population as ’48-ers is also common, reflecting the fact that this population fell

within Israel’s 1948 boundaries, but without specifying state structure or naming na-

tional affiliation. It is less cumbersome than some other formulations. In this essay,

I alternate among these articulations.When I use the term ‘‘Israeli Arabs,’’ I mean a

minority as understood within the dominant Zionist ideological framework.

In other contexts, Zionist hegemonic discourse has made further distinctions

based on religious affiliation: Muslim, Christian, Druze. Such distinctions are not

made in the instances of boundary crossing exhibited in the films examined.

4. A more elaborate account and treatment of this spectrum is presented below.

5. As scholars have argued, part of the core problemwith identity—the same prob-

lem that enables and thus links the practices of impersonation, mimicry, and passing

(but does not equate them)—is an apparent paradox: that it ‘‘is predicated on the false
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promise of the visible as an epistemological guarantee,’’ that is, that things or people

are what they appear to be, and that what they are can be detected by careful enough
scrutiny of the visible surface. Amy Robinson, ‘‘It Takes One to Know One: Passing

and Communities of Common Interest,’’Critical Inquiry 20 (1994): 716.On the other
hand, of course, what enables these phenomena is the fact that the visible surface

does not reveal an unambiguous epistemological truth. See Robinson, and the intro-

duction to Eileen Ginsburg’s Passing and the Fictions of Identity (Durham, N.C.: Duke

University Press, 1996) for further elaboration of this paradox.

6. I emphasize that it ‘‘may,’’ as opposed to automatically ‘‘does,’’ challenge social

categories and hierarchies, for reasons taken up shortly.

7. Judith Butler, Bodies That Matter: On the Discursive Limits of ‘‘Sex’’ (New York:

Routledge, 1993) and Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (New
York: Routledge, 1990); Marjorie Garber, Vested Interests: Cross-Dressing and Cultural
Anxiety (NewYork: Routledge, 1992); Homi Bhabha, ‘‘Of Mimicry andMan: The Am-

bivalence of Colonial Discourse,’’October 28 (spring 1984); ‘‘Signs Taken forWonders:

Questions of Ambivalence and Authority Under a Tree Outside Delhi, May 1817’’ in

Europe and Its Others, vol. 1. edited by Francis Barker et al. (Colchester: University of
Essex Press, 1985); The Location of Culture (London: Routledge, 1984).

8. See AnneMcClintock’s critique of Bhabha in Imperial Leather: Race,Gender and
Sexuality in the Colonial Contest (NewYork: Routledge, 1995), 61–66, which addresses
the absence of an account of historical (colonized) agency in his work onmimicry and

hybridity and, by extension, his failure to account for differences between colonial

and anticolonial mimicry, resistance, and other strategies of the disempowered that

go beyond ‘‘ambivalences of form’’ (66). She also questions the efficacy of overly broad

application of a formulation of ambivalence, the effect of which is to cease to distin-

guish between very different kinds of ambivalence and ambiguity, including between

those that are subversive and those that are not.

9. Garber, Vested Interests, 17.
10. AsAnneMcClintock notes, for example, ‘‘Whenmarines in theU.S. army deck

themselves in drag or put on blackface, white power is not necessarily subverted nor

is masculinity thrown into disarray’’ (Imperial Leather, 67). Enactments such as these

may, in fact, merely serve to reinscribe hegemonic social roles and categories.

11. Ibid., 65.

12. Garber, Vested Interests, 11–13; Homi Bhabha, ‘‘Of Mimicry and Man.’’

13. Karen Brodkin, How Jews Became White Folks and What That Says about Race
in America (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1998).

14. Others have treated the topic of Ashkenazi representation of the Mizrahi sub-

ject, both in Ashkenazi direction and production of films and in Mizrahi roles being

played by Ashkenazi actors in ways that reinscribe controlled and stereotyped rep-

resentations in Orientalist modes. Such representations do not appear explicitly in

the films I examine. For these reasons, it is beyond the scope of this essay to include

them in my analysis. See, for example, Ella Shohat’s exhaustive treatment of this in

chapter 3 of Israeli Cinema: East/West and the Politics of Representation (Austin: Uni-

versity of Texas Press: 1987), and Dorit Na’aman’s ‘‘Orientalism as Alterity in Israeli

Cinema,’’ Cinema Journal 40, no. 4 (2001): 36–54.
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15. This is not to say, of course, that the slippage between identity and difference

between all points along the spectrum, or even between adjacent points, is always

invisible.Only that difference, especially between certain adjacent points, can be ren-
dered minimal or virtually absent and in visible terms in certain instances, both in

controlled filmic representations and in real life.

16. Na’aman, ‘‘Orientalism as Alterity in Israeli Cinema,’’ 29. She uses the term

Arab to describe a range of Palestinian and Palestinian Israeli subjectivities. For a

more thorough treatment of this with close readings of individual films, see Shohat,

Israeli Cinema.
17. Shohat, Israeli Cinema. See Judd Ne’eman, ‘‘The Empty Tomb in the Post-

modern Pyramid: Israeli Cinema in the 1980s and 1990s,’’ in Documenting Israel:
Proceedings of a Conference Held at Harvard University on May 10–12, 1993, edited by
Charles Berlin (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1995); Na’aman, ‘‘Ori-

entalism as Alterity in Israeli Cinema’’; Raz Yosef, ‘‘Homoland: Interracial Sex and

the Israeli/Palestinian Conflict in Israeli Cinema,’’ glq : A Journal of Lesbian and Gay
Studies 8, no. 4 (2002): 553–579.

18. Yosef, ‘‘Homoland,’’ 554.

19. Shohat, Israeli Cinema, 237.
20. Ibid., 244.

21. Hamid Naficy, Accented Cinema: Exilic and Diasporic Filmmaking (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2001).

22. The recent Palestinian Film Festival hosted by Columbia University in New

York City (2003) may be viewed as an attempt to provide a site for Palestinian cinema

in exile.

23. Shohat, Israeli Cinema, 251, 269. The ‘‘chromatic’’ or color-coded stereotypes

are so ingrained that even in the captions of the photos from Beyond the Walls that
were used to illustrate the ‘‘chromatic inversion’’ Shohat was describing in her book,

the editors misidentified the actors’ names, realigning the stereotyped ‘‘lighter’’ actor

as playing the Israeli character and the ‘‘darker’’ one as the Palestinian.

24. Eldi actually engages in double-passing, as a Palestinian and as a different kind

of Israeli: a yored, or Israeli emigrant living in the United States. But treatment of this

is beyond the scope of this essay. Na’aman has touched on this briefly in her ‘‘Orien-

talism as Alterity in Israeli Cinema.’’

25. Na’aman, ‘‘Orientalism as Alterity in Israeli Cinema,’’ 34.

26. The bivalent or passive dynamics described earlier also pertain to his passing

as an Israeli who has left Israel and lives in the United States.When he arrives at the

hotel, he is bivalent in the sense that he could, with the same visible surface, be read

as either an Israeli emigrant or as a ‘‘regular’’ Israeli, living in Israel but visiting Tel

Aviv. Judy, the Israeli hotel worker, utterly smitten with the United States, reads Eldi

as an Israeli emigrant, and he goes alongwith her. Detailed analysis of his inter-Israeli

passing is beyond the scope of this essay.

27. Na’aman, ‘‘Orientalism as Alterity in Israeli Cinema,’’ 34.

28. Raz Yosef writes this with regard to portrayals of what he identifies as inter-

racial (Palestinian-Israeli) sexual relationships in Israeli cinema (‘‘Homoland,’’ 561).

29. In this scene, the category of Israeli Jews is implicitly generalized to mean
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Ashkenazi. The habit of using bread to swipe and eat food is portrayed as non-Israeli,

alien to both this Mizrahi Israeli Jewish character, who has to learn to do it, and to the

Ashkenazi Jewish characters in whose presence he accidentally does it (which meets

with disapproval), nearly exposing his underground Palestinianness.

30. In his incarnation as a Palestinian construction worker, Eldi is the one who

gains sexual access to the artist living opposite the construction site (the workers have

drawn lots to determine which of them will have the privilege of, as she puts it, ‘‘fill-

ing the crack’’ in her wall). In his incarnation as an Israeli emigrant (the identity he

performs for both Bashir and Judy, the hotel receptionist), he becomes sexually in-

volved with Judy. In both instances, the Palestinian characters remain excluded from

such access, content to look on from their marginal positions of exclusion (e.g., the

construction workers cheering him on from across the street; Bashir in the service of

Eldi’s sexual exploits with Judy, bringing refreshments to their bedside).

31. For Bhabha, the very fact of the ‘‘partial presence’’ that colonial mimicry enacts

becomes a ‘‘menace’’ and threatens colonial authority and its categories by exposing

the fact that, for instance, Englishness or whiteness can be partial and is not an un-

assailable whole. See Homi Bhabha, ‘‘Of Mimicry and Man,’’ The Location of Culture
(London: Routledge, 1994), and ‘‘Signs Taken for Wonders: Questions of Ambiva-

lence and Authority under a Tree Outside Delhi, May 1817,’’ in Europe and Its Others,
vol. 1, edited by Francis Barker et al. (Colchester: University of Essex Press, 1985).

Some might be eager to read Bhabha’s ‘‘menace’’ of colonial mimicry as the threat

of an achieved resemblance that can tres/pass as Other or the threat of the presence

of a colonized agency. However, his explicit articulation of the concept of mimicry’s

menace remains largely confined to its internal discursive ambivalence.

32. Shohat, Israeli Cinema, 249.
33. Anton Shammas, ‘‘He Got the Roles Mixed Up’’ [Hu hitbalbel ba-tafkidim],

preface to Avanti Popolo (Jerusalem: Kinneret Publishing House, 1990), 14.

34. Ibid.

35. Particularly in the years before cable television was introduced in Israel (i.e.,

when a large selection of channels became available) and before more state channels

were added, one could be certain of extensive viewership of just about anything on

themain Israeli state television station, including the Friday Egyptianmovie, because

there was very little else to choose from.

36. While the range of encounters in the contact zone between Israeli occupying

soldiers in, for example, the West Bank and Gaza in the period under discussion is

too broad and varied to address here, I venture to say that they, too, would bemultiply

filtered.

37. This is my preferred translation of the title of the work usually referred to in

English as Sa’eed the Pessoptimist. Emile Habiby, The Secret Life of Saeed the Ill-Fated
Pessoptimist [al-Waqa’i‘ al-ghariba fi ikhtifa’ sa‘id abi al-nahs al-mutasha’il ], translated by
Salma Jayyusi and Trevor LeGassick (Columbia, La.: Reader’s International, 1989).

38. Though it is doubtful that the director, Rafi Bukai, had this in mind, to certain

viewers this scene could easily resonate with the portrayal of Palestinians as being

‘‘the Jews of history,’’ as articulated by poet Muzaffar al-Nawwab and others.

39. The recent years of the al-Aqsa Intifada have featured events and incidents
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that have further blurred this dividing line: demonstrations against Israeli actions by

Palestinians with Israeli citizenship, their getting the same treatment as Palestini-

ans without Israeli citizenship (being shot at and killed at such demonstrations), and

suicide bombs and other terror operations against Israeli Jews undertaken by Pales-

tinians with Israeli citizenship.

40. Events surrounding the screening of Bakri’s film Jenin, Jenin became compli-

cated along these lines. Converging in the same time frame were the release of the

film, its being banned in Israel, and a relative of Bakri’s being accused of involvement

in suicide bombing. In this highly charged context, Bakri reiterated his condemnation

of suicide bombings and other acts of violence.
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LALEH KHALILI

Virtual Nation:

Palestinian

Cyberculture in

Lebanese Camps

In the early evening hours, theWeb café in the Burj al-Barajna camp inBei-

rut is filled with young Palestinians.The walls of the center are decorated

with calendars and posters in Palestinian national colors downloaded

from the Internet and reproduced on ordinary printer paper. A few older

customers use the centrale telephones to contact relatives and friends; the

youth, however, use the computers. Teenage girls sit at the terminals in

small giggling groups; one engages in a chatroom conversation or instant

message (im) session.Women in their early twenties surf Arabic-language

news sites and young men use the e-mail software. Numerous adolescent

boys boisterously play computer games and fill the café with the disembod-

ied noise of cybershooting and high-speed chases in digital landscapes.

Burj al-Barajna is one node in the worldwide network of computer users

through which the quotidian cultural practices of Internet usage have in-

sinuated themselves in the lives of millions.1 In one sense, the ability to

switch identities in cyberspace, the ease of border crossings, and the de-

centering of information flows all highlight the possible instabilities and flu-
idity of identities and cultural boundaries online. I argue, however, that em-
bodied identities, territorialized spaces, and real-world institutions extend

deeply into the realm of cyberspace, and that Palestinian virtual culture

has nonvirtual social roots and histories.2 In both the utopian and dysto-

pian visions of cyberspace, technology brings with it a certain teleology,

preordaining cultural forms and contents.3 In my examination of Pales-

tinian cyberculture in the refugee camps of Lebanon, based on fieldwork

conducted in 2001–2003, I interrogate both these positions. My approach



is a grounded exploration of the politics of cyberculture and its ‘‘commu-

nicative and cultural possibility,’’4 rather than a technologically determinist

position that is either haunted by dystopian visions of infinite fragmenta-

tion and dehumanization or intoxicated by the ecstatic postcorporeal lib-

erties of cyberspace fetishized in a late capitalist context.

In much of the research on the Internet, the focus is on technically pro-

digious users.5 For example, in his study of Islamism on the Internet, Jon

Anderson focuses extensively on professionals and technocrats.6 I exam-

ine instead ordinary users who may not have sophisticated technological

skills and who do not necessarily utilize cyberspace to showcase their tech-

nical virtuosity. Another characteristic of various technotheories of cyber-

space is the outsized role they grant the Internet in restructuring cultures

and societies.7 By contrast, I discuss the concrete existence of those whose

cyberculture does not disengage itself from spatialized identities and their

cultural markers, nor does it necessarily encourage social alienation and

dehumanization. Palestinian youth ‘‘excorporate’’ the resources provided

by high-tech capitalism and use the ideological concepts developed in their

diaspora to form a cyberculture in which transnational nationalisms play

the dominant role.8

The Palestinian youth who are the primary Internet users in Lebanon’s

camps use the Internet as anothermode of addressing their nonvirtual con-

cerns, desires, and ideas. Although border crossings and imagined cyber-

communities provide extensive and fluid cultural possibilities, ultimately,

the realities of quotidian experiences and lived political and social relations
of the young cyberusers constrain these possibilities. Instead of under-

going ‘‘identity travel,’’ their national and political identities function as an

integrative transnational force.9 For these young people, the Internet fur-

ther distributesmodes of nationalist understanding, using images and leaf-

lets, across borders. Far from destabilizing national identities, their virtual

practices, whether quotidian or contentious, animate their ‘‘long-distance

nationalism.’’10 National-political identity influences most facets of their

online interactions and even affects domains of romance and play that are

ostensibly separate from nationalist politics. Nationalist tropes of martyr-

domand of the anthropomorphizednation are prevalent in virtual artifacts,

and references to concrete Palestinian spaces, landscapes, and geographies

are common in the ephemeral and deterritorialized space of the Internet.

I develop this argument as follows. First, to provide context, I describe

the everyday lives of thePalestinian youthwho constitute the creative forces

behind Palestinian cyberculture. Second, I examine the ways Palestinian
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nationalism is enunciated through the quotidian cyberculture of the youth

in the camps via game playing, news gathering, virtual courtship, and on-

line pseudonyms. Third, I analyze the nationalist instrumentalization of

the Internet for cross-border political debates, circulation of contentious

images, and cyberleafleting. Fourth, I discuss the Across Borders Project,

which institutionalizes cyberrelations, both routine and contentious, be-

tween Palestinians in the Occupied Territories and those in the diaspora.

I conclude by discussing the significance of Palestinian cyberculture for

both technotheories and theories of popular culture.

Everyday Lives of the Palestinian
Youth in the Camps of Lebanon

Of the 380,000 Palestinian refugees in Lebanon who are registered with

the United Nations Relief and Works Agency (unrwa), more than 60 per-

cent are under thirty years of age, the great majority of whom live in twelve

unrwa-managed refugee camps.11 The camps are tightly packed, with nar-

row, winding alleys separating houses that have been enlarged to accom-

modate natural population growth in strictly circumscribed spaces. The

camp households lack telephone lines, but social and political institutions

and telephone centrales are connected to the Cypriot and Lebanese net-

works.12 Electric supplies to the camps are erratic and daily power outages

last for hours. Families whose breadwinners have secure employment can

afford televisions, and almost all families with televisions have affordable

satellite connections and access to a wide range of Arabic- and English-

language channels. Because of hardware expenses, the irregularity of elec-

tricity supplies, and the absence of telephone lines, very few families have

home computers and none have home access to the Internet. Most young

Palestinian men and women who live in the camps are unable to secure

employment, as the Lebanese government prohibits Palestinians access to

over seventy different occupations.13 Since 2002, the imposition of heavy

fees on Palestinians attending public universities in Lebanon has ledmany

to set aside plans for continuing education.14 Prior to the al-Aqsa Intifada

in 2000, many Palestinians in Lebanon felt abandoned by the Palestinian

Authority (pa) and considered their predicament, opinions, and demands

overlooked in the peacenegotiations.The youth in particular regarded their

condition as refugees pathological and humiliating, and often preferred

to mask their Palestinian identities when in a Lebanese context. Mayssun

Sukkariya, a local activist working with Palestinian youth, describes their
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mood: ‘‘Before the [al-Aqsa] Intifada, when I interviewed them, they would

introduce themselves as Muslim rather than as Palestinian, because the

Palestinian identity was denigrated. But now, they aremore proud of being

Palestinian and there is even a revival of Al-‘Awda [the right of return].’’ 15

Throughout the 1990s, Palestinian youth in Lebanon were forced into

assimilation under the pressure of being ‘‘unwanted guests’’ in a hostile en-

vironment. To better disguise their otherness, they changed their accents,

modified their clothes and behavior, and in some instances even denied

their Palestinian background. They found it easier to declare themselves

Muslims, andhence part of a respected community, rather thanPalestinian

refugees. The importance of an identity that garners the respect of a host

community indicates the possibility of shifting between alternative extant

identities (Muslim, Palestinian). Nonetheless, the range of potential iden-

tities is demarcated by access (or lack thereof ) to the cultural resources

that identity requires. Cyberspace has provided access to these nationalist

symbolic resources.

Quotidian Cyberculture

The introduction of the Internet in the camps has been more or less con-

comitant with the al-Aqsa Intifada and thewithdrawal of Israeli forces from

southern Lebanon. Since the reopening of the Israel-Lebanon border zone,

many Palestinian youths from the camps have traveled to the area to see

with their own eyes the contours of Galilee, which their progenitors left

behind in 1948.These visual pilgrimages to Palestine from behind barbed-

wire borders have encouraged young Palestinians in Lebanon increasingly

to relocate themselves in an imagined Palestinian territory and have inten-

sified their interest in cross-border connections, in the landscapes of the

homeland, and in the kin and compatriots who occupy these landscapes.

The Internet has facilitated such cross-border connections, and quotidian

virtual practices—visits to the Web cafés, online news gathering, virtual

courtship, and game playing—have led to a revivification of political na-
tional identities already present in a nonvirtual social context.

In his celebratory account of the Internet,W. J. Mitchell writes that for

community gatherings, ‘‘you need to go someplace . . . to the agora, the

forum, the piazza, the café, the bar, the pub, Main street, the mall, the

beach, the gym, the bathhouse, the college dining hall, the common room,

the office, or the club . . . But the world-wide computer network—the elec-

tronic agora—subverts, displaces, and radically redefines our notions of
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gathering place, community, and urban life.’’16 In the camps in Lebanon,

however, the cyberusers still need to go somewhere to use computers.

Thus, the Web cafés and Internet centers have joined the slender ranks of

public gathering places for young Palestinians. Salah Salah, the founder of

al-Ajial, an ngo that aims to provide cultural and social services to Pales-

tinian youth, laments their condition: ‘‘They have no place to go, so they

keep moving around in the camps and in the streets.’’17 Outside the camp,

young Palestinian men often face harassment by the Lebanese security

forces. In most camps, the local municipality has appropriated for parking

lots the peripheral fields formerly used as football grounds. The mosques

are oftenused by oldermen; youngpeople rarely frequent themunless they

are enrolled in classes there. The small ngo libraries and art centers have

limited hours and access. Young women use house visits to interact with

one another; young men gather on doorsteps and rooftops or in alleyways.

The Internet centers and cafés not only provide cyberaccess, they also

offer new gathering places that somewhat mitigate the absence of public

spaces for camp youth. At the time of my fieldwork, almost all refugee

camps possessed multiple ngo-run Internet centers and at least one Web

café.The cafés are private enterprises that utilize the communal telephone

lines to provide access to the Internet for a small fee (£1,000 or $0.67).

Internet centers run by ngos and the unrwa also charge a small fee, but

they provide computer classes and generally have superior access speed.

Because public spaces are scarce in the camps, theWeb cafés and Internet

centers have quickly become part of the range of ‘‘acceptable’’ places for

young men and especially young women to go.18 The young people who

manage these centers use the walls to display information and items they

have received in e-mails or found online; thus, the centers act as bulletin

boards for dissemination of political news as well as exhibition of national-

ist artifacts. As gathering places, the cybercafés highlight the rootedness of

practices of cyberusage, as even Palestinians who do not use the Internet

check in to hear of the latest boycott effort or see the posted demonstration

notices.

The political sentiment of Palestinian cyberculture is also apparent in

young people’s cyberhandles, which often incorporate Palestinian place-

names or refer to nationalist symbols. The descendants of those who left

their villages in Palestine in 1948 choose e-mail monikers named for these

lost villages; for example, saffurieh2001@aaa.com commemorates the

village of Saffuria in Galilee; walid fara@aaa.com refers to Fara,Walid’s

grandfather’s village in the Safad province.19 The numeral 48 appears re-
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peatedly in the virtual pseudonyms, commemorating the year of theNakba.

The names also incorporate certain nationalist tropes. For example, a

sixteen-year-old student from Burj al-Barajna uses mashadi2000@aaa

.com as her e-mail address. She chose the name after her neighbor ‘‘martyr

shadi’’ Anas was killed by the Israeli Defence Forces (idf) in October

2000.20 In these examples, even the most basic aspects of Internet use and

online identity take on a national cast.

Palestinian identity and nationalist politics also influence the use of the

Internet as a source of news. Though Palestinians regularly watch vari-

ous Arab satellite television stations, the Internet provides them with the

ability to track down particular stories and access news sources that supply

analyses and coverage unavailable elsewhere. Some Palestinian cyberusers

access U.S. or European news, but they trust and prefer Arabic-language

sources. Interestingly, when convincing their families of the virtues of

Internet access, women name news gathering as their primary motive for

Internet usage. Because access to news of the homeland is considered

to be unfrivolous, even strict parents allow their daughters to go to Web

cafés (though they may regulate the hour and length of their attendance).

Women may also engage in news gathering more than the men do be-

cause they are less imbricated in the networks of political factions and their

gatherings, which have their own modes of news dissemination.

The primary intent of news gathering in the camps is to follow the con-

flicts in the Occupied Territories. Instantaneous access to the images and

events of the Territories and the ‘‘reading together’’ of digital images and

content have been crucial in the cultivation of the Palestinian ‘‘imagined

community’’ across borders.21 Images provide a basis for constituting the

Palestinians in the Occupied Territories as ‘‘people who look like me and

speak likeme’’ and ‘‘who, likeme, are suffering,’’ as some of the youngmen

andwomen assert, thereby creating a notion of community before personal

communication has taken place. The consumers of cybercontent create

narratives from news items and images that place the Palestinians in the

Occupied Territories and those in the camps of Lebanon in the same com-

munity of suffering: referring to the al-Aqsa Intifada, a Palestinian youth in

Lebanon writes, ‘‘Our pain is one and the suffering is one.’’22 What distin-

guishes the consumption of news in this manner is the consumer’s ability

to actively seek out what he or she needs to construct a meaningful story

of the world and the conflicts within it. Many of the youth self-consciously

filter news items such that the mélange of information is almost always

culled from sympathetic news sources. The news gatherers accept critical
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accounts only when they emanate from a trusted insider source. Thus, the

nationalist sympathies of the news gatherers influence their narratives of

cross-border community as shaped by political news.

Aside from cybernews gathering, themost prevalent reason for Internet

use is personal communication and, increasingly, intimate cyberrelations;

these interactions are also influenced by issues of Palestinian identity.

Chatrooms that permit Arabic scripts have become a virtual meeting place

for men and women who engage in flirtation and transgress the bound-

aries of ordinarily acceptable behavior without fear of being unmasked.

Chatroom and im romances frequently develop between Palestinians and

other Palestinians rather than other Arabic speakers, highlighting the im-

portance of national identity even in virtual flirtation. The language used

for e-mails and chats is a hybrid of colloquial Arabic and English, where

the primary vocabulary and diction is colloquial Arabic, but English words

and idioms—ok, Bye, I love U, and Imiss U—are used liberally. This novel

formof bilingualism is distinctly different from the languageused in every-

day face-to-face interactions; it provides a space inwhich young Palestinian

men and women can deploy nondominant modes of verbal expression and

therefore, to some extent, are freed from the implicit significances and the

weight ofmeaning of their primary language.Many unmarried Palestinian

women who would never declare their love to a man in a face-to-face con-

versation in Arabic do somore freely online, protected by the less pregnant

English-language i luv u.

The use of colloquial Arabic words and diction online, and the inten-

sity of interaction between Palestinians in Lebanon and their compatriots

in the Occupied Territories, have revived Palestinian words that had fallen

out of use in Lebanon. Over several generations, due to chosen or forced

assimilation, many in Lebanon lost their Palestinian accents. Because the

Palestinian accent is considered a significant marker of national identity,

I was told that its loss is perceived as a sign of ‘‘humiliation and betrayal.’’

Thus, the recuperation of an ‘‘authentically’’ Palestinian accent through vir-

tual conversations with homeland Palestinians is a significant nationalist

move; it can even form the basis of romance across borders. In more than

one instance, I observed the fervent preference of Palestinian men and

women in Lebanon for their counterparts in theOccupied Territories.They

construed the connection as authentic because their interlocutors in the

Territories used colloquial expressions and vocabularies that had been lost

to them through Lebanonization. Hearing the accents of their friends on

conference calls or in videoconferences similarly reinforced their notion of
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the authentic Palestinian at home towhose friendship and affection they as-

pired.One young Palestinian woman who had established virtual relations

with a youngWest Bankman waxed rhapsodic about ‘‘his wonderful Pales-

tinian accent,’’ to which she had only been privy through electronic texts.23

This search for Palestinian authenticity introduces nationalist sentiments

into even the romantic domain and blurs the boundaries between what is

overtly considered political and personal, even playful, aspects of life.

Palestinians’ struggle for national self-definition even informs mo-

ments of play. Adolescent boys in the camps, who use the Web café com-

puters primarily for game playing, describe these activities in nationalist

terms. Boys ten to fifteen fervently use and discuss the wide array of com-

puter games available in the cafés. Because families protectively prevent

their sons from ‘‘playing with guns until they are older,’’ violent computer

games allow the boys to circumvent these prohibitions. Most parents con-

sider these games a distraction for the boys, ‘‘to keep them out of trouble,’’

and they justify the game playing by adding, ‘‘If they can’t play with com-

puters, what is left for them to playwith?’’While gameplaying aidsmanual-

visual skills, in the camps, the games (which are overwhelmingly of the

chase-and-shoot variety) also act as a staging ground for the development

of what many young men consider defensive skills.24 They consider these

skills necessary because, on the one hand,masculinity is still largely bound

up with notions of armed resistance, and on the other hand, internal Pal-

estinian tensions and ongoing, though subsurface, conflict with Lebanese

and Syrian security forces create a sense of vulnerability which the young

men believe they can challenge only through a show of masculine (and

armed) strength. As such, game playing is not simply child’s play, but a

rite of passage for young boys.While many of these games are bootlegged

copies of software produced in the United States, in February 2003 they

were joined by the Hizbullah-developed game Special Force, which allows
the players to chase Israeli soldiers and practice target shooting against

Ariel Sharon. The software box invites the players to join ‘‘the heroes of

the Islamic Resistance in Lebanon’’ and to ‘‘fight, resist and destroy your

enemy in the game of force and victory.’’ The Hizbullah game is already

widely available on various Web café computers and wildly popular with

adolescent boys, attesting to the nationalist character of even game playing.

Since its arrival in the camps, many of the boys have abandoned the com-

peting U.S. games, speaking gleefully about Special Force as a game that

is ‘‘about us’’ and ‘‘for us.’’ Many are aware of similar U.S. chase-and-shoot

games where the targets are sometimes Arabs portrayed as terrorists; the
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boys considerSpecial Force aworthy counterweight against such games and

as a playful representation of national resistance.

As we have seen, other domains of Internet usage in the camps, such

as news gathering, e-mail, and online romances, are similarly infused with

political and nationalist symbols and meanings. The inseparability of poli-

tics from the everyday lives of the youth partially explains this saturation;

but also, andperhapsmore importantly, reflexive attempts at self-definition

play a significant role in cyberactivities, whether quotidian or contentious.

Contentious Cyberculture

The virtual mobilization of populations under duress has become famil-

iar since the Zapatistas of Chiapas launched their cybercampaign to gar-

ner solidarity for their cause in 1994.25 The Internet has also been used

to disseminate images of and testimonies about the al-Aqsa Intifada. The

April 2002 reoccupation of West Bank cities and the destruction of refu-

gee campswere reported by conventionalmedia outlets, especially regional

satellite stations such as Al-Jazeera and Abu Dhabi. In addition to these

behemoths, however, independent news-delivery organizations used the

Internet as their primary medium of reporting. Along with the Palestinian

InformationCentre, Electronic Intifada, and Indymedia, International Soli-

darity Movement activists launched digital diaries written in English and

broadcast to European and U.S. audiences.26 These news sources are not

subject to idf press office censorship or the Israeli requirements for acqui-

sition of press permits.27

Contemporaneously, another set of computer-mediated flows traversed

international boundaries.These electronic communications traveled in the

periphery, between the camps and cities of the West Bank and the Pales-

tinian camps in Lebanon. Despite the idf’s systematic attacks on cultural

centers, shutting down of Internet Service Providers (isps), and looting of

computer hard drives in theWest Bank, these exemplars of ‘‘diasporic cul-

tural nationalism’’ have circulated at increasing rates across borders.28 The

dissemination of nationalist virtual content at the grassroots level has been

far more significant than any information issued through the offices of fac-

tional elites. The writers, recipients, and circulators of nationalist cyber-

content are ordinary young men and women. These circulations eschew

the denationalized and universally homogeneous language and cultural

forms (read English and Eurocentric) promulgated through fluid global
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media connections. They do not discard nonvirtual political identities in

favor of imagined virtual selfhoods. Instead, Palestinian cybernationalism

has striven to unify the dispersed Palestinian communities across borders

into a nation, and has demanded a convergence of needs, desires, concerns,

and identities between the diasporic community and the Palestinians in

the homeland.29 To do so, Palestinians have propagated national(ist) sym-

bols in images and texts and employed cyberleaflets and debate forums for

national(ist) mobilization.

Palestinian organizations have used PalTalk discussion forums to en-

courage public exchanges with members of the Palestinian political elite

about membership in the nation, political claims of the refugees, and the

legitimacy of the pa in the eyes of Palestinian refugees.30 Palestinians in

Lebanon gleefully recount heated debateswith Sari Nusseibeh, who iswell-

known for advocating the abandonment of the right of return byPalestinian

refugees outside the Occupied Territories in return for Palestinian state-

hood.31 A Palestinian youth from Burj al-Shamali who regularly attends

PalTalk debates says, ‘‘Whenever Nusseibeh is online, lots of people are

out there, ready to go after him.’’ The number of Palestinians in the camps

who actually know of such forums and who enter these debates is rela-

tively small; nonetheless, the news of the debates has spread via word of

mouth.The debates have gradually expanded, allowing for an independent

public space in which discussions can occur openly and with minimum

monitoring and surveillance by officials of various political factions or rep-

resentatives of the pa in the camps. If the introduction of inclusive political

debates encourages the emergence of a national public space, these forums

can provide one method of extending such debates.

In addition to ongoing deliberation of what constitutes the nation,

shared symbols and images also provide a basis of collective imagining

about the national self. Palestinian youth across borders capture or cre-

ate newspaper articles, cartoons, slideshows, and digital images in cyber-

space and circulate them far and wide, thus disseminating the semiotics of

nationalism.Virtual images of Palestinian places and landscapes have been

crucial in reterritorializing Palestinians and reinforcing their ties to con-

crete locales and spaces. The individual youths who produce these images

send them to long e-mail lists that include both their Palestinian friends

and their foreign interlocutors. Sixteen-year-old Hiba from Burj al-Barajna

camp explains: ‘‘I receive pictures and photographs all the time. I don’t

make them myself, but I send them to all my friends. The one that I most
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figure 4. Image circulated from

Shatila camp: ‘‘All people have a

homeland in which they live; we have

a homeland which lives in us.’’

liked was this picture of Haifa before and after Israel. It was shocking to

see the Israeli flag over mosques and over Palestinian buildings.They were

so beautiful beforehand!’’32

Utilization of digital images on the Internet to remind refugees of ‘‘what

once was and no longer is’’ significantly expands the ability of Palestini-

ans in the diaspora to imagine and commemorate the homeland. Images

of pre-1948 Haifa are objects of nostalgia, but when combined with post-

1948 images, they become potent nationalist symbols of a lost homeland

whose mosques and ‘‘Palestinian buildings’’ are desecrated by the enemy

flag. The naturalization of ordinary dwellings as national markers of a ‘‘lost

homeland’’ is thus reinforced online.

Similarly, photographs of Jerusalem are particularly prevalent. Using

pictures readily available online, young Palestinian men and women cre-

ate nationalist collages featuring the Dome of the Rock and Jerusalem.

The Dome of the Rock in figure 4 is set against a romantic landscape of

Jerusalem at sunset and is framed by the familiar colors of the Palestinian

flag (black, red, white, and green). The image also contains a contradic-

tion which it does not address: on the one hand, the written text declares

that the Palestinianhomeland is containedwithinPalestinians; on the other
hand, it subverts this notion by foregrounding a photograph of those most

concrete physical symbols of Palestinianness: the Dome of the Rock and

the map of Mandate Palestine. In effect, imagining the nation of Palestine

as an unpartitioned whole recognizes neither Israel nor the pa’s Palestine:

it explicitly declares the defiant position of the diasporans who consider

themselves excluded from the political concerns of the pa.

Other images focus on the connections between the refugees in the

camps of Lebanon and the Palestinians in the Occupied Territories. These

connections are reinforced throughdigital graphic and textual artifacts that

weave images of the Intifada with refugee slogans and emphasize the joint

destinies of Palestinians across borders. Though the photographs show-
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case the Intifada, the text refers to both the refugees and the Intifada. In

fact, the juxtaposition of these texts and Intifada images makes a case for

the claims of refugees being at the heart of Palestinian resistance: as long

as there is no return, Palestinian women will defy bulldozers and Pales-

tinian children will throw stones at tanks. There is no mention of armed

resistance or martyrdom, otherwise constitutive elements of Palestinian

nationalist semiotics, perhaps because the intended audience includes for-

eigners averse to the language of martyrdom. The audience for some of

these images is intended to be a foreign one: the Palestinian map in one

image, on which Israel and the proto-state of Palestine are geographically

distinct, differs from the map in figure 4, where Palestine is imagined as

unpartitioned.The different sources and audiences of the images influence

the way Palestine is cartographically drawn. Figure 4 was produced in the

diaspora by marginalized refugees who continue to hope for a return to

their lost homes. As such, their map is the pre-Mandate one. The other,

described above, was produced in the Occupied Territories; thus, it con-

tains the details of the proto-state of Palestine but no visual references to

pre-1948 Palestine, save the undifferentiated yellow expanse that is left un-

named but is nonetheless recognizable (and thus implicitly recognized) as

the state of Israel.

Along with representations of Palestinian locales, images of bloodied

bodies are widely circulated throughout the camps in Lebanon. These

digital descendants of martyrs’ commemorative posters chronicle griev-

ances against Israeli occupation and anthropomorphize Palestine. In addi-

tion to harrowing photographs of wounded children, slideshows such as

DiariesOfAChild.pps circulate through the camps. DiariesOfAChild.pps

contains over thirty images of arrested, injured, or murdered children,

arranged around a narrative told in the voice of a child. Among images

of bloodied children, that of Muhammad al-Durra crouching under his

father’s arm has become emblematic and is even used as a background

to other images of injured children.33 Durra became a potent symbol of

Palestinian nationalism and Palestinian solidarity and sympathy in dias-

pora. In Lebanon, songs are sung to him and dabke (the Palestinian na-

tional folk dance) troupes are named after him. The iconic figure of the

young boy felled in his father’s arms also exemplifies the death of inno-

cents at the hand of idf soldiers. Because the image shows a father desper-

ately attempting to protect his son, it speaks to the Israeli propagandists’

claim that ‘‘Palestinians don’t love their children,’’ of which the refugees

in Lebanon are bitterly aware. Using Durra’s image to frame the picture of
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wounded children extends the protective though helpless arm of the father

over the body of the other injured child as well and normalizes the image

of Durra as the perpetual fate of Palestinian children. The author of the

collage uses the authority of the injured child to call the Israelis terrorists,

inverting the usual direction of the accusation. By comparing Israelis to

Nazis, the author further lays claim to a universal inheritance of suffering.

The usage of George W. Bush’s ‘‘axis of evil’’ slogan and a U.S. flag with

a Star of David extends the blame for the children’s injury to the super-

power as well. The purpose is to move viewers, and perhaps move them to

action, but by portraying suffering and victimization rather than active and

defiant resistance. The content of the slogan and the use of English indi-

cate that this appeal is intended to reach a foreign audience and to evoke

their sympathy. Before the Internet, such immediate and urgent appeals

required more centralized and resource-heavy forms of public relations.34

Now, though, grassroots activists with Internet connections and basic soft-

ware construct composite images to further their cause.

In another widely circulated image, idf soldiers pose for a trophy photo-

graph over a dead Palestinian body.35 Taken by a Reuters photographer on

February 21, 2002, at Baqa‘ al-Sharqiya, the photo shows the two soldiers

smiling, one looking down at the barefoot body of the dead Palestinian. A

third soldier, with his back to the photographer, is himself capturing the

scene on film. As circulated by the Palestinians, the image (whose elec-

tronic file was variously named ‘‘Embodiment of Evil,’’ ‘‘Evil Israelis,’’ or

something similar) is intended to personalize the institutional injustices

perpetuated and defended by the idf; the soldiers are taken as the embodi-

ment of occupation. The virtual circulation of embodied cruelty, of injury

and death, and the contrasting digital collages of slaughtered children all

underline the persecution and victimization of the nation. The dialecti-

cal positioning of good against evil and the symbolic reproduction of the

virtues of innocence, youthfulmartyrdom, and paternal protectiveness are

familiar nationalist tropes. The images of wounded bodies represent the

dissected body of an anthropomorphized nation and are viscerally evoca-

tive to the Palestinian diaspora in Lebanon, who have lived through a long

and bloody civil war and who consider themselves cut off from the nation’s

body. Photographs and collages with images of Palestinian locales, flags,

kufiyas, embroideries, and stone-throwing children, which previously ap-
peared on material media such as postcards, paintings, and posters, are

thus digitally reborn and fortify the semiotic language of a shared national

identity.36 In these images, the Palestinian is elided to the nation so that the
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Palestinian person-nation is married to symbolic and figurative represen-

tations of the land, thus evoking the man-land bond so often at the center

of nationalist paradigms.

Palestinian nationalist mobilization also extensively utilizes cyberleaf-

leting. Leafleting has been recognized as one of themost prominentmeth-

ods of protest in the Palestinian repertoire of contention during the first

Intifada in the late 1980s.37Butwhereas the leaflets of the first Intifadawere

issued by an underground leadership committee, printed on paper, and

disseminated on the streets of the Occupied Territories, a variety of writers

produced the cyberleaflets of the al-Aqsa Intifada, the majority young, and

none in a leadership position of any sort. Some resided in theOccupiedTer-

ritories; others were scattered throughout the diaspora’s camps. The lack

of a centralized authorship reflected the absence of a centralized protest

authority. In the first Intifada, a central oppositional leadership claimed

the loyalty of most Palestinians; the al-Aqsa Intifada is a far more frag-

mentedmovement. New technologies available to Palestinians encouraged

this form of decentralized mobilization. Internet users have produced the

al-Aqsa leaflets throughout both the Occupied Territories and the diaspora

and have circulated them regionally and internationally. The leaflets con-

tained eyewitness accounts of Israeli reoccupation of the West Bank, la-

ments for martyrs, polemics against perceived Arab impotence, calls for

boycotts of corporate supporters of Israel, and invitations to protest.

Rabiha ‘Alan ‘Alan from Ramallah wrote her daily sketches of occupa-

tion and lyrical polemics for an exclusively Arabic-speaking readership.

Twenty-three-year-old Rula of Nahr al-Barid camp, who circulated all of

‘Alan’s texts, said: ‘‘She tells us what is going on better than any news.With

her, I feel howPalestinian she is, because of theway shewrites.Tome she is

a female Mahmud Darwish.’’38 Comparisons to Darwish, Palestine’s most

prominent national poet, indicate the respect ‘Alan garners for the nation-

alism, and lyricism, of her prose. The intimacy of her writing conveys the

details and urgency of life under occupation ‘‘better than any news.’’ ‘Alan’s

writings appeared in the e-mail boxes of many young men and women

in different camps in Lebanon and were widely discussed. Many young

women who read her prose sought to emulate her openly nationalist writ-

ing style.

Leaflet writing occurs throughout the diaspora, and a leaflet written by

a young woman in Lebanon in the aftermath of a suicide operation took

the U.S. secretary of state to task for his lopsided condemnation of Pales-

tinians:
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Colin Powell says that America condemns terrorist acts that target inno-

cent civilians . . . But are they innocents? They live in settlements while

. . . the original owners of the land are thrown to the open air after their

houses had been destroyed and their lands are taken so that Israelis

build settlements . . . They attack and kill Palestinian men, women

and children, they burn Palestinian crops, they attack mosques and kill

Palestinians while praying . . . These innocent civilians are waiting for

their elected President [sic] Sharon to get rid of all the Palestinians.They
elected him knowing well his history in crimes and massacres.39

The text is written in the rhythmic oratory style prevalent in the leaflets of

the first Intifada and is presented in bothArabic andEnglish for Palestinian

and foreign audiences. The occupation and settlement of land, attacks on

women and children, and destruction of Palestinian crops are all motifs

that appear regularly in oral accounts of the Nakba as told by the Pales-

tinian refugees in Lebanon.The language used to assail Israeli occupiers is

geographically nonspecific in its description of particular grievances, thus

allowing for universalization of the claims to justice over time and space.

The leaflet establishes a connection between diaspora and homeland Pales-

tinians through its generalized litany of inequities and by establishing a

common enemy. In condemnation of Israeli reoccupation of West Bank

towns, the writer reminds her readers of Sharon’s responsibility for the

Sabra and Shatila massacres in Lebanon. The chronicle of atrocities is thus

a national history of suffering, inflicted by the same enemy of the nation.

Another leaflet written by a Palestinian in the Burj al-Shamali camp in

Lebanon as a letter of support for the Intifada invokes thyme, olives, stones,

jasmine, and fields of poppies, all part of the pastoral semiotics of Pales-

tinian nationalism:40

Salutations from . . . our country’s thyme, and from the olives of Galilee.

From the stones of Acre, and processions of jasmine, and the mourn-

ful songs of the flute, and the fields of poppies which grow upon our

wounds, and the flocks of Jerusalem doves who sing every day in the

name of peace. Salutations upon our righteous martyrs, Palestine’s

martyrs who opened their chest to the fire of our enemy . . . It is your

faith that keeps us alive, and keeps the Cause alive. Peace be upon the

souls of the martyrs . . . Peace be upon you, Muhammad al-Durra.41

Alluding to both cultivated crops and wild flora, the writer claims the

land as a national birthright. In addition to the peasant heritage of Pales-
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tinian nationalism, martyrdom is also praised as an essential element of

the national cause. The format of the text mimics Intifada leaflets; how-

ever, this and other lyrical leaflets stop short of organizing a particular

action. Instead, the very invocation of national symbols is its purpose.

By reproducing and disseminating nationalist symbols and establishing a

web of communication between the diaspora and theOccupied Territories,

Palestinians use these leaflets to expand the national public sphere across

borders.

Other, more prosaic cyberleaflets explicitly call for action: another let-

ter of solidarity demands that the ‘‘Arab leaders intervene to stop the Pal-

estinian bloodbath.’’42 Cyberleaflets titled ‘‘The Anti-Arab Summit’’ and

‘‘Invitation to Palestinian and Lebanese Youth Groups’’ organize sit-ins,

demonstrations, and boycott meetings. In one of the most successful in-

stances of virtualmobilization, Palestinians in Lebanon launched a boycott

of products produced by multinational companies with substantial invest-

ments in Israel. The boycott calls were initiated in the camps and spread

from one personal e-mail list to another. Palestinians produced boycott

posters in the centers and displayed them on the walls. These often in-

cluded logos of targeted companies alongside images of bloodied corpses

of children. Though some cyberusers voiced their discomfort over the use

of photos of brutalized children, those images remained on the walls and

dared the viewer to buy products from the likes of McDonalds, Coca-Cola,

and Revlon. Whether organizing a specific action or disseminating sym-

bolic or supportive content, cyberleafleting and graphic images have fos-

tered nationalism through joint action, generation of solidarity, and articu-

lation of national(ist) signs.

Institutionalized Cyberusage

The institutionalization of virtual border crossings resulted in the creation

of the Across Borders Project (abp). Birzeit University launched the project

inMay 1999 to rectify the ‘‘increasing division of the [Palestinian] commu-

nity along regional lines and the consequent narrowing of political vision

leading to the exclusion of refugee rights from the concerns of Palestinian

negotiators.’’43 It also aimed to provide a voice for the community ‘‘unmedi-

ated by other interests’’ and to join ‘‘families that have been divided for

fifty years.’’44 As of this writing, abp has established six Internet centers

in the Occupied Territories and one each in the Burj al-Shamali and Nahr

al-Barid camps in Lebanon. In all these camps, abp has created Web sites
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that present histories and images of the camp and stories of its individual

residents for other Palestinians and ‘‘the rest of the world.’’45

During the al-Aqsa Intifada, Palestinians in Lebanon have used the in-

tercamp connection to convey their support for their counterparts in the

camps of the Occupied Territories. Muna Hamzeh, the abp coordinator in

Dheisheh (West Bank) recounts that ‘‘about a dozen letters of solidarity ar-

rived from teenagers in Burj el-Shamali Refugee Camp. I’m printing them

out and faxing them to the local Bethlehem tv station and to local journal-

ists in Gaza and Ramallah. It is important for Palestinians here to know

what Palestinians in the Diaspora are saying and doing . . . and vice versa

of course.’’46 Despite the fact that the camp Web pages route hundreds of

e-mails from around the world, the young Palestinian men and women

of the camps in Lebanon are overwhelmingly interested in developing re-

lations mainly with the Palestinians in the Occupied Territories. There is

a shared statelessness and political indeterminacy that ties the diasporan

Palestinians to the refugees in the Territories. Additionally, however, the

refugees in Lebanon realize that a Palestinian state will most likely—if

at all—arise in the Occupied Territories, and as such they are intensely

interested in cultivating relations with the future citizens of such a state.

Through ‘‘virtual reunifications’’ of Palestinians across borders, abp en-

courages this convergence of identities and aims.47 ‘‘Visits’’ are enabled by

videoconferencing equipment provided by the Project. Even the Project’s

name indicates its intent to reterritorialize the refugees, allowing them to

solidify relationships with the homeland through communication.

Paradoxically, these virtual reunifications have also created tension.

Since the beginning of the Oslo process, the status of refugees (whether

inside or outside the proto-state of Palestine) has become far more pre-

carious, as the negotiators have relegated the issue to the back burner

and the pa has raised the possibility of vacating the right of return. How-

ever, the refugees inside the former borders of Mandate Palestine have a

better chance of becoming citizens of a future Palestinian state than do

the refugees outside. This perceived competition is a source of tension, as

is the contested meaning of citizenship vis-à-vis the proto-state of Pales-

tine. In the winter of 2003, when Mona Abu Rayyan, abp coordinator for

Lebanon, suggested an online poll of Palestinian refugees concurrent with

the planned January 2003 elections in the Occupied Territories, she faced

vehement opposition from some in theWest Bank who considered even a

nonbinding poll to be an ‘‘intrusion into the domestic politics’’ of the Occu-

pied Territories.48
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Although abp emphasizes the homogeneity of the refugees as mem-

bers of the Palestinian nation, it also paradoxically (and unintentionally)

reinforces the borders between them: as the Palestinians across borders

interact, differences in their respective aims and values become more ap-

parent. The imagined equivalence of diasporic and home communities

thus erodes in the cyberinteractions between Palestinians. Where Beirut

was the heart of the Palestinian nation before 1982, the Occupied Ter-

ritories now assume that role, and the cyberconnections facilitated and

institutionalized by abp reinforce this shift in territorial and community

importance. In these cyberinteractions, sometimes the interests of ’48

Palestinians are pitted against those of the ’67 Palestinians and the ’48-

for-’67 bargain becomes amajor source of contention. Disagreements over

whether political compromises are more effective than continued armed

resistance also play a role in these tensions, because although the diaspor-

ans and the Palestinians in the Occupied Territories do not adhere mono-

lithically to one or the other tactic, the refugees in the diaspora are far

more uniformly opposed to a political solution that would compromise

their rights. These differences, which emerge out of interaction, in effect

demystify the notion of belonging to the nation as something unitary and

uniform. The emergence of contradictory processes by which the nation is

at once unified and fragmented is familiar in all nationalist movements.

For Palestinian refugees, abp’s institutionalization of cross-border connec-

tions has foregrounded debates about membership in the nation.

Conclusion

Whether in celebration or in mourning, the death knell of the nation-state

as the site of politics is sounded again and again in descriptions of glob-

alization, of which cyberspace is a significant component and metaphor.49

Although many critics have conceptualized globalization as a series of dis-

junctures, they celebrate the possibilities of transnational or deterritorial-

ized imaginings encouraged by cross-border (tele)communication.50 Even

ambivalent approaches to the potential of the Internet refer to this over-

coming of national boundaries. Shohat cautiously argues that cyberspace

can allow ‘‘geographically dispersed communities to interact beyond the lit-

eral andmetaphorical boundaries of nation-states.’’51Oneof the concurrent

characteristics of the alleged death of the nation-state is a conception of the

liberties of disembodied cyberinteraction, where ‘‘our very rootedness to

place is attenuated,’’ and ‘‘the creation of an identity [is] so fluid and mul-
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tiple that it strains the limits of the notion of ’’ identity.52 To be sure, cyber-

space can theoretically accommodate deterritorialization and multiplicity

of identities. However, nonvirtual identities and national imaginaries still

wield considerable force, structure feelings,53 mobilize collectivities, and

shape and transform daily practices and social relations in both the real

and cyber worlds.

Furthermore, the crossing of borders is still, perhaps increasingly, facili-

tated by access to the citizenship privileges of privileged sovereign states.

Therefore, when Appadurai flattens all categories of border crossers into a

community of ‘‘tourists, immigrants, refugees, exiles, guest workers, and

other moving groups and individuals,’’ he is effectively effacing certain dis-

parities of power.54 A jet-set tourist with a U.S. passport can enter any

country in the world with few obstacles; a Palestinian refugee cannot even

secure the passport of a sovereign state,much less travel to Europe orNorth

America without enduring intense monitoring and restriction. The border

crossings of cyberspace are negotiated not at Customs and Immigration

checkpoints, but through access to cyberskills and technology. Nonethe-

less, the Internet’s ability to undermine the sovereignty of nation-states

and forge new political and national identities is underutilized.55 In fact,

the decentralized nature of cybertechnology allows diasporic communities

to emphasize their ties to a homeland.

Finally, celebrations of deterritorialization in cyberspace have tended

to ignore the problem that to become deterritorialized one has to have a

territory and a homeland in the first place, and to forsake one’s identity

for the fluidities of diasporic or liminal identity play, one has to be able to

claim an identity not only in political contestations but also in something

asmundane as a passport. AsHenry Louis Gates Jr. has argued, ‘‘Subaltern

[groups] have to explore and reclaim [their] identity before critiquing it.’’56

Palestinian cyberculture in the Lebanese camps thus facilitates exploration

of the ‘‘nation’’ across borders and understanding of its extents, uniformi-

ties, and lines of fracture. Palestinian cyberculture highlights questions

about who constitutes a compatriot and how distance and proximity be-

tween members of an imagined community are to be negotiated when na-

tional borders, passport requirements, and superpower politics are in the

last instance a great barrier to face-to-face closeness.
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Notes

1. In my description of cyberculture, I am indebted to Arturo Escobar, who cred-

its it with ‘‘the rituals [cyberuse] originates, the social relations it helps to create, the

practices developed around them by various users, the values it fosters.’’ Arturo Es-

cobar, ‘‘Welcome to Cyberia: Notes on the Anthropology of Cyberculture,’’ Current
Anthropology 35, no. 3 (1994): 211–233.

2. SeeWilliam J. Mitchell, City of Bits: Space, Place, and the Infobahn (Cambridge,
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LIVIA ALEXANDER

Is There a Palestinian

Cinema? The National

and Transnational

in Palestinian Film

Production

Issues of nationalism are at the heart of Palestinian cinema, and cultural

expressions of nationalism remain central to many Palestinian films.Yet

Palestinian dispersal and the absence of a nation-state to support film

production raise an important question: Is it possible to speak of a ‘‘Pales-

tinian’’ cinema at all? Palestinian intellectuals have long debated the frag-

mentation of Palestinian experience and the means of conveying a sense

of Palestinian identity and community in the face of exile and dispersal.

Commenting on exiles like himself almost twenty years ago, the late Pal-

estinian intellectual and scholar Edward Said maintained, ‘‘We are at once

too recently formed and too variously experienced to be a population of

articulate exiles with a completely systematic vision, and too voluble and

troublemaking to simply be a pathetic mass of refugees.’’ 1 More recently,

writers both in Palestine and in exile, including Salim Tamari, Rosemary

Sayigh, and Fawaz Turki, have begun to examine Palestinian identity by

addressing issues such as nostalgia, memory, and class differences, thus

transcending the unifying demands of the national struggle.2 The return

of Palestinian intellectual activists to areas controlled by the Palestinian

Authority (pa) following the Oslo Accords yielded a new outpouring of lit-

erature that addressed the tensions among the image of Palestine carried in

the authors’ imaginations, their differing historical experiences as refugees

or exiles, and the realities they confronted upon returning.3

The scattering of the exile population, combined with the absence of a



Palestinian state, has limited the process of Palestinian cinematic produc-

tion. Scholars working on issues of Palestinian film thus lack the starting

point of spatial and temporal continuity and context fromwhich to discuss

and analyze Palestinian filmmaking. As a result, it is difficult to speak of

a specific style or genre of Palestinian cinema in the same way that one

can speak about Italian neorealism or Egyptian popular cinema, except for

the thematic focus of the political desire and dream for a Palestinian state.

Until the 1980s, studies of national cinemas concentrated primarily on

films made within the borders of a given nation-state. These studies fre-

quently regarded films as reflective of a certain national spirit and focused

on them as texts, neglecting industrial aspects of production, distribution,

and exhibition.4 In this essay, I follow Andrew Higson’s call to examine

national cinemas in a larger industrial and cultural context.5 While these

industrial aspects are vital to shaping any film production, in the case of

Palestinian filmmaking, the specific context of cultural and geographical

dispersion, as experiences of Palestinians both inside historic Palestine

and the Occupied Territories and in the diaspora, is particularly important.

I also address the transnational and global influences shaping Pales-

tinian cinematic output by examining film against the centrality of the

national narrative and the struggle for independence. Facing two distinct

demands, namely, the growing dominance of global capitalism and a Pal-

estinian anticolonial nationalist movement, Palestinian filmmakers have

striven for a cosmopolitan film language, which has been the hallmark of

other contemporary nation-state cinemas seeking tomake their imprint in

world markets. My work examines how national affiliations and interna-

tional awareness affect film production in a society dominated by national

conflict. The discussion focuses on two dominant trends in the production

of Palestinian films: the first promulgates the motif of land in defining the

Palestinian nation and its struggle for decolonization; the second employs

the filmic medium to offer a more intellectually complex notion of Pales-

tinianness that supersedes defined geographic boundaries and focuses on

individuals and their liberation.

I focus on a time that saw substantial transformations, both historically

and cinematically: the first Intifada and the following so-called peace pro-

cess, an era inaugurated by the Madrid 1991 conference and the Oslo Ac-

cords (also known as the Declaration of Principles signed between Israel

and the Palestinians in 1993). The uprising signified an important shift

in the Palestinian national struggle against Israel, from limited military
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operations directed by resistance groups in the diaspora to a sweeping

popular revolt inside historic Palestine alongwith the emergence of nation-

building institutions.The outbreak of the first Intifada was also a cinematic

turning point in that it increased Palestinian access to film and media pro-

duction, marking a new phase in the visual expression of the conflict’s

history. Following the signing of the Oslo Accords, the creation of the pa

in 1994 established limited self-rule in parts of the Occupied Territories

that eventually expanded and essentially created Palestinian enclaves in

otherwise Israeli-controlled areas. Palestinian film production was further

enhanced by the wider availability of European and U.S. funding from

agencies and television stations seeking to encourage cultural production

in pa-controlled areas, as well as by the establishment of the Palestinian

Broadcasting Corporation and the emergence of numerous local Pales-

tinian television stations and cultural centers. Additional factors contrib-

uting to the nascent film production infrastructure in the Occupied Ter-

ritories were the easing of Israeli restrictions and the seeming promise of

an independent Palestinian state and its institutions. In the context of this

important era in the history of Palestinian nationalism, I trace some of the

main themes and developments in Palestinian-made films against the con-

fluence of the competing forces of nation and exile, local and global, and

seek to open the question: What is Palestinian cinema?

National Cinema, Transnational Production

Ongoing struggles by ethnic, national, and religious groups within, but

also across, existing national borders with the goal of establishing distinct

independent political entities have led some critics to suggest that nation-

alism remains an important force shaping contemporary politics. Others

(including Salman Rushdie and Homi Bhabha) have questioned the rele-

vance of the ‘‘national’’ as a category of analysis and a means of identifica-

tion in an era of global communications, internationalized markets, and

mass migration.6 When it comes to the national, vital differences exist be-

tween literary and cinematic production, as Sumita Chakravarty points out

in her study of Indian popular cinema. One essential question concerns

form and context, that is, ‘‘how cinematic (as opposed to literary) elabo-

rations are ‘tied to’ a coherent recognizable entity called the nation-state

(a political and legal entity of spatial boundedness) within which all dis-

courses of the nation are ultimately anchored.’’7 The central role of the

state in the study of national cinemas has similarly led Stephen Crofts to
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propose labeling such cinemas ‘‘nation-state cinemas’’ and not simply ‘‘na-

tional cinemas.’’8 Despite the various local and global challenges, the state

plays a prominent role in providing government subsidies for film produc-

tion, issuing tariffs on the import of films, regulating export, protecting

copyrights, even imposing censorship. The Israeli-Palestinian dynamic of

occupier-occupied and the absence of Palestinian political sovereignty dif-

ferentiate the structure of Palestinian cinematic production from those of

other nation-state cinemas.These differences have had a decisive influence

on Palestinian filmmakers and their representation of and preoccupation

with the nation, evident in filmsmade primarily for international markets.

The Palestinian national struggle, on the one hand, and experiences of

exile and displacement, on the other, place any discussion of Palestinian

cinema between two existing bodies of literature: that of national cinemas,

which focuses onfilmsproducedwithin the defined geographic boundaries

of the nation-state, and that of exilic, or transnational, cinema that oper-

ates beyond national boundaries. Recent studies on national cinemas focus

primarily on the postmodern predicament in which the homogenizing de-

mands of national metanarratives give way to the acknowledgment of the

diversity and multiplicity of identities and cultures in one given nation-

state. In the context of third world cinemas, Ella Shohat and Robert Stam

speak of a shift from a national revolutionary third worldist aesthetic to a

postindependence, postcolonial alternative, examining the repressions and

limits of nationalist discourse.Whereas early third worldist films focused

on the public sphere and producing alternative histories to colonialism,

later, postcolonial films produced primarily during the 1980s and 1990s

‘‘use the camera less as revolutionaryweapon than as amonitor of gendered

and sexualized realms of the personal and the domestic, seen as integral

but repressed aspects of collective history.’’9 Yet, many Palestinian film-

makers feel that the continued demands of resistance to occupation leave

them unable to engage such postcolonial preoccupations; instead, they re-

main weighed down by the primacy, even urgency, of the national.

The unique predicament of Palestinian colonial reality now existing

in a mostly postcolonial world can be further linked to the emergence of

the transnational film genre, defined by Hamid Naficy as ‘‘a genre that

cuts across previously defined geographical, national, cultural, cinematic,

and meta-cinematic boundaries.’’ 10 It is a genre that is produced by film-

makers whom Naficy defines as ‘‘accented,’’ differentiating between dias-

poric filmmaking (the work of filmmakers with hyphenated identities in-

formed along multiple axes) and exilic filmmaking, which focuses more
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closely on the homeland.11 In the case of Palestine, neither experience fits

squarely into these definitions. Because of the anticolonial struggle for na-

tional independence, hyphenated Palestinians are perhaps more preoccu-

pied with their homeland than other hyphenated people. Furthermore,

many exilic Palestinian filmmakers, like their colleagues fromneighboring

Arab countries, are now based in European capitals andmake their films as

European coproductions that aesthetically fit squarely within the European

art house sensibility and circulate their work primarily on the international

film festival circuit. But thematically, issues of the national—of oppression

and experiences of occupation—continue to take a dominant role in these

filmmakers’ work. At the same time, the focus, perspective, and emphasis

of Palestinian filmmakers often vary considerably between those operat-

ing in theOccupied Territories, within the boundaries of historic Palestine,

and those in exile and in the diaspora.

Palestinian Cinema

The history of cinema in Palestinian society is closely connected to the

conflict with Zionism. Shortly after their formation in the mid-1960s,

Palestinian political liberation organizations, including Fatah and the

Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine, established small film

units to project the image of the fida’i, the revolutionary Palestinian free-
dom fighter, in order to mobilize Palestinian audiences in refugee camps

throughout the Arab world and to document and promote the national

struggle. The documentaries funded by these organizations represented

various Palestinian ideological standpoints and experiences, but all were

intended to foster Palestinian national identity and present a counternar-

rative to those of Zionism and Israel.12 Yet, the multiplicity of small film

units, their affiliation with contending Palestinian political groups, and

their limited resources and technical know-how resulted in rather low pro-

duction quantity and quality.13 In addition, the scattering of Palestinians as

refugees and their living in the West Bank first under Jordanian and later

under Israeli rule further limited the development of Palestinian cinema.

This genre of documentaries disappeared by the 1980s, when the main

film organization, the plo-sponsored Palestinian Film Institute, gradually

dissolved after the organization’s transfer to Tunisia.

The focus of Palestinian cinema changed radically in the 1980s, most

dynamically following the start of the first Intifada in December 1987. For

the first time in the history of Palestinian cinema, films were shot in his-
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toric Palestine.The earliest two examples of this development are theworks

of Michel Khleifi, Fertile Memory (al-Dhakira al-khasiba, 1980) and Wed-
ding in Galilee (‘Urs al-Jalil, 1987). The outbreak of the Intifada allowed

filmmakers and media entrepreneurs in the Occupied Territories to assert

control over the production of Palestinian imagery as part of the nation-

building process that characterized the uprising. The Intifada also spurred

the development of a local film production infrastructure due to changes

in foreign media news coverage in the Territories. Before the Intifada,

Israeli reporters provided news coverage from the Territories for interna-

tional media networks. As the Intifada intensified and the risk increased

for Israeli reportersworking in theOccupiedTerritories, international tele-

vision networks began handing out videocameras to local Palestinians to

cover the events in the area. Foreign news networks gradually employed

more Palestinians in a variety of positions, and Palestinian media person-

nel eventually became the backbone for foreign news coverage in the area.

Newly formedPalestinianmedia companies, often established in collabora-

tion with European andU.S. agencies, helped train Palestinian audiovisual

practitioners, provided an environment for Palestinians to produce films

about local issues, created the infrastructure for the development of a na-

tional cinema inside Palestine, and ultimately reconnected the geographic

imagery of the land with its people after what was for many a separation

lasting decades.14

Despite these attempts to establish a national film industry in Palestine,

the reality of the Palestinian diaspora and the demands of the international

filmmarket have meant that Palestinian cinema, like other world cinemas

today, operates in a transnational context. The absence of a nation-state to

support the development of an indigenous film industry has accentuated

filmmakers’ need for external funding for production, distribution, and

exhibition. In addition, despite rigorous efforts to train film personnel in

Palestine, the nascent local film infrastructure and political realities often

require Palestinian filmmakers to rely on European or Israeli film crews.

Most contemporary Palestinian filmmakers were trained in Europe or the

United States (including Michel and George Khleifi, Elia Suleiman, So-

bhi al-Zobaidi, Azza El-Hassan, and Najwa Najjar). Others, such as Rashid

Masharawi and Nizar Hassan, gained their initial experience by working

in Israeli film and television. Palestinian filmmakers often must also com-

ply with the demands of international funding agencies to employ a cer-

tain quota of their own nationals.15 This incorporation of Palestinian film-

makers into the Euro-American system of production, distribution, and
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exhibition steered Palestinian films in the direction of global transnational

markets.

The transnational context of Palestinian film production is reinforced

by the absence of local venues inside historic Palestine and the Occupied

Territories for exhibitingfilmmakers’ works,which further complicates the

question of what Palestinian cinema is. As Paul Willemen points out, the

large capital investment involved in film production means that unless a

large domestic market is available, films increasingly appeal to interna-

tional audiences to achieve the largest possible number of viewers and the

greatest potential profitmargins.Thesemarket conditions have shaped the

creation of films addressing the broadest common denominator with an

eye for global viewers.16 In the case of Palestinian film, the local market is

virtually nonexistent. Until the early 1990s, the only exposure Palestini-

ans in Israel and the Occupied Territories had to Arab cinema was through

the films, almost entirely Egyptian, that were shown on Israeli television

and Arab channels. Palestinians might read about Palestinian films, but

they had few chances to view them. In fact, people in New York are still

more likely to watch a Palestinian film than are residents of Nablus.17Over

several decades, the Israeli occupiers closed down cinemas in major Pal-

estinian cities one by one, and the clashes of the first Intifada struck the

final blow to any remaining theaters.Cinemas in Palestinian communities

inside Israel also closed their doors due to the growing conservative influ-

ence of the Islamicmovement as well as competition from home video. At-

tempts to develop local venues during the post-Oslo era came to a screech-

ing halt with the outbreak of the second Intifada in September 2000, and

their number remains limited.

In the late 1980s and through the 1990s, funding from institutions

such asEuropean televisionnetworks created a different frameof reference

from Palestinian film production of the 1960s and inspired a move toward

films made for international consumption. This trend has resulted in a

cinema addressinguniversal sensibilities, themetropolitan in-vogue issues

of identity politics and human rights. In this international context, Pales-

tinian filmmakers often projected a unified image of Palestine that super-

seded the internal conflicts that had emerged in Palestinian society, espe-

cially as the Intifada wore on and the peace process that followed faltered.

The use of Israeli funds by Palestinian filmmakers who are also citizens of

Israel further complicates the picture, because their reliance on such funds

limits the extent to which they can criticize Zionism, while they simulta-

neously risk promoting Israel’s self-image as liberal and democratic. Israeli
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government institutions often view the sponsorship of such films as an

amiable framework in which to promote their vision of coexistence with-

out ever having to deal with Palestinian indignation toward the decades-old

occupation. For Palestinian filmmakers, these issues raise an additional

difficulty with labeling their films as Palestinian.18 Furthermore, residents

of the Occupied Territories, as well as other Arab states, have grown wary

of the ‘‘Israeli connection’’ of these Palestinian-Israeli filmmakers, fearing

that the presentation of such films at Arab film festivals may signal a nor-

malization of relations with Israel.19

Tension between national ideology in film production, the realities on

the ground inside historic Palestine and the Occupied Territories, and

global patterns of training, funding, and exhibition all animate contempo-

rary Palestinian filmmaking. Some theorists, such as Ernest Gellner and,

more recently, Laura Marks, have called for the breakdown of the assumed

correlation between nationalism and a geopolitical landscape and between

culture and land, but in Palestinian cinema the link remains relevant. Na-

tional factors, namely, the absence of a political entity and the centrality

of the national struggle, continue to dominate and shape Palestinian pro-

duction.Yet, Palestinians’ physical and emotional displacement from their

original homeland—even if they continue to live there as exiles, refugees,

or occupied people—engenders a transnational context of film production.

All these factors combine to create a cinema that is neither national nor

transnational, but a hybrid cinema that offers a complex relationship be-

tween the two. The tension between these two poles in contemporary Pal-

estinian filmmaking is most actively pronounced in the emergence of two

dominant trends of cinema, both influenced and shaped by the contradic-

tions of the national and the transnational, homeland and exile. The first

trend focuses on a nationalist message that advocates liberation through

the primacy of Palestinian land; the second, on the liberation, first and fore-

most, of the Palestinian people.

Cinema of National Liberation:
From Freedom Fighter to Victim

The dominant language of national struggle against Israel left little room

for addressing the tensions, inner rivalries, and debates that emerged in

Palestinian society as the Intifada continued. As Palestine remains occu-

pied, is transformed or destroyed, Palestinian films concentrate on the

need to liberate the usurped homeland. This focus has created a particu-
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lar style of filmmaking that emphasizes the collective and often claustro-

phobic space to which individual members of society are subjected. Such

films frequently use tight frames and are set in closed spaces: inside homes

or courtyards or within the boundaries of a specific village. Naficy identi-

fies this style in independent transnational cinema as ameans of signaling

liminal spaces between filmmakers’ societies of residence and origin. Yet,

in a nationally contested situation such as the Palestinian case, these same

claustrophobic spaces are employed to mark out a national space that is

a site of both home and exile, resistance and confinement.20 Other films

employ familiar images from the Palestinian collective visual archive that

mark out the national space, such as olive groves, close shots of the land,

and keys to Palestinian homes left behind in 1948.

The dominance of the Palestinian collective national narrative is no-

where more evident than in the plot and character development of many

Palestinian films, as if, in the absence of a physical space, themere produc-

tion of the film can create a figurative space where the various aspects of

the nation can be brought together. In Long Days in Gaza (Ayyam tawila fi
Ghazza, 1991), produced for the bbc, RashidMasharawi conceals his inter-

viewees’ names and places of residence, and by doing so further pushes

the film’s argument for the collective, sweeping, shared character of Pales-

tinian resistance. In addition to numerous scenes shot in the interviewees’

homes, Long Days in Gaza includes footage of daily street life in the Gaza
Strip under the watchful eye of the Israeli army. Thus, the film creates a

contrast between the external, foreign occupation and the inner world of

Palestinians, where resistance is carried out ad infinitum.

In a similar fashion, Masharawi frames his film Curfew (Hatta ish‘arin
akhir, 1994) within the national struggle, which supersedes the protago-

nists’ individual lives and subjectivity (see figure 5). Curfew portrays the

Raji family as an undifferentiated unit representing the collective facets of

the nation. Like other Palestinian films from this period, such as Wedding
in Galilee and The Milky Way (Darab al-tabbanat, Ali Nassar, 1998), the film
is a collage of local dialects and locations, jarring to the Arabic-speaking

viewer.21 Bringing together different parts of Palestinian society, the film

presents thenation as itsmain protagonist.There is no single, conventional

hero to carry the weight of the plot, but the sum of its fragments repre-

sented by the film’s numerous characters. Marcia Landy points out that the

family fulfills a particular function in national narrative: ‘‘The national nar-

rative relies on a melodramatic scenario in which the forces of light and

darkness collide to produce the enlightened and just nation . . . The lan-
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figure 5. Publicity still for Curfew. Photo courtesy of New Yorker Films.

guage of the nation state is built upon discourses of the family, the prodigal

son, the obedient daughter, the wise father law-giver. The face of the loyal

subject is the mirror of this family bred from the ‘family of nations.’ ’’22

Just as Landy describes, Masharawi conjures national and familial his-

tory by having each of the film’s characters represent a particular aspect

of the Palestinian nation, ultimately forming a collective identity. Through

this use of allegory, which Ismail Xavier argues is a means of comment-

ing on historical moments of violence and repression, the film promotes

national virtues such as loyalty, suffering, service, sacrifice, and loss.23 The

trigger of pain and suffering is Israeli occupation, but good and evil are in-

ternal: the struggle between disloyal and patriotic Palestinians teases out

the values hailed for creating a virtuous nation. Curfew, as well as The Tale
of the Three Jewels (Hikayat al-jawahir al-thalatha, Michel Khleifi, 1994), dis-

cussed below, depicts exilic Palestinians in a negative light, as people who

by their departure and pursuit of personal gain have betrayed their people

and their land.24 However, exile has a dialectical role in Curfew: the family

stubbornly continues to read aloud a letter from a son living in Europe,

who represents the scattered nation, despite constant interruptions by the

Israeli occupying forces, and the voices inside the house eventually over-

come the off-screen sounds of the Israeli army announcing another curfew.
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Although tensions remain between exilic and resident Palestinians, they

are inextricably part of the same nation, as the repeated reading of the let-

ter throughout the film stands as a metonym for the threads tying them

together as one nation.

The emphasis on nationalist discourse often results in a focus on the

land as a recurring theme that captures the soul and essence of the Pal-

estinian nation. From this emerges a particular type of character who

possesses the Palestinian virtues of perseverance and sacrifice for the

sake of reclaiming the land.25 The dominance of the land in Palestinian

film production raises important questions regarding the relationship be-

tween individuals and the demands of the national culture. The context

of national struggle has generally resulted in a hegemonic public-national

landscape for Palestinian filmmakers, though one often fraught with con-

tending experiences of exile and displacement that breach the strong con-

nection advocated between culture and land.

In The Tale of the Three Jewels land is a focus of nostalgia for Nazareth-
born and Belgian-based Michel Khleifi. Like much of his other work, The
Tale of the Three Jewels is filtered through Khleifi’s exilic perspective as he
reinscribes the imagery of the Gaza Strip, usually associated with poverty

and crowded camps, with elements of bounty and the orange grove as a

symbol of pre-1948 Palestinian prosperity. In doing so, Khleifi seeks to cre-

ate a visual discourse of liberation deeply rooted in the land. A ground-

level camera shows young Palestinian fighters as they emerge from among

the low bushes, emphasizing their oneness with the land.26 Though realist

in its portrayal of the Palestinian struggle, this bond is depicted through

melodramatic elements of love, magic, and primordial knowledge of the

land and its history. Some of the more fantastic elements are derived from

A Thousand and One Nights, effectively repackaging the story of the land
in a manner palatable to cosmopolitan audiences. The love story between

two children, the Gypsy girl ‘Aida (Hana’ Na‘ma) and the Palestinian boy

Yusuf (Muhammad Nahhal), takes place away from the Intifada, in beau-

tiful sites such as a lush oasis on the fringes of a refugee camp and Gaza’s

beach. The open skies continuously interlaced into the film’s texture sug-

gest a figurative space in nature where Palestinians exist away from Israeli

occupation. In these sites, as well as in Yusuf ’s dreams of magical figures

of ancient wisdom, there is no sign of, and perhaps no room for, the enemy.

Thus, elements of natural beauty andmagic coalesce to cancel out and rise

above the harsh reality of occupation, liberating the film’s protagonists.
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Curiously, the film reveals the tension in Khleifi’s work between land and

people. Gaza, as home for some but exile for many others, bears the im-

possible task of being the symbol of both Palestinians’ connection to the

land and their nomadic existence.

The triumph of transnational capitalism and globalism, however, has

left its mark on these films that emphasize the urgency of liberating Pales-

tinian land: in a trend that has shaped postcolonial third world filmmaking

in general, the revolutionary nationalist third worldist cinema popular in

the 1960s and 1970s has withered, replaced by a depoliticized, universally

humanist cinema.27 In spite of increased militancy in Palestinian society,

the films set in the first Intifada period display little violence and do not

foreground the armed struggle. On one level, this is in keeping with the

Palestinian political movement’s departure from the image of the terror-

ist to that of the stone thrower during this period. On another level, Pal-

estinian filmmakers, predominantly working on coproductions for inter-

national consumption, have shied away from images that would reinforce

Western stereotypes of the violent Palestinian. Instead, filmmakers seek-

ing to go beyond redundant renditions of Israeli-Palestinian confrontations

have focused on the humanist aspect of their struggle, highlighting the Pal-

estinian plight under the heavy boot of Israeli occupation. Thus, the press

release for Chronicle of a Disappearance (Sijill Ikhtifa’, Elia Suleiman, 1996)

includes the following statement: ‘‘Chronicle of a Disappearance does not
take a position on the political impasse in the Middle East. Rather, the film

is a personal meditation upon the spiritual effect of political instability on

the Palestinian people, their psyche, their identity. As such, it is an invalu-

able contribution to the struggle for peace in the region.’’28 As is the case

with other reviews of Palestinian films in the U.S. press, a review of The
Tale of the Three Jewels in Variety conveys the film’s strong humanist appeal

to cosmopolitan audiences in similar words: ‘‘The stark contrast between

the grim realities of life in contemporary Gaza and a young boy’s liberating

imagination imbue the Palestinian Tale of the Three Jewels with a haunting
quality . . . [It] has a universality that should earn it a berth on the fest circuit

and selected arthouse dates in sophisticated markets.’’29

The Tale of the Three Jewelsuses universal themes of nonviolent resilience

that emphasize Palestinian victimhood and peace-seeking goals. While

such a focus helps reverse the commondichotomy of a peace-seeking Israel

and terrorist Palestinians, this approach both deprives Palestinians of their

greatest asset—the vitality of their long and active struggle against Israeli
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occupation—and echoes Israel’s own long-standing claim of victimhood.

Because the national metanarrative has been so dominant in these produc-

tions, some Palestinian filmmakers have avoided tackling other issues that

pervade daily life and form the basis of numerous debates on television

and newspapers in the Occupied Territories, such as whether Palestinians

would take up the right of return; the challenges encountered by women

returning from Israeli jails; and debates between Fatahists and Islamists

about negotiating with Israel.

Cinema of People’s Liberation

The contradictory realities of the post-Oslo era—liberation on the one

hand, and continued occupation on the other—has led some Palestinian

filmmakers to display a tenuous relationship to their homeland.They have

taken on what Shohat defines as a ‘‘post-Third-Worldist perspective,’’ an ap-

proach that examines the factions that divide third world nations, while

still accepting the legitimacy of the anticolonial movement.30 In Israel-

Palestine, these divisions were literal and geographical. The 1993 Oslo Ac-

cords presumably liberated parts of the land, but Israeli occupation con-

tinued in much of the West Bank and Gaza, with major restrictions on

Palestinians’ movement, limited job opportunities, and continued land

confiscation. The construction of settlements and bypass roads reinforced

the Bantustanization of the Occupied Territories.

The establishment of thePalestinianAuthority in 1994 and the return of

Palestinian leadership from exile carried the promise of a first step toward

an independent Palestinian state. Yet, pa officials, enjoying access to re-

sources and power, often abused their newly acquired means of control,

and corruption, mismanagement, and excessive use of repressive mea-

sures became commonplace. The factionalism of the late first Intifada era

intensified as the various groups vied for their share of the new regime.

The frenzied debates of this period inspired filmmakers to address a

variety of internal issues, including women’s rights, social taboos, domes-

tic violence, and environmental damage.31During this period, the national

liberation motif persisted in Palestinian film, but this shift in focus to the

people of Palestine marks a second trend, characterized by the rise and

demise of hopes for Palestinian independence, a trend that more critically

explores the common icons of Palestinian nationalism and focuses on the

need for people’s liberation. In contrast to the prevailing representation of

the Palestinian subject as fixed in history, characteristic of the national lib-
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eration trend, somefilms of this second trend, particularly in this post-Oslo

era, have gone on to criticize the concept of a ‘‘pure’’ Palestinian.

Perhaps not surprisingly, the two filmmakers who lead this trend, Elia

Suleiman and Nizar Hassan, are 1948 Palestinians, a minority in Israel

who have steadfastly held on to cultural identity in the face of the terri-

torial loss of Palestine to the Jewish state. Ironically, these two vociferous

critics are among those who also most adamantly express Palestinian de-

mands for national recognition. But the demand surpasses geographic bor-

ders and focuses instead on the individuals who compose the nation and

their set of cultural references, as both filmmakers appear in their films

in journeys of self-investigation and social exploration characteristic of the

transnational genre and the critical inquiries prevailing among Western

intellectual circles. In postmodernist fashion, both Hassan and Suleiman

avoid telling a linear story, but instead provide small vignettes arranged to

form a rhizome, a botanical term that Deleuze and Guattari employ to sug-

gest something that has ‘‘no beginning or end; it is always in the middle,

between things, interbeing, intermezzo.’’32

In one of the intertitles in Chronicle of a Disappearance, Suleiman sar-

castically asks, ‘‘To be or not to be Palestinian?’’ This question animates

most of his work, marked by his bifocal approach as both an insider and

an outsider, a filmmaker returning to his homeland after twelve years of

voluntary exile. While he ridicules vacuous national slogans of land and

identity, be they Israeli, Palestinian, or Arab, he demonstrates a yearning to

belong. Framinghis film throughdoors andwindows or gazing into spaces,

Suleiman conveys his position as an eternal outsider, but also as an astute

social commentator. He concludes the first part of the film, labeled as a

personal diary and taking place in his hometown of Nazareth, by looking

at slides taken from the film the way one would thumb through one’s own

journal. The act of looking at these images, his own among them, compli-

cates his position as a filmmaker creating his composition, as object of a

self-reflective gaze, and toward his other filmic subjects. Suleiman does not

seek to represent all Palestinian experience. Refusing to anchor the film in

any specific ‘‘realistic’’ set, hemoves his films to the level of allegorical con-

templations on identity. The Palestinian reality is colonial, but Suleiman

prefers a symbolic exploration of its postcolonial terms dominant in the

metropolitan centers of theWest by focusing on the fragmentation of space

and meaning. One may argue that the film is a disconnected meditation,

yet it anchors the collective identity above all in the individuals that con-

stitute it, a perspective informed by the fact that Suleiman himself owes
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his Palestinian identity not to his presence in the land of Palestine, but to

his relationship with his parents. He dedicates the film to them, whom he

calls ‘‘the last homeland.’’

Inmany ways,Chronicle of a Disappearance is a direct continuation, both
thematically and cinematically, of Suleiman’s earlier work. As in Intro-
duction to the End of an Argument (Muqaddima li-nihayat jidal, 1990) and
Homage by Assassination (1991), he relies on visual, nonverbal strategies to
provoke questions about Palestinian identity, the Israeli-Palestinian con-

flict, media misrepresentations, and the touristic marketing of Palestine.

It is a strategy that is characteristic of what LauraMarks defines as intercul-

tural cinema preoccupied with excavating cultural memory. This cinema,

she argues, demonstrates ‘‘a lack of faith in the visual archive’s ability to

represent cultural memory.’’ Alternatively, silence, absence, and hesitation

all expose an elusive sense of memory dominated by the gaps that exist

in between available records of official history and memory.33 Suleiman,

playing the main character in both Homage by Assassination and Chronicle
of a Disappearance, remains silent, and his attempts to communicate fail.

His emphasis on the absurd transforms bleakly familiar images into comi-

cal parodies. He pokes fun at the consumption of Palestine as the Holy

Land, promoted by a vigorous Israeli tourism industry, by including a shot

of ‘‘the natives,’’ a bored Suleiman and a friend merely sitting at a store-

front smoking. Suleiman presents tourist consumption and Israeli Zionist

discourses of heroism, an ancient connection to the land, and agricultural

bounty associated with Zionist pioneer ideology through postcard images

aimlessly swinging on a squeaky rack.

For Suleiman, Palestinians have little cultural memory left to retrieve

because Zionism has appropriated the past of both the country and its

people. His Palestinian characters are suspended in a detached present.

As Marks points out, even after the deconstruction of colonial history is

complete, ‘‘no simple truth is uncovered,’’ which sparks the realization that

‘‘the histories that are lost are lost for good.’’34 Instead of retrieving this lost

culturalmemory,Chronicle of a Disappearance shows the evaporation of Pal-
estinian identity in the context of post-Oslo realities. The film is framed

by lethargy, opening and closing with images of people sleeping, laced

throughout with characters napping or staring sullenly into the distance. It

depicts a reality dominated by nothingness; the film documents repeated

scenes of empty acts. Men are constantly fighting and making up. Naza-

reth is a city where nothing happens; Jerusalem is empty of its inhabitants.

Space is very focalized: a house, a theater, a café, a store. Similarly, char-
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acters appear individually on the screen or in small groups, telling short

anecdotes. There is no real public space, either physically or psychologi-

cally, where broader groups socialize or interact. There is no ‘‘story.’’ There

is only an individualized space, both intimate and constricting, both home

and exile, both self and nation.

In contrast to Suleiman’s films, Nizar Hassan’s work is more organically

rooted in a place and its people, his film being targeted, as he testifies, first

and foremost at Palestinian audiences.35 His work is most often discussed

in Israeli intellectual circles, however, so his success in reaching Palestini-

ans during this time is debatable.36 Though he strives to create a new radi-

cal voice in Palestinian cinema, he is also a recipient of funding and criti-

cal acclaim from the same Israeli establishment that he seeks to examine

for its responsibility for his people’s oppression. Hassan, however, avoids

the theme of victimization found in other Palestinian films and sets out

instead to explore the dynamics of personal, social, political, and cultural

relations dominating primarily Israeli Palestinian society.37His films show

the interlocking effects of inner Palestinian conflicts and contradictions on

the one hand, and Israeli occupation on the other. Palestinian citizens of

Israel are subjected to tensions on multiple levels. They live in their own

homeland within a Jewish state, yet also outside of it.They are a part of Pal-

estinian society, but live as second-class citizens in a Zionist Israeli state.

These tensions create a collage of various gradations of identity that have

placed 1948 Palestinians in the unique historical predicament that Hassan

depicts.

Hassan constructs his films as journeys of inquiry into the intricacies of

Palestinian society. There is no ‘‘answer’’ to his questions, nor does he seek

a finite conclusion, a single understanding of the nationalist or, alterna-

tively, Zionist paradigms. Hassan sees himself and his work as Palestinian

above all, but the question of what a Palestinian is remains open. This de-

batable identity is evident in his documentary film Ustura (1998, literally
meaning ‘‘fable,’’ although not translated by the filmmaker). In the film,

the Nijm family passes around the cover of a magazine; no one can agree

on the identity of the family member depicted there. The knotty trajectory

of the Nijm family crisscrosses ideological paths and geographic borders,

its members dispersed from the pre-1948 Palestinian village of ‘Asfuriya

to Jordan, to Germany, and back to Palestine-Israel. Left in Palestine with

his grandparents, Salim, arguably a collaborator, meets only partial suc-

cess in his attempts to reunite his family in Palestine. Salim’s aunt and

mother, arguing about the details of their departure from Palestine, open
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a discussion of the slippery dynamics of memory with the passage of time

and its interpretation. In the process, Ustura deconstructs the concept of

return (‘awda), central to Palestinian national ideology, into little splinters
of a tragic reality that has torn apart the Nijm family.

An anthropologist by training, Hassan adopts the discipline’s self-

reflexive approach in his films, placing himself within his films’ discursive

formations. In Ustura, whereas his Palestinian protagonist Salim remains

passively quiet,Hassandemands fromoutside the frame that Salim’s Israeli

employer answer questions that Salimwould or could not ask himself.Has-

san employs camera angles and character positioning in the frame to sug-

gest or subvert existing power hierarchies between filmmaker and subject,

men and women, Israelis and Palestinians. In Yasmine (1996), a documen-

tary about a woman imprisoned for her involvement in the murder of her

sister, Hassan includes a conversation with his sister that reveals his own

complicity in the same problematic gender relations he seeks to criticize.

The subjects’ interaction with the filmmaker is an integral part of the story.

The documentary’s ‘‘truth’’ is constantly questioned as the filmic subjects,

including Hassan, discuss, debate, and argue about it.

ForHassan, the act of filmmaking is an essential ingredient in the film’s

narrative. In a sense, the film crew is the main protagonist, as Hassan uses

clips of the crew at work as continuity shots, connecting the interviewees

and crew to the production of the film. By emphasizing the construction

process of filmmaking, Hassan teases out his role as a storyteller drawing

on different parts of society that might be brought together only by such

a film as Ustura. The film is based on the family legend, yet, as the title

suggests, it is also a fable or amyth in that it is arranged byHassan’s stream-

of-consciousness, storyteller-style voice-over. He tells stories of individual

people and refuses to offer any simple closure.

Conclusion

I have attempted to provide an analytical framework in which to discuss

Palestinian films produced during the period corresponding with the first

Intifada and the ‘‘peace process.’’ In nation-building institutions in the Oc-

cupied Territories, Palestinian filmmakers found a new locus for the de-

velopment of Palestinian film production. At the same time, this period

also saw the integration of Palestinian filmmakers into transnational mar-

kets of production, distribution, and exhibition. The confluence of the na-

tional and transnational elements informs both trends of Palestinian film-
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making—national liberation and people’s liberation—identified in this

essay.These two trends, however, cannot be regarded as two distinctmodes

of filmmaking that correspond to discrete time periods marked first by the

Intifada and later by the circumstances of the post-Oslo era.Many of the na-

tional liberation films were actually produced immediately following Oslo

and participated in the fortification of the Palestinian national narrative.

Other films, focused on deconstructing the Palestinian national narrative,

were actually in production during the first Intifada. The points of con-

vergence and contrast between these two trends, however, serve as an im-

portant indicator of the challenges and shifts experienced by Palestinians

during this significant period in Palestinian history.

The Palestinian struggle for independence continues to inform politi-

cal as well as cultural discourse. The initial promise that came with the

Oslo Accords, the budding state, the short-lived easing of Israeli restric-

tions in certain areas of Palestinian life, and the challenges that came with

the increasing corruption of the pa and the Accords’ failures contributed

to the shaping of a more reflective though still nationally committed mode

of Palestinian film production. The ongoing dominance of the national in

Palestinian film is especially evident in films produced following the out-

break of the second, or al-Aqsa, Intifada in September 2000 and the re-

newed intensification of the national struggle. At the same time, an exami-

nation of the two trends dominating Palestinian film productionmust also

be situated within the multiplicity of realities for Palestinian filmmakers

working worldwide, demonstrating how issues such as nostalgia, exile, the

dominance of national icons, and the lines demarcating the different ex-

periences of 1948, 1967, and diasporic Palestinians continue to shape and

inform their productions.

The absence of a nation-state to support local production has in one

sense freed Palestinian filmmakers from any ties to a government-directed

national project. Because of the anticolonial context of Palestinian filmpro-

duction and its presentation to international audiences, little scrutiny is

directed toward the national narrative itself, as internal discourses within

Palestinian society remain largely on the margins. Palestinian cinemas

competing in the international art film market are partly driven by the

perceived commercial demands of a market with a decidedly Western ori-

entation. However, nationalism is also dominant for domestic audiences

inside historic Palestine and the Occupied Territories. Filmmakers often

feel compelled to focus on issues that intrigue the international market

and flatter its tastes and sensibilities. Even poverty is packaged to look ap-
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pealing or poetic. In spite of these limitations, filmmakers’ need to operate

in the context of world cinema has helped bring Palestinian filmmaking

and the Palestinian national struggle to international attention. For many

Palestinian filmmakers, the establishment of a national cinema is a self-

evident aspiration that would affirm the existence of the nation. While

a filmmaker like Suleiman might satirize the national narrative by em-

ploying Jacques Tati–like language inspired by French existentialism, that

same Palestinian narrative continues to inform his films. The hybrid form

that Palestinian filmmaking has taken is the result of ongoing tensions

promoting the Palestinian homeland, representing the exilic experience

of many of its practitioners, and producing cinema under transnational

conditions.
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OF MUSIC





JOSEPH MASSAD

Liberating

Songs: Palestine

Put to Music

Who’s a terrorist?

Me, the terrorist?

How am I a terrorist

When I am living in my own homeland?

—dam, ‘‘Min Irhabi?’’ (Who’s a terrorist?)

Studies of nationalism have largely ignored the role of song in politi-

cal struggles. Whether reflections or expressions of the political or

generative mechanisms of it, the role of songs has not been inte-

grated into the political analysis of colonial or anticolonial nationalisms.

Theodor Adorno analyzed the role of music in German Nazism, but popu-

lar songs received short shrift in much of the literature on nationalism de-

spite the fact that they have been around for centuries.1 From the ‘‘Marseil-

laise’’ and the ‘‘Internationale’’ to revolutionary Soviet songs and the nueva
canción in Latin America and from national anthems to nationalist songs

in nineteenth- and twentieth-century Europe to songs of the anticolonial

struggles for national liberation in Asia and Africa, songs have played an

important role in mobilizing the masses. If national anthems exemplify

a kind of emotive music that represents the nation and presents itself as

an icon of the nationalist principle, nationalist songs carry that logic fur-

ther in their mobilizing capacities to stir the emotions of the masses for

the nationalist cause. This is as true in the United States, with its use of

melodramatic emotive music (such as ‘‘America the Beautiful’’ and ‘‘God

Bless America’’) to galvanize the public into a hypnotic state of support for



‘‘the American way,’’ as it is in European colonial nationalisms, Asian and

African anticolonial nationalisms, and Latin American anti-imperialism.

Howdo songs come to be inserted into the political field of nationalism?

In this essay I focus on the Arab national movement and address one of

its most central issues: the colonization of Palestine by the Zionist move-

ment and the resulting Arab resistance.What has the role of song been in

the struggle for Palestine? What is the nature of the relationship between

popular sentiment and song? Are these songs part of a culture industry

(as Horkheimer and Adorno dubbed it) that defines popular sentiment and

generates political commitments, or are the images and metaphors they

deploy expressions of such sentiment? By exploring these and other ques-

tions, I aim to chart the history of song in the Palestine tragedy and its

impact on Palestinian and Arab popular memory and political agency. The

aim is not to present an exhaustive survey, but to examine the effects of the

most popular songs and those with the greatest impact. This is especially

important in view of the lack of substantial scholarship on this question.

Whereas most works dealing with individual singers discuss these singers’

patriotic songs, there has been no major academic engagement with the

overall history and role of patriotic, nationalist, and revolutionary songs in

the modern Arab world (whether in Arabic or English), nor with their role

in the Palestine tragedy specifically. I intend to fill this gap in scholarship

about the history of songs in the Palestine struggle.

That history parallels the history of the struggle itself. Songs support-

ing Palestinian liberation in the late 1950s and the early 1960s expressed

the confidence of the Nasserist revolution; post-1967 songs expressed the

despair of defeat and hope in the Palestinian guerrilla movement that was

emerging at the time. The Lebanese civil war and the ensuing Israeli in-

vasions of Lebanon produced another crop of songs about the struggle,

including the recent loss of Jerusalem. Until the 1970s, non-Palestinian

Arab singers took the lead, with Palestinian singersmoving to the forefront

thereafter. More recently, and especially since 1998, a new spate of enthu-

siasm has expressed itself in songs for Palestine by both Palestinians and

other Arabs. The more recent songs are reminiscent of those of the 1950s,

at least in performance style, though not necessarily in lyrics and music.

While Palestinians and other Arabs express their sense of loss in a num-

ber of literary and artistic genres (including poetry, novels, paintings, film,

and plays),2 song, by its very nature the most popular of forms, probably

reaches the largest number of people. This widespread exposure is due to

the easy accessibility of songs, which can be listened to at home, in a car,
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and in public spaces, aswell as recited anywhere.The element of cost is also

key in this regard, especially because radios and later cassette players were

affordable to all classes. As this essay shows, songs for Palestine not only re-

flected popular sentiments but were also instrumental in generating such

sentiments. The insertion of popular songs in the political domain as cri-

tique and intervention has rendered the popular internal to the political,

and not amanifestation external to it.The popular nationalist song is there-

fore not epiphenomenal or subservient to the political, but is generative of

political sentiment in many domains.

Songs responding to the 1948 Palestinian catastrophe (theNakba) urged
the Palestinians and otherArabs to liberate the stolen homeland.Theywere

performed by the leading singers of the day, including the Lebanese Najah

Salam,3 the Syrian Farid al-Atrash, and the Egyptian composer and singer

Muhammad ‘Abd al-Wahhab. ‘Abd al-Wahhab’s song ‘‘Filastin’’ (released in

1949, lyrics written in 1948 by ‘Ali Mahmud Taha) stood out most sharply.

‘Abd al-Wahhab, however, was to achieve his greatest influence celebrat-

ing the 1952 Egyptian Revolution and the new regime’s hopes of liberating

Palestine and Algeria, notwithstanding his earlier songs written in sup-

port of the monarchy brought down by the Revolution and his subsequent

songs for Anwar al-Sadat’s regime, which supplanted the Revolution. In-

deed,many singers and artists (includingUmmKulthum,who sang for the

monarchy and for Nasser but not for Sadat) proved to be more politically

mobile than the constituencies their songs mobilized.

Studying the role of song in political struggles is crucial to the under-

standing of how the popular and the political interact. One of the major

concerns of theorizing the popular is the question of its production and

consumption. The public may consume cultural products that are identi-

fied as popular, but what role, if any, have the consumers had in the produc-

tion of such artifacts? In the course of this essay, I identify the moments

of elite production and the moments of public participation in the produc-

tion of song and correlate them with the political contexts within which

they emerged. I also discuss the connections or lack thereof that the cadre

of artists and poets who produced such songs have to the culture indus-

try as well as the similarity between the themes of these songs and themes

used in other artistic genres, including poetry, novels, painting, theater,

and cinema.

The theme of laments for Palestine has formed part of the political

projects of various state institutions and political opposition and dissident

groups in the Arab world of the past half-century, as well as part of popu-
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lar consciousness across the Arab world. The political importance of the

issue was reflected in the sponsorship of songs that lamented or celebrated

Palestine andpraised the struggle to liberate it.The popularity of song itself

is mainly derived from the democratic means distributing it to the largest

possible public. Radio was the main instrument of this distribution in the

1950s, and television became widely available in the 1970s in the cities

and the countryside.The accessibility of thesemedia ensured the spread of

songs beyond a capitalized culture industry predicated on sales of records

to consumers of specific income brackets. Although the production, con-

sumption, and sale of cassette tapes became a major industry from the

1970s onward, many of the tapes that circulated were bootlegged copies of

copies well into the early 1990s. The emergence of a new culture industry

in the form of satellite channels sponsoring cultural products along with

the expanded cassette tape industry has changed this pattern of distribu-

tion in recent years.

Revolutionary Egypt

Since the turn of the twentieth century, Cairo has been the undisputed

cultural center of the Arab East. By 1952, when the Free Officers ousted

King Faruq and unleashed their youthful revolution, the Egyptian enter-

tainment industry (theater, cinema, dance, and song) had no rival in the

Arab world and its products even reached non-Arab Iran. The role of the

state in revolutionary Egypt was instrumental in the funding and sup-

port of song, especially through the new medium of state-owned tele-

vision.4 ‘Abd al-Wahhab was the preeminent composer of the time, writing

songs celebrating Arab unity, Egyptian socialism, and the short-lived po-

litical union with Syria (1958–1961)5 and calling for the liberation of Pales-

tine.These songs, which became instant classics, were performed with full

orchestras and sung by the most important artists of the day, including

Fayza Ahmad (Syrian Egyptian), ‘Abd al-Halim Hafiz (Egyptian),Warda al-

Jaza’iriya (Algerian), Fayda Kamil (Egyptian), Sabah (Lebanese), Najat al-

Saghira (Syrian Egyptian), and Shadia (Egyptian), as well as the composer

himself. Beginning with ‘‘Watani Habibi’’ (My beloved homeland, lyrics by

Ahmad Shafiq Kamil, 1958), they went on to include ‘‘al-Jil al-Sa’id’’ (The

rising generation, lyrics by Husayn al-Sayyid, 1961) and ‘‘Sawt al-Jamahir’’

(The voice of the masses, lyrics by Husayn al-Sayyid, 1963), which were

also televised with corresponding footage showing people from all walks

of life.6
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The formal properties of the music reveal the cultural hybridity of Arab

nationalism more generally. While the music of the 1949 song ‘‘Filastin’’

(also known as ‘‘Akhi jawaza al-zalimun al-mada’’ [Brother, the unjust have

gone too far]) used both Arab and Western instruments (‘ud, nay, qanun,
riqq, hand drum, violins) and featured quarter tonesmixed up in segments

with Western scales, the music of the grand nationalist songs of the post-

1958 period used almost exclusivelyWestern instrumentation, scales, and

style and resembled Western martial music (though the syncopation and

rhythmic arrangements, as well as parts of the orchestration, bore ‘Abd al-

Wahhab’s modernist Arab stamp). ‘‘Watani Habibi’’ and ‘‘Sawt al-Jamahir’’

were performed by large casts and featured choruses that sounded at times

more like a choir. Andwhile ‘‘Filastin’’ used a slow-movingmelody to assert

that the youth would protect the land of Palestine or die trying, ‘‘Watani

Habibi’’ and ‘‘Sawt al-Jamahir’’ roused the masses with Western martial

music, which ‘Abd al-Wahhab punctuated with several bars of emotivemel-

odies in his distinctive style.The lyrics of ‘‘WataniHabibi’’ address the Arab

homeland with the words ‘‘The voice is your voice, Arab and free, and not

an echo of West or East,’’ but the orchestra lacked a single Arab instrument.

This hybridity is an important aspect of the persistence of the colonial

legacy in postrevolutionary times. AlthoughArabmusic in EgyptwasWest-

ernized during the years of British colonialism under pioneers like Sayyid

Darwish and ‘Abd al-Wahhab, the Revolution, which coupled its anticolo-

nialism with a commitment to a Western modernization project, did not

object to the colonial pedigree of this music, especially because the inspi-

ration formartial musicmay also have been the Soviet revolutionary songs

of the period. Indeed, an antiessentialism characterized this aspect of Arab

nationalism and its ambivalence toward theWest and its own musical tra-

dition.While ‘‘Watani Habibi’’ asserts pride in a pure Arab identity uncon-

taminated by East or West, it does so unhampered by essentialist argu-

ments about what constitutes nationalist music. Nationalist music, then,

was defined predominantly through lyrics that expressed the sentiments

of the nation, while the musical genre was appropriated as global culture

that has been Arabized. ‘Abd al-Wahhab himself had performed ‘‘Watani

Habibi’’ in rehearsal accompanied only by his ‘ud, but that recording was

not released until the late 1990s, several years after his death and almost

four decades after the release of the original song.However, the two record-

ings are presented as different styles of the same song rather than in terms

of ‘‘authenticity’’ or ‘‘Westernization.’’

While both ‘‘Watani Habibi’’ and ‘‘Sawt al-Jamahir’’ celebrate the anti-
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colonial and revolutionary achievement of Egypt, they also address parts

of the more widely imagined Arab nation yet to be liberated, most promi-

nently Palestine and Algeria (but also Bahrain, Oman, and Aden, like-

wise still under European colonial rule). The rhyming refrain of ‘‘Sawt

al-Jamahir’’ speaks of the Arab nationalist struggle as a unifiedmassmove-

ment:

The voice of the masses is that which awakens the generations,

It is the uprising of the strength and will of heroes,

It is the one that speaks,

The one that rules,

It is the hero behind every struggle.

‘‘Sawt al-Jamahir’’ is also very explicit with regard to the Palestinian Nakba,

describing Palestinian liberation as a central goal of this nationalist mobi-

lization:

In the name of our union,

Rise O struggle,

And tell the aggressor Zionists,

That the banner of Arabism

Found its stars

Ever since the year 1948.

. . . the masses say that the hour

Of revolutionary action has struck

In Palestine, in the name of the masses.

The song’s optimistic tone reflects the triumphalism that engulfed the

Arab world after Gamal Abdul Nasser’s nationalization of the Suez Canal

Company in 1956 and the withdrawal of the invading British, French, and

Israeli forces following the Suez War. Indeed, there was a widespread be-

lief that the liberation of Palestine was at hand. The popularity of Nasser

(whose namemeans ‘‘victor’’)multiplied during those optimistic years, and

‘Abd al-Wahhab was at the forefront of those who lionized the young Egyp-

tian president in popular songs. ‘Abd al-Wahhab’s mid-1950s martial song

‘‘Nasser’’ (lyrics written by Husayn al-Sayyid in colloquial Egyptian Arabic)

was performed publicly at Cairo rallies, with an audience of tens of thou-

sands acting as chorus and repeating the refrain ‘‘Nasser, beloved of all.’’7

Indeed, Nasser himself was seen as the leader of the march on Palestine.

In this vein, the song’s lyrics state:
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Your people, your people, O Palestine,

Will never let go of their revenge

For the liberation army is at the gates

Waiting to return home,

Your sun O Palestine shall rise,

And the rights of the refugees shall be restored,

All the Arab people are your weapon, [O Palestine],

And their weapons are unity and nationalism.

Nasser, your banner is Arab,

And the next step,

O Nasser [Victor], is against Zionism,

Nasser, beloved of all, Nasser.

The public performance of ‘‘Nasser’’ and the popular participation in

such events exemplified the general mobilizational capabilities of the revo-

lutionary regime. At the affective level, if not at the political level, suchmo-

bilization produced a sense of unity among the masses, especially as they

formed a chorus chanting in unison their love for Nasser and the Revolu-

tion.The songs of this period reflected a conscious state strategy of mobili-

zation for a revolution whose aims included the liberation of Palestine. In

addition to the occasional rally, radio and television were the main instru-

ments used to popularize these songs. Their themes also appeared in cine-

matic and theatrical productions of the time, as well as in poetry, novels,

and painting, but the latter three forms were not sponsored by the state,

although their distribution was subject to state censorship. The pedagogi-

cal role that song played in this period was Freiresque in its approach and

aimed to create a new type of engagé revolutionary culture, wherein art

not only related emphatically to the political struggle in which the masses

were engaged, but became unequivocally part of it.8

The 1967 War and the Rahbani Brothers

While these songs helped stir themasses to support the Revolution and the

Palestinian struggle, the 1967 defeat brought this mobilization to a tempo-

rary halt. Post-1967 songs echoed a mélange of sadness and despair com-

bined with the hope vested in the fedayeen, as the Palestinian guerrillas

were known. At the same time, Egypt’s near-monopoly in song production

and distribution declined measurably after its military defeat. During the
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1970s, erstwhile revolutionary composers, including Muhammad ‘Abd al-

Wahhab, were co-opted by the new order. ‘Abd al-Wahhab’s chameleonic

politics as a court artist for hire manifested in his songs celebrating Anwar

Sadat, especially on the occasion of Sadat’s return from the infamous 1977

trip toWest Jerusalem. Sadat requested that ‘Abd al-Wahhab celebrate him

by singing the nationalist song ‘‘Biladi Biladi,’’ which was written by the

early-twentieth-century Egyptian composer Sayyid Darwish when Egypt

was still under British occupation and since then had become a national-

ist anthem across the Arab world.9 Given the changes in Egypt’s political

role, new foci of song production in other Arab countries were becoming

more prominent after 1967. The most important collaboration was that of

the Lebanese singer Fayruz and her composers, the Rahbani brothers (‘Asi,

to whom Fayruz was married, and Mansur). Together, they produced the

most popular political songs in this period.

The Fayruz-Rahbani team had released a militant martial song ‘‘Sayfun

fal-yushhar’’ (A sword must be brandished, lyrics by Sa‘id ‘Aql) in early

1967, before the outbreak of the June war.10 However, it is their paean to

Jerusalem, ‘‘Zahrat al-Mada’in’’ (The flower of cities), that stands out as the

most popular song of the time.Themusic is quintessentially Rahbani, with

Western scales and instruments and amelody that vacillates betweenmar-

tial music, Byzantine Arab church hymns, and somber sentimentality.The

song opens with a genuflection: ‘‘It is for you that I pray, O city of prayers,

for you I pray, O Jerusalem.’’ In contrast to the exclusivist Israeli national-

ist songs popular in Israel before and after the Jewish conquest of the city

(such as ‘‘Yerushalayim shel Zehav’’ [Jerusalem of gold], sung by Naomi

Shemer), the lyrics include reference to Jerusalem’s synagogues as well as

to its churches and mosques. Nonetheless, the emphasis is on Christianity

and Islam and their history in the city, and the threat posed to them by

Zionism.While Jerusalem’s plight, according to the song, is so sad that even

‘‘the child in themanger’’11 and ‘‘his mother Mary are two crying faces, cry-

ing for those who have been dispersed,’’ the tone is one of resistance.Thus,

Fayruz declares:

The gate of our city shall not be locked,

For I shall go to pray.

I shall knock at the gates,

And I shall open up the gates

O River Jordan, you shall wash

My face with your holy water
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And you shall erase, O River Jordan,

The remaining footprints of the barbarians.

Indeed, as far as the song is concerned, the city will be reclaimed only

through active resistance on the part of its dispossessed residents:

For Jerusalem is ours, and the house is ours

With our own hands we shall restore the glory of Jerusalem

With our own hands, we shall bring peace to Jerusalem

Peace shall come to Jerusalem.

The lyrics—written, like the music, by the Rahbanis—have immortal-

ized this song, which was released after an Australian terrorist (popularly

believed to have been acting at the behest of the Israeli government) burned

parts of al-Aqsa Mosque in 1969. The song’s importance continues to this

day, to the extent that the Palestinian Authority’s Ministry of Culture and

Information awarded its first JerusalemPrize forCulture to Fayruz in 1998.

Other songs by the Rahbanis tell the story of individual Palestinian

cities, including ‘‘Jaffa’’ (sung by Joseph ‘Azar) and ‘‘Bisan’’ (sung by Fayruz).

The sad theme of ‘‘Bisan’’ recounts the peaceful life of this wintry village

(‘‘where April slept’’) being overtaken by the violent hatred of Zionism. In

Fayruz’s mostmoving song, ‘‘Sanarji‘u Yawman’’ (We shall return one day),

the nostalgia is such that the returningmasses (perhaps in an ironic parallel

to Moses) are terrified of dying before reaching Palestine:

O Heart, slow down,

Do not throw yourself

In exhaustion on the road of return,

For it pains us to see that tomorrow,

The flocks of birds will return

While we still remain here.

The theme of the jealousy felt by exiled Palestinians for migrating birds,

who return to Palestine though the Palestinians cannot, is ubiquitous in

literary and artistic forms of the period. Another song about dispossession

that insists on Palestinian return is ‘‘Raji‘un’’ (We are returning).

The Rahbanis also produced a famous Broadway-style musical, Jibal al-
Suwwan (Mountains of flint), in 1969 to analogize the Palestinian tragedy

under Israeli occupation. In amythical Palestine renamed Jibal al-Suwwan,

the people struggle against the foreign usurpers, who arrest the resisters

and use psychological warfare to weaken the population. Fayruz plays the
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heroine,Ghurba (whichmeans ‘‘exile’’), the exiled daughter of the leader of

the first anti-occupation rebellion who was killed by the enemy. Returning

to her homeland to lead the new rebellion,Ghurba reassures the fearful yet

steadfast population:

Fear not, for there are not enough prisons to detain everyone

They will arrest many, but many will remain

And with those who remain, we will continue [the struggle].12

Like the Egyptian revolutionary songs before them, the themes that these

lyrics deployed were also similar to those deployed in other cultural pro-

ductions of the period. In this sense, the popular was indeed being defined

by a class of artists and literary producers, who were not necessarily state

functionaries or (with the exception of film) subject to a capitalized cul-

ture industry. Still, these figures were central to the articulation of what

came to be known as popular sentiment.The Rahbanis, who also produced

films, were certainly part of the capitalized culture industry, as only the

wealthy could afford to attend their musicals. However, their songs (and

later the musicals) were popularized, like Egyptian political songs before

them, through the widely accessible means of radio and television and not

simply through record sales.

The importance of the Rahbanis is such that renowned Palestinian poet

Mahmud Darwish declared on the occasion of the death of ‘Asi al-Rahbani

in 1986: ‘‘Itmay not be clear that the Palestinian peoplewere not as creative

in producing their national song as was the Rahbani phenomenon, which

mastered it for the Palestinians and for all Arabs. The Palestinians showed

off their aesthetic identity through the Arab songs of the Rahbanis . . . so

much so that [these songs] became the reference point for our hearts; they

became the restored homeland, and themotivation for us tomarch forward

on the long caravan road.’’13

Until 1967, the songs dealt with exiled Palestinians living in refugee

camps in the areas surrounding their former country. With the occupa-

tion of what was left of Palestine in 1967, however, the songs began to deal

as well with the Palestinian population that now fell under Israeli rule;

Palestinian Israelis were still largely ignored in these songs. Like Jibal al-
Suwwan, Fayruz’s song ‘‘Shawari‘ al-Quds al-‘Atiqa’’ (The streets of old Jeru-
salem) addresses the people of the occupied land, sending them greetings

(‘‘Salami lakum, ya ahl al-ard al-muhtallah’’ [I salute you, o people of the

occupied land]). Still, diasporic Palestinians remained the object of most

songs, as the vision of the return continued to predominate. In ‘‘Ya Jisran
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Khashabiyan’’ (Owooden bridge) and ‘‘Jisr al-‘Awda’’ (Bridge of return), Fay-

ruz immortalized the bridges over the River Jordan across which Palestini-

ans were driven out by Israeli soldiers in 1967. It is in such songs that the

role of the recently emergent Palestinian guerrillas is celebrated and more

explicitly martial lyrics become common. In ‘‘Jisr al-‘Awda,’’ for example,

Fayruz sings of a Palestinian boy, still in exile, who receives for his twen-

tieth birthday a machine gun to liberate the land of his forefathers. Umm

Kulthum’s sole song to Palestine (although she sang numerous songs for

the Egyptian Revolution) proclaims her desire to join the revolutionaries

in 1969 with ‘‘Asbaha al-ana ‘indi bunduqiya’’ (I have now got me a rifle),

a poem by the Syrian poet Nizar Qabbani set to music by ‘Abd al-Wahhab:

I have now got me a rifle, to Palestine, take me with you

To hills that are sad, like the face of the Magdalene

To the green domes and the prophetic stones . . .

I am with the revolutionaries,

I am of the revolutionaries

Ever since the day I carried my rifle,

Palestine became only meters away

O revolutionaries, in Jerusalem, in Hebron,

In Bisan, in the Jordan Valley, in Bethlehem,

Wherever you may be O free men

Advance, advance, advance to Palestine,

For there is only one path to Palestine,

And it passes through the barrel of a gun.

The revolution was also portrayed as a masculinizing ritual, wherein

Arab women could transform themselves into men through participating

in the liberation of Palestine.UmmKulthum herself, whose status was be-

yond sex, as Hazim Saghiya argues, declared in ‘‘Asbaha al-Ana ‘indi Bun-

duqiyyah,’’ ‘‘I want to live and die as men do.’’14

Echoing Mao’s ‘‘barrel of a gun,’’ other images called on the recently

occupied Palestinians to remain steadfast on the land. While the analogy

to returning flocks of birds saddened the Palestinians and reminded them

of their loss, other analogies were deployed as models for them to emu-

late. For example, the image of trees as symbols of steadfastness became

commonplace in these songs. In ‘‘Jisr al-‘Awda,’’ Palestinians are enjoined

to ‘‘remain like rooted trees that do not depart . . . like olive trees you shall

reside, like the branches of time you shall remain present forever.’’ In Fay-
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ruz’s ‘‘Ahtarifu al-Huzna wa al-Intizar’’ (Sadness and waiting have become

my occupation), the themes of waiting and of return continue to haunt the

exiled Palestinians:

I grew up on the outside

I built another family

Like trees, I planted them so they stood tall before me

They even acquired a shadow on the ground

But then anew, we were hit by the wave of hatred

Here I am, inhabiting the void again,

For I was dispersed from my people twice

And I inhabited absence twice

My land remains on my mind

While I take up sadness and waiting as my profession.

Zionist oppression is represented here in its acts of repetition as a limit-

less force of hatred and violence that pursues Palestinians time and time

again, causing them unceasing suffering.

Registering this suffering, Christian motifs were common in many of

these songs, as they have been in Palestinian poetry and painting. The

Egyptian singer ‘Abd al-Halim Hafiz’s 1967 song ‘‘Al-Masih’’ (The Mes-

siah, lyrics by ‘Abd al-Rahman al-‘Abnudi and music by Baligh Hamdi)

used Christ’sVia Dolorosa as themain allegorical theme of Palestinian suf-

fering.While other songs used Christian parallels, to my knowledge, ‘‘Al-

Masih’’ is one of only two songs in the entire archive of Arab nationalist

songs that deployed Christian anti-Semiticmotifs, with the lyrics asserting

that the son of Jerusalem, like the Messiah, has now been ‘‘crucified, by

the same Jews.’’ (The other song is Fayruz’s 1968 ‘‘Jisr al-’Awda,’’ which de-

clares that ‘‘thosewho had crucified every prophet have crucifiedmy people

tonight.’’) ‘‘Al-Masih’’ has an operatic-style chorus and music composition

interspersed with hymn-like melodic sections sung by Hafiz himself ac-

companied by Western instruments.15

The Palestinian Guerrillas and Songs of the Underground

With the rise of the Palestinian guerrillas in the 1960s and the hopes

vested in them following the 1967 defeat of the Arab armies and the

guerrillas’ performance at the Battle of Karamah in 1968, a new crop

of songs emerged that celebrated the resistance and anticipated Pales-

tine’s liberation. Both established performers and underground dissident
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singers wrote songs that cheered the guerrillas and became an important

weapon in the struggle for Palestine. One of the most significant of these

songs is ‘‘Ya Falastiniya’’ (O Palestinians), sung by famed Egyptian dissi-

dent singer Shaykh Imam ‘Isa in 1969. This underground song became

popular in Palestinian refugee camps and among the Palestinian guer-

rillas, as well as in dissident circles in Egypt and elsewhere in the Arab

world.The blind Shaykh Imamaccompanied himself on the ‘ud, and in line

with his quintessentially Arab compositions in the different maqams, he
wrote the music for ‘‘Ya Falastiniya’’ in the Saba al-Shadi maqam, the most

popular maqam in Arab music, and to the Sufi Ayyubite iqa‘ (rhythm).16

The lyrics, written by the Egyptian dissident colloquial poet Ahmad Fu’ad

Nagm, evoked solidarity with and sympathy for the sufferings of the Pales-

tinians and drew on the stock themes of exile, nostalgia, and revolution:

O Palestinians, the fusilier has shot you

With Zionism which kills the doves that live under your protection.

O Palestinians, I want to come and be with you, weapons in hand

And I want my hands to go down with yours to smash the snake’s

head

And then Hulagu’s law17 will die.

O Palestinians, exile has lasted so long

That the desert is moaning from the refugees and the victims

And the land remains nostalgic for its peasants who watered it

Revolution is the goal, and victory shall be your first step.18

The song became so popular that whenYasir Arafat visited Cairo in August

1968, he insisted on meeting the shaykh, who sang it for him.19 Arafat’s

interest in Shaykh Imam is emblematic of the relationship between song

and politics, wherein political songs became part and parcel of the very

struggle they were representing and expressing.

Songs produced in the contexts of established states were broadcast on

national radio and television stations and released on records in demon-

stration of the regime’s commitment to the liberation of Palestine; Egypt

and Lebanon stand out in this regard.20 As a rule, however, only songs

seen as unthreatening toArab regimeswere broadcast throughout theArab

world, including the songs of Fayruz and the Rahbanis. Many of ‘Abd al-

Wahhab’s songs, however, were banned outside Egypt because they mixed

the socialist goals and rhetoric of the Egyptian Revolution (to which not

all Arab regimes subscribed) with the safer messages of Arab national-
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ism and the liberation of Palestine. Even in Egypt, the songs of Shaykh

Imamwere banned; both he and his lyricist, the poet Nagm, were jailed by

Nasser and Sadat for songs that questioned the government’s commitment

to the Egyptian people’s welfare and the Palestinian cause. Shaykh Imam’s

songs have circulated mainly in the form of poor cassette tape copies since

the 1970s.

Meanwhile, a new genre of songs for Palestine produced by Palestinian

diaspora singers linked to the newly autonomous plo began to emerge.

These, too, were underground music, thereby escaping the censorship of

theArab regimes.Al-Firqa al-Markaziya (theCentral Band), associatedwith

Fatah, produced numerous revolutionary songs after its establishment in

1969. These songs make use of folk Palestinian tunes, sometimes com-

bined with Western martial rhythms and tempos, but their lyrics are in-

variably Palestinian Arabic, sung in rural accents. In contrast to previous

political songs performed by famous soloists, al-Firqa al-Markaziya’smusic

was sung by a chorus of unknown and nameless male and female singers.

These songs, which addressed both diaspora Palestinians and those living

under occupation with amilitant and confident revolutionism, include ‘‘Ya

Jamahir al-Ard al-Muhtallah’’ (Omasses of the occupied land), ‘‘La Tihzanu’’

(Do not be sad), ‘‘Ana Samid’’ (I remain steadfast), ‘‘Kalashnikov,’’ ‘‘Fida’iya,’’

and ‘‘ ‘Ahd Allah Ma Nirhal’’ (By God we shall not depart).

The songs, which echoed the struggles of the Palestinian people and of

the guerrillas who were fighting for them, were popularized through guer-

rilla radio transmitters in vans that drove around Amman and other areas

of Jordan, broadcasting guerrilla news and nationalist songs. The Cairo-

based radio station Sawt al-‘Asifa–Sawt Fath (Voice of al-‘Asifa–Voice of

Fatah) was also an important conduit for the transmission of these songs.

After the expulsion of the fedayeen from Jordan in 1971, the plo established

the Radio of the Revolution (Sawt Filastin–Sawt al-Thawra al-Filastiniya) in

Lebanon. The station, along with others in Iraq, Syria, and Egypt, allowed

guerrilla groups to broadcast and gave prominence to these songs, which

became so popular in the region’s refugee camps that most people knew

them by heart.21 By the mid- to late 1970s, when cassette tapes became af-

fordable and available on a mass scale, these songs could be heard in most

camp households in the West Bank, Gaza, Jordan, Lebanon, and Syria.

Another rising star of this genre of songs in the 1970s was Abu ‘Arab,

a Beirut-based Palestinian singer associated with the guerrillas who pro-

duced dozens of songs about the struggle. His music also used folk Pales-
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tinian tunes, including popular mawwals and mijana sung to revolution-

ary lyrics accompanied by ‘ud, qanun, violin, hand drum, and riqq. Abu

‘Arab’s music, like that of al-Firqa al-Markaziya, always had a specifically

Palestinian flavor. Unlike al-Firqa, however, Abu ‘Arab sang in both urban

and rural Palestinian accents. Under plo auspices, another group, Firqat

al-Funun al-Sha‘biya, was established in the second half of the 1970s and

performed Palestinian music and revolutionary songs at music festivals

across the Arab world.22

The songs of this period concerned the exiled Palestinians and those

living under occupation in the West Bank and Gaza. Many songwriters of

the time had a mission to record a geography irrevocably changed with the

razing of Palestinian villages and the appropriation of Palestinian towns

by the conquering Israelis. Towns like ‘Akka, Jaffa, Lydda, Majdal, Ramleh,

Safad, and Tiberias, not to mention numerous villages, were invoked in

songs dedicated to them individually or together, not as abstract names but

as concrete references to the homes to which people could not return. By

naming andmapping these lost places, such songs not only expressed nos-

talgia but also asserted the continuing presence of this geography in Arab

and Palestinian memory. After 1976, however, when Palestinian Israelis

rose up against Israel’s policy of Judaizing the Galilee by confiscating yet

more Palestinian land, songs began to embrace them as well. It was follow-

ing the 1976 events, for example, that thePalestinianTawfiqZayyad’s poem

‘‘Unadikum’’ (I call upon you) was put to music and sung by the Lebanese

AhmadQa‘bur.23 This song, which became very popular in the early 1980s,

implores the diaspora and West Bank and Gaza Palestinians not to forget

their compatriots who had suffered the longest under Israeli colonialism.

Works by many Palestinian poets, especially Darwish, were now being

used widely as lyrics. These poem-based songs ranged from the famed

‘‘BitaqatHawiya’’ (Identification papers), better known as ‘‘Sajjil Ana ‘Arabi’’

(Record, I am an Arab), which chronicles Palestinian Israelis’ experiences

of racist Israeli Jewish pass laws, to songs combining struggle and romantic

love, such as ‘‘Rita wa-al-Bunduqiya’’ (Rita and the rifle). Portions of ‘‘Sajjil

Ana ‘Arabi,’’ which depicts an Israeli Palestinian at an Israeli Jewish check-

point, were performed by George Qirmiz, a West Bank Palestinian living

in the United States:

Record,

I am an Arab

My identification number is 50,000
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I have eight children

And the ninth arrives after one summer . . .

Does this anger you? . . .

My distinguishing marks are:

On my head I wear a ‘iqal atop a kufiya24

And my palm is as hard as rock

It scratches whoever touches it . . .

Record . . . at the top of the first page;

I do not hate people

And I aggress against no one

However, were I ever to get hungry

I would eat the flesh of my occupier

Beware, then, beware . . . of my hunger

And of my anger!25

The accompanying music, played by Western instruments, is part senti-

mental Western pop, part martial; the latter tone accompanies the impera-

tive opening line: ‘‘Record, I am an Arab.’’ The poem was also sung to a

different tune by the Lebanese singer Ahmad Qa’bur in the early 1980s.

In the 1970s and 1980s, Lebanese singer and composer Marcel Khalife

achieved immense popularity around the Arab world for singing Darwish

poems and songs of resistance to Israel’s occupation of southern Lebanon.

His innovativemusical style differedmarkedly fromboth the Rahbanis and

‘Abd al-Wahhab in its use of Arab instruments and its merging of Arab

andWestern melodic structures and scales. But Khalife, too, is ambivalent

about the Arab andWesternmusical traditions, at times cultivating amusi-

cal form more in tune with recognizable forms of the Arab musical heri-

tage, and at others using highlyWesternized forms (albeit on occasionwith

‘ud and qanun instrumentation). Khalife is probably the first Arab singer of

political songs to have become popular through cassette tape sales, which,

along with guerrilla radio stations, were the main method of distribut-

ing his songs. He later began to stage concerts across the Arab world and

beyond.

Khalife’s songs of early Darwish poems (mostly from the 1960s) popu-

larized these poems even beyond the reach of Darwish’s renown, which

parallels that of aWestern rock star, as tens of thousands attend his public

poetry readings across the Arab world. Along with ‘‘Rita wa al-Bunduqiya,’’

Darwish’s poem ‘‘Ila Ummi’’ (Tomymother) became one of Khalife’s most
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popular songs, its lyrics and sad imploringmusic exemplifying as few other

poems had Palestinian nostalgia and loss as well as the folk Palestinian

deification of motherhood. The song registers the personal as the politi-

cal insofar as Darwish’s yearning for his mother, who lives inside Israel

while he lives in exile separated from her, parallels that of many Palestini-

ans split from their families by Israeli colonization of their country. The

poem’s opening lines assert:

I yearn for my mother’s bread

And my mother’s coffee

And my mother’s touch

As [my] childhood grows up within me

Day upon the bosom of day

And I love my life,

For if I died

I would feel shame for my mother’s tears.

Take me, if I ever return,

As a veil for your lashes

And cover my bones with grass

Baptized in the purity of your heel

Tie me to you

With a lock of your hair

With a thread that trails

In the train of your dress

Perhaps, I would then become a god

A god, I would become

If I touched the depths of your heart.26

By the late 1980s and early to mid-1990s, in the shadow of the first

Intifada, a number of new Palestinian groups emerged in the diaspora as

well as in Israel proper. Those years also saw the appearance of some local

groups and singers in the West Bank and Gaza, such as Firqat al-Funun

al-Sha‘biya (not to be confused with its 1980s diaspora-based namesake),

though their fame never went beyond their local and regional surround-

ings. Sabreen, a band comprising a female lead singer, the Palestinian

Israeli Kamilya Jubran (who also plays the qanun), and four Palestinian

male musicians from Israel and theWest Bank, combined Palestinian folk

songs and tunes with innovative musical techniques, including jazz and

other Western influences. Though virtually unknown outside Israel and
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the Occupied Territories, Sabreen is probably one of the more talented

Palestinian musical groups to appear in recent years.27 Their first album,

‘An al-Sumud (About steadfastness), released in 1982, is largely unknown.
It was their second album, Dukhan al-Barakin (The smoke of the volca-

noes), released in 1984 and registering themassacres of the Israeli invasion

of Lebanon, that received attention due to its sophisticated musical and

lyrical styles. Subsequent albums include Mawt al-Nabi (The death of the
Prophet), Jay al-Hamam (Here comes the doves), and, more recently, Ala
Fayn (Where to?). Jay al-Hamam was released in 1994; its songs and title

echoed the hopes for peace, thought to be unfolding with the arrival of the

Palestinian Authority. ‘Ala Fayn was released in 2000, and, as its title in-

dicates, was registering the uncertainty of the future in light of the horrid

conditions of the ‘‘peace process.’’ The group’s music is composed by Sa‘id

Murad and its instruments include ‘ud, riqq, qanun, hand drum, and bu-
zuq, as well as violin, cello, and saxophone. The lyrics, from poems written

by Palestinian poets Darwish, Husayn al-Barghuthi, and Samih al-Qasim,

seem to be chosen for their fragmentary nonnarrative structure that veers

away from the ideological songs of ‘Abd al-Wahhab, the sometimes lachry-

mosemood of the Rahbanis, or themilitancy of al-Firqa al-Markaziya.They

sing in both classical Arabic and colloquial Palestinian, and their complex

compositions, which incorporate different forms of jazz, resist the hege-

mony ofmelody so pervasive in contemporary Arab song.Their song ‘‘Tha-

lathin Nijma’’ (Thirty stars, lyrics by Barghuthi) is illustrative:

Thirty stars twinkling over the cypress valley

Thirty stars twinkling

My heart is an open cavern

If only the pretty one

Would understand

That the moon is wounded

But hope is strength.28

Other popular diaspora groups include Baladna and al-‘Ashiqin. Their

songs deal mostly with the Palestinian struggle against the occupation of

theWest Bank and Gaza Strip and also address the common themes of the

return of the refugees and the restoration of the land. These groups be-

came very popular during the first Intifada (1987–1993). Another emerging

singer is Rim al-Banna, a Palestinian Israeli popular among Palestinians

in Israel and increasingly in the Occupied Territories, where she sings at

rallies and other political events.29
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Since the late 1980s, Palestinian singers have been joined by other Arab

musicians singing solidarity songs for Palestine. One of the most popular

songs of the first Intifada, ‘‘Wayn al-Malayin’’ (Where are the millions?), by

Lebanese resistance singer Julia Butrus, was a desperate cry for the Arab

masses to rise in support of the resisting Palestinians. Another popular

singer, the Syrian Samih Shuqayr, has a large repertoire of songs for Pales-

tine and also about the GolanHeights. He is popular in Palestinian refugee

camps in Jordan, Syria, and elsewhere and was invited, in the context of

the al-Aqsa Intifada, to perform at Jordan’s Jerash festival of culture in the

summer of 2002.

An interesting development since the late 1990s is the appearance of

Palestinian Israeli rap groups whose songs about Israeli racism and colo-

nialism powerfully indict the Jewish State’s ‘‘democratic’’ record. Dam and

mwr were the first to emerge; the latter is influenced by African Ameri-

can rappers like Dr. Dre and the late Tupac Shakur.30 Their songs address

not only the horrors of Israeli colonial racism, but also the disunity of the

Palestinian population within, especially as regards the religious and class

divisions fostered by Israeli policies.While themusic largely borrows from

American hip-hop, produced by synthesizers and percussion, it is punc-

tuated by Arab musical phrases and rhythms (using hand drums). mwr

sings and raps in colloquial Palestinian, with an ‘Akka (Acre) twang. Their

song ‘‘R’’ (named for the band’s lead rapper, Richie) emphasizes the issue

of religious divisions. It insists:

That is why things here are loose,

because there is a distinction between us in religion . . .

We are brothers, Muslims and Christians . . .

there are people who live in our lands,

who look at us with glee,

seeing that we are at odds among ourselves.

It does not matter who among us is Christian or Muslim,

we are Arabs . . . and must be one hand.

mwr’s social consciousness is also manifest in songs like ‘‘Masari’’

(Money), which reproaches rich Palestinians:

Only money preoccupies you

while you leave your people in the middle of a fight,

this is why we have come,

so that we can raise the consciousness of the downtrodden.
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Their songs are pedagogical, aimed at ‘‘waking up our people’’ and raising

their consciousness. ‘‘Ya Sha‘bi’’ (My people) calls on the Arab people to be

unified in confronting the enemy.mwr state clearly that theirmainweapon

for ‘‘defend[ing] our people’’ is the microphone.

The second such group, Dam (‘‘lasting’’ or ‘‘persisting,’’ in Arabic;

‘‘blood,’’ inHebrew), founded in 1998 in themixed city of Lydda, bill them-

selves as ‘‘the first Palestinian rap crew.’’31 Their music is produced by syn-

thesizers and Western drums and highly influenced by American rap, but

most of their tunes have an Arab motif. Dam’s songs are powerful in tenor

and performative vigor. The members appear on the cd cover dressed in

hip-hop fashion; above them appear their names, some in Arabic, others

in English. Hanzala, the famous Palestinian cartoon character created by

the late Palestinian cartoonist Naji al-‘Ali, watches them from the bottom

corner. Their choice of the hip-hop genre signifies the continuing open-

ness of Palestinian and Arab culture to foreign musical influences, from

classical Western music to jazz. Their political choice of rap also testifies

to the parallels they see between the racially oppressive society fromwhich

African American rappers emerge and their own conditions under Israeli

racial oppression. Damwas recently invited to perform for the first time in

Ramallah to a packed audience.32

Their most popular song, ‘‘Min Irhabi?’’ (Who’s a terrorist?), features

some of the most powerful lyrics of resistance to the Israeli racist narra-

tive and squarely addresses the Israelis as a collective. The refrain asks in

colloquial Palestinian rhymed verse:

Who’s a terrorist?

Me, a terrorist?

How am I a terrorist

When I am living in my own homeland?

Who’s a terrorist?

You are the terrorist.

You have eaten me up

While I am living in my own homeland

You are killing me now,

Like you have killed my forefathers.

Dam ridicules Israeli claims that the Jewish state is based on law: ‘‘But

you play the witness, the lawyer, and the judge, judging me.’’ Not mincing

words, ‘‘Min Irhabi?’’ proclaims:
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You beat me up and then you cry,

And then you rush to complain about me [to the world]

When I remind you that you started the whole thing, you jump to say:

‘‘You let small children throw stones

Do they have no parents to throw them inside their homes?’’

What! Have you actually forgotten the time when you

Threw the parents under the rubble? . . .

Yet you call me the terrorist!

The Arab Dream

The 1990s witnessed a major retreat, if not outright defeat, of the dream

of Arab unity that had continued to inspire the Arab masses throughout

much of the century. Not only were all of Palestine, the Golan Heights,

and southern Lebanon still in the hands of the Israeli occupiers, but the re-

sistance of the Palestinians, Syrians, and Lebanese, continuing against all

odds, found little actual support in the Arab corridors of power. Iraq’s 1990

invasion of Kuwait and the U.S.-led invasion of the region in 1991 dealt a

final blow to any notion of Arab unity, as Arabs became divided and allied

against one another with foreign powers, long seen throughout the Arab

world as imperial sponsors. Finally, Arafat’s signing of the Oslo Accords

divided the Palestinian people and almost destroyed their national move-

ment.33Followed by the Jordanian-Israeli peace treaty,Oslo turned theArab

dream of unity into a nightmare of disunity and division.

In this dismal context, a new televised song, which included upwards

of twenty singers and scores of musicians, debuted on Arab television sta-

tions in 1998 and became, quite unexpectedly, an instant hit continuously

aired on Arab satellite channels. The song, ‘‘Al-Hulm al-‘Arabi’’ (The Arab

dream), was an attempt to replicate the form of ‘Abd al-Wahhab’s nation-

alist songs of the late 1950s and early 1960s. ‘‘Al-Hulm al-‘Arabi’’ featured

Arab singers from almost every Arab country (except Iraq, whose inclusion

was reportedly vetoed by the Kuwaiti participants) and was funded by the

Arab nationalist Saudi prince Walid bin Talal. The director of the produc-

tion, Muhammad al-‘Aryan, is a Palestinian. The tear-jerker documentary

footage accompanying the music, which showed the succession of Arab

defeats since 1948 (and the few ‘‘victories,’’ such as the 1956 nationaliza-

tion of the Suez Canal Company and the crossing of the Suez Canal and

the Golan Heights’ demilitarized zone during the 1973 war), evoked feel-
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ings of despair and loss at the end of a dream in the face of yet more de-

feats, death, and division. One novelty of the production was the presence

of eight singers from theGulf, a presence nowhere to be found in the songs

of the preceding four decades. The emergence and growing popularity of

Gulf singers since the 1980s and increasingly in the 1990s, coupled with

increased Gulf funding for numerous art and music productions in other

parts of the Arab world, account for this increased visibility.

The lyrics of ‘‘Al-Hulm al-‘Arabi’’ were mild compared to its 1950s pre-

decessors, expressing the lowest common denominator among the Arab

regimes to avoid the song’s possible banning. The music video (or video-

clip) was more a Westernized Arab taqtuqa (ditty) played by Western in-

struments than the ‘‘operetta’’ the producers and the press alike had pro-

moted.The refrain and the segments sung by each singer are repetitions of

the same few sentimental bars, rendered evocative (and approachingmelo-

drama) by the synchronic images of real suffering.When the singers per-

formed the piece live in downtown Beirut in the summer of 1998, as many

as 1 million people reportedly showed up to sing along. Each singer sang

in her or his own national Arabic dialect, or an approximation of it, with

subtitles on the screen so that all Arabs could follow and sing along. The

song begins with the following lines:

Generation after generation will live in the hope of realizing our

dream

As what we say today we will be called to account for throughout our

lifetime.

The song then proceeds to the refrain, sung in Egyptian Arabic (known to

most Arabs through movies and television):

It is possible that the darkness of night

May render us far from one another, but

The beam of light can

Reach the farthest of skies

This has been our dream

All of our lives:

An embrace that will contain us all together.

Footage of Palestinians being expelled from their lands, killed by Israeli

soldiers, bombed alongside the Lebanese by Israeli planes, resisting Israeli

occupation, and other similar images dominated the song.
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Since the beginning of the al-Aqsa Intifada, more such songs have

emerged from around the Arab world. One of the more notable is the

equallymelodramatic ‘‘Al-QudsHatirga‘ lina’’ (Jerusalemwill return to us),

sung by yet another group of Egyptian pop singers and featuring a cou-

plet referring to the Palestinian child Muhammad al-Durra, whose tele-

visedmurder by Israeli soldiers in the first days of the newuprising seemed

to exemplify Israel’s continuing brutality against all Palestinians. What

is especially interesting during this period is the re-airing of 1950s and

1960s songs onArab satellite stations, which, alongwith the daily televised

images of resisting Palestinians, moved millions across the Arab world to

demonstrate in solidarity. Indeed, Fayruz herself, whose political songs

since the 1970s have focused on Lebanon’s own tragic wars, recently has

begun to include her late-1960s songs for Palestine and the Palestinians

in the repertoire of her concerts, most recently in Paris in June 2002.34

The emergence of privately and government-owned satellite channels com-

bined with the expanded record industry have been instrumental in the re-

cent production and distribution of these new songs. This transmission is

made all the easier by the increasing affordability of satellite dishes, which

dot the skyline of rich and poor neighborhoods across the cities and towns

of the Arab world.

These songs have obviously not brought about the liberation of Palestine

and the Palestinians. Nonetheless, the songs both express and register the

changing dynamics of the Palestinian struggle, reflecting which segment

of the Palestinian people ismost prominent at themoment andwhich form

of struggle is imagined as most effective. They have shifted in tone and

content, ranging from songs of a united Arab front fighting for liberation

and the return of refugees in the context of Arab unity, to songs celebrat-

ing the Palestinian guerrillas’ fight for their people’s independence, songs

that describe the oppression of all Palestinians, and songs expressing a re-

juvenated Arab solidarity with the second Intifada. These songs serve to

record as well as to generate the feelings and aspirations of a dispossessed

people without access to official state channels and forms for writing offi-

cial histories.While the public has been the main receiving party of these

cultural productions offered by a cadre of literary and artistic figures and

state-sponsored radio stations, ordinary Palestinians have participated ac-

tively in producing songs through the guerrilla movement and groups like

al-Firqah al-Markaziya and its successors.While elite and state-sponsored

songs became parts of a politics of mobilization (as in Nasserist Egypt),
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nonelite and dissident songs formed part of revolutionary and dissident

politics (as in the case of the Palestinian guerrillas and dissident and resis-

tance singers Shaykh Imam, Ahmad Qa‘bur, Marcel Khalife, and others).

The reception of these songs and singers, including their adoption as un-

official national anthems, the popularity of their recordings, and the ticket

sales for the concerts of singers such as Khalife gesture toward their adop-

tion as, and transformation into, popular culture.
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AMY HOROWITZ

Dueling Nativities:

Zehava Ben Sings

Umm Kulthum

It has been a long time sincewe rode donkeys inYemen,went to synagogue three times

a day, ate jachnun, and chewed on gat, we write and sing about being Yemenite Israelis

in the here and now.—avihu medina, interview with author, Tel Aviv, June 1, 1992

Following the mass migration of Jews from European, Middle Eastern,

and North African homelands after World War ii, Israel became a site

for new genres of music combining the styles, instruments, and tradi-

tions of varied cultures. Jews from Islamic lands found in Israel a European-

dominated national music that excluded their music for being too Arabic,

too Turkish, or otherwise insufficiently Western.1 Against a backdrop of

cultural and political exclusion, Jews from Islamic lands developed their

own musical genres and styles.

The pan-ethnic music genre they created, now called Mediterranean

Israeli music, gives voice to the dynamic relationship between ethnic af-

finity and national identity that followed the immigration. Mediterranean

Israeli music emerged in the late 1960s, as children of North African and

Middle Eastern immigrants such as AvihuMedina, quoted above, wrestled

with diverse musical forces in transit camps, development towns, and

poor neighborhoods. It developed in the disjuncture between the Euro-

pean Zionist vision of a Jewish national homeland and the actuality of a

Middle Eastern Israeli state.Themusic issued a visceral aesthetic challenge

to theEuropean Israeli sense ofwhat the soundscape of a home/land should

sound like and of who should control the reconstruction of home itself.

Mediterranean Israeli music—its texts, melodies, vocal elaboration, and

aesthetic intention—resists and reforms the physical and spiritual bound-



aries of disputed territory by producing Jewish music composed of con-

flicting national and aesthetic elements.2

The journey of Zehava Ben, a young Moroccan Israeli singer of Turkish

tunes from a poor neighborhood in the peripheral southern town of Beer-

sheba, to center stage at official Israeli, Jordanian, Palestinian, and French

occasions provides an opportunity to observe the encounters between art

and politics in this emergent genre. Zehava Ben’s mellismatic vocals burst

into Israeli public space in 1990 as the fragile Middle Eastern peace pro-

cess began to draw attention. The Turkish melody ‘‘Tipat Mazal’’ (A drop

of luck) had been circulating freely in the public domain when Moroccan

composer Dani Shoshan found it, reupholstered it with Hebrew lyrics, and

offered it to Zehava.3 Before radio editors knew her name, Zehava’s ampli-

fied voice blared in all directions from dozens of cassette booths that occu-

pied retail space among vegetable, appliance, and clothing booths in Tel

Aviv’s Central Bus Station marketplace. Within three months there were

unsubstantiated estimates that she had sold an astounding 80,000 copies

of the ‘‘Tipat Mazal’’ cassette. When listeners flooded the radio with re-

quests for the song, radio editors and record store buyers took notice. In

January 1991, Leah Inbal wrote in the newspaper Yedi’ot Aḥaranot, ‘‘The
producers on Israel’s army radio station,Galei Tzahal were surprised by the

requests for ‘the Turkish song’ by Zehava (meaning gold), but they didn’t

know who or what she was. A singer named Zehava? Maybe this is all a

practical joke.’’4Yet, inworking-class neighborhoods ofMiddle Eastern and

North African Israeli Jews, Zehava Ben was indeed considered a golden

girl; her Arab-style voice spoke to the residents of these neighborhoods,

awakening memory and inspiring hope.

As Zehava’s voice continued to invade mainstream Euro-aesthetic pub-

lic spaces in the early 1990s, European Israelis began to comment on the

eastward shift in the soundscape of Israeli popular music. The European

Israeli writer Yonatan Gefen lamented a Turkified Tel Aviv when he indi-

rectly referred to Zehava in aMay 1992Ma’ariv column: ‘‘Asmuch as I tried

I couldn’t avoid hearing the ‘Turkish’ singer whose name I intentionally

deleted and who blessed the State of Israel with a medley of Turkish melo-

dies as the audience screamed. After 44 years of solitude we have returned

to the roots of Istanbul. The Turks have conquered the city.’’5

Gefen’s hostile response to Zehava Ben’smusic, and his use of themeta-

phor of political conquest, indicate the potentially turbulent power of such

boundary-crossing music in a context of ethnic polarization and disputed

territory.6 The music under study, although an Israeli cultural process and
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product, emerges in the broader context of the multiple and often over-

lapping asymmetries that exist between Israel and Palestine. While fully

acknowledging and foregrounding the political reality of Israeli occupa-

tion of Palestinian lands, cultures, and communities, it is important to

avoid essentializing either group. In this essay I focus almost exclusively on

parallel and intersecting internal asymmetrical relationships, the ongoing

(despite claims to the contrary) ethnic struggles between European and

Middle Eastern and North African Israeli Jews. I am not suggesting that

these asymmetries are parallel to those that undergird the Israel-Palestine

conflict, in which Israel is a state and Palestine a patchwork of occupied

territories. I am, however, arguing that a close reading of those intra-Jewish

Israeli power dynamics can ultimately contribute to a critique of the larger

Israel-Palestine struggle and, I hope, contribute to a just resolution. My

use of the term ‘‘disputed territory’’ to describe asymmetries among Jew-

ish Israeli ethnic groups does not eclipse the national struggle over geo-

graphic territory between Israel and Palestine. My discussion of disputed

territory as a rubric to explore ethnomusical inequities among Israeli Jews

exists in the context of a larger struggle over disputed territories—that is,

the struggle to remedy the Israeli occupation of Palestinian lands.

I propose amodel of dueling nativities to trouble the prevailing concepts

of indigeneity, appropriation, and inheritance, and to suggest that Israeli

Jewishmusicians with roots in Islamic countries are both insiders and out-

siders to the regional soundscape.7 I suggest that some forms of musical

borrowing, insofar as they entail the coexistence of multiple and shifting

differences, can undermine political boundaries in disputed territory. In

particular, I argue that a rhizomatic rather than hierarchical analysis of

Zehava Ben’s performances of the repertoire of themost famous twentieth-

century Arab singer, Umm Kulthum, provides a basis for understanding

how music can deterritorialize political boundaries.

In Deleuze and Guattari’s terms, the rhizome is an antigenealogy: in-

stead of charting linear influences or flows of information or chronologies,

rhizomatic mappings are weblike, similar to soundwaves, both permeable

and immediate. The rhizome ‘‘operates by variation, expansion, conquest,

capture, offshoots.’’8 Zehava Ben’s performances create a tension between

rhizomaticmultiple coexisting inheritances, polarized identity-based terri-

torial claims to ownership, and genealogical subversion when homage and

ascription flow across enemy lines.

As boundaries shift and musics are deterritorialized, reterritorialized,
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or relocalized, context and inclusion also shift and groups are reconfigured

to match the new genres just as genres are reconfigured by new coalitions.

Both theEuropean-dominatednationalmusic that became themainstream

soundscape of Israel, Shirei Eretz Yisrael (Songs of the Land of Israel), and
themarginalized and excludedmusic genres created byMizrahim involved

appropriation and reappropriation.9 Both genres can be described as pan-

ethnic formations that borrowedmelodies and visual aesthetics from local

contexts in Russia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Turkey, and Palestine

and reconfigured them in new communal contexts in Palestine-Israel.

However, as I argue, the European appropriations and reconfigurations

of East European melodies with Hebrew texts and appropriated local Pal-

estinian or Yemenite motifs that were used to create a new national Israeli

soundtrack are significantly different fromMizrahi appropriations of Arab,

Turkish, Greek, and Persian tunes with Hebrew or Judeo-Arab texts. The

difference depends on claims of inheritance and the power dynamics in-

volved. In creating the dominant new Israeli national soundtrack out of

reconstituted Russian folk songs, European Israelis drew on their East

European musical inheritance to celebrate Jewish workers tilling ancient

Hebrew soil. They appropriated local Palestinian and Middle Eastern and

North African Jewishmusical traditions, rather than engaging in a recipro-

cal musical encounter. Such an encounter could have resulted in amusical

remixing of previously distinct Jewish communities and amusical dialogue

with local Palestinian artists.

The genre of Mediterranean Israeli music rose out of the attempts of

Middle Eastern and North African Jews in Israel to create a more inclusive

national soundtrack.While European Israeli formations of national music

were based on asymmetric appropriation of Mediterranean sounds, Miz-

rahi musicians engaged in reciprocal pan-ethnic appropriations that cre-

ated this genre against the backdrop of their political struggle for equality.

Mizrahi Jews claimed an inheritance of Middle Eastern and North Afri-

can music as an extension of their centuries-old local traditions. Recent

manifestations of the genre, such as Zehava Ben’s performances, rely on

rhizomatic appropriations that cross or defy political and ethnic borders

andmay open spaces for political challenges to these boundaries. Ben’s rhi-

zomatic appropriations are significant precisely because of the way their

routedness reflects the situation of theMizrahim, whowere uprooted from

Middle Eastern andNorthAfrican communities and rerouted to a new local

context that was at war with their former homelands.
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Forebears: Scholarship on Mediterranean Israeli Music

The scholarship on Mediterranean Israeli music parallels the legitimizing

process of this contested music genre itself. Mediterranean Israeli music’s

cassette debut in themarketplace in 1974 was accompanied by a handful of

newspaper articles in the daily Hebrew-language newspapers that covered

the music as either local gossip or as a sidebar to the story of the emerging

Mizrahi ethnic revolution. In the early 1980s, the Syrian Israeli ethnomusi-

cologist Amnon Shiloah and the European Israeli sociologist Erik Cohen

copublished two landmark articles on the musical, social, and political di-

mensions of Israeli popular music. Shiloah and Cohen identify musical

trends that describe immigrant musicians’ expressions of their sudden en-

counter with a new culture as a result of geographical and social relocation.

These trends are outlined as temporally chronological stages developing

from the 1950s through the 1980s: Israelization, Orientalization, ethni-

cization, popularization, and academization.10 Anthropologist Jeff Halper

and ethnomusicologists Edwin Seroussi and Pamela Squires-Kidron simi-

larly examined Mizrahi music to develop ethnographically grounded ob-

servations that unveil the ‘‘coded’’ musical meanings for creators and lis-

teners.11 They also distinguish the musical community, or ‘‘taste public,’’

according to ethnicity and class identity, arguing that Musiqa Mizraḥit re-
mainsmarginal not only because of its unaccepted sound, but because it is

associated with ‘‘low culture.’’ Similarly,Motti Regev’s work on Israeli rock-

and-roll explores questions of nativities and ‘‘foreign’’ musical influences.12

By focusing on Israelization and Israeliness, attempting to understand

Mediterranean Israeli music as a context-sensitive Israeli local expression,

Shiloah, Serrousi, and Regev provide amodel for studyingmusic as cultur-

ally situated but not wedded to particular ‘‘authentic’’ or ‘‘original’’ contexts.

They provide the groundwork formy exploration of sounds separated from

one context and recontextualized in another. I argue that Mediterranean

Israeli music is best described as a web of soundscapes involving contigu-

ous claims of shared roots by enemies in local conflict zones.

Counterhomelands and Rerouted Encounters

The emergence of Mediterranean Israeli music is a direct consequence of

the mid-twentieth-century North African and Middle Eastern Jewish re-

location to the newly established Israeli state. Although a small number of

Middle Eastern Jews were already present in Palestine, this music genre
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must be understood in the context of the complex and mass encounter be-

tween some 300,000 immigrants from North Africa and the Middle East

and some 300,000 European Holocaust survivors between 1948 and the

mid-1950s.Themagnitude and pace of this suddenmassmeeting between

diverse Jewish groups doubled the Jewish population in Palestine in less

than a decade marked by war, national independence, international cen-

sure, and economic crisis. The migration also unsettled and reconfigured

ethnic demographics, creating a puzzling rubric those Eastern European

socialist architects of the new state were ill-prepared to manage. Israel’s

ethnic problems and the emergence of the Mizrahi pan-ethnic marker are

rooted in cultural affinities as well as in the shortcomings of an absorption

program characterized by unequal treatment and cultural insensitivities

toward North African and Middle Eastern Jews.13

In Mizrahi Israeli neighborhoods and development towns in the 1950s,

Jewishmusicians interactedwith each other and created newmusical inno-

vations emerging from and reshaping North African and Middle Eastern

musics. These new encounters between Middle Eastern and North Afri-

can Jewishmusicians occurred in transit tent camps or ‘‘abandoned’’ Pales-

tinian neighborhoods as Palestinian musicians were being uprooted from

these very homes and rerouted into what also were imagined to be transi-

tional camps, infusing the processwith tragic irony.14Amid the final echoes

of a vanished local Palestinian music scene resonant with an aesthetic that

would have reminded them of home, North African and Middle Eastern

Jewish musicians shared their diverse rural and urban, classical and folk,

liturgical and secular musics, traditions that had evolved in concert with

Muslim and Christian neighbors throughout the region.Walking through

a neighborhood street on a Friday evening, one could hear the conver-

gence of previously distant regional liturgical traditions as Yemenite and

Bukharan, Syrian and Afghani nigunim (tunes) poured out of open win-

dows. Weddings, births, bar mitzvahs, and religious holidays were occa-

sions for musical transformation as well as celebration. Renowned Iraqi

qanun and ‘ud players performed at Iranian, Libyan, Egyptian, and other

Mizrahi community events. Yemenite singers became fluent in Iraqi and

Kurdish folk songs.While the intermingling of styles had inspired the cre-

ation of new pan-ethnic formulations in earlier periods, such as the liturgi-

cal Jerusalemite-Sephardi cantorial style documented by renowned musi-

cologist Abraham Zvi Idelsohn and later by Amnon Shiloah and others,

this new North African andMiddle Eastern musical encounter was unique

in its demographic diversity.
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Encountering the Eastern European
Israeli National Soundtrack

New immigrants from the Middle East and North Africa also encountered

the dominant national soundtrack, Shirei Eretz Yisrael (Songs of the Land

of Israel; henceforth, sli), a popular music genre combining Russian folk

tunes and Hebrew lyrics that emerged during the large waves of Eastern

European immigration from the 1880s until the late 1940s. There were

various subgenres and stylistic developments, but the music had one goal:

to create a sense of Israeliness, rerooting diasporic Jews in the land of

Israel.15 Song and dance teachers traveled between Jewish settlements in

Palestine teaching the newly composed national folk songs and dances

to aid the nation-building project. This genre featured a Western or East-

ern European structure and ethos, combined with selectedMiddle Eastern

and Mediterranean textures and tunes. The songs were characterized by

romantic nationalistic Hebrew lyrics idealizing worker, land, and commu-

nal mission and were usually set to Eastern European marching tunes, al-

though someYemenite, Bedouin, and even local Palestinianmelodies were

employed.16The sli represents an asymmetrical appropriation primarily in

its token use of stereotypical Orientalized musical styles. With the advent

of national radio and recording companies, the market expanded locally

and nationally (see figure 6).

Israel, like many African, Asian, and European countries that gained

independence after World War ii, established a state-controlled media for

ideological and economic reasons. The Israeli government believed that

by controlling access to the airwaves, ethnic variation could be minimized

while new national songs helped shape a shared identity. But as Israeli

national radio, television, and local recording industries developed in the

1960s, the gap between emerging Mizrahi neighborhood traditions and

national folk, popular, and art musics intensified. Arabic and Mediterra-

nean sounds were relegated to specific radio time slots or state folkloric

occasions.17OnlyMiddle Eastern andNorth African Israelis with European

training, such as Yemenite singer Bracha Zefira, entered the mainstream

musical establishment.18 The arrival of renowned Jewish musicians from

Islamic countries in the early 1950smight have provided an opportunity to

broaden the local soundscape by fostering a mutually respectful dialogue

between Eastern and Western music masters. But these rich and ancient

Eastern Jewish traditions became reduced to motifs and local texture in a

national music industry governed by European tastes.
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figure 6. This Shirei Eretz Yisrael album cover is emblematic of Ash-

kenazi attempts to incorporate Middle Eastern visual elements. Barefoot

dancers wear embroidered costumes and musicians combine darbuka

and halil with accordion in an attempt to localize the European frame.

Album cover of the Oranim Zabar Israeli Troupe’s Shalom!, 1959.

Emerging Mizrahi Styles:
Undermining the National Soundscape

As pan-Mizrahi musical styles began to coalesce in the 1960s, sli became

a nostalgic device through which European Israelis preservedmemories of

the Yishuv and the state’s early days. However, for the children of recent

Mizrahi immigrants growing up during this period, the music became a

symbol of Shiloah and Cohen’s category of Israelization, an attempt to real-

ize the ideal of integration of the diasporas by assimilating their traditional

musical styles to the predominant style of Israeli folk music.19

NorthAfrican andMiddle Eastern immigrants to Israel and their Israeli-

born Mizrahi children were eager to participate in the national sound-

scape. Yet their attempts to offer Eastern cover versions of the sli style

were rejected. The pan-ethnic styles that emerged in Mizrahi neighbor-

hoods—their texts, melodies, vocal elaboration, and aesthetic intention—

challenged the European soundscape of the Israeli state by encompassing

Hebrew, Arab, Persian, Turkish, and even East Indian sonic and linguistic

elements. Simultaneously, the music’s creators and performers troubled

tendencies to reduce Israel’s unfolding ethnic problem to a simple oppo-

sition of Ashkenazi versus Mizrahi. They complicated such equations

through lyrical and melodic compositions that intentionally re-covered,
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re-formed, and remixed Western, Eastern European, and Arabic genres.

Moreover, they considered the very process of selecting and remixing the

diverse musical and lyrical traditions of European and Mizrahi Jews with

Greek popularmusic or even rock as a continuation of their ownmultivocal

cultural heritage.

Mizrahi musicians were frustrated by European attempts to preserve

and freeze their creativity rather than embrace their emerging styles. Avihu

Medina, a leading Mizrahi composer of Yemenite ethnic origin, lamented

mainstream tendencies to privilege notions of Yemenite purity.Comment-

ing on the exclusionary tendencies of the 1970s, he said, ‘‘It has beenmany

years since Israelis left our Eastern andWesternhomelands.Wehavemixed

together into one single, enormous muddle.’’20 Medina’s resistance to the

preservationist treatment of Yemenitemusic coincidedwith the increasing

influence of Mediterranean music in Israel. By the late 1960s and 1970s,

media development helped undermine European Israeli attempts to cre-

ate a coherent Israeli music. Responding to market interests, radio and

television began to introduce Greek, French, Spanish, and other Mediter-

ranean popular musics, as well as rock-and-roll.21

In Mizrahi neighborhoods, Mediterranean and Arab songs were copied

from lps and radio onto tape and distributed widely. By challenging domi-

nant channels of communication and empowering grassroots distribution,

these innovations further destabilized the nationally sanctioned music

genre and made way for the emergence of new Mizrahi genres and viable

alternative neighborhood networks.TheMediterranean trend of the 1960s

and 1970s influenced Ashkenazi as well as Mizrahi musicians. Greek in-

fluences evoked ancient myth and reinvented national tradition, themes

resonating with the unfolding modern Israeli project.22 Greek music sig-

nified the meeting place of Eastern and Western influences, a safety zone

between the ‘‘extremes’’ of the Arab East and the U.S. West. Greek and

Mediterranean appropriations did not resonate with political overtones,

whereas Arab and Turkish borrowings were seen as degrading invasions

and touched a visceral chord in a national psyche committed to upholding

a Eurovision of the Jewish state. At the same time that radio editors and

record companies were accepting Ashkenazi appropriations of Greekness,

they rejected offerings byMizrahi composers such asMedina’s Greek vocal

overlay on ‘‘Lilḳom Ba’adekh, Medina’’ (To fight for you, country), a 1970s

Mizrahi composition influenced by the remake of the sli song ‘‘Malu Asa-

meinu Bar’’ (Our silos were filled with wheat).23

Each appropriation, each rejection, and each newly emerged style was
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read in a changing system of cultural values. In Israel’s new musical labo-

ratory, in which claims to origins could carry as much weight (and bag-

gage) as claims to originality, musical appropriations mapped the conflu-

ence of several disputed territories. The dispute played out between West

and East, Europeanizing andOrientalizing appropriations,modernity, pre-

modernity, and the ancient world, but the contest itself was about par-

ticipation in the national soundtrack of Israel. Claiming a stake in the

soundtrackmeant claiming a stake in the nation. In this context, the 1970s

relocalization of Mediterranean Israeli music can be seen not only as a con-

solidation of the music genre, but of the political coalition of Israelis from

North Africa and the Middle East. Mizrahi music covers of Mediterranean

tunes proliferated in the 1970s; they abandoned emulation of the weighty

messages and Russianmarching tunes of sli songs in favor of lighter party

music. Holiday parties and neighborhood clubs resounded with the elec-

trified sounds and Arab dance movements that accompanied the Mizrahi

hafla (Arabic slang for ‘‘party’’) songs.Where a Greek vocal style had sup-

plemented a Russian marching tune in ‘‘Lilḳom Ba’adekh,’’ now Klezmer

melodies such as ‘‘Hanale Hitbalbela’’ (Little Hanale got confused) were

retuned in aGreek style. As the performers negotiatedGreek, Arabic, rock-

and-roll,Yiddish, and Hebrew elements, their mellismatic vocals centered

the sound weave.24 The lyrics of ‘‘Hanale Hitbalbela,’’ written in 1933 by

Natan Alterman (1910–1970), are social commentary and parody recount-

ing a topsy-turvy love story and marriage between an Askenazi boy and a

Mizrahi girl.25 In this counterappropriation, Mizrahi musicians laid claim

to a European text that poked fun at Ashkenazi and Mizrahi cultures as

well as the notion of a mixed marriage. This double-voicedness inevitably

confuses if not shifts the grounds of power.26

Mizrahi musicians chose Alterman’s poem about a wedding as the basis

for a song for good reason. Mizrahi singers had begun to consolidate their

style in the synagogue and at neighborhood celebrations, especially wed-

dings. In the 1960s and 1970s, Mizrahi neighborhood singers were pri-

marily employed as wedding entertainers. Althoughmost wereYemenites,

they provided multiethnic vocals appropriate for each wedding party. They

rearranged Turkish, Yemenite, and Kurdish songs with rock-and-roll and

Mediterranean popular styles, and they reworked European songs using

Middle Eastern elements.Wedding bands such as TszlileyHakerem (Tunes

of the vineyard) were adept at such ironic juxtapositions; in fact, their

livelihood depended on thismultivocality.Thus, North African andMiddle

Eastern Israeli weddings were locations where neighborhood singers con-
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figure 7. The cover of this

Mediterranean Israeli Music

songbook, produced by the

Reuveni Brothers, features

a gold cassette necklace,

emblem of the Mizrahi music

revolution. Zemer Yam Tikhoni

[Mediterranean singer],

ed. Aryeh Tsuberi (Tel-Aviv:

Modan, 1987).

figure 8. This cd cover

features a headshot of Zehava

Ben inscribed in the profile of

Umm Kulthum. Zehava Ben

Sings Arabic, 1995.



solidated a repertoire that provided both ethnically specific selections and

pan-ethnic blends as it reconfigured sacred and secular proximities. More-

over, weddingswere rituals inwhichMizrahiyut was both consolidated and

transgressed as Middle Easterners and North Africans, and Ashkenazim

and Mizrahim entered mixed marriages.27

Asher Reuveni’s tale of a 1970s wedding provides a genesis story of how

the music of Mizrahim became consolidated as a genre called Mediter-

ranean Israeli music. Significantly, the story combines post–Yom Kippur

War sociopolitics with the use of a cassette recorder at a Yemenite wed-

ding party:

It all started with my wedding. I didn’t have a real wedding with a band

and dancing and drinking till the morning. My wife’s only brother was

killed in the [1973 Yom Kippur] war. Our happiness was shattered and

we married in a quiet way in the offices of the Rabbinate. My friends

promised that when the day comes, three months later, they will make

it up to me with a real hafla. They brought the original Oud Band from

Kerem Hateymanim [Yemenite Quarter].With Daklon [Yossi Levy] and

Ben Mosh [Moshe Ben Mosh]. Close to sixty people squeezed into my

mother’s living room, three by four meters, and Daklon and Ben Mosh

played and sang songs from our father’s home.

Asher and his brothers, Iranian owners of a record and electronics shop in

aYemenite neighborhood in Tel Aviv, ShkhunatHatikva, recorded the wed-

ding party.Using a new four-way duplicatingmachine, theymade souvenir

cassettes for their guests. The sound quality was poor, but the capacity to

mass-produce the cassette was revolutionary.When someone offered them

100 lirot, they took notice.

This was ’74 when a lira was a lira, and don’t forget, it was a ‘‘partisani’’

[grassroots] recording, it was very unsophisticated. So I said, ‘‘What’s

happening here?’’ My friends don’t know how to read notes but they

play and sing ‘‘alakefak’’ [cool] because it comes straight from the heart.

It’s good to know that music in this country finally runs according to

our tap!28

Reuveni’s story is emblematic of the consolidation of the genre of Medi-

terranean Israeli music in individual communities and neighborhoods,

and its ability to spread beyond those specific contexts by means of inex-

pensive mass duplication.
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The Move for Self-Determination
and the Shifting Political Scene

Mediterranean Israeli music became audible beyond the neighborhoods in

the early 1970s as Mizrahi youth challenged the hegemonic state policies

that had been termed ‘‘the mistakes of the ’50s.’’29 The Mizrahi cultural

renaissance and social revolution of the 1970s attempted to redefine the

artistic as well as political boundaries of Israeli society during a period of

deep national and international transformation. The 1967 and 1973 wars

altered the balance of power in profound ways. Ilan Halevi points out that

‘‘the acquisition of Arab territories was the end of the geocultural isola-

tion of Israel in the Arab world.’’30 The 1967 war presented a fundamental

contradiction for a society that had fashioned its political philosophy on

a supposedly egalitarian ideal. Michael Keren points to the ambivalence

of artists and scholars who were aroused by the victory but repulsed by

their new role as occupier: ‘‘For Israeli writers of the seventies and eighties,

utopia is the reality of the past; the present nothing but a great and ugly dys-

topia. The new figure who appeared in the late 1960’s gradually took over

a central position in the literature of the 1970’s and 1980’s: the figure of

the uprooted Israeli. In essence, the model of alienation and affliction, the

pre-heroic model, reemerged from the deep unconscious of the nation’s

soul.’’31 Ammiel Alcalay suggests that for Mizrahi Jews, the new proximity

to Arab territories that resulted from Israeli occupation triggered buried

memories of ancestral homelands, memories that had been sealed from

consciousness in the process of acculturating to the Jewish state.32 On a

practical level, the acquisition of new territories brought about changes in

Mizrahi status: there were increased job opportunities for Arabic speakers,

who were needed to govern and administer the occupied territories.

After the YomKippurWar (1973), the Ashkenazi power grip was shaken

by an anti–Labor Party outcry from Israel’s Mizrahi underclass. Mizrahi

anger was fed by an experience of continued oppression even after service

in the recent wars. Mizrahi activism was also intensified by the impact of

the leftist cultural and political revolution in the United States represented

by Black Power, antiwar, and student rights movements. One Mizrahi so-

cial activist group fighting for better housing, jobs, and education took the

nameBlack Panthers.However, theMizrahimusic of the revolution, some-

times referred to as Panther music, cried out for inclusion in rather than

eradication of the mainstream.33 Libyan Israeli Eli Luzon’s ‘‘Eyzo Medina’’

(What a country), a gentle critique of Israeli society, and ‘‘Avraham Avinu’’
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(Abraham our patriarch), Avihu Medina’s subsequent commentary on the

Israeli-Arab conflict, underscore the distance between U.S. protest music

of the 1960s and 1970s and what Sephardi radio editor Shimon Parnas de-

scribes as Israel’s little music revolution.34

As Asher Reuveni’s wedding story demonstrates, the portable cassette

recorder allowed Mizrahi entrepreneurs to mass-produce and distribute

music excluded by the mainstream industry. The affordability and plas-

ticity of the cassette facilitated commercial andmusical growth, empower-

ing community-based music and altering local soundscapes forever.35 Us-

ing homemade cassettes, Mizrahi musicians and distributors were able

to sidestep the state-controlled media that had rejected their raw com-

bination of Middle Eastern and Mediterranean influences with Western

pop music.36

When the Reuveni Brothers released a tape by an unknown Yemenite

singer, Zohar Argov, they were already positioned as a prominent Mizrahi

cassette company. The new tape, ‘‘Elinor,’’ sold by the hundreds of thou-

sands, taxing their production operation.37 They quickly developed a dis-

tribution network by negotiating with several Iranian and Georgian mer-

chants in Tel Aviv’s open-air marketplace, and then entered other outdoor

marketplaces throughout the country.

The formula for Argov’s increasing popularity lay in his collabora-

tion with another Yemenite musician: singer, composer, and arranger

Avihu Medina. Medina crafted songs that selectively incorporated Span-

ish, Greek, and Western instrumentation and arrangements to embellish

the Yemenite vocal line, which remained the most resilient element of

the music. Medina’s compositions for Argov, such as ‘‘Peraḥ Begani’’ (The

flower in my garden), often began with the traditional Arabic mawwal
(introduction to a song), highlighting Argov’s mellismatic vocalization. In

Bakhtinian terms, the prolonged mawwal itself can be considered a multi-

vocal ‘‘uncrowning’’ of the authorial voice of Israeli culture.38

With Argov’s commercial success in the early 1980s, Mediterranean

Israeli music gained increased airtime. By 1981, the army’s official station,

Galei Tzahal, and Israel Radio’s popularmusic channel, Reshet Gimel, had

each added a two-hour weekly Mizrahi segment.While these were signifi-

cant advances, Argov claimed ghettoization: ‘‘Over 55% of Israel ismy audi-

ence, but to hear me on the radio they have to wait until 2 pm onWednes-

day in the Mizrahi corner. We live in 1981 and those programs were old

10 years ago.We are fed up!!! Why are we being locked in a—I didn’t say

ghetto, that’s your word. I only said it hurts. Scatter us on all the hours or
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don’t play us at all.’’39TheMizrahi accusationwas especially harsh for Euro-

peanHolocaust survivors, for whom the term ghetto touched a deep nerve.

Also, Mizrahi appropriation of the word in the sense used by the U.S. Black

Powermovement, to signify poor sections of urban centers, was a wake-up

call to a national identity built on egalitarian notions. A disenfranchised

neighborhoodmusic that had flourished at a grassroots level, despite being

assigned to broadcast corners and heritage display, was now blasting out of

the ghetto as the soundtrack to an emerging pan-ethnic political coalition.

At the heart of the conflict were questions of appropriation and the rights

to a musical inheritance.

The ghetto blasting moved in unexpected ways as a song by a Yemenite

Israeli singer named HaimMoshe seeped across the border to Syria, Leba-

non, and Jordan. Moshe’s renditions of the popular Arabic song ‘‘Linda,

Linda’’ resulted in fan mail from Arab listeners, testifying to his ability

to blast through geopolitical ghettos and touch the hearts of Israel’s ene-

mies. Though the Arabic text and aesthetic features of Moshe’s ‘‘Linda

Linda’’ could touch a Syrian listener, they seemed remote frommainstream

European Israeli taste. Nonetheless, in 1986, a refashioned ‘‘Linda Linda’’

became popular on the kibbutz scene and was choreographed for Israeli

folk dance.With ‘‘Linda Linda,’’ Moshe had simultaneously infiltrated both

enemy airwaves and Israel’s ideological heartland as symbolized by the kib-

butz and official ‘‘Israeli’’ folk dance.40

By the late 1980s,Moshe’smainstream successes included appearances

on prime-time television and at official state celebrations. He entertained

Israelis and Palestinians at Donald Trump’s Taj Mahal casino in Atlantic

City. Morocco’s royal palace was also on his tour schedule. He had suc-

ceeded in straddling mainstream, Mizrahi neighborhood, and Arab tastes.

However, whenHaimMoshe added ‘‘Ashkenazi’’music to his repertoire, he

was accused of trying to pass for Ashkenazi. In response, he claimed that he

was ‘‘not Ashkenazifying’’ but composing music for the true nation: ‘‘I call

it Israeli music, neither east nor west but made up of both, but if you want

a name, well then call it country music, because it reflects what’s really

going on in the country—Stevie Wonder singing country music. Stevie is

Yemenite, well a little to the left of Yemen. In another twenty years this

music will be known as the real Israeli music, not eastern or western but

the authentic sound.’’41

In the early 1990s, Mizrahi cassette company owners and performers,

who had previously competed fiercely in a small market, joined together to

bring issues of unpaid performance royalties, broadcasting discrimination,
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ghettoization, and illegalmonopolization before a special Knesset commit-

tee. To maximize their credibility, they established two official organiza-

tions, Hapil, the Israeli Federation for MediterraneanMusic, and azit, the

Association for Mediterranean Song. In the process of creating an official

framework, musicians and producers claimed and renamed their emer-

gent genre, replacing largely pejorative designations based on class and

ethnic slurs that called attention to the ‘‘inferior’’ cassette production and

the working-class locations in which the music was played and sold. The

press had bestowed on the genre names such as musiqat qasetot (cassette
music), musiqa shel hataḥana hamerkazit (central bus station music), mu-
siqa mizrahit (Easternmusic),musiqa etnit (ethnicmusic), andmusiqa sḥora
(black music). The new name chosen by the genre’s practitioners, musiqa
yisraelit yam tikhonit (Mediterranean Israeli music), modified the designa-

tion of Israeliness by placing it in a regional context.

With the rising popularity of Mediterranean Israelimusic, some singers

headed east. They exchanged Western rock beats and Greek tunes for

royalty-free Turkish melodies circulating in the public domain. Although

Greek melodies contained Western elements that appealed to European

Israeli ears, obtaining licensing agreements was often expensive and time-

consuming. Turkish tunes, according to Meir Paz of acum, were free be-

cause Israel and Turkey had not yet established any copyright agreements.

The music, like the Mediterranean basin, is a crossroads at which cultural

forcesmeet and are reforged.Defiance of European categories and designa-

tions was also a political challenge to hegemonic media and national insti-

tutions that classify Mizrahi musical contributions as lacking in aesthetic

legitimacy, commercial viability, and national coherency. Mizrahi creators

viewed the hybrid nature of their music as appropriate to their multicul-

tural identities. And some viewed the attempts of folklorists, musicolo-

gists, and composers to reduce their music into neat categories, as in the

drive to preserve ‘‘authentic’’ Yemenite songs, as Ashkenazi appropriation.

In the mid- to late 1990s, Mediterranean Israeli music shifted from

an illegitimate, contestive alternative network consisting of what Motti

Regev had called a ‘‘poor imitation of Israeli rock,’’ to an elevated position

within mainstream Israeli popular music. The posthumous consecration

of Yemenite singer Zohar Argov was expressed in an uptown avant-garde

theater piece, a feature-length film, and a prime-time television documen-

tary. Occasions of truly reciprocal interactions between Mizrahi and Ash-

kenazi singerswere no longer surprising, and the nature ofmedia attention

had changed (covering the music itself rather than music as ethnic issue).
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Now claims of continuing ethnic gaps in the field of music were deemed

irrelevant.The proliferation of cable channels and decentralized local radio

stations reconfigured access to broadcast channels, and local papers regu-

larly reviewednew releases and concert appearances.Mediterranean Israeli

music was, as Argov had wished, ‘‘scattered throughout the hours’’ rather

than ghettoized in Oriental corners of radio and television.

At the same time, Mediterranean Israeli musicians returned to the eth-

nically specific rural and urban, classical and folk, Middle Eastern and

NorthAfricanmusic genres their parents and grandparents had been asked

to abandon in the late 1940s, when ethnicity itself was illegitimate and the

nationalmusical taskwas a blending of exilic soundscapes. In the context of

a burgeoning world music industry and increased acceptability of Middle

Eastern and North African musics, Moroccan, Kurdish, Iranian, and other

particular traditions found favor in the mainstream Israeli marketplace.

The popularity of specific ethnic musics may have come out of a nostalgia

that grew from the consolidation of Mizrahiyut. With increasing, though

by no means fully realized, integration came an expression of longing for

ancestral diaspora homelands. ForAshkenaziworldmusic lovers, vicarious

reclamation of North African and Middle Eastern music roots (what Yael

Zerubavel would call recovered roots) may have signaled indigenousness

as well as a more appealing and ‘‘aesthetically coherent’’ (i.e., ‘‘authentic’’)

sound than previous Mediterranean Israeli music formulations.42

From Schizophonia to Rhizomatics

Steven Feld’s discussion of schizophonia and schismogenesis in world

music is helpful for understanding Mizrahi claims for indigeneity, heri-

tage, and hybridity in popular music. According to Feld, schizophonia is

Murray Schafer’s term for the separation of sounds from their sources, and

schismogenesis is how Gregory Bateson describes the way regroupings

and reterritorializations create asymmetrical power relationships between

groups competing for indigeneity.43 In the case of Mizrahi regroupings (the

creation of a pan-ethnic community) and reterritorialization (border cross-

ings), the separation of sounds from their sources creates the possibility

for enemy appropriation ofmusical styles in disputed territory. Emergence

creates schisms, and schisms create unlikely emergences across enemy

lines. In concertwith the emergentmusic forms I have described, I propose

three categories of power relationships.

In the first category, which I call asymmetrical appropriation, hegemonic
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groups, such as the European Israelis who were architects of the national

soundscape, borrowed from subordinate Mizrahi groups. As is typical in

asymmetrical relationships, European Israelis tokenized, trivialized, cari-

caturized, and exoticized the borrowed materials. Also, they freely trans-

formed the material, while the Mizrahi musicians were regarded as ves-

tiges of a disappearing Ur form and were thus discouraged from exploring

musical transformation or innovation. Feld describes the asymmetry of

this form of appropriation as a ‘‘succoring-dependence’’ or custodial rela-

tionship in which the custodians ensure the continued dependency of cul-

tural practitioners from whom they mine creative resources.44 This cus-

todial dependence is an apt description of the Israeli power structure, in

which European Israelis dominated not only economic, educational, and

political spheres, but also the emergingmusic industry. In particular, I note

two dimensions of asymmetrical appropriation: first, the tokenized use of

Middle Eastern and North African musical motifs and instrumentation by

mainstream European Israeli composers, and second, the appropriation of

Middle Eastern and North African music for live or broadcast official heri-

tage display. Both dimensions demonstrate schizophonia, or the separation

of sounds from their sources. The first type of appropriation uses synech-

doche to borrow parts of the music, and the second keeps the performance

intact but removes it from its community context.

In the second category, which I call pan-ethnic appropriation, relation-
ships are based on reciprocal rather than asymmetrical affiliations. In con-

trast to the hegemonic-subordinate relationships of the first category, these

appropriations are characterized by shared experience, indigeneity that

translates into claims of uninterrupted inheritance, or other kinds of be-

longing.The force driving pan-ethnic appropriations is not dominance and

subordination, though there are indeed struggleswithin the emergent pan-

ethnic group for territory, but a shared sense of rootedness and rootless-

ness. These appropriations demonstrate cultural affiliations that can map

onto political identities and cultural styles that can trespass across geo-

political conflict lines. Both the European-dominated national music that

became the mainstream soundscape of Israel and the marginalized and

excluded music genres created by Mizrahim involved appropriation and

reappropriation; both can be described as pan-ethnic formations that bor-

rowedmelodies and visual aesthetics from local contexts in Russia, Poland,

Czechoslovakia,Greece,Turkey, or Palestine and reconfigured them innew

communal contexts in Palestine-Israel.However, European appropriations

and reconfigurations of East European melodies with Hebrew texts appro-
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priated from Middle Eastern and North African Jewish musical traditions

without engaging in a reciprocal musical encounter that could truly have

represented a musical ‘‘remixing of the exiles.’’ Mizrahi Jews, on the other

hand, claimed an inheritance of Middle Eastern and North African music

as an extension of their own Middle Eastern context. They envisioned a

continuing development of the music of the region as part of the develop-

ment of a new national style. Toward that end, they added Hebrew texts

and drew on some aspects of the aesthetics being developed by European

composers.

The third category of power relationship, rhizomatic appropriation, de-
scribes the loss of control by official culture or by the manufacturers of

meaning (to use Bourdieu’s term) and involves the proliferation of emer-

gent styles that contest pure categories.45 Music becomes inevitably ‘‘con-

taminated’’ as it travels through the airwaves across national boundaries,

transgressing customs, checkpoints, and security zones. Rhizomatic ap-

propriations describe relationships across geopolitical conflict lines and

the performance of cultural identities that confirm, ignore, realign, tran-

scend, or defy those borders. Uncontested appropriations belie their in-

vented nature and can be deployed to create powerful political affiliations

across enemy lines.The uncontested status is always temporary and always

open to suspicion. It is unclear how porous to such infiltration a particu-

lar political landscape may be, because cultural boundaries and political

boundaries are not necessarily parallel.

Music provides a particularly fertile ground for exploring porous bound-

aries, insofar as it recognizes that the map is not the territory and that

soundscapes do not conform to either historical legacies or political land-

scapes. Ethnomusicologists and folklorists define cultural heritage claims

expressed through aesthetic re-coverings and reformulations as borrow-

ing, quotation, appropriation, parody, intertextuality, stylistic allusion,

usage, pastiche, patchwork—terms that command literatures and schol-

arly discourses.46However, such lumping together and splitting of music’s

categories runs counter to the intentions of theMizrahimusicianswho cre-

ated theMediterranean Israelimusic style.47Mizrahi performers likeAvihu

Medina and Zehava Ben can map their repertoire in terms they recog-

nize, but they also subvert or blur these boundaries. Medina delineates his

songs as asli (authentic), asli im gvan yam tikhoni (the real thing with medi-

terranean color), and shirey meurav (combination songs). His aim is inte-

grational rather than oppositional.48 Musicians’ own cartographies of their

repertoires encompass multiple and conflicting essentialisms. This prolif-
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eration of styles can be seen not only as an inheritance or a struggle over

indigeneities but also as a model for coexistence, albeit a contested, con-

flictual, and unresolved one. As John Szwed has demonstrated, the goal of

mapping style is not to insist on a direction of influence but to be able to ob-

servemultidirectionality, simultaneously fast-forwarding and rewinding.49

When this multidirectionality trespasses across enemy lines, the potential

for reciprocal exchange may take on a political meaning.

With the developments in the Palestinian-Israeli peace process and the

continued ascendancy of world music in the early 1990s, the homespun

genre of Mediterranean Israeli music was elevated to a new position in

the mainstream Israeli imagination. Zehava Ben, who had previously of-

fended journalists with her Turkish songs, now pushed against the borders

of musical and political maps by singing the repertoire of Umm Kulthum.

In 1994–1995 Zehava Ben released a cd on her own label entitled Ze-
hava Ben Sings Arabic. The silver and gold cover inscribes Zehava Ben

within the profile of Umm Kulthum (see figure 8). The inner sleeve is

adorned with images of Ben’s pilgrimage to the graves of Umm Kulthum

and Farid al-Atrash in Egypt. Umm Kulthum, whose career spanned over

half a century, was able to attract Jewish, Muslim, and Christian audiences

in Islamic countries.50 Zehava Ben’s performances of her repertoire dem-

onstrate the dialogic relationship of appropriation. As an Israeli Jewish

performer singing the repertoire of an Egyptian Muslim woman, Zehava

Ben could be seen as reproducing the asymmetrical power relationships

of the Middle East (what I have described as assymetrical appropriation).

But Zehava Ben publicly positions herself as an heir to Umm Kulthum

because of her North African ethnicity and Arabic-speaking background.

Her performances of Umm Kulthum’s repertoire also may be considered,

therefore, a legitimate claim to a legacy, thereby endeavoring to remedy the

asymmetry of the appropriation.

The political implications of an enemy claim to inheritance complicate

the second category of pan-ethnic appropriation. An inheritance is signifi-

cantly different from other kinds of appropriation, and this difference has

enormous importance for cultures in disputed territory. The success of

Zehava Ben’s claim to the legacy of UmmKulthum depends on the willing-

ness of her audience to accept the supposedly fundamental contradiction

of an Israeli Jew claiming to be the musical heir of an Egyptian Muslim.

Audiences that accept Zehava Ben’s performances either embrace a larger

pan-ethnic formulation that can conceive of and include a Jewish Arab, or

they simply ignore her Jewishness. Zehava Ben calls attention to aspects
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of her shared experience with Umm Kulthum: they are both women from

poor, religious, rural, Arabic-speaking families. These connections com-

pete with but never completely overshadow the political, national, and reli-

gious schisms between their contexts, as well as the temporal distance be-

tween them.

Zehava Ben’s venture was risky; by reclaiming Arab music as her heri-

tage, she opened herself up to criticism at home and in the Arabworld.Her

performances of UmmKulthum took on very differentmeanings on differ-

ent occasions: at an official ceremony commemorating the peace process,

at an Egyptian Israeli wedding (nostalgia in older people for pre-state days

in Alexandria), at a concert for Palestinians in Jericho (commercial enter-

tainment and suspension of politics), at a chic Tel Aviv club frequented by

European Israeli worldmusic fans (Israeli claims to an indigenous ‘‘ethnic’’

soundscape), or at an outdoor antidrug concert in downtown Jerusalem.

It is possible to describe Zehava Ben as a nomadic figure, traversing

imaginary cartographies that cannot be mapped by unidirectional appro-

priations and are better understood as rhizomatic invasions. If Zehava

Ben’s covers of Umm Kulthum opened her to Arab challenges of appro-

priating from their culture, they also helped her to consolidate her posi-

tion as a representative of a Jewish-Arab-Israeli hybridity that was used as

the soundtrack of border openings and crossing within Israel and between

Israel and its enemies.

In the fall of 1995, in the aftermath of Prime Minister Rabin’s assassi-

nation, Zehava Ben released her second Arabic cd, this time on the main-

stream Helicon label. In the interim she had studied classical Arab music,

language, and performance and developed competency in the repertoire of

Umm Kulthum; now she employed the Arab Orchestra of Haifa to accom-

pany her. Asmany Israelis and Palestinians shared in grieving over Rabin’s

death and the unsettling prospects for peace, Zehava Ben’s cds and appear-

ances in Nablus and Jericho and at ceremonies marking the (cold) peace

with Egypt resonated with musical, political, and commercial overtones.

The children of North African andMiddle Eastern Jewish immigrants who

had kept Arabic music in the closet now turned up the volume in taxis and

cafés. Palestinians seeking material signs of a fragile peace process also

took notice of Ben’s musical overture.

The question of the political consequences of these dueling nativities

—especially the juxtaposition of Ben’s national nativity (Israeli) with her

musical choices (Arab, Turkish,Western rock, among others)—requires a

model of cultural politics that relies less on unidirectional forces of influ-
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ence and more on a weblike model of airwaves or soundscapes that are not

bound by geographic or national borders, if nonetheless overdetermined.

Perhaps the performers and listeners who manage dueling nativities as

fields of integrations and contradictions, as the business of everyday life,

produce the best critique of identity politics. Essentialism is not only aca-

demically unviable but also experientially impossible, at least in disputed

territories. In these liminal spaces, identity is often strategic, and claims

to lineage may have dramatic contemporary consequences that go beyond

the preservation and transmission of an idealized past.51

Zehava Ben’s performances allow her audience to invest in otherwise

contradictory elements, to momentarily realign nonaligned political posi-

tions (most notably, Muslim and Jew, Israeli and Egyptian, European and

Middle Eastern Israeli, disenfranchised and mainstream).52 She allows her

audiences to temporarily cross seemingly impenetrable borders. The sub-

jectivity Ben represents is, like all subjectivities and identities, temporary

and mobile. Her seemingly improvisational identity riffs call and respond

to contextual particularities, shifting between centers of gravity as she per-

formsUmmKulthum, duets withYemenite transvestite singer Dana Inter-

national in a Meretz party election ad, and sings Arabic-language praise

poems for Bibi Netanyahu at a Likud-sponsored barbecue.53 Zehava Ben

embodies and performs the dual and the dueling nativities that her audi-

ence recognizes in them. Despite our academic discomfort with such con-

tiguous discontinuities, they nonetheless represent a part of life in dis-

puted territories, for example, the wayMoroccan Israeli soldiers affix Ben’s

‘‘drop of luck’’ image to their weapons: on the one hand, they are Israeli

soldiers looking for a drop of luck, on the other hand, they are Andalusian

Arabs, frequently the butt of ethnic discrimination in Israel. It is discom-

forting that these contradictions come together in the form of a military

decoration.

The contradictions extend to Ben’s appropriations of the repertoire of

an Egyptian singer who was a spokesperson for Gamal Abdul Nasser’s

Pan-Arab nationalism and anti-Israeli policies. It is precisely Ben’s dueling

nativities and inherited cultural styles that produce both investment and

disdain in the context of the dispute. Her appropriation of UmmKulthum

is also a self-Orientalizing and relocalizing move that grants Ben status

not just as a popular music star, but as an embodiment of those contradic-

tory identities.Musical performances such as Ben’s create a proliferation of

routes in tension with a hierarchy of influence and appropriation, thereby

challenging origin points and border crossings. I have described four ways
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that Zehava Ben’s performances deterritorialize and reterritorialize: (1) by

claiming a fluid lineage, (2) by providing contradictory and momentary

realignments, (3) by occupying a temporary and mobile subjectivity, and

(4) by temporarily crossing seemingly impenetrable borders.

The new paths taken by Mediterranean Israeli music in the 1990s go

beyond the genre’s initial struggle against categories of asymmetric ap-

propriation (represented by sli) and pan-ethnic reciprocal appropriation,

and open a space for a musical exchange that challenges and crosses bor-

ders that earlier manifestations of the genre could only imagine. In the

1970s,Mizrahimusicians lacked resources for learning the ‘‘correct’’ forms

of either Eastern or Western music (as demonstrated by Avihu Medina’s

story about being told that learning to readmusic would alter his Yemenite

authenticity). Mizrahi musicians like Medina and Argov were caught be-

tween the expectation that they retain the traditions of their forbears and

the lack of resources to creatively continue their work.

The resources available to Mediterranean Israeli musicians such as Ze-

hava Ben in the 1990s, from studying Arabic music with the Haifa Arab

Orchestra andplayingwith the groupEtnix to her covers ofUmmKulthum,

need to be understood in the context of the development of Mediterra-

nean Israelimusic.Her contribution to the development ofMediterannean

Israeli music is the deployment of borrowing as a legitimate and respect-

ful enterprise creating flexibilities rather than rigidities. Her multidirec-

tional move of covering Umm Kulthum allows her passage across Israel’s

borders into Arab lands and into the mainstream European Israeli domain

that is longing for its own version of world music legitimacy. Her Umm

Kulthum covers both adhere to the tradition and provide flexible, nomadic,

multidirectional affiliations.

Zehava Ben’s contribution to the development of Mediterranean Israeli

music does not merely represent an interesting example of the difference

between rhizomatic appropriations and the fiction of shared cultural styles.

Her persona and performance also raise the question of whether cultural

border crossings such as these can (even temporarily) override the hostili-

ties in the Middle East, and whether that suspension of conflict can create

any far-ranging possibilities for change. At the very least we can say that

enemy appropriationmade in a spirit of reverence and reclaimed lineage—

to the extent that Ben inscribes her head within UmmKulthum’s profile—

puts the complex dueling nativities of all of the players on the front lines.

I have argued that music and perhaps other cultural forms can retain or
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regain their distinctiveness and yet cross borders, thus creating new audi-

ences who themselves reconfigure their imaginary identities. The prolif-

eration of emergent hybrid genres, covers, and borrowings flies in the face

of homogeneities and hegemonies of any kind, so that the stabilities at

the root of cultural and political conflict are replaced by the instabilities

of nomadic, rhizomatic connections. These cultural border crossings, cre-

ating the possibility for emergent, culturally distinctive forms inwar zones,

may not create peace. Yet, the instability they engender offers a dress re-

hearsal formore substantive dialogue after the concert’s curtain call. If war

assumes imaginary stabilities, thesemusical instabilities offer a temporary

alternative imaginary that might have consequences for the rehearsal of

peace. If these border crossings do not create peace, they do, at least tem-

porarily, destabilize war.

Notes

I am grateful to the Center for Advanced Judaic Studies, University of Pennsylvania,

and to the Mershon Center for Public Policy, The Ohio State University, for two fel-

lowship years in which I was able to test these ideas with colleagues from several

disciplines. Amy Shuman, Rebecca Stein, and Ted Swedenburg provided invaluable

editorial and substantive support.

1. The rejection of Mediterranean Israeli music’s raw, Eastern, pan-ethnic sound

has parallels with other subversive genres that emerge and proliferate (despite their

rejected status) in the process of relocation. For example, the popularity of rai music

in France extends beyond the Algerian community and encompasses a pan–North

African diasporic community. Similarly, Greek, Armenian, Turkish, and Arab mu-

sicians in the United States together created a pan-Eastern music that developed in

neighborhood nightclubs and cafés. Joan Gross, David McMurray, and Ted Sweden-

burg, ‘‘Arab Noise and Ramadan Nights: Rai, Rap and Franco-Maghrebi Identities,’’

in Displacement, Diaspora and Geographies of Identity, edited by Smadar Lavie and Ted

Swedenburg (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press 1996), 131.

2. This essay draws from ethnography that I conducted in Israel between 1986

and 1995, roughly the period from the beginning of the first Intifada through an

idealistic phase of the Israeli Palestinian peace process. Methodologically, the ethno-

graphic enterprise was collaborative and dialogic, suggesting the acknowledgment

of informants as insider experts rather than patronized teachers from whom schol-

ars mine the raw materials that create perspectives. I acknowledge my research as-

sistant, Reuven Namdar, whose critical observations and artistic sensibilities helped

me to put the dialogic into practice. I also analyzed newspaper articles, documentary

films and television shows, and dozens of cassette recordings and artwork spanning

the post–Yom KippurWar period (1974) until the initial reverberations of Chairman

Arafat and Prime Minister Rabin’s cnnWhite House handshake (1995).
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TED SWEDENBURG

Against Hybridity:

The Case of Enrico

Macias/Gaston

Ghrenassia

Arab Jews played a major role in the development of modern Arab cul-

ture during the first half of the twentieth century, particularly in the

realm of music. After the creation of the state of Israel and the sub-

sequent emigrations, forced or otherwise, of Jews from Arab countries,

the vital Jewish role in the Arab musical tradition gradually diminished. In

Arab countries this story has largely been forgotten, expunged from offi-

cial history, or rewritten according to the imperatives of a simplistic anti-

Zionist ideology. Meanwhile, Arab Jewish, or Mizrahi, artists have con-

tinued to perform and record in Israel, where their brand of music has

not only survived but has undergone a revival and today enjoys crossover

popularity. A number of scholars have investigated this phenomenon and

argued effectively that Mizrahi music represents a kind of challenge to

hegemonic Ashkenazi-dominated and Eurocentric conceptions of Israel’s

national identity.1 By contrast, little attention has been paid to the ongoing

but mostly underground reception in the Arab world of music produced

by Arab Jews.2

The failure of scholars to consider this quite remarkable phenomenon

is understandable, given that the dynamics of Arab reception of Jewish

Arab music are quite different from those that characterize the position of

Mizrahi music in Israel. There, Mizrahi music has been produced in the

context of ethnic identity construction and the emergence of local politi-

calmovements.Mizrahimusic can bemeaningfully studied by attention to

performers, spaces of consumption, mass media dissemination, and audi-

ence reception. It also makes sense, methodologically and theoretically, to



examine the effects and meanings of Mizrahi music in the framework of

the Israeli nation-state.3 In sum, music produced in Israel by Arab Jews,

even though theirs has been regarded by hegemonic forces as an ‘‘inferior’’

culture, is readily available for ethnographic, historical, and ethnomusico-

logical study.

By contrast, the investigation of the reception of Arab Jewish music in

the Arab world since Israel’s creation defies conventional research meth-

ods. Not only has it been illegal in most Arab countries for over fifty years

to import any goods from Israel, it also is widely considered an act of trea-

son to enjoy or consume commodities produced by ‘‘the enemy.’’ Nonethe-

less, despite the hostilities, Arab audiences for Arab Jewishmusic do exist.

However, they are understandably invisible and unconnected to any so-

cial movements, and there exist virtually no social spaces where such audi-

ences might regularly congregate to consume such music.4 Arab Jewish

performers do not, with few exceptions, produce their music with audi-

ences in Arab countries in mind.5 Quite often, as in the case of contra-

band Dana International cassettes sold in Egypt, Arab Jewish music cir-

culates in the Arab world through informal or black market channels. All

of these factors render it difficult to study such phenomena and to gauge

the music’s social and political effects. In most cases, the only available

evidence consists of negative reactions penned by commentators and re-

porters in Arab newspapers and magazines. From this negative evidence,

one can deduce that some Arabs in fact are listening to Arab Jewish music,

otherwise, why would writers bother raising the alarm about the dangers

of Zionist cultural influence? In most instances, however, it is difficult to

deduce precisely what the existence of such Arab audiences means. Does
the act of listening toMizrahi music signify resistance to official or opposi-

tional rhetorics of Arab anti-Zionism? Political apathy when it comes to the

question of Palestine? Sympathy for the state of Israel? A critique ofmono-

lithic notions of Arab identity? A nostalgia for the time when Jews were an

important presence in the Arab countries? Or simply the appreciation of

good music?

My task here is not to provide definitive answers to these questions. But

the case I have chosen to investigate, that of French variety star Enrico

Macias, has the advantage of offeringmuchmore evidence to the researcher

than do most other examples of Arab Jews with Arab audiences.6 Macias’s

musicalmaster,CheikhRaymondLeyris, was a giant of theAlgerianmalouf
tradition, and as we shall see, his own career was entangled in important

ways with Zionism and the question of Israel. Macias is an artist with a
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global reputation, whose ties to Israel are well documented and whose

career has been punctuated by controversies regarding his positions in

support of Zionist projects. He has received massive press coverage over

the past four decades, has been the subject of several biographies, and has

authored two autobiographies.7

Interzone

To suggest something of the context that produces a figure like Enrico

Macias, I want to evoke the concept of the ‘‘interzone,’’ about which I have

written elsewhere, and stress three of its key aspects.8 The notion of the

interzone refers, first of all, to the long history of Jewish presence in the

Middle East and to the Jews’ active participation in Arab Islamic civiliza-

tion. Until the creation of the state of Israel in 1948, Arabic-speaking Jews

were native inhabitants of the Arab regions of the Middle East and cocre-

ators of (if not always fully equal participants in) Arab culture.9 Second,

the notion suggests that classical Arab Islamic civilization at its height was

a kind of mercantile crossroads, an intermediary between civilizations in

Africa, Europe, and South and East Asia. As such, Arab Islamic civiliza-

tion was rooted in long-distance trade and travel, cultural exchange and

interconnections, cosmopolitan and polyglot cities, and far-flung connec-

tions, a reality that Ghosh evokes vividly in his book In an Antique Land.
Third, during the colonial period in the Arab world, the racial and so-

cial lines separating European and native were more fluid than in other

zones of European colonialism that are usually cited as typical colonial

cases (e.g., southern Africa and India). A distinct hierarchy of European

colonials existed in which those hailing from the Mediterranean (Italians,

Greeks, Corsicans, Maltese, Spaniards, etc.) were regarded as inferior to

those fromnorthernEurope.AlthoughMediterraneanEuropeans certainly

made every effort to distinguish themselves, the boundaries separating

them from the ‘‘natives’’ were nonetheless often rather fluid, even in settler

colonies such as Algeria.10

I do not mean to suggest, however, that the interzone was a premodern

golden age of tolerance, cosmopolitanism, and flexible boundaries. Euro-

pean colonialism in the Middle East was as cruel and deadly as anywhere

else in the globe. It is estimated, for instance, that 1 million Algerians lost

their lives in the course of the Algerian independence struggle.11 In addi-

tion, Jews and Christians were not the full political or juridical equals of

Muslims under Islamic law, and the character of their treatment frequently
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depended on the whim of the particular ruler and the socioeconomic con-

text.The second-class position occupied byArabChristians and Jews under

Islamic rule and their vulnerability to various forms of persecution and dis-

crimination help explain the receptivity of many of them to colonial inter-

vention. Moreover, in many instances, European rule in fact improved the

position of Arabic-speaking Jews and Christians.12

The relatively weak position of Jews who participated in Arab civiliza-

tion also helps make sense of their complicated relationship to Zionism.

For contemporary Arab Jews, memories of times of persecution and hu-

miliation frequently coexist with nostalgia for themusic of UmmKulthum

and traditional Arab foods like foul and couscous.The fact thatMizrahimu-

sicians in Israel are problematizing the Eurocentricity of hegemonic Ash-

kenazi culture is in no way inherently contradictory to a trend of Mizrahi

political support for right-wingZionist parties. Indeed, since the 1970s, the

main base for the Likud in Israel, the party of Begin, Shamir, Netanyahu,

and Sharon, has been the Mizrahi community. In some senses, therefore,

Enrico Macias represents an entirely typical Arab Jewish cultural figure:

the fact that he is a supporter of Zionism who at the same time is one of

the foremost practitioners of the canonical Arab musical tradition is not a

paradox, but entirely normal in the post-1948 context.

It is for such reasons that I employ the notion of the interzone rather

than concepts such as cultural hybridity, so often invoked today in the

postcolonial and cultural studies literature. Hybridity is not an appropriate

term for this case, especially as it is so frequently employed to suggest new

forms of identity or cultural resistance. Arab Jewish culture is not novel,

but has deep roots going back over a thousand years. Nor is it inherently

a form of resistance against colonialism or Jewish nationalism. It is also

not useful here to regard the Mizrahim as a natural bridge between Arab

and Jew, as is sometimes done in the critical literature on Israel and Pales-

tine. On the other hand, the argument offered by some Arab critics that

Arab Jews like Enrico Macias are guilty of ‘‘appropriating’’ Arab culture is

equally unhelpful, given that we are speaking of a shared, Arab Muslim-

Jewish heritage.

I am drawn to the case of Enrico Macias precisely because of the diffi-

cult questions it poses. His is clearly not an instance of exemplary cultural

or political practice. Macias’s story resists romanticization, and it provides

no clear model for action. Instead, his case raises a number of thorny, and

recalcitrant, questions about identity and politics. How is it possible to be
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a Zionist and a master practitioner of traditional Arab music? To be proud

of one’s background as a pied-noir (one of the European Algerian settlers

who left Algeria after it gained independence) and a leftist? To be a sup-

porter of Israel’s conquest of East Jerusalem and a backer of a Palestinian

state? The story of Macias offers no easy solutions, but instead forces us to

confront tough questions.

Layla Murad, Dana International, and Others

Enrico Macias is certainly not the only prominent Arab Jewish singer to

have won over audiences in the Arab world after 1948. It is impossible here

to give any kind of complete accounting of this phenomenon. It is not a

consistent story, for Arab Jewish musicians have at times aroused great

opposition and controversy in the Arab countries and at other moments

beenwarmly welcomed by Arab audiences.The great Egyptian vocalist and

cinema star Layla Murad, a Jew who converted to Islam in 1946 when she

married Egyptian actorAnwarWagdi, represents an early example. In 1952,

while on vacation in France, rumors circulated in Egypt that she had visited

Israel and contributedmoney to the Israel Defense Forces.Murad returned

to Egypt to give a few more concerts, but then, at the height of her bril-

liant career, she went into retirement rather than continue to face the ugly

rumors. The Damascus-based Arab Boycott Committee banned Murad’s

music on the basis of the allegations of her support for Israel. Egyptian

President Gamal Abdul Nasser, however, was able to convince Syria to lift

its embargo of Murad in the course of negotiations over unification with

Syria in the United Arab Republic in 1958.

Murad is, of course, a transitional case, from the 1948–1967 period dur-

ing which Jews gradually disappeared from the Arab countries. Since 1967,

the story of Arab Jewish music has mostly concerned Mizrahim located

in Israel. In some instances, their music has been welcomed in the Arab

world. For instance, in the 1980s, Yemeni Israeli singer Haim Moshe’s hit

‘‘Linda, Linda’’ was broadcast over Israeli radio and enthusiastically greeted

by listeners in neighboring Arab countries.13 The late Israeli Yemeni singer

OfraHaza’s recordings of traditional Yemenimusic circulated on smuggled

cassettes throughout Cairo in the late 1980swithout setting off any conten-

tious response from the media. During the second half of the 1990s, the

Mediterranean fusion group Alabina, which features Israeli vocalist Ishtar

(born Eti Zach) singing in Arabic, Spanish, and English, achieved great
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popularity in the Arab world and even performed in Tunisia and Morocco.

Mizrahi music has been well liked among Palestinians in the West Bank

andGaza Strip since at least the 1970s, andMizrahi cassettes and cds circu-

late widely there.The IsraeliMoroccan singer Zehava Ben played a number

ofwell-publicized concerts in Palestinian cities in the PalestinianAuthority

between 1995 and 2000, entrancing audiences with her interpretations of

the repertoire of Egyptian diva Umm Kulthum. I am told that the Mizrahi

singer Sarit Haddad is nowmore favored in the Palestinian territories than

ZehavaBen, and others, likeAvi Cohen, said to be ‘‘the voice ofMuhammad

‘Abd al-Wahhab,’’ enjoy popularity among Palestinians as well.14

Other Israeli Mizrahi singers whose music has circulated in the Arab

countries have been farmore controversial. Dance divaDana International,

of Yemeni origin, achieved massive popularity and notoriety in Egypt in

1995 and 1996, when it was estimated that Egyptians purchased roughly

1 million of her cassettes on the black market. For months, the Egyptian

media was full of denunciations of Dana as a key weapon in Israel’s plot

to undermine and corrupt Egyptian youth. (The sexual innuendo of some

of Dana’s Arabic songs, as well as her transsexuality, also played a role in

the Egyptian campaign against her.) Egypt’s government banned hermusic

again in 2001 as part of an antinormalization campaign.15 The outbreak

of the al-Aqsa Intifada has heightened Arab sentiment for a total embargo

of Israeli culture. In July 2002, for example, Algerian rai star Khaled was

threatened with boycotts when he toured Lebanon and Jordan because he

had sung a duet in concert at a Meeting of Peace concert in Rome with

Yemeni Israeli singer Noa (known in Israel as Achinoam Nini).16

Meanwhile, France has served as an important site for the revival of the

careers of prominent Algerian Jewish musicians, including the late Rein-

ette l’Oranaise (d. 1998), Lili Boniche, Maurice El Medioni, Line Monty,

and Luc Cherki. After arriving in France from Algeria such artists mostly

either went into retirement or performed solely on the ethnic Algerian Jew-

ish wedding circuit. But over the past decade such artists have been draw-

ing large audiences to public concerts and enjoying crossover success in

France.TheBeurs, theNorthAfricanArab residents and citizens of France,

constitute an important part of the audience for these Arab Jewish artists,

whom they regard as part of their own cultural formation.

It is in this larger context that it makes sense to turn now to the great

French variety star Enrico Macias, and to the controversy, as well as ac-

claim, that attended his recent return to the classical Andalusian tradition

of his Jewish Algerian youth. The controversy has been entangled with the
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issue of his ties to Israel as well as to the related question of the role of

Algerian Jews in the history of French colonial adventure in Algeria.

The Constantine Pogrom of 1934

In 1934, four years before the birth of Gaston Ghrenassia (later known as

Enrico Macias) in Constantine, that city witnessed the massacre of twenty-

five members of its Jewish community by Muslim residents. Among the

dead were some close relatives of Macias’s mother.17 The proximate cause

was a rumor that a drunken Jew had profaned a mosque, but the deeper

reasons were an accumulation of resentments between Jews and Muslims

of Constantine. These were rooted in the fact that, although both commu-

nities spoke the same language (the Algerian Arabic vernacular), the Jews

enjoyed the privileges of French citizenship, while the Muslims did not.

According to several observers, the French far-right anti-Semitic organi-

zation Croix-de-Feu probably manipulated the pogrom from behind the

scenes.18

Despite their long history of residence and integration into Algerian

life, albeit in a second-class position prior to the French occupation, Alge-

rian Jews retained a sense of vulnerability and unease during the colonial

period.19 The Jews’ memories of events like the Constantine massacre help

make sense of their attitudes toward the Zionist movement and the state

of Israel. According toMacias, during the Palestine war of 1948, he and his

Constantine family listened attentively to Kol Israel (Israel Radio) andwere

very concerned about the condition of the Jewish community.20But despite

their sympathy for the Zionists, in general Algerian Jews were not inclined

to make aliyah to Palestine (pre-1948) and later Israel, chiefly because they
held French citizenship and were heavily invested in French culture and

it was easy to settle in France. Between 1931 and 1961, it is estimated that

only 7,600 Algerian Jews migrated to Palestine-Israel.21

It was not just memories of the humiliations of the precolonial era or

the ongoing fear of violence at the hands of Muslims that fostered the un-

ease of Algerian Jews, but also the anti-Semitism of European Algerians.

It would be a mistake, therefore, to regard the Algerian Jews simply as the

indigenous beneficiaries of colonialism, as pieds noirs traitors to the Alge-

rian nation. They may have been French citizens, but many French Algeri-

ans did not regard Jews as fully legitimate French nationals. Anti-Semitism

was rampant among the colonialists in Algeria, and according to Raphaël

Draï, fights and disputes between Jews and anti-Semitic Christian Euro-
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peanswere everyday occurrences in the city ofConstantine.22Algerian Jews

suffered a heavy blow in 1940 with the German occupation of France and

the establishment of the Vichy regime of Marshall Pétain. Jews lost their

citizenship during the Vichy period, and Algerian Jews numbered among

the victims of the Shoah.23

Cheikh Raymond, Colonialism, and Zionism

In 1961, during the last year of the Algerian independence struggle, Gas-

ton Ghrenassia/Enrico Macias’s musical master and future father-in-law

Cheikh Raymond Leyris began receiving anonymous threats. Raymond re-

sponded to the warnings, and to the deteriorating position of the Jewish

community in Constantine, by traveling to France that May to investigate

a possible relocation there.While he was away, rumors circulated in Con-

stantine that Raymond had been jailed for belonging to the oas (Secret

Army Organization, the ultra-right colon terrorist organization) or that he

had taken refuge in Israel. Raymond returned to Algeria, having decided

against moving to France, and on June 21, a few days after he came back,

he was assassinated in the streets of Constantine. Within a few weeks of

Raymond’s death, the Jewish community of Constantine had by and large

abandoned the city.

Why was this great master of Algerian malouf, the classical musical tra-

dition of Andalusia, assassinated, and why did his murder lead to the rapid

evacuation of Constantine’s Jewish community? Raymond Leyris was born

out of wedlock in Aurés in 1912 to a Jewish father named Jacob Lévy and

a Catholic mother named Céline Leyris. Because at the time mixed mar-

riages were inconceivable, Céline had been forced to abandon Raymond

after naming him, and he was adopted and raised as a Jew by the Hali-

mis, a poor and pious Jewish family from Constantine (93). Raymond was

a francophone, but his language of everyday speech was Arabic, he knew

Hebrew from his religious studies, and he sang in classical Arabic. He ap-

prenticed with Constantine malouf master and ‘ud player Cheikh Abdel-

krim Bestandji, a Muslim and a member of a family with a long musical

history. Raymond later started his own musical group, in which he sang

and played the ‘ud, the Arab lute, and rapidly gained acknowledgment as

one of Constantine’s leading malouf practitioners. This musical tradition

(malouf means ‘‘faithful to the tradition’’) was the classical music of Anda-

lusia, of Arab Spain, composed by Jewish and Muslim Arab masters dur-

ing what has come to be known as the Golden Age, between the ninth
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and fifteenth centuries (24). It was transmitted orally, from father to son,

across the generations, and had been preserved in Constantine, more or

less intact, for at least five hundred years, although some instruments (such

as the European-style violin) had been added. Eventually, the title Cheikh

(‘‘master’’) was conferred on Raymond after he demonstrated to a panel of

Muslim sages that he had memorized over five hundred verses of poetry.

(Macias claimsRaymond knew thousands of classical Arabic qasa’id [poetry
verses].)

The musicians, Muslim and Jewish, who played with Cheikh Raymond

constituted a kind of supergroup, all masters of their instruments in their

own right. Raymond’s violinistwas SylvainGhrenassia,Gaston’s father. Syl-

vain came from amusical family whose repertoire, like Cheikh Raymond’s,

was malouf. Born in 1938, Gaston (the future Enrico) grew up listening to

Raymond’s orchestra. His Algerian Jewish family had resided in Constan-

tine since its expulsion from Arab Spain during the reconquista in the fif-

teenth century.Constantinewas home to one of themost important Jewish

communities in Algeria, and about one-third of its population was Jewish.

The Cremieux Decree of 1870 had made the Jews of Algeria French citi-

zens, and the Ghrenassias, like Cheikh Raymond, were francophones who

believed in Algérie Française. Gaston’s parents and grandparents spoke

Arabic at home among themselves and French with their children. Al-

though there were Muslim quarters and Jewish quarters in Constantine,

the Ghrenassias lived in amixed quarter of Jews,Muslims, and Europeans.

Young Gaston was apprenticed to Cheikh Raymond at age fifteen and

played guitar in Raymond’s group between 1954 and 1961. It was Ray-

mond’s, and Gaston’s, innovation to incorporate guitar for the first time

into malouf. Although the years of Gaston’s work with his master are the

same as those of the Algerian War, Cheikh Raymond’s group retained its

favored position during this period, playing concerts and at life cycle cele-

brations (weddings, circumcisions) in both Muslim and Jewish communi-

ties throughout the conflict. In his 2001 autobiography, Macias asserts that

the Jews of Algeria did not, for the most part, support the Algerian revo-

lutionaries of the Front de Libération National (fln), because they were

ignorant of their own history and had been francisé (148). Neither, he says,
did they generally belong to the extreme rightist, paramilitary oas. How-

ever, he adds, the Jews ignored the oas’s true nature and did nothing to stop

its abuses (156).

Macias’s representation of the Jewish position during the war is some-

what selective. The Jews of Algeria were for the most part neutral during
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the war, but, led by local Zionists, they did organize to defend themselves.

The Zionists in Algeria, in fact, were more significant as organizers of

self-defense than as orchestrators of aliyah. In May 1956, Algerian Mus-

lims attacked a Jewish café in Constantine with a grenade, injuring thir-

teen Jews. The next day, when a group of Muslims entered another Jew-

ish café, its patrons, fearing another attack, pulled out revolvers and killed

the Muslims.24 Local Zionists not only organized Jewish self-defense but

also served as army interrogators whose knowledge of Arabic facilitated the

questioning of suspected Algerian fln sympathizers (321). In 1961 a num-

ber of young Jews joined the oas, despite the fact that one of its most im-

portant elements was the ardently anti-Semitic Jeune Nation group (331).

When the oas attacked Muslims, however, it was Algerian Jews who bore

the brunt of the revenge attacks, because their districts frequently straddled

Muslim and European districts and many Jewish enclaves were located in

Muslim quarters. In Constantine, the war between the oas and Muslims

was especially fierce and the Jewish quarter subject to repeated Muslim

attacks (332).

It is still unknown who gave the order to assassinate Cheikh Raymond,

but it is fairly clear that the action was carried out by fln elements. Accord-

ing to Macias, Raymond was apolitical, although he was in favor of Alge-

ria remaining French. Macias and others argue that Raymond was killed

because he represented a kind of cultural bridge between the two commu-

nities, Muslim and Jewish, a symbol of the convivencia.25 But it might also

make sense to see Raymond as representing the epitome of the contradic-

tory position of Algerian Jews, who were, at one and the same time, French

citizens, supporters of keeping Algeria French, speakers of Arabic, pieds

noirs, Israel sympathizers, francophones, andupholders of traditional Arab

culture. It is hard to imagine, in fact, how a national liberation movement,

mobilized on the basis of quite homogeneous notions of Arab and Mus-

lim identity, could, after a very bloody anticolonial struggle, have accom-

modated Algeria’s 140,000 Jews, despite the best intentions of some fln

leaders.

Macias, the June 1967 War, and the Arab Boycott

Gaston Ghrenassia was part of the Jewish and colon exodus from Algeria,

and he landed inMarseille in July 1961. By 1964, he had adopted the name

Enrico Macias and become one of France’s leading singers of variety. That

same year, he played his first dates in Israel, and thenceforth, he continued
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to visit Israel nearly every year to give concerts or take vacations. Macias

happened to be in Israel in late May 1967, during the crisis with Syria and

Egypt, and he performed at kibbutzim near the ‘‘hot borders.’’ His wife’s

pregnancy forced him to return to Paris, where he participated in pro-Israel

demonstrations.26 On the night of June 4–5, Macias reports, Cheikh Ray-

mond appeared to him in a dream and told him to pack his bags and return

to his country, which he took to mean Israel. Macias and several of his mu-

sicians quickly boarded a plane bound for Tel Aviv; they entertained Israel’s

victorious troops in the Sinai and at the Suez Canal. Accompanied by Gen-

erals Moshe Dayan (minister of defense) and Uzi Narkis (the conqueror of

Jerusalem), Macias was one of the first Jews to pray at the Wailing Wall in

June 1967; he asserts that this was one of the twomost importantmoments

of his life.27 In addition, Macias met with PrimeMinister Levi Eshkol, who

personally thanked him for the role he had played in Israel’s victory.28

Macias’s activities in support of Israel’s victorious troops were widely

publicized, and so it is unsurprising that his music was soon banned in

the Arab world on the grounds that it represented pro-Israeli propaganda.

In 1969, Radio Cairo asserted that Macias was being boycotted because he

was a paid agent of Israel and a supporter of Israeli expansionism.29 This

did not dissuade him from continuing in his high-profile support for the

Jewish state. On a 1970 visit he performed in several frontier kibbutzim;

during the October 1973 war he was again in Israel with his musicians,

playing for troops at the Sinai front and for wounded soldiers at Hadassah

Hospital in Jerusalem.30

Macias, however, was anything but a stereotypical Zionist. Shortly after

arriving inMarseille, still known asGastonGhrenassia, hemarried Cheikh

Raymond’s daughter Suzi and began to relaunch a musical career. At first,

he and his father, Sylvain, performed the Andalusian repertoire of Cheikh

Raymond, but French audiences greeted this classical Arab music with

hostility and racism. So he opted for a more mainstream, acceptable route.

In Constantine, he had mastered not only malouf, but also French variety

music, particularly theMediterranean-inflected brand performedby artists

like LuisMariano (the son of refugees from the Spanish CivilWar),Charles

Aznavour (born Varenagh Aznavourian to Armenian refugees from the

Turkish massacres of 1915), and Dalida (born and raised in Egypt). In addi-

tion to playing with Cheikh Raymond, the teenage Gaston had joined a

gypsy musical ensemble in Constantine. The band’s leader was named

Enrico, and Gaston was known in the group as ‘‘little Enrico.’’ On the boat

from Algiers to Marseille, Gaston composed a song about his sorrow over
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leaving Algeria called ‘‘Adieu Mon Pays,’’ which he recorded for Pathé-

Marconi in 1962, adopting the recording name Enrico. He planned to use

the last two syllables of his family name,Nassia, as his secondname, but the

Pathé-Marconi secretarywithwhomhe spoke on the phonemistranscribed

it, so ‘‘Adieu Mon Pays’’ was released under the name Enrico Macias.

In October 1962, the song was broadcast on a national radio program

focusing on the pieds noirs. It became an immediate sensation, selling

50,000 copies in just a few days, and Enrico Macias became the singer in

France of the pieds noirs. In 1963, he cut another record, and in July of the

same year, he was booked into the most famous cabaret in Beirut, where

he was received as a star. Macias remained a favorite throughout the Medi-

terranean for the next thirty years, despite boycotts and bannings in the

Arab world. In 1963, he received a letter from Algeria’s minister of culture

informing him that he was banned in Algeria—for his support for French

colonialism, not because of his Zionism.

His varietymusic, he asserts, was from the start tinged with Andalusian

sounds. In concert over the years he has played ‘ud for one number, or fea-

tured belly dancers, or spotlighted his father Sylvain on Andalusian violin

for one song.31 He was not able to experiment in this vein a great deal, and

the Andalusian element remained at the level of frills and embellishments

rather than forming the musical basis for his work. An emphatic Arabic

sound invariably incited negative reactions from French audiences. How-

ever, the pieds noirs (who have a reputation for being fiercely anti-Arab)

typically greetedMacias’s use of Andalusian features (and even his singing

in Arabic) with enthusiastic applause and shouts of approval.32

Macias and Sadat

In September 1979, Egypt’s president Anwar Sadat organized a festival of

peace on the first anniversary of the CampDavid Peace Accords. The Egyp-

tian government invited EnricoMacias to participate, and contacted him—

significantly—via the Israeli government.33Clearly, President Sadat did not

see Macias as simply a knee-jerk supporter of Israel. During the 1970s,

Macias continued to insert small doses of Arabic music into his live perfor-

mances and recordings. In 1977, he composed and recorded ‘‘La Folle Espe-

rance,’’ a song based on a folkloric Arab melody that Cheikh Raymond had

played.The song’s lyrics praised Sadat’s November 1977 visit to Jerusalem,

and asserted, ‘‘We [Muslims and Jews] are brothers.’’ Macias reports that,

when he first performed the song, on French television, it was a big suc-
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cess and that the studio audience included many Maghrebis, who clapped

and sang along enthusiastically.34 Another song Macias composed in the

early 1970s, ‘‘Le Grand Pardon,’’ expressed his hopes that the ‘‘sons of Abra-

ham’’ would achieve peace. In a 1974 interview, he went so far as to as-

sert his sympathy for the Palestinians because they had been uprooted. He

did not agree, however, that the Jews were responsible for the Palestinians’

dispossession.35

Macias writes that when Sadat met him in Egypt, he ‘‘said first he in-

vited me because his people like me. But he also said to me, ‘I made peace

with Israel, but I want also to make peace with all Jews in all the world, and

for the moment you are the representative of these Jews.’ ’’36 The fact that

Sadat chose an Algerian Jew who spoke Arabic to represent world Jewry at

the peace festival, rather than an Ashkenazi, is certainly significant; this

was not a choice based on European notions of Jewish ‘‘representative-

ness.’’ Macias was warmly greeted in Egypt where, despite the boycott, his

music was well-known due to the underground market. In Egypt, he did

not simply perform his variety hits, but felt comfortable enough to indulge

in his Arabic repertoire. At a private concert, for instance, he performed a

song by one of Egypt’s most beloved stars, Farid al-Atrash, in Arabic.37 He

played his third show in Egypt at Gazira Stadium for the general public,

with his father joining the band on violin. The crowd of 20,000 was en-

thusiastic, knew the lyrics to his songs, and went wild when Macias took

up the ‘ud. He and his father were invited to an audience with Sadat at

his winter palace in Ismailiya, and Macias performed a few songs for the

small gathering, including ‘‘La Folle Esperance,’’ which he sang in Arabic.

Macias has called his encounter with Sadat ‘‘the crowning achievement’’ of

his life.38

The Beurs and Liberal Humanism

Macias has always represented himself as a kind of liberal humanist who,

due to his own exile experience, is deeply concerned about the plight ofmi-

grants, refugees, and exiles everywhere. Many of his most beloved songs

deal with the issues of diaspora and displacement, such as ‘‘Spanish Jew’’

and ‘‘L’Etranger.’’ Moreover, he has been a prominent advocate of the civil

rights of Arabs in France, the traditional targets of ultrarightist violence

and antipathy. During the mid-1980s, the Beurs mounted major mobiliza-

tions against endemic French racism and police brutality. In 1983, young

Beurs organized a two-month-long walk across the country, fromMarseille
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to Paris. Their march culminated with a huge demonstration in Paris, and

Macias was among the ‘‘celebrity’’ participants.39

Even though Macias has been regarded as the singer of the pieds noirs,

over the years he has had frequent run-ins with extreme rightists, par-

ticularly due to their anti-Semitism and anti-Arabism (222). In 1983 he

confronted the wrath of the far right when Algerian president Chadhli

Benjedid visited France and some pied noir organizations demonstrated

against his visit. In a newspaper interview, Macias asserted his hopes that

Benjedid’s visit would help settle the problems of the harkis (Algerians who
fought on the side of the French during the war of national liberation and

who were exiled to France) and the pieds noirs. But it was time, he added,

to turn the page and move ahead. The extreme right reacted by accusing

him of treason (223).On another occasion, in July 1988, Macias was sched-

uled to sing at Marignane in the Midi. The extreme-right party, the Front

National (fn), led by some of its pied noir members, called for a boycott

of the concert. The fn castigated Macias for fighting racism and defending

the rights of immigrants, and it distributed leaflets that went so far as to

label him a ‘‘henchman [suppôt] of the Arabs’’ and a ‘‘Youpin’’ (Yid), a classic
anti-Semitic epithet (69). In 1992, in his one venture into French electoral

politics, he ran unsuccessfully for Parliament as part of Bernard Tapie’s

Energie Sud list in the south, in theVar department. (At the time,Tapie was

the highly controversial president of the Olympique Marseille soccer team

and the chief executive of Adidas). Macias participated in the elections as

part of a larger and ultimately failed effort on the part of the left to block

the political rise of the extreme right in the south.

During this period, Macias continued to be active in the Israel-Palestine

issue and in characteristically complicated ways. In 1994, Israeli president

EzerWeizmann asked him to represent Israel at a meeting in Gaza, where

Yasser Arafat addressed a gathering of about 150 journalists, intellectuals,

and artists from the Arab world. Macias was the only Jew and the only

emissary from Israel (232–233). According to Macias, in his address to the

gathering Arafat called on the Arabs to retake Jerusalem and make it the

capital of Palestine; Macias subsequently met with Arafat and told him

that he rejected the idea that Jerusalem could be the capital of any country

other than Israel. Macias was also active as a global humanitarian. In July

1997, un Secretary General Kofi Annan named him as his first un good-

will ambassador, a mostly celebrity appointment whose numbers have in-

cluded such luminaries Magic Johnson, Luciano Pavarotti, Natacha Atlas,

and Danny Glover.
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The Cheikh Raymond Revival and Antinormalization

In 1999, Macias made an unanticipated return to the Constantine malouf

tradition of his master and father-in-law, Cheikh Raymond. The move

resulted in the revival of his musical career but also plunged him into

renewed controversy, revolving, once again, around the troubling and com-

plex questions of his strong backing of Israel and the apparent contradic-

tion of his being an Arab Jewish Zionist who is also a master practitioner

of the Arab musical tradition.

By 1998, EnricoMacias had sold an estimated 60million records world-

wide. In Europe and the Mediterranean, he had achieved a stature compa-

rable to that enjoyed by Frank Sinatra in the United States. In addition, he

was a celebrity humanitarian, a prominent defender of the rights of immi-

grants and North Africans in France, a man of the left, and a champion of

Israel who also believed that Palestinians had the right to their own state.

But at the age of sixty, his musical output was regarded as somewhat old-

fashioned and passé, especially by the younger generation in France.More-

over, the fact that Enrico Macias was viewed as a representative of pieds

noirs culture also contributed to his has-been image.

As noted earlier, on his arrival in France Macias had tried to carry on

the malouf tradition in the company of his father, but the French audience

response was overwhelmingly hostile. Although the music he produced

between 1962 and 1999 was frequently spiced with the Andalusian spirit

and occasionally marked by the use of ‘‘Oriental’’ instruments, according

to Macias, for the most part malouf, the essential part of his cultural for-

mation, remained dormant and sleeping, and he had ‘‘forbidden’’ himself

from returning to what he considered a ‘‘sacred repertoire.’’ One factor that

slowly drew him back to his heritage was the Beur mobilization, particu-

larly its cultural dimensions. North African music, especially Algerian rai,

gradually achieved mainstream status in France during the 1990s, in the

face of tremendous anti-Arab sentiment.The Beur struggle had helped fos-

ter an increasing openness among French audiences, particularly among

progressive youth, toward North African andMiddle Eastern culture. Such

tolerance and acceptance had simply not existed in the 1960s and 1970s.40

Macias himself was an early supporter of raimusic and rai artists in France,

and the French public regarded him as an integral part of the North Afri-

can cultural wave. Meanwhile, other Algerian Jewish singers were gain-

ing prominence and wider publics in France, chief among them the great

hawzi vocalist and ‘udist Reinette L’Oranaise (d. 1998). Another significant
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factor that encouraged Macias’s re-embrace of malouf was the new official

receptivity in Algeria of him and his music. The Algerian government’s

overtures weremotivated in part by its keen interest in currying favor with

the French government and public at a time when it was engaged in a very

bloody and repressive war with Algerian Islamists, which had broken out

in 1992. Whatever the Algerian government’s motives, its initiatives did

offer important opportunities and incentives for Macias.

The first signal from Algeria came in 1993. In September, the Algerian

ambassador to France organized an evening of solidarity with the people of

Algeria. Enrico Macias was officially invited as a representative of Algerian

culture and was warmly received. As was typical on such occasions, jour-

nalists asked for his opinion regarding the Palestine question. He asserted

that as he himself was in exile, he understood ‘‘perfectly’’ the Palestinian

refugee problem. As for Jerusalem, he asserted once again that it was the

capital of Israel, but he added that the Palestinians had a right to their own

state with their own capital (22–23).

The next official overture on the part of Algerian officialdom occurred

inMarch 1999, when the Algerian cultural center in Paris organized a con-

cert in honor of Cheikh Raymond.This was truly a remarkable event, given

the fact that Raymond’s memory had essentially been obliterated from

Algeria’s cultural history after his assassination. Among those present was

Leila Shahid, the plo’s representative in France. Macias attended the con-

cert together with his brother-in-law, Cheikh Raymond’s son Jacques Ley-

ris. The Constantinois violinist Taoufik Bestandji led the group. Macias

recounts that, after Raymond’s death, he had been certain that no one

possessed the necessary talent to revive hismaster’s music, but the playing

of Bestandji’s group proved him wrong (24). At the close of the concert,

Bestandji invited Macias onstage, and he sang two of the Cheikh’s songs to

great acclaim.

Jacques Leyris subsequently encouragedMacias to continue his collabo-

ration with Bestandji. Leyris had known Bestandji since 1990, when the

latter had moved to France, and together they had brought out four cds of

Cheikh Raymond’s music.41 Taoufik is the grandson of Cheikh Abdelkrim

Bestandji, who was Cheikh Raymond’s master. Bestandji and Macias were

determined to reestablish the centuries-old cultural link between Jews and

Arab Muslims in Algeria that had been broken since the early 1960s, and

they began to rehearse for a concert in Brouges in April.42 Macias reports

that he had no trouble returning to the music as a guitarist, but that be-

cause he had not sung with Raymond’s group, he had to work extremely
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figure 9. Enrico Macias (left) and Taoufik Bestandji in concert.

hard tomaster the difficult task of performing vocals in classical Arabic.He

seems to have succeeded, because his concerts with Bestandji were great

triumphs, performed in front of mixed audiences (Arabs, Jews, and French

non-Semites). Macias and Bestandji’s group released a live double cd, en-

titled Hommage à Cheikh Raymond (recorded at Brouges in April) as well

as a concert dvd.43 The cd’s sales of 100,000 were double the normal sales

of Macias’s recordings over the past few years. The tribute to Cheikh Ray-

mond also broughtMacias renewed credibility with younger audiences, in-

cluding North Africans. One song from the album, ‘‘Koum Tara,’’ is a duet

with rai singer ChebMami, who became a global star that same year on the

strength of his ‘‘Desert Rose’’ duet with Sting.

Macias was quite explicit about what he considered to be the political

implications of his collaboration with Bestandji. At the opening of the con-

cert recorded on dvd, he tells the audience, ‘‘From this night the two com-

munities, Jews and Muslims, are reconciled and retrouvés.’’ Although his

statement rang true insofar as the concert audience, in other domains his

‘‘return’’ underscored, despite his optimistic hopes, the existence of con-

tinued divisions and an absence of reconciliation. At first, Macias’s concert

statement seemed prescient. Soon after Bouteflika’s election in April 1999

(the same month as the Macias-Bestandji concert at Brouges), the Alge-

rian president made a point of paying public tribute to Cheikh Raymond,
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to the Jews of Algeria, and to Enrico Macias. That summer, on the occa-

sion of Constantine’s 2,500th anniversary, Bouteflika again paid homage

to Cheikh Raymond and called on Macias to return to his country of birth

(33–34). In October, Macias, his family, and the family of Cheikh Raymond

attended a very amiable dinner at the Algerian ambassador’s residence.

Finally, in February 2000, President Bouteflika met Macias at an official

reception in Paris and formally extended him an invitation to visit Algeria,

which he had not seen since 1961. Bouteflika toldMacias that the assassina-

tion of Raymond had been a gravemistake, representing the death of a part

of Algerian culture. He added that whenMacias visited Cheikh Raymond’s

tomb in Constantine, he would be by his side (39–40).

Macias began to make plans to tour Algeria in mid-March 2000, where

he would give several performances featuring both his variety and his

malouf repertoires, accompanied by theBestandji group aswell as his regu-

lar group. He was to be joined on the trip by a group of one hundred Alge-

rian Jews, including members of his own family. The trip was to include

a visit to Constantine, where he would stay overnight in his birth house

at the invitation of the family who lived there (40). But news of Macias’s

impending visit quickly touched off loud opposition in Algeria. Several

groups there, mostly Islamists and conservative members of the fln op-

posed to normalizationwith Israel, objected thatMacias’s presence was the

first step toward the establishment of diplomatic relations between Alge-

ria and the Jewish state. Algerian mpMohieddin Ameimour asserted that

Macias’s visit ‘‘had to be stopped’’ because it ‘‘was nothing more than an

[Israeli] attempt to gain access toAlgerian society and create an atmosphere

conducive to normalizing relations with Israel.’’ Macias’s concerts, claimed

Ameimour, ‘‘were designed to act as a launching pad for the [Israeli] pene-

tration of the whole Maghreb.’’44 Those opposed to the visit spread rumors

that Macias’s family had committed crimes during the Algerian war of lib-

eration. Some accusedMacias himself of having belonged to the ultra-right

oas or to the Territoriale, the pied noir organization that fought on the

side of the French army. Abdallah Djaballah, former head of the moder-

ate Islamist party An-Nahda, declared at a meeting in Constantine that the

singer’s visit was forbidden by Islam, and one of Djaballah’s aides accused

the Jewish nation of being at the root of all the ills of the Muslim nation.45

The former leader of Ahmed Ben Bella’s dissolved Movement for Democ-

racy in Algeria (mda), Khaled Bensmaïn, recalled that Macias had sung for

Israeli soldiers during the 1967 war.46 Bensmaïn also claimed thatMacias’s

aim of visiting the tomb of Raymond Leyris would ‘‘touch the values of
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the [Algerian] revolution,’’ as Leyris had been executed for belonging to

the oas.47

Other opponents raised suspicions about President Bouteflika’s inten-

tions regarding Israel. They asserted that he had been undertaking ‘‘secret

contacts’’ with Israel since the previous year, when he met Israeli officials

at the funeral of Moroccan monarch Hassan ii in July 1999 and shook

the hand of Israeli prime minister Ehud Barak.48 More nonpartisan ob-

servers saw Bouteflika’s initiatives regarding Macias and Israel as part of a

strategy to open up Algeria to the West and to attract foreign investment,

particularly from the United States.49 In any case, the outcry over Macias

eventually forced Bouteflika to cancel the visit. In the aftermath, journal-

ist Addi Lahouari wondered ‘‘why, each time the question of EnricoMacias

andAlgeria comes up, [Algerian] journalists, consciously or unconsciously,

speak of Israel?What does Israel have to dowith this case?’’50 Lahouari is of

course correct to suggest that the case was about more than simply Israel,

although this should not blind us to Algerian sentiments regarding the

plight of the Palestinians. Israel served as an important ideological weapon

the opposition forces were able to use in political struggles with Boutef-

lika. In addition, the uproar over Macias is symptomatic of the anxiety that

exists in Algeria over the possibility that Algerian Jews might make legal

claims regarding properties lost in the wake of independence.

Intifada and Roubaix

During the sameperiod, the issue of EnricoMacias andhis relation to Israel

erupted into controversy in France as well. Shortly after the outbreak of

the al-Aqsa Intifada in Palestine, on October 10, 2000, pro-Israel groups in

Paris organized a demonstration of 8,000–10,000 in support of the Jewish

state and to protest an upsurge of anti-Semitic incidents in France. Henri

Hadjenberg, president of the Representative Council of Jewish Organiza-

tions in France, was prevented from speaking at the demonstration be-

cause he had shaken the hand of Yasser Arafat. Macias did address the

crowd and sang ‘‘Yerushalaim.’’51 In statements to the Jewish media, he as-

serted that because the French media were failing to do their job and were

doctoring news information with regard to Israel and the Palestinians, he

tunes into cnn.52

The following month, Macias and the Bestandji group were scheduled

to give a concert of Cheikh Raymond’s music in Roubaix, a town located

near the Belgian border with a population composed of roughly 40 per-
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cent immigrants. A number of Arab groups called for a demonstration

and a boycott of the concert to protest Macias’s pro-Israel stance. They ac-

cused Macias of participating in a demonstration alongside rightist Zion-

ist parties, especially the Likud, and of refusing to denounce the massacre

of Palestinians. Local socialists condemned the ‘‘blackmail directed at the

singer’s visit’’ and the Greens asserted that Macias had ‘‘nothing to do with

the Israeli right wing and bears no responsibility for the present situation

in theMiddle East.’’53 Two hundred pro-Palestinian protestors picketed the

concert, chanting, ‘‘Stop themassacres, free Palestine, Barak assassin.’’ The

demonstration was as much a sign of the tremendous alienation of unem-

ployed young Beurs, the victims of severe racism in France, as a sign of

solidarity with Palestine.54 Inside the Roubaix concert hall, meanwhile, an

audience of about one thousand, including Arabs and Jews, enjoyed the

music of Cheikh Raymond.

Since the furor over these controversies has died down, Macias has con-

tinued with his usual activities. After his Cheikh Raymond tribute, he has

gone back to variety-style recording, but now with a more obvious inte-

gration of Andalusian elements. He continues to be active on both the

Beur/Algerian and pro-Israel arenas, playing benefits in both camps. Re-

cently, for instance, he performed at a benefit organized inNovember 2002

for the victims of the November 10 floods in Algiers that took over one

thousand lives. Among those performing on the same stagewere suchwell-

known Arab artists in France as Khaled, Cheb Mami, and Djamel Allam.55

Conclusion

We have not learned much in this essay about the Arab audiences for the

music of Enrico Macias and other Arab Jewish artists. The fact that such

audiences exist, despite the ongoing violence in Palestine-Israel, offers at

least one slim thread of hope for reconciliation. But music alone cannot

bridge the gap, although it may be a beginning. Given the widespread dis-

semination of crude anti-Semitic discourse (mostly drawn from European

sources) in the Arab world, the fading of memories of people’s everyday

experiences with Arab Jews prior to their emigration, the lack of decent

books or research on Arab Jews or translations of studies written in other

languages, ignorance about Arab Jews is on the increase in the Arab world.

The escalating levels of Israeli violence against the Palestinians, the occu-

pation of the West Bank and Gaza—now nearing its fourth decade—and

the Zionist ideology which asserts the total identification of the category
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‘‘Jew’’ with Israel, only heighten prevailing tendencies in the Arab world

toward binary thinking and black-and-white categorization when it comes

to Israel and Palestine, Arab and Jew.

To realize the promise that the Arab audiences for Macias might por-

tend, established modes of thinking will have to be radically shifted. It is

in this spirit that I advance the notion of the interzone. It suggests that

we conceptualize Arab Islamic civilization and tradition as cosmopolitan

and open rather than closed and homogenizing. The interzone proposes

regarding Arab Islamic civilization as one in which Jews and Christians ac-

tively participated in developing. But the interzone also reminds us of the

abuses and persecutions to which Jews and Christians living under Islam

frequently fell victim.Only by taking this history seriously, acknowledging

the realities of Jewish life in the Arab world rather than romanticizing the

Golden Age of Andalusia, can one begin to comprehend the apparent com-

plexities of someone like Enrico Macias. Jews in Algeria may have bene-

fited from colonialism, but they also suffered greatly from the pogrom of

Constantine, their loss of French citizenship during the Vichy era, and the

death camps of the Shoah (which, despite hegemonic definitions, did not

just eliminate European Jews).

The interzone also proposes a shift in our binary thinking about colo-

nialism.56 Otherwise, how are we to make sense of the colons, the pieds

noirs, in France, who since the 1960s have greeted Enrico Macias’s for-

ays into Andalusianmusic, including his use of Arabic language, with wild

enthusiasm?57 To stereotype France’s estimated 1 million pieds noirs as

simply anti-Arab racist Le Pen supporters is to crudely oversimplify.58 The

case of Enrico Macias, as well as that of his remarkable master and father-

in-law, Cheikh Raymond Leyris, calls for a radical rethinking of the nature

of French colonial experience in Algeria, a reexamination that would stress

the heterogeneity, contradictions, and internal divisions within colon so-

ciety, as well as the nature of everyday pieds noirs, and especially Jewish,

interactions with Muslim Algerians.59

All this is not, however, to suggest in any way that the politics of Enrico

Macias are exemplary. I find his blind spots when it comes to Palestine-

Israel to be quite disturbing, particularly the fact that he can claim to iden-

tify with Palestinian exiles while denying the fact that Zionist violence pro-

duced those refugees. The circumstances that engendered the historical

plight of the Palestinian refugees deserve to come to light and be acknowl-

edged just as much as do the circumstances of Cheikh Raymond’s mur-

der. I fully appreciate, however, Macias’s courage in defending the rights
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of France’s estimated 4million Arabs and the role he has played inmaking

Arab culture more acceptable in France. Moreover, in his recent autobiog-

raphy,Mon Algérie, he acknowledges that French colonialismmanipulated

the Algerian Jews and expresses empathy for the Algerian national move-

ment. Although there is not space to discuss this subject here, France at

present represents the most hopeful site for the development of a dialogue

between Arab Muslims and Arab Jews on such issues.

DespiteMacias’s recentmoves, and despite his leftist and humanitarian

instincts, he remains someone deeply concerned about anti-Semitism in

France and willing to stand next to members of the Likud Party in support

of Israel.Given the history and context discussed here, I would argue that it

makes sense that Enrico Macias is both a strong (if Labor-leaning) Zionist

and a preeminent master of Arab Andalusian music. This is not a paradox

but a normal condition for tens of thousands of Arab Jews. If the normality

of this situation is to be changed, it will take a tremendous amount of hard

political and intellectual work.

Notes

An earlier version of this paper was presented at the International Summer Academy
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national Affairs, July 2, 2003, Vienna. Thanks to Rebecca Stein and Sari Hanafi for

their very tough and useful comments. Thanks as well to David McMurray for gen-

eral inspiration and assistance with the finer points of French; to Ammiel Alcalay,

for prompting my initial interest in the music of Arab Jews; and to Bruce Masters,

for warning me against romanticizing the picture of Arab-Jewish relations in the
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REBECCA L. STEIN

‘‘First Contact’’ and

Other Israeli Fictions:

Tourism, Globalization,

and the Middle East

Peace Process

In the summer of 1994, several days before the signing of theWashington

Declaration that would end the official state of war between Israel and

Jordan, one of Israel’s most popular daily newspapers documented the

‘‘first’’ Israeli visit to Petra, the Nabatean city in southern Jordan. A two-

page spread, featured in the front section of Yedi’ot Aḥaronot and illustrated
with photographs, recounted the clandestine voyage of two Israeli travelers

who had crossed the border into Jordan illegally with their European pass-

ports. ‘‘I Got to the Red Rock!’’ the headline proclaimed. Dramatic, first-

person prose recounted the travelers’mounting anticipation as they neared

Petra in a Jordanian taxi, their constant fear of discovery, and, at last, the

thrill of arrival. ‘‘And then it happened. Suddenly, between the crevices of

the giant stones, 100 meters from us, [we caught our] first glimpse of the

red structures hewn in rock. Tears came to our eyes . . . ‘Photograph me,’

we said to each other in the same breath.’’1

Israeli voyages into the Arab Middle East received extensive coverage in

the mainstream Israeli media of the mid-1990s. The figure of the Israeli

tourist and the grammar of a tourist imagination constituted crucial dis-

cursive tools by which popular newspapers represented the so-called Mid-

dle East peace process and its effects tomass reading publics. Stories about

tourism were important vehicles of translation.While the intricacies of di-

plomacy and political economy could be difficult to convey in the popu-

larized vocabularies of the press, stories about leisure travel were not. The



figure of the tourist was highly intelligible, even banal in its intelligibility.

Tales of the Jewish Israeli leisure traveler, traversing borders into neigh-

boring states heretofore off-limits, were deployed to narrate the effects of

regional reconfiguration. Through the image of the traveling tourist body,

crossing borders made porous by ‘‘peace,’’ the press illustrated Israel’s new

diplomatic and economic place in the Middle East. Through the highly

recognizable figure of the tourist, newspaper readers contended with new

maps and new meanings of the Israeli nation-state in an increasingly re-

gionalized and globalized age.

Using the tourist as a lens, this essay examines the ways in which the

Oslo process and the shifting relations between Israel and the ArabMiddle

East were represented and managed in popular Israeli media of the mid-

1990s.2My investigation is framed by the tenure of the Rabin-Peres Labor-

led administration (1992–1996), the formative years of the so-called peace

process,which began in earnestwith theOsloAccords of 1993, as the Israeli

state negotiated a political settlement with the Palestinians and neighbor-

ing Arab countries. Through the Oslo process, the Labor administration

hoped to build a regional economy and commonmarket with Tel Aviv at its

center, a political blueprint celebrated euphemistically as the ‘‘NewMiddle

East.’’ For the Israeli business community, ‘‘peace’’ held economic prom-

ise on a far grander scale; analysts argued that diplomatic and economic

agreements with the Palestinians and neighboring Arab countries, in ac-

cordance with liberalization in the nation-state, would enable Israel’s fuller

integration into the global economy. For the Labor administration, theOslo

Accords were also designed as a security arrangement in which the Pales-

tinian Authority would collaborate in the work of the Israeli occupation to

ensure the safety and integrity of the Jewish state.

Although the Oslo process failed to alter the regional balance of power,

it had a profound effect on the ‘‘national order of things’’ within Israel.3 As

the state and private sectors developed stronger diplomatic and economic

ties with neighboring Arab states and as territorial borders became flex-

ible in new ways, cultural and ideological borders began to shift and come

to crisis. At issue were a new set of questions and anxieties about Israeli

identity in the era of ‘‘peace’’ and the place of a Jewish state in the Middle

East. Tourism was at the center of these multiply shifting terrains. As a

market, it was both product and progenitor of Israel’s integration into new

regional and global economies; as a field of both representational and spa-

tial practices, it was a crucial tool by which differently situated Israeli com-
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munities explored and contended with the meaning of Israeliness in the

peacetime era.

This essay investigates the popular grammar of the Oslo era by focusing

on representations of tourism in Israel’s most widely consumed Hebrew-

language daily newspapers, Yedi’ot Aḥaronot and Ma’ariv.4 I look at two

narratives that were repeatedly deployed during this period. The first is a

story of ‘‘first contact,’’ in which the Jewish Israeli tourist was cast as dis-

coverer in and of the so-called Arab world. Through a grammar of dis-

covery, which reiterated the stock conventions and gestures of imperial

travelogues, such tales of discovery functioned to shore up the boundaries

of the Israeli nation-state, to preserve the fiction of Israel as a discrete ter-

ritorial and cultural unit at precisely the moment that borders were being

traversed by new kinds of regional and global flows. The second is a less

laudatory tale about incoming tourism from Arab countries. Whereas the

Jewish Israeli tourist was portrayed as a heroic traveler, freely traversing

borders intoArab lands hitherto untouched by an Israeli presence (or so the

press suggested), the Arab tourist seeking entry into Israel was the object

of considerable anxiety. Through the menacing and often illegible figure

of the Arab tourist, the press evoked and managed the threats posed by

the permeable borders of the New Middle East and the incoming flows of

Arab persons, cultures, and things that the Oslo process was beginning to

deliver.

Citizenship was supremely at stake in these tourism narratives. Indeed,

the questionWho is a tourist?, as enunciated through both legal and popu-

lar cultural registers, could often be read asWho is a citizen? The relation-

ship between these key terms (tourist, citizen) was highly variable. Stories

about Israeli tourists traveling into Arab countries turned on an isomor-

phic relationship, whereby good tourist looked like good citizen. In stories

about Arab tourists in Israel, however, the very authenticity of the tourist

depended on his or her difference from the (Israeli) citizen. In the case of

the former narrative, good tourists-citizens had very particular profiles; de-

spite the diverse populations of Israelis traveling through the region during

this period, this figure was perpetually cast as Ashkenazi, a Jew of Euro-

pean descent,5 a move consistent with the Ashkenazi bias of the popular

Hebrew press and, more pointedly, with the hegemonic terms of Israeli-

ness onwhich the state had been founded.6 In turn, stories about incoming

Arab tourists (or the threat thereof ) worked to shore up the borders of the

nation-state, preserving its Jewishness in the face of shifting demograph-
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ics and regional geopolitics that threatened Israel with Arabization.Yet the

popular press was an ambivalent text; in the slippages and anxieties that

attended stories about tourism, newspapers exposed precisely the instabili-

ties of dominant Israeli ideology in the Oslo era and the possibilities for its

remaking.

In the broadest terms, I am suggesting that ‘‘the tourist’’ be read as a sur-

rogate: a figure that stood in for something else. This is not to discount the

material importance of tourism in the Oslo process and its emerging mar-

kets but to suggest that the significance of tourism in the popular press ex-

ceeded the register of political economy, even as it was articulated through

it. In Israeli newspapers, stories about tourismwere simultaneously stories

about the nation-state, about the meaning and boundaries of Israeli iden-

tity, citizenship, and culture during the peacetime era. Their function

was twofold: they worked to regulate the flows of bodies, culture, and

things (both real and imagined) across the border, in and out of the Israeli

nation-state, and to performatively reproduce a set of knowledges about

the nation-state and its subjects during this period of both regional and

national flux. These stories demarcated the difference between home and

away, consolidating the ideological boundaries of the nation-state, at pre-

cisely the moment that physical borders were becoming porous in new

ways.The highly legible and recognizable figure of the leisure traveler illus-

trated the reorganization of political alliances, economies, and circuits of

labor in the New Middle East of the Oslo era.

In part, this essay emerges out of, and seeks to complicate, the discus-

sion and deployment of tropes of travel by cultural theorists of the past two

decades. In the early 1990s, images of travel and the traveler were used to

illustrate postmodern hybridity and to shatter the presumed isomorphism

of community, culture, and place by theorizing andhistoricizing subjects at

points of transience and flux.7 More recently, traveling subjects have been

marshaled as illustrations of globalization or transnationalism, offered in

the form of a laundry list (‘‘tourists, immigrants, refugees, exiles, guest

workers’’).8AsCarenKaplan has suggested, the traveling subject as trope of

global flow tends to obscure the historical conditions of travel for differently

situated communities and the discrepant relations of power that attend

them.9 In other words, laundry lists risk an equivalence effect, whereby dif-

ferences among disparate histories and experiences of travel are smoothed

over or ignored. Rather than merely dismiss such tropes for their leveling

effects, this paper explores the meanings and effects of their deployment

in a particular historical context in an effort to take these tropes seriously
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as both effects and catalysts of larger political, economic, and social pro-

cesses. By conjoining discourse analysis with political economy, I seek to

complicate the prevailing scholarship on theOslo process with its relatively

singular attention to the macroeconomic effects and diplomatic histories

of peacemaking, by considering some of the quotidian discursive econo-

mies in and by which Oslo was represented andmanaged. My reading also

seeks to illustrate the uneven regional geographies of mobility, prosperity,

and power that Oslo generated, even as it suggests the relative fragility of

Israeli hegemony in the global era.

This study of Israeli tourism discourses must be read in the context of

multiple histories of travel and movement that far exceed the scope of this

essay.They include the Zionist migration to Palestine beginning in the late

nineteenth century; the flight and expulsion of some 700,000 Palestini-

ans in the course of the 1948 war; the Mizrahi emigration of the 1950s and

subsequent decades of state-sponsored peripheralization; the itineraries of

Israeli soldiers and settlers in Arab places, in the context of occupation or

military incursion (in Lebanon, Sinai, theWest Bank, and Gaza Strip); and

the ways that tourism practices and discourses have been enlisted in the

material and symbolic service of the Israeli occupation.My study of leisure

travel articulates with and because of these histories.10

The Oslo Process and Its Economies

While negotiations between Israel and neighboring Arab states have been

openly pursued since the 1967 war, the Oslo Accords of 1993 were cele-

brated in the Israeli and international media as the first significant break-

through in Israeli-Palestinian negotiations.11 Yet, as many Palestinian crit-

ics have argued, the Accords did little to alter the geopolitical balance of

power in the region: signed by Yasser Arafat in an attempt to secure his

regime in a time of political and economic crisis, the Oslo Accords recon-

figured the terms of Israeli power in theWest Bank andGaza Strip through

a new partnership with the Palestinian Authority but did not achieve a sig-

nificant redistribution of that power.12 The Accords stipulated mutual rec-

ognition between Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization (plo)

and the beginning of Israeli withdrawal from Palestinian territories occu-

pied in 1967. They offered the Israeli government the economic and politi-

cal gains of an internationally recognized rapprochement with the Pales-

tinian people but necessitated little territorial compromise, leaving Israel

in control of land, security, the economy, and all matters pertaining to
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the Jewish settlements in theWest Bank and Gaza Strip. Despite the sym-

bolic trappings of statehood (e.g., Palestinian postage stamps, passports,

and uniformed immigration officers), the Palestinian governing entity and

its territorial borders remained ‘‘legally subordinate to the authority of the

[Israeli] military government.’’13

TheOslo Accords had profound effects on the Israeli economy.14 ‘‘Peace’’

with the Palestinians paved the way for Jordan and Israel to sign theWash-

ington Declaration in July 1994, thereby ending the official state of war

between the two countries; in turn,Arabnations ended their forty-year boy-

cott of Israeli goods and commercial partnerships and their ban on third-

party dealings with Israel.15 Bymany accounts, the ‘‘Arab boycott’’ had long

been a public fiction, belied by a history of covert trade between Israel and

the Arab states in everything from arms to agriculture.16 Yet the official dis-

mantling of the boycott regime had serious effects.17 Without the boycott

as obstacle, Israeli companies began to look toward neighboring nations as

potential markets, suppliers of cheap labor, subcontractors, business part-

ners, and targets of investment. Israel increased its trade with North Afri-

can countries (particularly Morocco and Tunisia) and opened trade repre-

sentation offices in Qatar and Oman. The Israeli private sector pursued

regional ventures with Jordan, Egypt, and the Palestinians in the areas of

tourism, transportation, water, and the environment. Israeli textile firms

began to transfer plants over Israel’s eastern and southernborders in search

of inexpensive labor.18 At issue was less an emerging regional economy,

as proclaimed by the Israeli state and private sector, than a regionalized

Israeli economy that was beginning to mine Arab countries for new mar-

kets, sites of production, and labor pools, thereby fortifying the pre-Oslo

balance of power.19

The dismantling of the secondary and tertiary tiers of the Arab boycott

banning third-party dealings with the Jewish state produced major eco-

nomic gains for Israel. Prior to the 1990s, Israel had been largely ignored by

European andAsianmultinationals. In the first two years after theOslo Ac-

cords, Israel’s national economy grew significantly due to a surge in foreign

investment and consumer confidence. Total foreign investment in Israel

increased by $4.7 billion to $19.6 billion, and several U.S. high-tech corpo-

rations (including Intel, ibm, andMicrosoft) announcedmajor new invest-

ments in the country, investments made possible by a large, skilled work-

force of Russian immigrants trained in science and technology.20 In turn,

Israeli companies began to globalize, working through regional channels.

The Israeli textile industry was a self-proclaimed pioneer in this regard;
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in the 1990s, raw cotton was being purchased in Egypt, sent to Turkey

for spinning and weaving, to Israel for designing, to Jordan for sewing

and packaging, and finally shipped for sale in the United States. In tan-

dem, Israeli capital was flowing to Asia as never before; following the end

of the boycott, Israeli companies began exploring markets in Malaysia,

India, Vietnam, and Indonesia. Government ministers spoke of Israel as

the future ‘‘Singapore of the region,’’ a hub between Asia and Europe.21

Through the channel of the regional,Oslo was globalizing the Israeli econ-

omy. Indeed, the process was dialectical: the regional processes generated

by Oslo enabled global ones, even as the globalization of the Israeli econ-

omy had regional effects.

In accordance with the dual axes of commerce and security on which

theOslo process turned, globalization depended on Israel’s violent contain-

ment of the occupied Palestinian territories. In March 1993, the Labor ad-

ministration began to pursue a policy ofmilitary closure by which theWest

Bank and Gaza Strip were effectively sealed off from each other, the Jerusa-

lemarea, and Israel proper in an effort to protect Jewish citizens from ‘‘Arab

terror.’’ The number of Palestinians granted permits for work inside Israel

fell dramatically, from approximately 120,000 daily in 1992 to 36,000 in

1996. To replace the Palestinian blue-collar workforce, the government

began importingworkers fromnations where non-Arab labor could be con-

tracted at minimal costs (Romania, Thailand, Nigeria, Ghana, the Philip-

pines). Due to a history of Palestinian dependence on the Israeli economy,

the policy of closure produced high rates of unemployment (escalating

from 11 percent in 1993 to 28 percent in 1996), vastly reduced levels of Pal-

estinian trade and production, and heightened poverty.22 In keeping with

the terms of the Oslo Accords, Israel maintained control over the perime-

ters of Palestinian areas and prevented Palestinian access to Israelimarkets

while ensuring Israeli access to Palestinian ones.

The mid-1990s was also a period of tremendous social and political

change in Israel, change enabled by shifts on regional and global scales.

Israeli Jews of North African, Asian, and Middle Eastern descent (Miz-

rahim) were demanding and gaining new kinds of political visibility and

electoral power in Israel. Although they had long constituted the Jewish

majority in the state, at least until the large-scale Russian immigration of

the 1990s, they had historically occupied the lowest rungs of Israeli Jew-

ish society—victims of state-sponsored peripheralization, underdevelop-

ment, and racism. During the 1990s, as Israel pursued ‘‘peace’’ with its

Arab neighbors, Mizrahi voters began to mobilize in unprecedented ways.
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As a result, Israel’s only Mizrahi-identified party, shas (Shomrei Torah

Sephardim; Sephardic Torah Guardians), greatly increased its parliamen-

tary numbers and power during the national elections of 1996 and 1999,

with a strident critique of Ashkenazi hegemony.23 At the same time, Pal-

estinian citizens of Israel were increasingly demanding their civil rights

as citizens of the state and reaching new audiences in the Parliament and

popular media alike. Toward the end of the Labor tenure, the first Pales-

tinian Israeli politician announced plans to run for prime minister in the

2000 race.

These shifts in Israeli political culture were attended by demographic

changes in the nation-state that increasingly threatened the Jewish charac-

ter of the state (in the words of right-wing analysts). Israel’s Christian com-

munities grew markedly during this decade, as a result of the mass immi-

gration to Israel of non-Jews from the former Soviet Union (the spouses of

Jewish immigrants).24 At the same time, Israel’s population of blue-collar

foreign workers was growing and beginning to settle in Israeli towns and

cities; by 1998, they made up one-sixth of the population of metropolitan

Tel Aviv. Perhaps of greatest consequence, population analysts warned, was

the precipitous rise in Arab birthrates, both among the Palestinian popula-

tion living within the borders of Israel and the Arab population within the

region as a whole, and the coextensive decline in Jewish fertility (indeed,

this warning had been anxiously voiced since the early years of state forma-

tion). In the mid-1990s, some demographers anticipated an Arab majority

in the area of Israel-Palestine by the early decades of the twenty-first cen-

tury.25 Such statistics seemed to foretell the demise of the Jewish state. As

Israel moved toward greater economic and political integration in the Arab

Middle East, the ability of the dominant culture to remain both Jewish and

European was the subject of considerable anxiety.

Tourism and ‘‘Peace’’

The Oslo process also had a profound effect on the tourism sector in both

Israel and theMiddle East as a whole.26 Indeed, it was in the field of tourism

that ‘‘peace’’ generated some of the most substantial regional cooperation

and seemed to hold its greatest financial promise, at least in the first few

years after the Oslo Accords. In fall 1995, Israel joined Turkey and Egypt in

establishing the Eastern Mediterranean Tourist Association to coordinate

joint marketing of regional itineraries. Simultaneously, the Israeli govern-

ment announced plans for a series of tourism projects in cooperation with
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Jordan, including a Dead Sea park spanning the border, joint airport facili-

ties in Aqaba and Eilat, and a ‘‘Peace Road’’ connectingHaifa and Irbid.27 In

1995, as the Israeli Ministry of Tourism hailed ‘‘the year of peace tourism,’’

the number of incoming visitors peaked at a record 2.2 million, generat-

ing $3.1 billion.28 With tourism revenues representing over 30 percent of

Israel’s income from service exports in 1993 ($2.5 billion), the development

of regional tourism promised growth to an already crucial Israeli market.29

Optimists anticipated a 250 percent rise in revenue as a result of regional

marketing, air links between Israel and Asia, newly opened and eased bor-

der crossings, and the rise in consumer confidence generated by political

stability.30

The Oslo Accords also substantially affected the itineraries of Israeli

travelers, as diplomatic and economic agreements between Israel and its

neighbors made the Middle East newly available and attractive to tourists.

Jordan was the most popular, and the most possible, new Middle East-

ern destination. In the first six months following theWashington Declara-

tion (1994), some 60,000 Israelis crossed the eastern border for weekend

visits to sites that had been off-limits since 1948.31Between 1995 and 1997,

over 100,000 Israelis paid a visit to the Hashemite Kingdom.32 Israeli tour-

ism to Morocco also increased during this period following the establish-

ment of low-level diplomatic relations with Rabat in 1994; some 40,000

Israelis, many of Moroccan descent, visited in 1995, a dramatic increase

from the 2,000 Israelis who had come annually (and illegally) since the

1980s.33Growingnumbers of Israelis traveled to Egypt and the Sinai Penin-

sula during the post-Oslo period, despite over a decade of ‘‘peace’’ with

Egypt. Some 200,000 visited in 1994, a 70 percent increase from the pre-

vious year.34

No less monumental was the shifting imagination of Israeli armchair

travelers as sites in Arab countries that remained restricted to Israeli pass-

port holders in themid-1990swere becoming available as objects of tourist

fantasy. As talks between Israel and Syria progressed in spring 1995, the

Hebrew press began to prepare its readers for their impending trips to Da-

mascus, Beirut, and Tunis. In tandem, Israeli tourist agencies began to pre-

pare their clients for travel across a Middle East uninterrupted by borders

or political conflict (see figure 10). Prior to peace, dominant Israeli dis-

course had conceptualized the distance between Israel and its Arab neigh-

bors largely in terms of military threat. In the mid-1990s, this geography

began to change. The New Middle East was now being offered to Israeli

consumer-citizens as a singular geography—not of conflict but of leisure.
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figure 10. Figurative image

of the ‘‘New Middle East,’’ in

Eastern Mediterranean Tourism/

Travel Magazine, 1994.

The Oslo process also stimulated geographies of leisure within the

nation-state, sanctioning new forms of Ashkenazi curiosity in Palestinian

Israeli culture. Israeli Jews had long conceptualized the distances between

Jewish towns and Palestinian villages as indices of enmity, real and imag-

ined (similar to the ways they had regarded distances between Israel and

its Arab neighbors). In themid-1990s, they began to reconceptualize these

proximities, traveling into Palestinian villages and towns for weekend lei-

sure, returning to places they had visited in the uniform of the Israeli army

or deliberately skirted for fear of politically motivated violence. Palestinian

and Jewish entrepreneurs took advantage of the new curiosity and devel-

oped a market in ethnic tourism (trafficking in foods, folklore, cultural

practices, and historical narratives), and it soon gained the symbolic and

fiscal support of the Ministry of Tourism.35 Only certain forms of Pales-

tinian culture were sanctioned by the state and deemed attractive to the

Ashkenazi tourist-consumers who frequented this market: those that bore

the recognizable marks of ‘‘authenticity’’ (the rural untouched by moder-

nity) and the cultural diacritics of a desituated ‘‘Arabness,’’ stripped of the

threatening traces of Palestinian ethnonationalism.36

Yet, not all proximitieswere cause for celebration.The possibility of Am-

man, Damascus, and Beirut as potential tourist sites in the pages of the

Hebrew press was predicated on the simultaneous absence of the cities and

towns that ‘‘peace’’ could less easily abide. Even as Jewish tourists began
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crossing the border into Jordan or traveling north to the Palestinian Galilee

for weekend leisure, they continued to avoid the cities and towns of the

West Bank and Gaza Strip, as they had since the first Intifada (1987–1991).

More than touristic appeal or ‘‘safety’’ was at issue here. The new geogra-

phy of Jewish Israeli leisure obeyed the political and cultural logic of the

New Middle East with its provisional links between Israel and neighbor-

ing states and its highly regulated divides between Israel and its occupied

Palestinian territories.

Tales of Discovery

How did themainstream Israeli press contend with the Oslo process?How

did it make sense of Israel’s changing relationship to the Arab Middle East

and its new participation in regional and global economies? The figure of

the Israeli tourist traversing Arab lands was a popular means of represent-

ing these cultural and political-economic processes to mass Israeli reader-

ships. The narrative of first contact, in which the Jewish tourist was cele-

brated as discoverer in and of Arab landscapes previously unavailable to

Israeli passport holders, was particularly prominent in the Hebrew press

during this period. Through stories of discovery, which relied on an imag-

ined history of noncontact between Israel and its Arab neighbors, the Oslo

process could be lauded as heroic for its rupturing effects. Jordan was the

foremost object of Israeli discovery, both because it was the first Arab state

to open its borders to Israeli travelers during this decade and because of its

alluring proximity.37

So let us return to the press account of the ‘‘first’’ Israeli tourists in Petra

with which this essay began.The Israeli arrival in Petra could only be imag-

ined in heroic terms; Petra was a place long immortalized in Israeli myth,

the subject of collective longing, popular song, and children’s stories. Be-

ginning in the 1950s, clandestine travel to this Nabatean city had been

a virtual rite of passage for young Israeli men who risked their lives in

enemy Jordanian territory for a glimpse of the city’s celebrated red sand-

stone cliffs.38 By the mid-1990s, the desire for Petra was firmly embedded

in the national Israeli imagination. In the press, the Israeli tourist was in-

stalled to consummate that desire:

Now we are here, descending on foot on the donkey path, and my heart

is beating wildly. When no one is around, we speak in Hebrew—cer-

tainly the first conversation that has been heard here, in this language,
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for many years. Suddenly, standing out from two sides of the narrow

path, the giant red rocks rise proudly, casting a menacing glance on the

small figures that move between them . . . And then it happened. Sud-

denly, between the crevices of the giant stones, 100 meters from us,

[we caught our] first glimpse of the red structures hewn in rock. Tears

came to our eyes . . .‘‘Photographme,’’ we said to each other in the same

breath.39

The thrill of arrival depended on a companion narrative of secrecy and

disguise.Our visitors speak a carefulHebrew, only out of earshot, in a place

where Israeli Jews had long feared to tread. The text is rife with the stan-

dard tropes of discovery drawn from the archive of colonial travel: the ardor

of a clandestine voyage, themounting anticipation as the site is neared, the

victorious testimonial upon arrival, the virtual invisibility of indigenous

bodies or subjects that might sully the landscape and mitigate the rhetoric

of first contact.40 The act of discovery is explicitly thematized and its excite-

ment preserved through recourse to a perpetual present tense: ‘‘Today, at

this moment, [Petra] is being discovered by two Israeli journalists with the

excitement of children. I pinch myself to confirm it.’’41

The narrative of discovery was substantiated by a photograph (see figure

11). Like the televised images of this scene of first contact, shot by the same

journalists with a handheld camera and aired that evening on the Hebrew

news, the quality of the photograph is poor. The image is grainy and over-

exposed, with the Israeli journalist squarely at its center, posing before

Petra’smythic red rockswith a compact cameraworn like amedal of honor.

In its composition and amateurism, the photograph is recognizable as ‘‘the

tourist snapshot.’’ The thrill and drama of the clandestine arrival depends

on this quotidian portrait, on the story of common travelers crossing state

lines. Through the very familiarity of its tropes, through its evocation of

the conventional signifiers of leisure travel, the photograph constitutes the

proof of presence. It assures us not simply that ‘‘they were there’’ but that

‘‘being there’’ happened in familiar ways. As the companion narrative sug-

gests (‘‘photograph me’’) the discovery must be documented and witnessed

to be true.42 Indeed, the story of first contact depends on a double act of

verification: on site, with handheld camera, and by readers of the press,

through consumption and recognition of the image.

Discovery was also an act of subject formation. In the consummate mo-

ment of arrival, and the rituals of documentation that attend it (‘‘photo-

graph me’’), the discoverer-subject is made visible; that is, the ‘‘I’’ is re-
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figure 11. ‘‘I Got to the Red Rock,’’ Yediot Aḥaronot, 1994.

constituted at the moment of first contact (‘‘I Got to the Red Rock’’). For
newspaper readers, the very recognizability of the discoverer qua tourist

functions as a moment of interpellation, albeit one that can be refused.

Through consumption and recognition of the photograph and the stan-

dard tropes of tourism that attend the narrative, the reader is hailed as

tourist-discoverer. Given that a collective Israeli longing for Petra began

just after state formation, discovery was considerably belated.Yet, however

belated, the narrative’s present tense rendered discovery both immediate

and always already new (‘‘Today, at this moment, Petra is being discov-

ered’’). Through consumption of texts like this one, readers of the Hebrew

press discovered Jordan and were hailed as Israeli discoverers over and

over again.

Similar stories of first contact proliferated in the pages of the Israeli

press during the period. Indeed, the scene of discovery in Jordan would

be restaged less than one month later. On August 12, 1994, three days

after the border legally opened to third-party passport holders, images of

‘‘the first Israeli tourists to return from Jordan’’ appeared again on the front

page of a popular Hebrew daily. And this scene would recur in Novem-

ber, when the border was officially opened to all Israeli travelers regardless

of passport (prior to this date, representatives from the tourism ministry

explained, Israeli tourists had crossed the border in violation of interna-

tional agreements). In the months that followed, the press announced the

first private Israeli vehicles to cross into Jordan, the first flights between Tel
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Aviv and Amman, and the first direct bus service to the Jordanian capital.43

Some firsts were more quotidian, such as tales of Hebrew spoken by tour-

ists in select Jordanian towns ‘‘for the very first time.’’ Some were caution-

ary, as in ‘‘the first time since [peace] that a Jordanian newspaper printed a

racist article against Israeli tourists.’’44 As the Oslo process grew in scope,

stories of first contact were told of other places, announcing the arrival of

Israelis to Yemen and Tunisia. And this narrative was mobilized to antici-

pate future routes to places that remained inaccessible to Israeli civilians:

Syria, Lebanon, and the Gulf States. The power and credence of this narra-

tive relied on its sheer proliferation. And yet, in proliferation, the narrative

of ‘‘newness’’ was perpetually undone. Each successive first required the

forgetting of its antecedent.

The idiom of the tourist guide was critical in producing the story of first

times and introducing the geography of the Middle East to Jewish Israeli

readers. These narratives worked to secure the ideology of discovery and to

realign the threatening political geography of the ArabMiddle East as a car-

tography of leisure. As Israel pursued negotiations with Syria in the winter

of 1994, newspapers acquainted their reading publics with the streets and

sites of Damascus.45 One offered tips on shopping, museum going, and

properways of bargaining.46Another offered its readers ‘‘Thirty ThingsYou

Didn’t Know about Syria,’’ with lists of useful facts and attractive vistas.47

Regional itineraries were shifting dramatically for the Israeli tourist.With

Arab countries becoming available in new ways, the merits of particular

Arab cities could now bemeasured relationally: ‘‘[TheDamascusmarket] is

all very authentic.There’s no systemof double prices—one for tourists, one

for locals—like in Jordan. And they don’t ask for baksheesh like in Egypt.’’48

North Africa,Yemen, and the Gulf States were also being inscribed onto an

Israeli tourist cartography in newways, following diplomatic and economic

advances in the Oslo peace process. On the occasion of Shimon Peres’s

first visit to Qatar, the press introduced its readership to ‘‘The Qatari: Our

New Friend in the East’’ through an imagined encounter with Israelis ‘‘in

the world of tourism.’’49 In spring 1996, newspapers announced ‘‘Yemen:

Starting to Open to the World’’ and featured Tunisia as an ‘‘Oasis in the

Sahara.’’50 When snapshots of first contact were unavailable, they had to

be anticipated; the streets of Tunis were depicted with a photograph of

an empty marketplace, above the caption: ‘‘Soon to be a center of Israeli

tourism.’’51

The ‘‘discovery’’ of the Arab Middle East required a narrative on geog-

raphy. To dramatize the heroism of first contact, the proximity between
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Israel and its Arab neighbors was cast in the idiom of astonishment. The

press deployed a narrative of the ‘‘surprisingly near,’’ that is, of a geogra-

phy of contiguity that ‘‘peace’’ had only now made visible and available.

Newspapers assured readers that Arab places were much nearer than ex-

pected and articulated the allure of neighboring states through the wonder

of their proximity. Headlines announced ‘‘Closer Than You Think!’’ and

articles reminded readers that ‘‘it’s closer than Turkey . . . or even Egypt.’’52

The same idiom was employed to entice readers with future itineraries

in Syria, stressing Damascus’s negligible distance from Israeli urban cen-

ters (‘‘An Hour and a Half from Tiberias’’).53 Whether articulated in tem-

poral or spatial terms, proximity was represented as an effect of regional

realignment and its anticipated future. ‘‘Peace’’ was creating ‘‘new condi-

tions of neighborliness,’’ changing theway Israeli national geography could

be told and understood,making the distance and difference between Israel

and its Arab neighbors thinkable in new ways.54 Distances and differences

that were once legible only through the coordinates of enmity were now

possible to remap through the idiom of leisure travel. Yet distance had no

absolute value; Israel’s ability to contain Palestinian proximity during this

period is what made the celebration of regional proximity possible.

Diasporic Itineraries

On what did first contact depend? What was at stake in its perpetual re-

iteration? The story of Israeli newness in Arab countries depended on a

set of constitutive exclusions and historical revisions that worked to sta-

bilize the New Middle East, to make the regional geography of contiguity

and proximity safe for dominant Jewish culture. Tales of discovery consoli-

dated Israel’s difference from the region at precisely themoment that flows

of labor, commerce, and capital between Israel and its neighbors seemed

to make borders porous in ways that threatened the integrity of the Israeli

nation-state. The myth of first contact stabilized the border as both a geo-

graphic and cultural divide.

Of course, first contact was a fiction, one that relied on an imagined

history of noncontact that ‘‘peace’’ effectively ruptured, one that operated

through the elision of prior histories of contact between Israel and its Arab

neighbors. Although these tales of discovery borrowed from the archive of

colonial travel, the nature of their elisions differed in important ways.Criti-

cal to the colonial travelogue and its narrative of discovery was the process

of distorting and forgetting local knowledges and practices of a place—a
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discursive practice which in turn enabled the place to be ‘‘found’’ by the

Western traveler.55 The Israeli case was different. At issue in the Israeli

press was less a revision of ‘‘local’’ knowledges or histories than a willful

forgetting of Israeli ones, that is, of prior Jewish Israeli histories in Arab

places.Of particular consequence were those pertaining to the Israeli army

and to the violent Israeli itineraries born of war, occupation, and incursion.

The forgetting of these histories enabled the discovery of Beirut as Israeli

tourist destination, despite the 1982 invasion of the capital city, whenmany

Israeli soldiers passed through its historic districts. A similar process of

forgetting enabled the emergence of Tunis as first-time leisure destination,

despite a history of Israeli efforts to monitor (and assassinate) plo leader-

ship in this city.The story of the first time did thework of historical revision

at a moment when national economic interests were supremely at stake.

To forget these histories of aggression in Arab places was to enable new

modalities of both collaboration and exploitation in the emerging markets

of the New Middle East.

The fiction of first contact also depended on a set of elisions and re-

visions pertaining to the Israeli tourist population itself. To sustain the

myth of discovery, contact between tourist and host was represented as

an interface across the lines of difference, and the tourist carried the onus

of that difference. In the pages of the mainstream Hebrew press, Israelis

visiting Arab countries were represented not merely as Jews but as Jews

of European descent (Ashkenazim). The tourist’s European identity was

illustrated through accounts of his or her confusion in Arab places. Nu-

merous articles described the tourist’s failure to comprehend Arabic in the

middle of the Arab metropolis and celebrated (in the case of Jordan) the

ability of hotel and restaurant workers to converse inHebrew.56Newspaper

accounts frequently described an Israeli tourist populace unable to com-

prehend the quotidian Arab landscape; the press did the work of decoding

this foreign landscape for the Jewish reader qua traveler, translating unfa-

miliar Arab places and cultural practices into a legible ‘‘Israeli’’ lexicon and

geography.

In truth, there weremany kinds of Israelis traveling through theMiddle

East at this moment, with many different itineraries. Despite the press’s

portrait of the Ashkenazi peacetime traveler, there were many Mizrahi

Israelis touring the region during this period, and many lacked the lin-

guistic and cultural incompetence that the press presumed. In the 1980s

and increasingly after the Oslo Accords, Jews of Moroccan descent began

touring Morocco in unprecedented numbers, a voyage made possible by
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low-level diplomatic agreements with Israel in 1994 and a Moroccan gov-

ernment eager for revenue from an incoming Jewish market.57 Moreover,

during this period Mizrahi travelers numbered heavily among the Israeli

tourists visiting Turkey (attractively situated in the interstices of Europe

and the Middle East).Yet the press’s story of first contact, and its presump-

tion of the culturolinguistic newness of the Middle East, made no concep-

tual space for these travelers and their itineraries. The same was true of

articles that anticipated and invited future travel to Arab places not yet

available to Israeli tourists; ‘‘Thirty ThingsYou Didn’t Know about Syria,’’ a

1995 exposé of Damascus cast as proto–tourist guide, was not addressed to

Arab Jewish travelers with prior knowledge of Syria’s cultural and political

landscapes; the allure of travel in the region relied on a narrative of sights

heretofore unseen. Mizrahi travel could not be mobilized to tell a heroic

story of discovery or a tale of ‘‘peace’’ as rupturing event and thus was not

featured in the popular media.

Nor were all Israeli travelers Jewish. Indeed, notwithstanding the pre-

sumptions of the press, the vast majority of Israelis traveling to Jordan in

themid-1990swere Palestinian citizens of the state.58AswithMizrahi trav-

elers, their presence among the Israeli tourist masses was invisible in a

discovery narrative dependent on an Orientalist binary (Europe meets the

Arab world). These traveling subjects could not represent the nation-state

in the pages of its newspapers; although citizens of the state, they con-

tinued to be actively excluded from the national collective (‘‘the people of

Israel’’) as they had been since Israel’s founding. The invisibility of these

Palestinian travelers was heightened by the relative visibility granted Pal-

estinian tourists from the occupied territories, whose voyages to Jordan,

though never celebrated as ‘‘discoveries,’’ were sometimes chronicled in

the back pages of the Hebrew press. Consider the following excerpt, from

an article entitled ‘‘They Were There,’’ which offered tips on Jordan to the

prospective Jewish Israeli tourist amassed from West Bank informants:

‘‘Naseer Adin Nashashibi . . . recommends a visit to the Jerash festival . . .

He discourages hitchhiking . . . Sako, an employee in a camera store who

requested anonymity, often travels to visit his family. He recommends the

Jabri chain of restaurants, especially the one with American-style [food] . . .

Daoud Maoli, a cook at the Munateen restaurant, recommends a visit to

the King’s castle.’’59 The reporter finds his informants in East Jerusalem’s

service sector, in the commercial contact zones (camera store, restaurant)

where Israeli Jews and Palestinians most frequently meet. These infor-

mants are marked as Palestinians only in name; indeed, many offer advice
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under the protection of anonymity. Here, the idiom of the tourist guide ob-

scures a history of Palestinian diaspora and its migratory routes between

Israel, the Occupied Territories, and neighboring Arab countries. In turn,

in standard tourist register, the story of a family visit is overshadowed by

recommendations for restaurants and entertainment venues. Local knowl-

edge of the place and appropriate behavioral norms (‘‘he discourages hitch-

hiking’’) is implicitly ascribed to a history of leisure rather than to the legacy

of dispossession that necessitated the journey between Jordan and theWest

Bank—the itinerary that retraces a path of exile. In this telling, to have

‘‘been there’’ (recall the headline) was to have been a tourist.

What were the effects of the press’s very selective portraits of the Israeli

traveler? They policed the borders around national identity and culture.

They regulated and performatively reinstated the portrait of normative

Israeliness on which the state had been founded, sustaining the terms of

the dominant Israeli discourse in which ‘‘Israeli’’ connoted both and only

the European and Jewish subject. This production of normativity relied on

a central dyad: because the scene of first contact was meant to be under-

stood as an interface between nation-states and notmerely leisure travelers

after a history of enmity, discovery depended on the isomorphismof tourist

and citizen, that is, tourist as representative of his or her nation-state. In

the slippage between these terms (tourist and citizen), the Ashkenazi Jew

was installed not only as normative Israeli tourist but also as normative

Israeli citizen-subject. As I have suggested, normativity was constituted

through a logic of difference, not only in the difference between the Israeli

tourist and Jordanian host but between Jew and Arab. The aforementioned

photograph of first contact provides a graphic illustration of this logic in the

dyadic relationship between the foregrounded Israeli tourist and (presum-

ably) backgrounded Bedouin laborer, visible only in profile (figure 11). The

banality of this image, clearly legible as the tourist snapshot, helps to natu-

ralize the narrative. Handheld camera is to tourist as Ashkenazi Jew is to

Israeli. The link between signifier and signified is offered as incontestable:

equally recognizable, equally banal. The press’s tales of tourism worked to

preserve the disappearance of this foundational fiction about Israel and its

citizenry, to reproduce and secure it, in the face of its vanishing.60

The Tourist as Mimic

Regional travel during the Oslo era was not unidirectional. In the mid-

1990s, Arab tourists from neighboring states were beginning to appear
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in the Israeli metropolis. Jordanians composed the largest tourist popula-

tion. In 1994, following the Washington Declaration, some 25,000 Jorda-

nians toured the Jewish state, and by 1995, this number had risen to over

80,000.61 As travel agents in Amman attested, the demand was far greater

than the number of visas granted due to rigid Israeli screening of potential

applicants in an effort to sort bona fide travelers frommigrant laborers, ter-

rorists, and those seeking permanent residence—or so the state argued.62

In 1994, as the mainstream Israeli press celebrated the first-time journeys

of Ashkenazi tourists in Jordan, it uneasily anticipated the beginning of

this tourist influx (‘‘They Are Coming to See Eilat’’).63 Two years later, head-

lines predicted ‘‘A Million Arab Tourists Will Visit Jerusalem and Bethle-

hem.’’64 Small numbers of Muslim Arabs from neighboring countries had

visited Israel in the years before theOslo Accords, often illegally or through

third-party passports. Yet, with the emergence of a regional ‘‘peace,’’ the

Israeli state and private sector predicted unprecedented numbers of Arab

visitors—a prediction that generated considerable concern.

Not all Arab tourists were regarded equally.65 The Israeli press and pri-

vate sector eagerly anticipated ‘‘thewealthy of Amman’’ and theGulf States,

‘‘tempted by Eilat’s nightclubs and the availability of alcohol,’’ destined for

Tel Aviv’s malls and tourist complexes.66 Yet, more often than not, this

incoming population was depicted as an underclass mob. In the wake of

the Washington Declaration, as rumors circulated about a ‘‘major influx

of Muslim pilgrims,’’ newspapers assured their readers that ‘‘black clad

women from Iran are not [yet] thronging the streets of Tel Aviv.’’67 In an

image drawn from the Orientalist archive, the ‘‘throng’’ threatened in both

its magnitude and its illegibility.

Inwinter 1995, the Israeli press began to describe illegitimateArab tour-

ists with unrecognizable itineraries.Of particular concernwas the growing

population of Jordanians seeking tourist visas for travel in Israel. Popular

newspapers began to investigate cases of Jordanians who ‘‘came to visit and

stayed’’ in violation of their visas. Articles documented scores of Jordanian

menworking in construction and Jordanianwomen selling sex in northern

Israeli towns.68 One headline warned, ‘‘Arab Towns [in Israel] Being Used

as Hiding Places for Illegal Tourists.’’69 Newspapers exposed such crimes

and encouraged readers to participate in the regulatory work of the state.

Indeed,many ‘‘tourists’’ wereworking in Israel during this period in vio-

lation of the terms of their visas. They infiltrated with relative ease, thanks

to the growing number of foreign workers imported by the Labor Ministry

to replace the blue-collar Palestinian workforce from the West Bank and
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Gaza, now deemed a political risk.70By 1995, some 89,000 foreign laborers

(from Ghana, Romania, Thailand, and the Philippines) worked legally in

Israel and some 100,000 more worked illegally on tourist visas.71 For the

state, foreign labor promised a certain kind of clarity. Unlike the Pales-

tinian workforce they had replaced, these laborers were obligated to leave

after the expiration of their work visas. But perhaps more critically, they

bore a marked difference from both Jews (qua good citizens) and Arabs

(qua proto-terrorists), an ethnoracial difference inscribed on their bodies,

thereby easing the labor of policing theirmovements. Amid growing Israeli

concern for their rising numbers, the accounts of foreign workers began to

appear in theHebrew press in spring 1996.True to the terms of their visas,

many spoke in tourist idioms: ‘‘I’m meeting a lot of girls. It’s interesting

for me here, because it’s another country.’’72

Jordanians also populated the illegal workforce during this period.73Yet,

unlike the foreignworker on tourist visa, who blended easily in the laboring

crowd, the fraudulent Jordanian worker-tourist could be easily recognized,

or so the press assured its readers. At issue was a failure of resemblance:

they simply didn’t look like tourists in anynormative sense.One prominent

daily newspaper described a typical scene at the Israeli-Jordanian border.

Many alleged tour groups crossed the border together, the article reported,

only to disband on the other side: ‘‘Immediately after the border crossing,

they separate and each one travels to a different place. There are some who

come with mattresses and equipment, and it’s clear that they aren’t exactly

tourists that are coming to tour and then return to Jordan.’’74

A crime is being documented here, that of Jordanians who try to pass as

tourists. Their fraudulence is transparent (‘‘it’s clear that they aren’t exactly

tourists’’). Criminality is deduced from the truth of the visible, from ma-

terial artifacts that do not bear the standardmarkers of leisure travel. In the

place of a handheld camera, we see mattresses and kitchen implements,

objects connoting homecoming, not tourism.

This tale of tourism and criminality forestalled a much more threaten-

ing narrative about theNewMiddle East. Like accounts of Palestinian travel

to Jordan inwhich familial visits were recast as leisure itineraries, this story

of tourism/criminality displaced the legacy of exile and diaspora. Contrary

to the discourse of the press, these visitors had little need to hide, and this

was precisely their threat. Most Jordanians on tourist visa were of Pales-

tinian origin; thus, their ability to pass as laborers, or as citizens of Israel,

rested in a history of familial or ethnonational ties to the Palestinian com-

munities and populations inwhich they sought refuge.They had little need
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for concealment: their bodies could look ‘‘at home’’ in Israel in ways that

the state could not easily control.

On what, then, did criminality depend? The fraudulence of the Jor-

danian visitor rested not merely on the failure of resemblance, but also on

the threat of likeness.Unlike the case of Israeli tourism in the ArabMiddle

East where tourist and citizen were offered as isomorphic terms, the au-

thenticity of the Arab tourist rested precisely in her or his visible difference
from the Israeli citizen. Indeed, suspicion arose at precisely the moment

when visitors began to look at home. Their menace cohered at this place of

liminality where lines could not be drawn clearly. Anxiety came to the fore

at the moment of mimicry, when the alleged tourist began to resemble the

citizen. The press intervened to regulate the difference.

Whom did the Arab travelers resemble? First and foremost, they bore

an ethnonational resemblance to Palestinian laborers from the Occupied

Territories and Palestinian citizens of the state, thus enabling their suc-

cessful concealment in Israeli towns and work sites. But their likeness, and

its menace, was broader still. In the mid-1990s, these visitors raised the

specter of an unpleasant past, one the state had long ignored. Images of

laden travelers recalled the mass flight of Palestinians after the founding

of Israel, travelers similarly burdened with mattresses and kitchen imple-

ments, fleeing with their home on their back. But the figure of the Arab

traveler also signaled a future that Jewish Israel imagined with consider-

able trepidation. These figures seemed to foretell the mass return of Pales-

tinian refugees to their homes inside Israel.75As documented in the Israeli

press, many Jewish Israelis feared that the peace process would make this

return possible: ‘‘We are going to gain in this ‘peace,’ butmaybe, at the same

time, lose everything: our country, our Jewish identity, and, in the end, the

opportunity to live in what we once called the land of Israel . . . They ex-

pect millions of tourists [here] from the whole world. The foreigners will

fill the streets of our cities in masses, until it is no longer clear who lives

here and who is a tourist.’’76 What exactly was tourism’s menace in the age

of the Oslo process and the globalization of the Israeli economy and cul-

ture? As this passage from the Israeli press suggests, in words spoken by

a prominent Jewish environmentalist, its menace lay in mimicry. In the

midst of an urban crowd, at the heart of the Jewish Israeli metropolis, the

line between tourist and citizen had the potential to blur. Israelis feared

that persons from outside the nation-state might suddenly make them-

selves at home, protected by the cloak of resemblance. In the urban crowd,

as foreigners mingled with citizens, as visitors walked the streets of Israel,
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making themselves at home in the nation-state, these tourists-mimics had

the capacity to unsettle dominant Israeli geographies, notions of national

identity, accounts of its history.These spectral figures threatened to render

home itself unrecognizable.

Alternative Maps

Much scholarship of the past decade has encouraged us to think ‘‘be-

yond the nation’’—to consider the unbundling of nation-states in the age

of global capitalism.77 Discussion of borders has tended to focus on new

degrees of permeability. Traveling subjects, traversing state lines, have

been privileged illustrations of global processes. As Katherine Verdery has

noted, the prefix trans- in transnationalism seems to connote both border

crossing and transcendence: the transcendence of ‘‘the national’’ form.78

Yet the case of mid-1990s Israel requires a different account. The diplo-

matic and economic reconfiguration of the region in the peace process era,

with its cross-border flows and circuits, necessitated the fortification of

the nation-state and the remaking and remapping of Israel’s territorial and

symbolic contours. Rather than tell a story of (Israeli) denationalization or

deterritorialization in the global era, my analysis illustrates processes of

both renationalization and reterritorialization in the midst of globalizing

processes.79 Flows across state lines produced the need to defend and re-

make Israel’s spatial and ideological divides, to shore up the borders around

normative Jewish Israeli identity, culture, and territory.

The mid-1990s was a period of tremendous social and political change

in Israel and on its borders. While politicians and businesspeople could

predict the future economic landscape of Israel and the Middle East (or so

many of them thought), the sociopolitical effects of regional realignment

remained uncharted, and threateningly so. For even as ‘‘peace’’ promised

to globalize Israel, it also threatened to Arabize it, hence the fear of a tourist

mob. The press’s stories of first contact respond to this anxiety by shoring

up the borders of the nation-state, demarcating clear parameters around

Israeli identity and the subjects that could claim it, preserving Israeliness

as a Jewish and European domain in the face of shifting geopolitics and

newly flexible borders. Of course, Israel was always already Arabized, and

this was precisely the issue, the locus of fear and anxiety. The possibility of

resemblance—of Arab tourist to citizen—threatened the fiction of Ashke-

nazi normativity bymaking visible the history of Palestinian dispossession

and Mizrahi disfranchisement on which this fiction depended.
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Yet, the anxiety that attends the tourist mob also suggests that the pres-

ent and future geography of Israel and the Middle East was not and is not

under control in any strict sense. Although the Israeli state could prevent

the emergence of a sovereign Palestinian state (as it continues to do), it

cannot control the changing demographics in the region and nation-state

and the promise of a Palestinian majority in the area of Israel-Palestine in

the next half-century. Although the Israeli state could and can regulate the

movement of bodies on its borders through militarized checkpoints and

visa restrictions, it couldnot and cannot determine themultiple effects pro-

duced by the continued globalization of Israeli economies, cultures, and

knowledges. The haunting images in the Israeli press of Palestinian Arabs

in tourist guise, returning to claim their homeland, might yet foretell an

alternative Israeli future.
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Prophecy, Politics,

and the Popular:

The Left Behind

Series and Christian

Evangelicalism’s

NewWorld Order

In the fall of 2001, about six weeks after the events of September 11, a novelcalled Desecration was released. The book was part of the path-breaking

Left Behind series written by conservative evangelist Tim LaHaye and

writer Jerry Jenkins, which describes the ‘‘end of times,’’ the rise of theAnti-

christ and the final battle of Armageddon, all of which figure prominently

in Christian apocalyptic theory. Descecration went on to become the best-

selling hard-cover book of the year, moving John Grisham out of the num-

ber 1 spot he had held every year since 1994, and it did so after only three

months on the shelves. Desecration built on the remarkable success of its

predecessors. To date, eleven books of the planned fourteen-book series

have been released, and the last five have all debuted at number 1 on the

best-seller lists. In total, they have soldmore than 32million copies (exclud-

ing graphic novels and children’s versions) since the first book appeared

in 1995.1

The Left Behind novels are unabashedly fundamentalist fiction, based

on literalist interpretations of the ‘‘end of time’’ as understood through the

prophetic books of theBible. Although the popular success of the serieswas

already well established before September 11, the events of that day spurred

a new interest in the books and the larger field of biblical prophecy. For

many evangelicals in theUnited States, the terrorist attacksweremore than

simply horrific political crisis or personal loss, they were further proof that



the end of times predicted in biblical prophecy was imminent. Those who

mine the apocalyptic books of the Bible for signs of the Second Coming of

Christ often argue that ‘‘wars and rumors of wars’’ as well as great sorrow

and tribulation are key indicators of the quickening of God’s plan.2 When

that plan unfolds, the Middle East will be the stage and Israel will be at the

heart of the story, as Jesus Christ himself returns to fight on the side of his

Chosen People against the Antichrist.

TheLeft Behindnovels describe the experiences of a group of newly com-

mitted Christians who live through the terrible events leading up to Arma-

geddon and Christ’s return. In accordance with biblical prophecies, these

believersmust face the rise of the Antichrist, whowill persecute Christians

and Jews, take over as dictator of a one-world government, lead a global cru-

sade against Israel, and eventually bring theworld toArmageddon.3LaHaye

and Jenkins have constructed fast-paced and plot-driven stories that are

also generic hybrids, combining traditional evangelical homilywith science

fiction–like threats and action adventure thrills, complete with plenty of

male bonding and high-flying action.

Until recently, the series was all but invisible in liberal and intellectual

circles, though that is changing; in 2002, authors LaHaye and Jenkinswere

the center of friendly interviews on cnn, abc, npr, cbs, cnbc, and Time
magazine, among others.4Despite extraordinary newspaper and television

coverage, however, each account of the Left Behind phenomenon finds it

necessary to introduce the books to an audience who presumably find their

very existence to be news. Fundamentalism itself appears as a novelty to

the major media, yet as many as 40 percent of Americans define them-

selves as evangelical or ‘‘born again,’’ depending on how you ask the ques-

tion.5 (Fundamentalists are best defined as a subset of evangelical Chris-

tians who are generally more literal in their biblical interpretations and

often more interested in prophecy than are other evangelicals, mainline

Protestant denominations, and Catholics.)6 The popularity of Left Behind is
no doubt connected to the much broader growth in the sales of religious-

themed cultural products in theUnited States, ranging from books onNew

Age spirituality and Jewish dating to Christian t-shirts and Hindi lunch

boxes. Sales of religious items have grown by over a third in the past six

or seven years. Kmart executives, for example, have said that religious and

inspirational writing is the chain’s fastest growing category.7

TheLeft Behindbooks are remarkably popular not onlywith the evangeli-

cals who form their core readership, but also with casual readers who pick

up the books when they see the displays at Walmart and Kmart, or visit the
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special sales section at Amazon, or see the ads reading ‘‘Read the Future’’

and ‘‘leftbehind.com’’ blazoned on the side of a car atnascar races in recent

years. As one scholar describes it, ‘‘In office settings, these things are being

passed around like Stephen King novels or the Sports Illustrated swimsuit

issue.’’8 Indeed, as each new installment races to the top of the hardcover

charts, paperback versions of earlier books in the series continue to domi-

nate the paperback charts.9 In addition, the series has spawned twomovies,

five soundtracks, calendars, mugs, and an impressive line of screensavers

and e-greetings.10 What we are seeing, then, is a remarkable mainstream-

ing of evangelical pop culture, in which nonevangelicals seem to be willing

to read overtly proselytizing messages as long as they are delivered in a

reader-friendly genre.

But the novels are also indicative of the reenergized political and cul-

tural power of the Christian Right that in the late 1990s seemed in retreat.

In hindsight, that retreat may have been genuine at the political level, as

exemplified by the decline of the Christian Coalition and the failure of sev-

eral evangelical campaigns for president, but it is far less genuinewhen one

considers the politics of culture: by 1996, the Left Behind books were al-

ready under-the-radar best-sellers. These extraordinary novels marry their

evangelical religious commitments to a political agenda that combines

traditional social conservatism, an emergent evangelical racial liberalism,

and a strongly developed interest in contemporary Middle East politics,

in which Israel is central to the unfolding of God’s plan for the end of

time.

These days, that interest is certainly not expressed or experienced only

in novelistic form. As the conflict in Israel-Palestine escalated in the past

two years, evangelical preachers and their communities have rushed to

‘‘Stand for Israel,’’ organizing support rallies, letter-writing campaigns, and

tours of the Holy Land that are linked directly to the Israeli right.11 These

Christian Zionists seem to be having a very real influence on the Bush

administration’s policies, as they fire off e-mails, hold lobbying days, and

organize rallies to insist that the United States take the strongest stance

in favor of right-wing Israeli policies to fully subjugate Palestine. The link

between political ideology and cultural consumption is never simple or di-

rect, but in the past five years, and especially since September 11, the power

of Left Behind as a major cultural phenomenon has had an undeniable link

with the resurgence of millennialist pro-Israel activism on the Christian

right and the extraordinarily dangerous directions taken by the U.S. ‘‘war

on terrorism’’ in the Middle East.
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In this essay I explore the Left Behind series as an exemplary cultural

text, one that is simultaneously a symptom of and a strategy for the revital-

ization of Christian Zionism. I analyze the novels as part of a larger project

of evangelical mapping, placing evangelicals on the U.S. political map as

a modernized and mainstreamed political force who have moved far be-

yond the subcultural status that marginalized them even in the heyday of

the Moral Majority. This project simultaneously maps the Middle East in

highly specific ways. As it looks to biblical passages as support for the ‘‘res-

toration’’ of Jews to Palestine, and as it marks Israel as the site of God’s

action in history, the fundamentalist vision of Left Behind makes Palestine

and Palestinians literally invisible. And as Palestine is wiped off the evan-

gelical map, it is also removed from a sizable audience of potential U.S.

readers.

The Future Is Coming

The first novel of the Left Behind begins when, without warning, a large

group of people from all over the world suddenly and mysteriously dis-

appear, leaving clothes and jewelry behind.The disappeared are committed

Christians who have been taken up bodily into heaven, an event that funda-

mentalists call the Rapture. Nonbelievers are left on earth to face the tribu-

lations—natural disasters, plagues, war, and persecution—that accompany

the rise of the Antichrist and the countdown to the final battle of Arma-

geddon. Having been ‘‘left behind,’’ one small group of Americans realize

what has happened and are converted into committed believers.

The group quickly forms itself into an anti-Antichrist underground

which they dub the Tribulation Force. Over the course of several novels,

the membership of the force evolves, but the key players are four: Rayford

Steele, an expert pilot in his forties who becomes the official leader of the

group; his daughter, Chloe, recently a college student; Chloe’s husband,

Buck, a crack journalist; and, eventually, Tsion Ben-Judah, an Israeli Jew

who, after carefully studying the prophecies in the Bible, converts to be-

lieving that Jesus of Nazareth was the predicted JewishMessiah. By stating

his newfound conviction to the world, Ben-Judah becomes one of the first

of the 144,000 Witnesses, Jewish converts who testify to the world that

they accept Christ as theirMessiah.He becomes the spiritualmentor of the

Tribulation Force and eventually of the new believers who begin to spring

up around the world.

As the seven-year period of the Tribulation moves forward, the novels
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describe the Tribulation Force’s struggle against the rising power of the

Antichrist. Nicholae Carpathia, a Romanian national and former head of

the United Nations, now rules the world as the head of the newly formed

Global Community (gc). Carpathia builds himself a gleaming capital city

from which to rule, a shining symbol of the totalitarian one-world order,

in New Babylon, Iraq. As Carpathia takes over the world, the Tribulation—

God’s judgments, designed to bring those who are left to a recognition of

His power—is unleashed.The Tribulation begins with a terrifying and dev-

astating series of plagues in which millions of people are killed; they in-

clude earthquakes, water turning to blood, drought, and invasion by death-

dealing horsemen of the air, who kill with fire, sulfur, and smoke.Writing

over the Internet (from an untraceable connection at the Tribulation Force

headquarters in suburban Chicago), Ben-Judah speaks to the millions of

newly converted believers around the globe about the biblical meaning of

unfolding events.

The Christian core at the center of the stories are modern, strong, and

resourceful. Many of them are tough, competent men of action, several of

whom are professional pilots and can thus zip around the world in Gulf-

streams or old Egyptian fighter planes.They face dramatic plagues and ter-

rible dangers as well-equipped international travelers with access to private

jets, untraceable cell phones, untouchable bugging devices, and advanced

laptop computers that are described in loving detail. The novels thus ges-

ture towardTomClancy in their style, StephenKing in their sensibility, and

Ian Fleming in their plot structures. Humorous yet also featuring detailed

statements of evangelical doctrine, they are worlds away from the older, di-

dactic terrain of prophecy exegesis. Instead, they exhibit what can best be

described as evangelical worldliness, a melding of traditional subcultural

views with a mass culture style and a broad, mainstream appeal.

Since September 11, the reviews and responses to the Left Behind books
have often related them to Christian conservatives’ support for Israel.

LaHaye tells interviewers repeatedly that Israel’s existence is one of the

‘‘super signs’’ that signal the coming of the end times; he refers inevitably

to the biblical injunction, so frequently cited by evangelicals, that ‘‘God

promised he will bless those who bless Israel and curse those who curse

Israel.’’12 Although it is appropriate to link Left Behind to Christian activ-

ism in support of Israel, media discussions of the issue often make one

of two mistakes: either they present the novels as examples of a Christian

fascination that is entirely new and that somehow emerged full blown in

recent years; or they suggest that the revitalized Christian right is simply
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a return of the repressed, a new Moral Majority. Neither view is correct,

and both approaches can lead to mistaken analyses of the current situa-

tion. If, for example, we fail to understand the long and deep history of

the prophecy tradition in U.S. evangelical culture (and to a lesser but still

significant degree, its power in mainstream popular culture), we will fail

to see the emotional and intellectual force of current trends. Yet we must

also not fail to appreciate what is new, to see how the worldview embraced

and exemplified by the Left Behind novels links biblical literalism and a tra-

ditional Christian Zionist interest in prophecy to what is in many ways

a broader, even liberalizing sensibility—more sophisticated, more multi-

cultural, and certainly more consciously ‘‘modern’’ than anything that has

come before. These transformations have helped to bring what was once

a culturally marginal branch of ‘‘old-time religion’’ into the mainstream of

postmodern American life.13

TheLeft Behind series is deeply embedded in a long-established tradition
in fundamentalist thought that looks to the books of Ezekiel, Daniel, and

Revelation for information about the end times and the Second Coming

of Christ. Fundamentalists generally regard the Bible as literal truth, but,

in the face of the allusive and elusive texts of the prophecies, they must

become hermeneutic experts, unpacking highly metaphorical passages for

their predictive value. Drawing on the interpretations developed by John

Darby in the nineteenth century and popularized in the 1909 Scofield Ref-

erence Bible, generations of fundamentalists have held that the Bible’s

accuracy can be tested and confirmed by political developments, espe-

cially those concerning Israel.14 The doctrinal specifics vary among differ-

ent groups, but all agree that in the Bible, one important signal of the ap-

proach of the Second Coming of Christ is the return of Jews to the Holy

Land. Then, according to prophecy, as the end time approaches, an Anti-

christ will arise, claiming to bring peace. During the Tribulation under the

Antichrist, both Jews and Christians will be persecuted. (Various groups

disagree about whether the Rapture of believers will happen before or after

the Tribulation. The Left Behind novels are exemplars of the theory of pre-

Tribulation Rapture. Pat Robertson is a well-known proponent of the belief

that the Rapture will happen after the Tribulation.) All agree that as God

shows his hand and the truth of the Christian Bible’s prophecies are re-

vealed, there will be mass conversion of Jews to the recognition that Jesus

was their Messiah. At the end of seven years, Israel, threatened by a con-

federacy of most of the nations of the world, will face down her enemies

at a final, terrible battle of Armageddon, during which Christ himself will
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return to do battle for Israel. After Christ’s return, the millennial reign of

peace begins.15

Evangelical enthusiasm for prophecy study quickened after the found-

ing of Israel in 1948, but it was mobilized to a near frenzy when, after the

1967 Arab-Israeli war, the Israelis occupied all of Jerusalem, just in time

for the revival of fundamentalism in the United States. For many, Israeli

control of the Holy City was a crucial indication, perhaps the indication,
that this generation will see the coming of Christ. In 1970, Hal Lindsey

published The Late, Great Planet Earth, a popularization of fundamentalist

doctrines of the end times that used accessible language and a pseudo-hip

writing style to target worried baby boomers on the edge of the countercul-

ture. It went on to became the best-selling nonfiction book of the 1970s.16

Lindsey, like others before and after him, highlighted the political signifi-
cance of his interpretations of biblical prophecy: the Middle East wars that

had happened and those that were coming were predicted and explained in

the Bible. Lindsey also aimed to bring the study of prophecy a new kind of

panache: he wanted to reach audiences, particularly young audiences, who

might be interested in politics first and convinced of Christian revelation

as a result. At the same time, he also pushed hard against traditional funda-

mentalist opposition to worldliness: Christiansmust begin to pay attention
to politics, he argued, especially to foreign policy, because theMiddle East,

particularly the nation of Israel (and its allies and enemies), would be cen-

tral to the greatest religious test of all time. In this context, political events

become important because of how they fit into a biblical scheme, and inter-

preting that scheme is a complex and politically saturated process.17 Many

mainline Protestant leaders have spoken out against end times theology in

general, and even evangelicals have strong theological disagreements with

an approach that focuses heavily on the possibility of an imminent Second

Coming.18 Yet the appeal remains quite powerful. Left Behind uses images,

character types, and even whole scenes from the subcultural industry of

novels andmovies that, since the early 1970s, have beenmaking prophecy,

the Rapture, and Armageddon staples of evangelical popular culture.19 As

one scholar of evangelicalism has pointed out, evangelical fascination with

end times theology can in part be explained by the fact that prophecy in-

terpretation can be fun: fundamentalists debate what the founding of the

European Union signifies, or how the oil crisis or Desert Storm fit into the

prophetic scheme. Thus, both politics and religion are energized by their

relationship to each other.20

These general views about prophecy and politics were explicitly part of
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the fundamentalist Christian activism of the late 1970s, when evangelicals

began making themselves felt as a political force. In 1978, Jerry Falwell

told reporters, and later repeated in his preaching, that Christiansmust in-

volve themselves politically in such a way as to guarantee that the United

Stateswould support Israel: ‘‘I believe that if we fail to protect Israel, wewill

cease to be important to God . . . We can and must be involved in guiding

America towards a biblical position regarding her stand on Israel.’’21When

the Moral Majority was founded in 1979, one of its founding principles

was: ‘‘We support the state of Israel and the Jewish people everywhere.’’22

The writers of the Left Behind novels hail from that earlier era, in the

1970s and 1980s, when fundamentalism’s political power was on the rise.

LaHaye, who provides the biblical commentary and prophecy interpreta-

tion that structures each novel, was active in the Moral Majority; in 1987

he was deposed as cochairman of Jack Kemp’s presidential campaign for

having called Catholicism a ‘‘false religion’’ and for blaming Jewish suffer-

ing on the Jewish rejection of Jesus.23 Jenkins, who does all of the actual

writing, was a staff writer for the fundamentalist powerhouse the Moody

Bible Institute, as well as the collaborator on Billy Graham’s autobiography

and ghost writer for several sports autobiographies before he turned to the

series. Although LaHaye has until recently enjoyed less visibility than tele-

vision preachers like Falwell and Robertson, his intellectual and cultural

influence has been tremendous. He is married to Beverly LaHaye, founder

of the conservative Concerned Women for America, the antigay, antifemi-

nist, anti-abortion, and pro-creationist enterprise that currently claims to

be ‘‘the largest public policy women’s organization’’ in the country.24 Even

before the Left Behind series, he published more than forty books on mar-

riage and family, ‘‘sexual adjustment,’’ and biblical prophecy. Recently, Jerry

Falwell established the Tim LaHaye School of Prophecy at Liberty Univer-

sity in Lynchburg, Virginia.25

Given these credentials, it is not surprising that the other major re-

sponse of secular commentators has been to see the novels as the vanguard

for a revival of 1980s-style political fundamentalism. And at one level, this

view is entirely justified. As Michelle Goldberg argued in Salon.com re-

cently, it is surely significant that ‘‘the most popular fiction in the country

creates a gripping narrative that pits American Christians against a con-

spiracy of Satan-worshipping, abortion-promoting, gun-controlling global-

ists—all of it revolving around the sovereignty of Israel.’’26 With Repre-

sentatives Dick Armey (r-tx), Tom DeLay (r-tx), and Jim Inhofe (r-ok)

vying to become the most visible and most hard-line of Israel’s congres-
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sional supporters, the political power of Christian Zionism is undeniable.

In an msnbc interview in 2002, Armey called for the transfer of the Pales-

tinian population out of the West Bank, before offering a half-hearted re-

traction the next day; Inhofe said on theHouse floor that Israel should keep

the West Bank ‘‘because God said so.’’27 Grassroots churches are increas-

ingly joining the mix, raising money to fund Jewish immigrants to popu-

late Israeli settlements, for example, and joining the estimated 16,000 con-

gregations who participated in Pray for Israel day in October 2002.When

President Bush called for Israel to withdraw its tanks from Palestinian ter-

ritory in the spring of 2002, Falwell and others organized the religious

right to send nearly 100,000 e-mails to the White House to protest the

request. When the Christian Coalition held its Rally for Israel in October

2002, President Bush sent a videotaped message and Tom DeLay and the

mayor of Jerusalem both gave speeches.28 In fact, the enthusiastic embrace

of Israeli security and Israeli settlements includes not only a strong push

in Congress, but a close alliance with Israeli leadership. This alliance goes

back to the Labor Party’s embrace of fundamentalism in the 1970s, when

the Israeli government began courting evangelical leaders, hosting Holy

Land tours for well-known preachers (including Falwell, and Bailey Smith

of the Southern Baptist Convention), and which only intensified under the

right-wingLikud government elected in 1978.29 In January 2002, the Israeli

embassy inWashington held the first of a series ofmeetings with conserva-

tive Christian leaders and launched a drive to encourage Christian tourism

to Israel; later in the year, Ariel Sharon spoke to an enthusiastic crowd of

thousands of evangelicals in Jerusalem.30 Observers argue that these ac-

tivities are making a real difference, for quite pragmatic political reasons.

While it cannot be ignored that President Bush has every reason to want

to secure the position of Jeb Bush in Florida, where his strong support for

Israel is also winning him increasing support from Jewish voters, this is

only a small part of the story.31 Many Congressional Republicans have few

Jewish constituents but a large number of conservative Christian ones, and

their support has been seen as instrumental in pushing Congress to more

hawkish positions.32As one commentator in the Jerusalem Post put it, ‘‘The
U.S. is Israel’s best friend largely because the American Christian commu-

nity wills it to be so.’’33

To the degree that critics of the Christian right see these actions as only
a revitalizing version of Reagan-era Christian activism, however, they are

likely to miss the important ways the political culture of fundamentalism
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is changing, maintaining deeply conservative views on Israel and U.S. for-

eign policy generally, but revamping its cultural politics. In the Left Behind
novels, we see not only what one reviewer has called the ‘‘conspiratorial

balderdash’’ of fundamentalist political ideology, but also a significant out-

ward reach, in terms of both style and content.34 The Left Behind novels

claim to be about the future: ‘‘Prophecy is history written in advance,’’

LaHaye once said. But they are also very much about the present and a

new kind of conservative evangelical self-fashioning that self-consciously

reaches out to the larger world, in part to evangelize that world, certainly,

but also to construct a complex set of connections to it. As evangelical per-

formance, these novels struggle to enact modernity and to establish both

for their protagonists and implicitly for their readers the kind of broad cul-

tural reach that might authorize fundamentalist mappings of U.S. global

politics.

Not Your Father’s Fundamentalism

Chang Wong is seventeen years old, cocky and tough, a new convert to

Jesus. He is also the technical czar for Nicholae Carpathia’s Global Com-

munity government, working out of the headquarters inNewBabylon.Car-

pathia and his team fully trust Chang, for he appears to have the Anti-

christ’s ‘‘mark of loyalty’’ on his forehead. The young Chang is a computer

wiz, and from his position in the belly of the beast, he controls the com-

puters and surveillance system with which the Antichrist keeps track of

the population and tries to hunt down those who oppose his rule: Christian

converts and Orthodox Jews. But Chang is actually a spy for the Tribulation

Force, able to thwart Carpathia’s system at every turn. At a key moment,

as the Antichrist prepares to interdict the Jews who have retreated to Petra

(where they will be protected by God), Chang is able to force the simul-

taneous broadcast of spiritual leader Tsian Ben-Judah’s sermon over every

television channel, radio station, and Web site on the Internet.While he is

doing that, he is also listening to the plotting of Carpathia and his hench-

men via the absolutely secure bugging device that the Tribulation Force

has installed on the Antichrist’s personal plane. As he listens, automatic

filters provide interpretation of conversations held in languages other than

English.When Chang hears that the security team is about to track down

some key members of the Tribulation Force, he immediately enters the

computer system and erases all trace of them in the database. He isn’t wor-
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ried that he’ll be caught, because his system is so thoroughly encrypted—

it has a ‘‘revolving encoder’’—that it is impenetrable even by the forces of

the one-world government.

In this scene, and hundreds of others like it over the course of the series,

LaHaye and Jenkins establish their characters as more modern than mod-

ern. Making the most of the fact that the events they describe must neces-

sarily be the future (though a rather near-term future, in their view), the

novels present a world in which our Tribulation Force members are un-

failingly knowledgeable about and outfitted with an impressive array of the

best possible equipment, from guns to high-end suvs, from Gulfstream

jets to the ‘‘computer without limitations’’ ordered by the Tribulation Force

from an underground dealer. Leaving aside how the novels’ various fan-

tasies of the power of perfect gear actually expose a certain technological

naïveté, the embrace of matériel (equipment) is not simply decorative; it

performs important cultural work. If fundamentalists at the turn of the

century still carry a residual reputation as old-fashioned and unsophisti-

cated, these characters leave no doubt about their up-to-dateness. They are

unflappable globetrotters, as comfortable whipping out their cell phones

during a rescuemission as they are witnessing to an unconverted colleague

while piloting the most advanced aircraft in the world.

This tech savvy is present not only in the novels, but in themarketing of

the series as well. Though Left Behind sales have a strong base in Christian
bookstores and superstore chains centered in the heartland, the series is

also supported by a highly sophisticated Web page that its managers claim

receives 60,000 visitors a day. Leftbehind.com has a younger, hipper pres-

ence that is far less apparent in the other marketing efforts for the series

(such as the nascar promotions); it includes visual images that can be

downloaded as screensavers and e-cards, message boards and discussion

groups, online polls, advertising for products, an e-mail newsletter, and

more.35 The message boards on leftbehind.com have many active threads

at once, with several posting hundreds of entries at any given time. The

sections designed to promote the graphic novel versions of the books and

the separate series for children, Left Behind: The Kids, are visually arresting,
with the pulsating text and moving images that characterize video games.

On the official site, and on several nonofficial fan pages, there is a great deal

of the fan accouterment that the Internet hasmade routine: quizzes, games

based on the characters, chatrooms for fans who want to meet each other

on the Internet, and, perhaps most important, postings of fan fiction. The
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fiction entries are generally short stories, usually penned by people in their

teens and twenties; they often add new, younger characters to the series.

Yet despite the impressiveWeb presence, the use of theWeb sites is a more

complicated question; as with many fan-based sites, the vast majority of

posters are a rather small group of participants (no more than three hun-

dred), almost all of whom are under thirty.Tyndale Publishers has said that

the average buyer of the books is a Southern, white, married female age

twenty-five to fifty-four.36 It is easy to imagine that many of those buyers

pick up the books at Walmart, read them and perhaps even share them

with friends, without ever visiting a Web site. This worldliness and ease

with modernity is doubly striking in that it frames and perhaps in some

sense even cushions the uncompromising religious views propounded in

the novels. At the level of fundamentalist doctrine, the Left Behind series
is unreconstructed and proud of it: there is only Jesus Christ, and Chris-

tianity is the only truth, and winning converts is the primary moral duty of

the characters (and, one presumes, of the novels themselves). This purity

is contrasted with the evil one-world faith propounded by the Antichrist

and led by a pompous, ritual-obsessed fraudwho, before the Rapture, was a

Catholic archbishop. The one-world faith defines itself as eclectic, open to

all beliefs, including atheism, as long as those faiths are ‘‘tolerant,’’ but in

fact, it does little more than provide a platform for the eventual worship of

the Antichrist while encouraging decadence and immorality. Thus, when,

in one of the early novels, the leader of this syncretic abomination calls the

Tribulation Forcemembers a ‘‘right-wing, fanatic, fundamentalist faction,’’

readers are invited to consider the source and take it as a compliment (Soul
Harvest, 359). It is not despite but because of this doctrinal conservatism
that the novels also insist throughout on a certain kind of secular situated-

ness for their characters.With their high-powered jobs and their impressive

access to the best computers and the fastest planes, these end times Chris-

tians speak the high-tech language of the unbelieving world around them.

Speaking that language also means operating in its preferred generic

registers, and nothing is more striking about the Left Behind series than

formal intersections with, even slavish devotion to, the conventions of

popular science fiction and horror. The fundamentalist world, at least dur-

ing the years of the Tribulation, is littered with lower-level supernatural

creatures: demons and angels in the flesh, ghostly horsemen in the sky

who can be seen only by believers, and of course, Satan incarnate in the

person of the Antichrist. Here, for example, is the description of the first
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demonic invaders of the Tribulation, called Apollyon: ‘‘Buck stared out the

window, and his heart thundered against his ribs. From out of the smoke

came flying creatures—hideous, ugly, brown and black and yellow flying

monsters. Swarming like locusts, they looked like miniature horses five or

six inches long with tails like those of scorpions. Most horrifying, the crea-

tures were attacking, trying to get in’’ (Apollyon, 305). We also learn that

these creatures have a man’s face, long flowing hair, and a golden crown

(315–317).They attack nonbelievers in a swarm, attaching themselves to the

body, stinging and biting their victims. Christian believers are immune.

In one scene, a loyal but unconverted household employee is caught out-

side, attacked, and felled by the creatures. He lies screaming and writhing

until Buck, fearful but protected, rushes outside to combat the invaders

and rescue him (307). The debt to science fiction tales of alien attack and

horror narratives of monstrous invasion is obvious here, right down to the

hero whomust leave the safe house to rescue his buddy from the creatures.

In the Tribulations faced by those left behind, the invaders who torment

nonbelievers are satanic forces that are nonetheless in the service of God.

The Christian heroes of the novels face them with the mix of awe, fear,

and hope that so often has attended accounts of alien abduction: the su-

perior beings, their nightmarish bodily invasions and probings, who leave

the vivid impression that this encounter indicates malevolent intent and

perhaps future destruction.

The science fiction address of the series is even more apparent in the

Web page images designed to accompany each book, which draw on the

look and feel of popular action and sci-fi movies: weapons, anxious people

fleeing a scene, and images of nightmarish nuclear war–style devastation

that are familiar to anyone who has seen Terminator or Mad Max. The
e-card/screensaver for Apollyon is a perfect apocalyptic cliché: in the back-
ground, a destroyed building, with only the half-standing outline of the

structure left, strange orange clouds dominating the sky, fires burning on

the street; in the foreground, a large, almost distended image of a man,

middle-aged, probably white, his eyes bulging, fearful (see figure 12). The

image for The Mark, the eighth book in the series, shows a futuristic urban
skyline: tall, streamlined buildings against a darkening sky. In the middle

of the scene is a harshly lit building guarded by men in suits with machine

guns, with lines of people streaming into it. This is the ‘‘loyalty mark en-

forcement center,’’ where people are forced to receive the mark of loyalty

to the Antichrist or face execution. The building is easy to recognize: it is

any of those station stops in the world after 1984, where unwitting victims
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figure 12. Science fiction–style images highlight the books’ links to mainstream popular

fiction. Screensaver offered at www.leftbehind.com for Apollyon, book 5 in the Left Behind

series. Copyright 2000, Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. Used with permission.

go to face lobotomy, alien takeover of their mind, or mandatory execution

at age thirty.

The science fiction connectionmakes sense, plot-wise.The dramatic na-

ture of the events is plausible only in the sense that the entire end times

scenario is supposed to be otherworldly—it is, after all, the story of the Judg-

ment of God and the rise to power of supernatural evil. So when the Anti-

christ takes over the United Nations and then takes control of the world’s

military, police forces, and finances, the level of his power and the extent

of his malice are credible precisely to the degree that the reader either be-

lieves in the general outlines of the fundamentalist interpretation of the

prophetic books of the Bible, or to the degree one is willing to suspend dis-

belief to enjoy the pleasures of a story of conflict between great evil and

great good. The science fiction tie also works at the level of form, function-

ing much like the technology fetish in the stories. The invading demons,

narrow escapes, flawed but brave heroes, and the race to get the fancy tech-

nology to do your bidding, always just in time—fundamentalism hasmade

popular modernity its calling card; here, Buffy meets Bond on the way to

the church social.
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Racial Liberalism, Racist Conservatism

The voice of the Left Behind series is distinctly modern in another way: it

suggests that although the chosen believers at the end of times may be

doctrinally narrow, they are culturally and racially expansive. The rather

striking racial liberalism in the books has both a domestic politics and a

global reach, and it is linked to the maps that structure the cultural poli-

tics of the novels: that is, race politics works both to map fundamentalism

onto mainstream U.S. domestic politics and to make mainstream in U.S.

foreign policy the evangelical mapping of a Holy Land without Palestine or

Palestinians.

Domestically, the history of fundamentalism in the United States has

often been one of racial exclusivity and prejudice. In the 1960s, the largely

southern base for white fundamentalists and evangelicals helped to estab-

lish their firmopposition to racial integration.37 In the 1980s, theMoralMa-

jority and then the Christian Coalition did little more than pay lip service

to issues of race, despite the fact that the doctrines of many black Chris-

tians were clearly evangelical, but in the 1990s, with the rise of the Prom-

ise Keepers and other new parachurch organizations, evangelicals began

to talk more extensively about crossing racial barriers, and did so in ways

that brought discussions of racism into the heart of white evangelism. It

perhaps shouldn’t be surprising, then, that LaHaye and Jenkins put the

white characters who form the core of the Tribulation Force through their

multicultural paces: at various times, they work closely with at least two

African American male characters, one set of Chinese Christians, a Native

American woman, two Muslim Arab converts, and uncountable numbers

of Israeli Jews. The plot consistently presents racial liberalism as the norm

for the characters, and implicitly for the readers as well.

In the fourth book, for example, the first of two important African

American characters is introduced into the plot. Dr. Floyd Charles is a

young physician who helps save Buck’s wife when she is pregnant, injured,

and on the run from the forces of the Antichrist. Charles is soon making

regular visits to the Tribulation Force’s safe house; he eventually ends up

living there and falling in love with a woman in the group, Hattie. When

he reveals his feelings for Hattie to Rayford Steele, who functions as the

Force’s leader, Rayford expresses deep concern. This concern, however, is

not framed as an issue of race; the fact that Charles is black and Hattie is

white goes unmentioned in their discussion. Instead, Rayford is worried

that Hattie is simply not a good enough person for Charles, as she is both
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unconverted and remarkably selfish.ThoughCharles conveniently dies be-

fore he can even declare his love to Hattie, much less act on it, it is none-

theless remarkable that the Left Behind series would present an interracial
relationship as so utterly noncontroversial (what is controversial is falling
in love with a nonbeliever). It says volumes about the ways white funda-

mentalism has changed its self-presentation, both within the community

itself and in terms of its public voice on issues of race.

Although LaHaye and Jenkins have obviously made a conscious deci-

sion to bringAfricanAmericans into close proximity to the core characters,

the novels nonetheless register a particular self-consciousness about this

fact that at times borders on self-parody.On several occasions, for example,

Buck or Rayfordmake what the authors seem to think are rather cute jokes

that play off the parallels between the concept of brothers in Christ and the

trope of African American men as brothers. At another point, an older and

uglier stereotype appears: when Rayford and Dr. Charles are in trouble,

Rayford asks the other African American male character, T. M. Delanty

(‘‘T’’), to help him by trading cars with Charles. T has never met Charles,

but Rayford explains that T can recognize him because of the vehicle he is

driving and the fact that he ‘‘looks a lot like you.’’ A few pages later, LaHaye

and Jenkins have T refer back to this stereotype as useful in carrying out

an escape plan. This character is forced, in other words, to testify in favor

of the subtle racism of the books.

The global racial and religious politics of the novels are evenmore com-

plex, and equally problematic. As the Tribulation Force expands its global

reach, thewhiteAmericanmembers encounter believers all over theworld.

In one novel, an Israeli Jewwhohas converted toChristianity gets a friendly

lesson on avoiding stereotypes from a Native American woman named

Hannah Palemoon (The Mark, 215); later in the series, the young Chinese
man, Chang, moves to the forefront of the action as he battles with his

father over his Christian beliefs. Soon,Chang’s sisterMing becomes a lead-

ing character; her emerging romance with a Korean believer is being fol-

lowed enthusiastically.

These international characters are among the most popular on the fan

sites, and it is here that one gets the strongest sense of aworldview inwhich

multiculturalism, albeit of a rather limited type, is the presumptive norm.

One female fan, for example, has written a series of stories on a fan Web

site about a youngman named Jonathan Palemoon, whom she describes as

Hannah Palemoon’s younger brother. On the story site, she listed among

her character’s strengths his ‘‘family and his heritage’’ and his martial arts
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skills (www.tribforcehq.com/fiction; series: ‘‘SpiritWalker’s Song’’). Early

in the series, the African American man T was frequently listed by con-

tributors to the message boards as their favorite; since the most recent

books were released, Chang, the young computer hack with parent prob-

lems, has been widely embraced.38

The internationalism of this vision is precisely of a piece with the stark

doctrinal narrowness of the stories: anyone can convert, but conversion to
(born-again) Christianity is necessary to be recognized by God. This has

been the source of concern for a good many Jewish and Israeli commenta-

tors, who have pointed out that the fundamentalist love of Israel comes at

the price of a belief in the massive conversion of Jews at the end of time:

144,000 Jewish witnesses recognize Jesus as theMessiah and join with the

non-Jewish believers to fight the Antichrist. As Gershom Gorenberg has

argued, this seeming embrace of Jews and Israel is merely instrumental

at best. At worst, it is vicious: Israeli Jews exist to testify, in the end, to

the truth of Christianity.39 On the other hand, the views about conversion

are entirely consonant with the larger fundamentalist view of the ‘‘narrow

road’’ to heaven. When conservative Christians insist that Jews and Mus-

lims and all others must be converted in order to see God, this is perhaps

best understood less as racism or anti-Semitism per se than as simple doc-

trinal conservatism.

Arabs and Muslims, however, fare much worse, though they are also

subject to a version of the deadly love offered to Jews. Since September 11,

the newsmedia have reported a rather extraordinary series of anti-Muslim

slurs by conservative evangelical leaders, including Franklin Graham’s

comment that Islam is an ‘‘evil and wicked religion’’ and Jerry Falwell’s in-

famous declaration on 60 Minutes that ‘‘Mohammad was a terrorist.’’40 Yet

in the Left Behind series, Arabs andMuslims are woven into themuchmore

complicated cultural tapestry. Besides Suhail Akbar, the demonic Pakistani

who is the Antichrist’s head of security (and who joins a virtual Rainbow

Coalition of evil, including theAntichrist himself, RomanianNicholaeCar-

pathia; his ‘‘right hand man,’’ the Italian American Leon Fortunato; the

leader of the abominable one-world faith, the former U.S. Catholic bishop

PeterMatthews; and later, the Chinese security expertWalterMoon), there

have been several moments over the course of the series in which Islam or

Arabs figured importantly. In the most recent novel, there is a fairly long

scene in which a group of Chinese Muslims prove themselves to be hold-

outs against the Antichrist and are thus about to be executed. The views of
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Islam are summarized briefly but respectfully; just before they are about

to die, a group of theMuslims convert to Christianity and thus assure their

assent to heaven (Remnant, 282–297). In the earlier novels, two key Arab
characters emerged, both of whom areMuslims who convert after the Rap-

ture. Both are presented as highly positive individuals.One, ‘‘Al-B’’ or Albie,

is described as a native of Al Basrah, Iraq, which in later novels is glossed

as simply ‘‘north of Kuwait.’’ He plays a key role inmany of the novels’ most

daring rescues and escapes. The second is Abdullah Smith; ‘‘The name

looks weird,’’ his friend Mac explains. ‘‘But he has his reasons’’ (Apollyon,
333). He is a Jordanian pilot and is almost always named as a favorite char-

acter on the fan sites: one young person has even taken his name as her

nom deWeb, and he is often featured in fan fiction as well. In fact, Smith

is one of the central characters in the entire last half of the series. As one

of the pilots who can ferry the Tribulation Force members back and forth

between the United States and the Middle East, he is key to the plot. But

he is also figured as a good friend to several of the key male characters at

the heart of the story, particularly the Tribulation Force leader, the pilot

Rayford Steele. Smith is one of the tough men of action who provide the

story’s emotional center; he is laconic but has a rough and earthy sense of

humor that allows him to trade friendly insults with another pilot, a white

American named Mac. When Smith first appears, his broken English is

presented as the source of amusement for the readers and other charac-

ters (Apollyon, 353; Assassins, 136). Later, as he becomesmore central to the

Tribulation Force, he and Mac trade the kind of ethnic jokes that are sup-

posed to be the staples of locker room and battlefield bonding: he makes

fun ofMac’s ‘‘Texan’’ talk and calls him a ‘‘cowboy’’;Mac responds by calling

him a ‘‘camel jockey’’ (Remnant, 350–353). Here, as with the African Ameri-

can characters in the earlier novels, LaHaye and Jenkins exhibit a genuine

but awkward embrace of diversity and yet a none too subtle racism: Abdul-

lah Smith is warmly welcomed into the fraternity of Christian believers,

but he must consistently perform as a (racially) marked man.

The more subtle but perhaps more important signifier in the world of

Left Behind is the fact that Smith is Jordanian, not Palestinian. In fact, there

are no Palestinian Arabs in a series where much of the action takes place in

Jerusalem and the surrounding areas. There are Arabs, presumably, in the

masses who gather to hear the Antichrist when he speaks in Jerusalem, but

in thosemoments, it is Jews and Israel thatmatter: Israeli Jews are key doc-
trinally, and they are key characters in the novels as they convert, provide
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leadership to other believers, and, in one of the recent novels, find them-

selves gathered and protected in the city of Petra as the Antichrist gathers

his forces. (On the other hand, and surely this is not incidental, there are

no American Jews in Left Behind.)
So it is that themapping of characters’ identities is also amapping of the

space of Palestine-Israel precisely because the very notion of ‘‘Palestinian’’

ismade invisible, impossible.There areMuslims and there areArabs inLeft
Behind, but there are no Arab Christians and there are no Palestinians. In
the logic of the series, Palestinians cannot convert like Abdullah Smith or

Albie, and they cannot resist like the righteous Chinese Muslims, because

they are simply outside the representational possibilities of the Left Behind
world. Dick Armey’s suggestion that Palestinians should be removed from

the West Bank and Gaza and Pat Robertson’s insistence that Israel should

never compromise one bit of land are enacted in the novels as wish fulfill-

ment: there is no Palestinian problem on the evangelical map.

Conclusion

In the summer of 2002, Time magazine featured the Left Behind series on
its cover, just in time to usher in the release of The Remnant. With sev-

eral closely related stories, including a flattering portrait of LaHaye, Time
explained the popularity of the novels as a sign of the times: in a post–

September 11 world, the stories provide hope, a certainty about the future,

and a promise that the good guys win in the end. There might be some
problems with the series: Time pointed out that there is a sense of un-

ease among some religious scholars about the books’ enthusiasm for the

violence and devastation afflicted during the end times. As the theologian

Harvey Cox suggested, it is impossible to read the series without getting

the impression that a certain ‘‘lip-licking anticipation of all the blood’’ is

involved.41

Whatmatteredmost about the Time story was not its ideological slant—
it carried the requisite combination of reporting balance, slightly snide

tone, and empty summations that are Time’s standards for most stories—

but the fact that it was there at all. Left Behind had reached the very heart of
mainstreammedia and had been received both as a doctrinal juggernaut—

fundamentalist views on the apocalypse were reported in impressive de-

tail—and as a popular culture sensation. The sense was that fundamental-

ist culture was not only tapping into the mainstream of American life, but

indeedmight be the mainstream of American life. After all, Time reported,
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its own poll with cnn showed that 59 percent of Americans believe that

the events in Revelation are going to come true.42

In the summer of 2002, fighting between Palestinians and Israelis esca-

lated; the Oslo process all but over, there were increasing numbers of sui-

cide bombings by Palestinians against Israeli civilians, followed by Israeli

ground incursions and then missile attacks on Palestinian refugee camps.

The death toll rose, anger and despair were heightened all around, and the

U.S. media feverishly recounted each new atrocity.With the U.S. ‘‘war on

terrorism’’ stalled, having provided remarkably little in theway of satisfying

vengeance or morally righteous certainties, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict

took on the tenor of a proxy battle, where anger aboutOsama bin Laden and

fear of terrorismmight find expression in support for Israel in its struggle

with the Palestinians.

In this context, righteous Israeli Jews, fighting an Antichrist located in

New Babylon, might well begin to look like history written in advance. In

fact, one Left Behind fan suggested as much to a Time reporter, when he

explained that he was sure the Antichrist is already among us: ‘‘He’s prob-

ably a good-looking man,’’ he said. ‘‘I’m sure he’s in politics right now and

probably in the public eye a little bit.’’ Left Behind, he explained, ‘‘helped
me to look at the news that’s going on about Israel and Palestine’’ and to

understand that it ‘‘is just ushering in the End Times, and it’s exciting for

me.’’43 In the context of prophecy interpretation, that excitement makes

sense: Israel is fulfilling its biblical destiny in its conflict with the Pales-

tinians, who may or may not have connections with the Antichrist, who

may or may not be Saddam Hussein or Osama bin Laden. But for those of

us hoping to find the hard path to secular justice and worldly peace, that

excitement is nothing less than deadly.
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MARY N. LAYOUN

Telling Stories in

Palestine: Comix

Understanding

and Narratives of

Palestine-Israel

Although every image embodies a way of seeing, our perception or appreciation of an

image depends also upon our own way of seeing.—john berger, Ways of Seeing

The visual is essentially pornographic.—fredric jameson, Signatures of the Visible

Make no mistake, everywhere you go, not just in Marvel comics, there’s parallel uni-

verses.—joe sacco, Palestine

What are comics, or, in a clever contemporary turn on the category,

comix?1Why shouldwepay attention to them?And, especially given

the current dire political context of Palestine-Israel, what does a

comic book have to tell us about stories of Palestine-Israel that is not super-

fluous or even frivolous? In the dreadful context of daily life for Palestini-

ans and, increasingly, though less starkly and pervasively, for Israelis, the

political and human situation is so urgent, the need forwise local and inter-

national intervention so pressing, that the form of comicsmay seem a slim

reed on which to rest any part of the burden of understanding Palestine.

Nor, in the United States, is popular capacity (or desire) to critically under-

stand the situation in Palestine-Israel particularly capacious. And comics,

particularly in theUnited States, are scarcely a widely acknowledged genre,

especially for renditions of historical, political, or social complexity.2

Joe Sacco’s Palestine is a succinct and stunning account of daily Pales-



tinian (and, by extension, at least some aspects of Israeli) life in the Occu-

pied Territories during the early 1990s.3 Palestine is also about a ‘‘transna-
tional circuit’’ ofmedia images and headlines that travels well beyond Israel

or Palestine. But Palestine—in its specific content as well as in its specific

form and generic structure—performs within the text and implicitly solic-

its outside of it an alternative recognition of the ways we learn to make dif-

ferential sense of (parts of ) a bigger picture. Sacco’s Palestine alludes to the
bigger picture of Palestine-Israel and its transnational circuits by illuminat-

ing a series of small and individualized stories, facts, and reports, numer-

ous accounts of daily Palestinian lifewitnessed by thenarrator andbyPales-

tinians and, occasionally, by Israelis with whom the narrator speaks. This

is not to suggest that Palestine proposes or enacts some simple accretion of

multiple individual stories or facts and statistics, a kind ofmarketplace pro-

liferation of detail. Instead, Palestine proposes and enacts an always partial
and differential effort to read the relations between those details. Sacco’s

comic questions the relationship between the audience and the story, in

part through the changing roles and perceptions of its narrator. Finally,

Palestine implicitly indicts the ‘‘visual as pornographic,’’ a way of seeing

that would allow audience and narrator to willfully ignore their relation-

ship to the Palestine (and Israel) that the comic depicts. This effort is its

most powerful contribution to popular understandings of Palestine-Israel.

Comics-as-a-Genre and Joe Sacco’s Palestine

Only recently have comics beenmore widely accepted in the United States.

Still a popular cultural form, comics remain linked to, but not narrowly

defined by, the superhero and action comics orClassics Illustrated that were
the inception of the genre in theUnited States. Internationally, the status of

comics as both an art formand a popular cultural genre is far less equivocal.

The pervasive popularity of comics in Japan dates back several centuries to

the Edo period’s illustrated ‘‘chapbooks.’’ In Europe and in Latin America,

comics are more readily considered a popular genre of noteworthy atten-

tion. Though such acknowledgment came rather more belatedly in the

United States, in recent years comics have been increasingly recognized as

a genre capable of subtlety and complexity and of addressing diverse top-

ics. In 1992, the Pulitzer Prize was awarded to Art Spiegelman’sMaus. The
American Book Award was given to Joe Sacco’s Palestine in 1996, and the
Will Eisner Award for the Best Original Graphic Novel to Sacco’s Safe Area
Gorazde in 2001. Sacco alsowon aGuggenheimFellowship in 2001 and the
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vproGrand Prix of Haarlem in 2002.4 Additionally, the notable success of

(nonanimated) films based on comic books of the past two decades, includ-

ing X-Men, From Hell, Ghost World, and Spiderman, suggests a further shift
in the popular appreciation of comics in the United States.5 Comics, then,

are no longer (and, in fact, haven’t been for decades, in their alternative

form) simply ‘‘kid stuff.’’

The expanding possibilities of the genre of comics is apparent in the

earliest work of Joe Sacco, collected in War Junkie: the (occasionally self-
indulgent) story of an American punk band’s tour of Europe (‘‘In the Com-

pany of LongHair’’), a chronicle of a stay in his nativeMalta (‘‘A Disgusting

Experience’’), and three stories of modern war and its casualties (‘‘When

Good BombsHappen to Bad People,’’ ‘‘MoreWomen,More Children,More

Quickly,’’ and ‘‘How I Loved the War’’).6 In War Junkie, the characteristic
style of Sacco’s work is already present in the comic’s ironic narrative per-

spective and the painfully astute questions embedded in that ironic pos-

ture, in its attention to visual and historical contradiction, in a trenchant

awareness of the perspectives and situations of those behind or left al-

together out of the news headlines,7 and in the intensely detailed cross-

hatched style of Sacco’s artwork.

But it is in Sacco’s nine-book seriesPalestine that the potential of comics-

as-a-genre is most stunningly realized. The sequential narrative of delib-

erately juxtaposed words, images, and panels that characterizes comics-as-

a-genre allows Palestine, in its own particular configuration of narrative,

image, and word, to productively exploit that form in a rendering of the

complex historical, political, social, and personal realities of Palestine-

Israel. Moreover, Sacco’s unique engagement with the comics genre offers

a particularly efficacious way to understand the meaning-making process

that occurs in coming to understand historical or political or personal com-

plexity and relationship. Palestine draws that complexity and a witness’s

relationship to it in the comic’s structural foregrounding of partial, particu-

larized visual frames to suggest a larger (unvisualized and unvisualizable)

narrative. In this aberrantly synecdochic process of reading and under-

standing, partial and particularized images are structurally suggested (by

the comic) and perceived (by a reader) as standing for a larger but absent

picture.8 If we understand synecdoche as substituting, or more precisely,

assuming, the part for the whole, the structural organization of comics

presents the sequential but always partial and particular panels of comics

for synecdochic understanding. This apparently simple proposition, true

of the simplest comics, is far less simple in the context of a process of his-
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torical and political understanding. In what might be seen as a latter-day

turn on the venerable literary and philosophical question of mimesis (the
figural relation of visual or narrative representations to reality or truth or

the real), comics in general, and Palestine in particular, tell the story of pre-
cisely that relation of (partial) comics representation to a reality that can

be suggested or implied but never completely represented or observed.

In this compelling and even confrontational assemblage of detail and

stories in comics format, which also continually calls attention in its very

structural organization to the ways details and stories are framed, Sacco’s

‘‘comics journalism’’ demonstrates an ability to ‘‘transcend comic book cul-

ture’’ that comics scholar Matthew Pustz asserts as a necessity for comics.9

In a unique tribute to Sacco’s ability to approach Pustz’s goal, the reprinted

single-volume edition of Palestine bears a poignant introduction by Edward
Said, the renowned Palestinian American scholar and public intellectual;

political columnist Christopher Hitchens contributed the introduction to

Sacco’s subsequent comic, Safe Area Gorazde.10 In the challenge to media

images and words as we know them, with an insistence—most often ironic

or clever, sometimes grimly humorous, but always insightfully serious—

on attending to the visual and verbal details of local stories, Sacco’s comics

trace the outlines of those local stories’ implication in and framing by both

their viewing audiences and the larger (transnational) landscape on which

local stories and transnational audiences dwell.

One would therefore ignore a crucial point if one were to focus only

on the historical and factual content of Palestine ‘‘the comic’’ or on Pales-

tine ‘‘the place and peoples and histories,’’ the former contextualized in Joe

Sacco’s scrupulous authorial explanations and the latter contextualized in

the references of Palestine’s narrator to reports, testimonials, and quanti-

fiable data.11 The narrator begins his journey in search of

The real-life adaptation of all those affidavits I’ve been reading. (1:10)

Gunshot injuries! Broken bones! Amputees! The intifada I know from

appendices in small press books! With names, places, and dates of inci-

dent! The intifada you can count! (2:4)

The Occupation is crawling with do-gooders, human rights monitors,

nuns and Quakers, international jurists with clipboards, all of ’em will-

ing to pile us high with documents and studies. (3:7)

But there is never a moment in which all the stories or all the facts or

all the details are possessed and controlled by a narrator (or, implicitly,
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by a reader). In the course of the comics series, the quantifiable data that

Palestine’s narrator initially claims control over and in which he relishes—

‘‘The intifada you can count!’’—is supplanted (though not renounced) by
multiple stories of individual people, of generations of Palestinians living

under occupation. It is these small stories of individual experiences told to

or observed by the narrator and, as significant, his effort to account for the

relations between those stories and the bigger picture of Palestine-Israel

that is a crucial aim of Palestine. It is this exemplary effort to figure struc-
tural relations rather than just the (painful,moving) individual stories of the

comic that makes Palestine such an accomplished narrative of Palestine.

Structures of Seeing

One of the most powerful of the structural relations traced in Palestine is
its turn on the comics’ convention of parallel universes. That convention

is, as the phrase literally suggests, the graphic side-by-side representation

of apparently discrete but simultaneous universes. Those universes may

or may not be recognized as such by characters in the comic. But, in their

manifest juxtaposition on the comics page, they must necessarily be rec-

ognized by the implied comics audience. Comics make graphically visible

the proposition that ‘‘other universes are parallel to ours and may be quite

close to ours, but of which we’d never be aware. They may be completely

different with completely different laws of nature operating.’’12 If comics

are the deliberate sequential juxtaposition of panels of words and images

that tell a story, the convention of parallel universes in comics is a visual

culmination of the genre’s possibilities. Superhero comics offer familiar ex-

amples of parallel universes, such as those in Superman, occupied by Clark
Kent/Superman, or inwhich something is happening onEarth in one panel

while something else is happening simultaneously on another planet in

the next panel. While virtually no one in the Superman comic other than

Superman/Clark Kent (and his archenemy) knows about the existence of

those parallel universes, they are explicitly arrayed in the visual layout of

the comic for the necessary recognition of the implied reader.

It is in the transformation of this near-cliché of the genre that Sacco’s

Palestine is most visually provocative. In the visual juxtaposition of parallel

universes, Palestine ironically explores what Fredric Jameson has perhaps

scandalously suggested in the opening lines of his Signatures of the Visible
as characteristic of the visual itself: that it is ‘‘essentially pornographic.’’

‘‘Which is to say,’’ Jameson continues, ‘‘that it has its end in rapt, mindless
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fascination; thinking about its attributes becomes an adjunct to that, if it

is unwilling to betray its object.’’13 The visual juxtaposition of parallel uni-

verses in Palestine makes most clear that the object of its narrative gaze is

not merely the often ignored parallel universes that exist for Palestinians

in Palestine. But the object of Palestine’s narrative gaze is equally, perhaps
more scathingly, the narrator himself and, implicitly, the audience looking

over the shoulder of that narrator.

In fact, one way of understanding Joe Sacco’s comic book series is to

see it as primarily about the visual as pornographic. Palestine’s indictment

of the pornographic visual—of the world (of Palestine-Israel, of the Arab

world) rendered as a series of collectable images, like a naked body for

visual possession and mastery by the viewer—is figured precisely in its

juxtaposed frames. This juxtaposition is writ both small and large in the

series. It is, for example, visible in the distant comparison of the tumultuous

opening splash page of the first comic and the almost banal and anticlimac-

tic closing page of the ninth. Metaphorically, the narrator’s entry into the

Arab world (and by extension, into Palestine) is marked precisely by the

words and images that dominate a familiar transnational circuit: a stereo-

typically overwhelming and chaotic crush of Cairene cars, dirt, noise, pas-

sion, and angry politics. But Palestine’s critical indictment occurs in the

construction of a trajectory between that point of entry and the subdued

and anticlimactic confusion that marks the narrator’s point of departure

from Palestine. That point of departure is the conclusion of Palestine as an
Israeli bus driver loses his way in Gaza on the way to the Egyptian border.

Between the turbulent assault of Cairo and the subdued and bewildered

displacement in Gaza, between entry to and departure from Palestine, the

narrative frame of Palestine traces a change in its narrator’s way of seeing
that is never quite articulated in words. The object of Sacco’s work is not

simply transparent reportage of the facts on the ground in Palestine but,

equally, the way that situation is perceived and understood. And that way

of seeing operates simultaneously on the level of the narrator’s gaze and

on that of the comic series as a whole.

If, as the narrator comes to realize, there’s no single image or story

of Palestine and its people that captures the complex whole,14 the comics

series itself reiterates this insight in its very structure. In the radically syn-

ecdochic proposition of comics’ structure, the broader picturemay be ‘‘per-

ceived’’ in Palestine, but it is never ‘‘observed.’’ The part must necessarily

stand for an unrepresented (and unrepresentable) whole. And, if there’s no

single photo or story that gets the picture, the mimetic value of any narra-
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tive—visual or verbal, artistic or literary or historical—depends not simply

on the facts it marshals but on the narrative frame in which it situates,

organizes, and re-presents those facts.15

Frames in and for Palestine

It is this visual and verbal narrative frame in which stories of Palestine

are embedded that gives the stories themselves, as the entirety of Sacco’s

Palestine series, its most compelling power. The history of Palestine, the

poignant testimonials of Palestinians living under grievous conditions of

occupation or exile or imprisonment, the betrayals by international and na-

tional leaders, the miscalculations and mistakes are stories that have been

told before. The most powerful contribution of the comic is not exactly

the novelty of Palestine’s stories, but the manner in which those stories are

organized and recounted in the comic’s narrative frame. It also lies in the

personalization of that frame and of those stories in the trajectory by which

the initially presumptuous and self-serving narrator becomes the somber,

chastened, and thoughtful commentator in conclusion.That trajectory im-

plicitly offers a model of understanding for an implied reader who might

seek to understand the relations among complex parts. The series of comic

books that make up Palestine are a suggestive and even daring illustration
of a mode of seeing, of reading and understanding Palestine. In its enact-

ment of the acquisition and exercise of a ‘‘relational literacy’’ operating pre-

cisely in relation to popular notions of Palestine, Sacco’s comics series is

at least implicitly an address, perhaps even an injunction, to transnational

circuits of seeing, reading, and (mis)understanding. And the comic itself

shrewdly comments on the workings of the transnational production and

consumption of Palestine-Israel in popular cultural understanding.

Palestine’s trenchant illustration of and commentary on the transna-

tional production and consumption of visual meaning are immediately

if implicitly apparent in the nine front covers of the original comic book

series. Taken collectively, those front covers in relation to the inside cover

of each comic constitute the first in a series of crucial parallel universes to

whichPalestine/Palestine calls attention.The only color images inPalestine,
those front covers mime international news photo images of violence, an-

guished or brutal faces, demonstrations, bloody and tortured bodies, chil-

dren throwing stones, funerals, and grave sites (see figure 13). Given the

particular and intense graphic style that marks all of Sacco’s artwork, the

difference of the visual frame and content of Palestine’s front covers paral-
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lel familiar enough public images of Palestine and of the Palestinian-Israeli

conflict. But these exterior, public images are in striking contrast to, and

are radically recontextualized by, the sequence of inside covers, in which a

parallel universe of individualized perception is juxtaposed to that of public

media images.

Each of the nine inside covers are full-page black-and-white images of

the narrator inked in black against the gray of his changing surroundings.

Their sequence chronicles the increasing implication of the narrator in and

with those changing surroundings, progressing from the first comic in the

series, with an opening back shot of a solitary observer high on the ram-

part walls of the Old City of Jerusalem, overlooking the scene below, to

the inside cover of the ninth and final comic book, with its virtually par-

allel perspective high on Jerusalem’s rampart walls (see figure 14). In an

example of the pointed visual subtlety thatmarksPalestine throughout, that
initial image of the narrator recurs later in the first comic book (1:18) as

a segment of a larger picture, revealing the narrator on the rampart walls

not alone, as in the cover image, but flanked by two Israeli soldiers and an

American Jewish family visiting Israel. They’re looking down at a demon-

stration in the Arab village of Silwan (in the occupied West Bank) against

the illegal seizure of Palestinian homes by Jewish settlers. Not simply a

casual observer on his own, as hemight at first have seemed, the narrator’s

perspective is literally one shared by American tourists and Israeli soldiers.

The implications of the transnational circuit that funds and supports the

Israeli occupation are visually striking, if not explicitly commented on ver-

bally. In the final inside cover the apparently solitary narrator of the first

comic is joined by two Israeli women. All three look down from the same

gate on the rampart walls of Jerusalem at the same Palestinian village,

eight weeks (and eight comic books) earlier.The Israeli flags planted by the

Jewish settlers who forcibly evicted the Palestinian residents and occupied

their homes are still flying. ‘‘And nothing’s changed,’’ notes the narrator

when that full-page image, too, is reproduced and recontextualized later in

the same comic book (9:2).

What has changed, though, between the inside covers of the first and

the ninth comic, is the narrative perspective that frames Palestine’s stories
and, implicitly but no less importantly, that models a way of seeing for its

audiences. What has changed is the narrator’s (and the narrative’s) frame

for seeing and understanding Palestine. If ‘‘every image embodies a way of

seeing,’’ our perception ‘‘depends also on our own way of seeing.’’16 Pales-
tine is an evocative illustration of other ways to see and narrate the stories
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figure 13. Joe Sacco,

Palestine #4. © 1996 Joe Sacco.

Used with permission.

figure 14. Joe Sacco,

Palestine #1. © 1996 Joe Sacco.

Used with permission.



of lives that are not our own but that are, as the comic insists, nonetheless

complexly intertwined with our stories and lives. It is precisely this way of

seeing and hearing and of subsequent retelling the story, this kind of rela-

tional reading ability, that has been so sorely missing in the transnational

circuit from Palestine-Israel to the United States and back again. It is this

ability that is missing from the media shots of violence, grief, and death

on the outside covers. Juxtaposed to one another, however, the inside and

outside covers call for a crucial relational reading of life in Palestine-Israel

and of an English-speaking audience’s relation to that life, especially in the

United States.

From the Visual as Titillation to the Visual as Testimonial

The lure of the pornographic visual is depicted with grim humor in the ini-

tially prurient gaze of Palestine’s narrator, from themedia shots of the front

covers to the narrator’s coy dissembling in individual stories in the first

comic in the series. ‘‘BlindDates,’’ the story of the narrator’s arrival in Pales-

tine and his putative fluency in the local idiom, immediately follows on the

opening episode in Cairo. ‘‘I’m good at this, watch his reaction,’’ the narra-

tor boasts, in reference to a Palestinian shopkeeper he encounters on the

street of the Old City of Nablus. ‘‘We both know I don’t belong, now watch

this . . . I’ve got him . . . I’m gracious . . . a perfect guest of Palestine . . . a

real charmer . . . a real innocent.’’17 The narrator’s presumptuous fluency

is reiterated in the second comic, in his brash insistence on depicting a

badly wounded young Palestinian man in the hospital who asks not to be

photographed, while claiming to abide by theman’s wish (2:6). In ‘‘A Thou-

sandWords,’’ 18 the opening section of the third comic, the narrator presses

the Japanese photojournalist Saburo for photographs of a baby with con-

genital birth defects, reportedly due to prenatal tear gas exposure. Saburo

photographs the child only at the repeated insistence of the Palestinians

who have taken him to see the baby. But he doesn’t offer those photographs

to the narrator. And the narrator’s comment on Saburo’s anguished reluc-

tance? ‘‘I’m a sceptic. Journalistically speaking, you gotta be a Doubting

Thomas; you gotta make sure. It’s good to get your finger in the wound.

Your whole head would be better . . . Man, I wish I’d seen the soldiers firing

tear gas . . . I wish I’d seen that baby’’ (3:25). Palestine’s narrator is at least
initially always looking for that image (or story) that will titillate the eye of a

media audience, thatwill elicit the ‘‘rapt,mindless fascination’’ that popular

media photographs occasion. He accepts with scarcely a moment’s hesita-
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tion the photos of young Palestinian men killed by Jewish settlers (3:19).

Saburo doesn’t want the photos; they’re ‘‘too heavy.’’ But for the narrator,

what’s too heavy today might not be tomorrow, ‘‘Cause faces are what it’s

all about, man’’ (3:19). ‘‘My comics blockbuster depends on conflict; peace

won’t pay the rent’’ (3:24); ‘‘A comic needs some bangbang’’ (5:2). But the

narrator’s preoccupation with pictures (and stories) of violence and injury

and conflict, his titillation by those stories and images, begins to turn on

itself by the middle of the series.

That shift is figured in outline in the visual sequence of the comics’

nine inside covers. If the narrator’s salacious search for visual titillation

dominates the early books in the series and is continually referenced in

the comics’ front covers, the nine inside covers tell a frame narrative not

of titillating violence but of a witness’s implication in far more complex

and nuanced stories than the cover images or the narrator’s initial bravado

can ever indicate. The sequence of those inside covers visually traces the

narrator’s literal transfiguration from the first inside cover image of appar-

ent uninvolvement as the narrator surveys the scene from high above the

action (1);19 to the slightly bewildered narrator on the ground in Jerusalem,

holding a travel guide to Israel (2); to a relatively expressionless narrator

walking through an Arab marketplace (3); to the narrator’s furrowed brow

and down-turned mouth as, walking down a residential street, Palestinian

residents call out to him in greeting (4); to a close-up of the narrator’s tense,

sweating face and evenmore furrowed brow (5); to the gendered, social con-

text of the narrator, with his back partially turned to the viewer/reader, sit-

ting in conversation over coffee and tea with Palestinianmen (6); to the vir-

tual invisibility of the narrator behind the foregrounded image of a glowing

television set outlined in black, around which a group of men are gathered

(7);20 to the narrator’s reappearance, again outlined in black ink against the

details of a gray background scene, beside (and in fact, almost identical in

posture, dress, and facial expression to) Sameh, his Palestinian translator

and guide (8); to the narrator’s return to his point of entry to Palestine,

on the rampart walls of Jerusalem overlooking the Palestinian village of

Silwan in the company of two Israeli women (9).21

This trajectory of images, figured in the person of the narrator, is em-

blematic of the narrative direction and transfiguration of Palestine itself.
It challenges and counters the charge of the visual as pornographic in its

tracing of a verbally unarticulated change in its narrator’s way of seeing. In-

stead, the transformation is suggested only visually, as in the trajectory of

the narrator’s depiction and positioning in each of the inside front covers. If
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the uncritically circulated and consumed visual is essentially pornographic,
then the comic series’ critically ironic way of seeing, attentive to the fasci-

nating allure of such images, engages in a betrayal of its object. This way

of seeing operates simultaneously on the level of the narrator’s gaze and

on that of the comic series as a whole. It is a way of seeing made explicit in

the reoccurrence of parallel universes in the comic series.

Seeing Parallel Universes

The visual andnarrative ‘‘bang-bang’’ that sells comics (and attracts popular

press editors and audiences) begins to shift, initially perhaps through sheer

force of accumulation. Amid countless stories of arrests, detentions, im-

prisonment, and torture, the narrator asks a Palestinian man: ‘‘Has he ever
been interrogated? . . . Beaten? How were you beaten? Can you describe

it?’’ (4:13).22 One of the men obliges the narrator by playing Israeli inter-

rogator. ‘‘Sit down,’’ he tells the narrator. ‘‘This way, without the backrest . . .

sit! sit! hands behind! lean back!’’ (4:14). A white arrow directs our at-

tention to the next panel, in which the Palestinian-as-Israeli-interrogator

begins to bring his fist down on the crotch of the narrator-as-Palestinian-

prisoner, the latter with a grotesque grimace on his startled face. ‘‘Don’t

worry,’’ the narrator reassures his audience. ‘‘He stops short . . . He doesn’t

do it . . . He spares me’’ (4:14). In a verbal gesture to the parallel universes

that inhabit comics as a genre,23 that the narrator himself will introduce a

few pages later (4:22), and that will increasingly come to dominate Pales-
tine, the Palestinian man continues, ‘‘The door he closes, and the world

cannot see.’’ But of course, the audience for the comic does see what the Pal-
estinian prisoner does not, both and simultaneously the universe within

the prison cell and that beyond the prison.Those parallel universes are also

gendered. From a ‘‘Doubting Thomas’’ at the conclusion of the third comic

in the series to the titillating fascinationwith the ‘‘itsy-bitsy details, descrip-

tions of the crunching sounds’’ of torture of young Palestinian men, the

narrator meets his match of sorts, and begins to surrender his arrogant in-

credulity, with the introduction in ‘‘The Tough and theDead’’ (4:17) of ‘‘one

tough [female] cookie . . . a Palestinian woman about my age . . . who did

18 days in Jerusalem’s notorious Russian Compound courtesy of the Shin

Bet.’’ She tells him, in reference to one of the men who, under torture, had

given her name to the police, that ‘‘even if they beat him on the genitals,

its hurts once, it hurts twice . . . And after that, she says, you don’t feel

it so much.’’ In a textually explicit indication of the narrator’s willingness
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to perceive what he can’t observe or experience directly, he comments to

his audience, ‘‘I beg to differ of course, but who am I to take issue with a

person of her mettle . . . she’s done months in prison, she’s been arrested

four times’’ (4:17). The power of gendered telling of and listening to Pales-

tinian stories in Palestine is even more compellingly illustrated in the last

two sections, ‘‘Women’’ and ‘‘Hijab,’’ of the fifth comic. There the narrator

is confronted with the complexity of gender (and class) difference, which

he cannot control but with which he nonetheless wants to engage.24

Despite the narrator’s wry insights into parallel universes of gender

in Palestine, perhaps the most extended and visually graphic illustration

of parallel universes is in the concluding section of the fourth comic,

‘‘ ‘Moderate Pressure’: Part 2,’’ on the extralegal detention and torture of

Palestinians in Israeli prisons. The narrator introduces that section with

an admonition: ‘‘Make no mistake, everywhere you go, not just in Mar-

vel comics, there’s parallel universes’’ (4:22). This section affords a painful

illustration of exactly howparallel universeswork inPalestine (and inPales-
tine). One universe is Ghassan’s living room, where his daughter sleeps on

his lap; another is that of the Israeli military on the street outside. Ghas-

san recounts an evening when the tenuous barrier between the two—lit-

erally, the door of his home—‘‘gets bashed down’’ by Israeli security and

policemen.

In increasingly tightly bound panels of diminishing size, with black

gutters and black-bordered pages, Palestine visually and verbally figures

Ghassan’s story of subsequent imprisonment, torture, and multiple ap-

pearances in an Israeli court until his release nearly three weeks later. The

parallel worlds of which Ghassan is painfully aware as he is forced from

one (his home) to another (the prison cell) is characterized by the narrator

in the beginning of the segment: ‘‘On the surface streets: traffic, couples in

love, falafel-to-go, tourists in jogging suits licking stamps for postcards . . .

And over the wall behind closed doors: other things—people strapped to

chairs, sleep deprivation, the smell of piss’’ (4:22).

But Ghassan is not the only one aware of parallel universes. So are the

Israeli police and security men who seize, detain, and torture him. So is

Palestine’s narrator, though at a temporal and spatial remove. But in the

comic’s visual rendition of parallel universes, the point of view fromwhich

the panels are framed is scarcely ever that of Ghassan.25 Blindfolded and

then with a hood over his head for virtually the entirety of his imprison-

ment, he sees only darkness. The parallel universe of imprisonment and

torture behind closed doors is presented for an onlooker on the prison’s
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outside. Occasionally, it is also, more contentiously, perhaps, presented as

for the Israeli police (4:27, most distinctly). For the implied audience of

these grim pages, Palestine’s parallel universes, and the perception of one
from the outside of another,26 are characterized by increasingly smaller and

darker panels. The visual movement of the panels mirrors not Ghassan’s

visual perspective, but his experience itself—as observed from the outside.

Ever more cramped, dark, crowded, pressured, the already intense cross-

hatch artwork that characterizes Sacco’s visual style grows more so with

each frame. The figments of Ghassan’s hallucinations as he wears down

after days of abuse are arrayed on the ground at his feet: the ‘‘dead’’ bodies

of his daughter, his father, his brother, his uncle, the image of his mother

sick and in the hospital and then arrested by the Israelis. For the comic’s

implied audience, the parallel universe of Ghassan’s hallucinations is ren-

dered visually. So there are multiple parallel universes in these pages dis-

played for the comic’s audience. Yet no single character in the comic has

access to the whole. Only the narrator and the implied audience see all the

parallel universes—at a spatial and temporal remove.Ghassan, his captors,

the comic’s narrator, and Palestine’s implied audience are each aware of a

different configuration of parallel universes. Some of them are shared; for

Ghassan and his captors, for example, the parallel universes in and out-

side of the prison. Some are not. Ghassan’s captors may be aware that he

is hallucinating, but they don’t see the bodies of his family at his feet.

The toll of such knowledge of parallel universes is sharply differential.

Looking at a comics panel of torture, or even engaging in the torture of

another, is not the inscription of that torture on the viewer’s or the tor-

turer’s own body. But a central object of Palestine’s critical scrutiny is the
choice to ignore the existence of parallel universes at all—in Palestine, in
Palestine, or elsewhere. For, Palestine’s narrator wryly observes at the out-
set of his venture from theWest Bank to Gaza in the last four books of the

comics series, ‘‘some of the world’s blackest holes are out in the open for

anyone to see’’ (6:1)—or for anyone to ignore. Of course, ‘‘anyone’’ doesn’t

typically see those ‘‘blackest holes,’’ even though the narrator provides a

unrwa (unRelief andWorks Agency for Palestinian refugees) phone num-

ber for ‘‘anyone’’ interested in participating in a tour.27And the next double-

page spread provides a painstakingly detailed long shot for the observer of

‘‘Refugeeland’’ (see figure 15).

There are two further instructive examples in Palestine of the powerful
exploitation of the comics convention of parallel universes. One accompa-

nies the narrator’s story of an unsuccessful effort to convince a Palestinian
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figure 15. Joe Sacco, Palestine #6, pp. 2–3. © 1996 Joe Sacco. Used with permission.

woman that her statement ‘‘Jews are dogs’’ is both offensive and wrong (see

figure 16). ‘‘This time I can’t let it go . . . I tell her talk like that makes me

wince . . . anyway lots of Jews don’t agree with the occupation, I say, includ-

ing Israeli Jews.’’ He proceeds to tell her a story of an Israeli soldier who

approached him in Nablus, who seemed to have some appreciation for the

old section of the Palestinian city he was occupying. The narrator’s Pales-

tinian audience is impassive, and his own summation of the effect of his

story is dispirited: ‘‘I suppose one loose anecdote doesn’t bridge any gulfs.’’

But the interesting visual disjuncture here on the page is that the anec-

dote has bridged a gulf as the narrator tells his story. On the page, people
apparently and actually occupying diametrically opposed positions—a Pal-

estinian woman holding her baby on her lap in a Madonna-like pose and

an Israeli soldier holding a gun in militaristic pose—are visually brought

together, side by side, even though the narrator protests, ‘‘It’s not like I’m

here to mediate.’’ But the very page layout itself, if not the narrator’s story

or its reception by his audience in the comic, suggests otherwise. The dis-
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figure 16. Joe Sacco, Palestine #3, p. 33. © 1996 Joe Sacco. Used with permission.



juncture in content between one panel and the next speaks otherwise in

the visual proximity and juxtaposition of those same panels. The gap is

closed, if only for a moment, on a single comics page, and only for those

who are not direct participants in the struggle that Palestine narrates, but
who seek to perceive and understand it. The comic visually constructs a

tenuous bridge between parallel universes.

The final comic in thePalestine series opens by considering the relations
between Palestine and Israel ‘‘through other [gendered] eyes,’’28 and ends

with the reiteration of elements that have characterized the narrator’s two

months in Palestine-Israel: an American tourist (9:29), (the memory of a

meeting with) Palestinians, Israeli peace activists and U.S. ngo workers

(9:29–30), Jewish settlers (9:32), the Israeli military (9:33), and young Pal-

estinian boys waiting to throw stones (9:33). The anticlimactic final panel

of the comic shows nothing more than the bus driver again losing his way

and asking for further directions at an Israeli army post. And in a final ex-

ample of parallel universes, that lost way is metaphorized here (9:29–31)

through parallel universes of memory.

On the bus as he leaves Palestine-Israel, the narrator’s conversation

about ‘‘peace’’ with anAmerican Jewish tourist returning toNewYork spurs

the memory of another conversation about a peace that ‘‘isn’t described

identically by all who wish to imagine it’’ (9:29). In a conversation among a

Palestinian, an Israeli peace activist, and two U.S. ngo workers in the back

room of an Arab jewelry shop in Jerusalem, ‘‘The Israeli listened to our

little debate for awhile, then said—Ultimately I don’t think peace is about

whether there should be one state or two.Of course that issue is important.

But what is the point of two racist states or one racist state . . . Or one racist
state dominating another? The point is whether the two peoples can live

side by side as equals’’ (9:31).

This is the final statement in Palestine about peace. It is perhaps not a
coincidence in this comic that it is an Israeli man who speaks of that vision

of cohabitation.

The comic’s graphic suggestion to imagine a Palestine-Israel otherwise

is tempered by thenarrator’smemory of another incident, another lostway.

His recollection follows immediately after the question of ‘‘whether the two

peoples can live side by side as equals.’’ Lost on the road out of Palestine,

from within two parallel universes of memory, the narrator recalls another

incident, in which ‘‘a group of Israeli soldiers stopped a Palestinian youth

of 12 or 13 . . . The soldiers took cover under an awning and they made the

boy remove his keffiyeh and pointed to where he should stand—in the rain.
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Perhaps for the boy it was one of dozens of humiliations, bad enough in his

personal scheme of things, but no worse than others he’d experienced . . .

I’d come for the occupation and I found what I’d come to find and here it

was again, and something else, too’’ (9:30). The visual framing and con-

tent of the three horizontal panels on the page powerfully and suggestively

implicate ways of seeing and of reading relations (see figure 17). As the nar-

rator recounts how ‘‘the boy stood there and answered their questions, and

what choice did he have?’’ the angle of the panel is from behind the boy’s

shoulders, the faces of the Israeli soldiers only half visible. It is the angle

fromwhich an onlookermight see the scene. In the next panel, to the boy’s

upturned face in the rain, the narrator asks the question: ‘‘But what was he

thinking . . . here is something else—a boy standing in the rain, and what

is he thinking?’’ The panel frames the boy’s face from above. He squints

up through the falling rain, presumably at his military interlocutors. But

it is the narrator who asks the question. It is, implicitly at least, the narra-

tor, occupying the position of the Israeli soldiers, at whom the young boy

looks. He also peers up at the comic’s implied audience. The third and last

panel on the page offers a side view of the (dry) face of one of the soldiers

as the young boy looks up at him: ‘‘And if I’d guessed before I got here,

and found with little astonishment once I’d arrived, what can happen to

someone who thinks he has all the power, what of this—what becomes of

someone when he believes himself to have none?’’

Sacco’s response to this question is not only the retrospective look back

at the comic series and the experiences, stories, and images of life under

occupation and the first Intifada (1987–1993) that it narrates. An extratex-

tual response to this question, inadvertently prophetic in its implications,

is also the second Intifada and the nearly decade-long exacerbation of the

miserable living conditions for Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza,

both at the hands of the Palestine Authority and ever so much more atro-

ciously at the hands of the Israeli government and military.

If the object of image and word in Palestine is the experience of Pales-
tinians in the winter of 1990–1991, and if, as John Berger suggests, ‘‘every

image embodies a way of seeing’’ but ‘‘our perception or appreciation of an

image depends also upon our own way of seeing,’’ Palestine’s narrator and
the combination of word and image in Palestine itself have brilliantly and
scathingly figured that process. From ‘‘getting the story’’ or the image to

understanding the relations between the stories themselves and between

the stories and ‘‘our own way of seeing,’’ Palestine makes a powerful case

for understanding (spoken and silent, visible and not) relations. And, im-
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plicitly at least, it makes a powerful indictment against willful ignorance of

those connections. If, as Jameson cautions, ‘‘the visual is essentially porno-
graphic,’’ then Palestine and its narrator point to ways the visual is ‘‘be-

trayed.’’ It does not rely on a purist refusal of the visual to do so. Nor does it

revel in its ‘‘pornography.’’ In addition to its brilliant exposition in word and

image of the excruciating experiences of Palestinians living under occupa-

tion, in addition to its astute use of comics conventions in the service of

a stunningly insightful comics-journalism, Palestine also takes as the ob-
ject of its narrative, and ‘‘betrays’’ in the process, the visual itself as porno-

graphic gaze or stare. It indicts a seeing or hearing without fluency in

understanding relations either on or beyond the surface of what is seen or

heard. Sacco therefore also indicts the represented and the unrepresented
objects of that seeing and hearing: the narrator in the former instance, the

implied audience, looking over the shoulder of the narrator, in the latter.

The explicit and implicit viewer is equally, if in the latter case metaphori-

cally, an object of the comic’s gaze.

The Sites behind the Image: ‘‘The Words under the Words’’

‘‘Answer, if you hear the words under the words,’’ urges Naomi Shihab

Nye, ‘‘otherwise it is just a world with a lot of rough edges, difficult to get

through, and our pockets full of stones.’’29Frompresumptuous conceit and

bravado in the first comics in the series to the tone of sober recognition in

the later,Palestine is a narrative of learning to ‘‘listen to the words under the
words.’’ It traces a way of seeing that perceives the relations between the

objects of its gaze and itself as seer. It is a verbally implicit but often visu-

ally explicit (and even confrontational) performance of the acquisition and

exercise of reading relations—relations betweenwhat is presented visually

and verbally, between cultures, between communities, and between the

apparently disparate stories and scenes witnessed by its narrator. Based on

that reading of relations, the story is retold in a narrative of the history of

a people, of past and present events, of desires and memories. For Pales-
tine is, crucially and simultaneously, a comics narrative of the history and

contemporary experiences of Palestinians (and Israelis) in the Occupied

Territories. But it is also, and no less importantly, the story of the way those

experiences and that history are related to one another and to the observer,

who, listening and watching attentively, may just be able to productively

tell the story again.

Finally, neither the comics form of Sacco’s Palestine nor its content are
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figure 17. Joe Sacco, Palestine #9, pp. 30–31. © 1996 Joe Sacco. Used with permission.





scandalous or frivolous. Palestine accomplishes something more than pro-

viding a unique comics format of words and images about Palestine-Israel.

What is scandalous for Palestine-Israel and in the comic series Palestine is
the proffering of pornographically titillating images that ‘‘ask us to stare

at the world as though it were a naked body’’ for collection and possession,
and the hollow fascination evoked by such images. Such a gaze willfully

ignores any relationship with or implication in the images and the events,

places, and people they represent beyond that of titillating fascination.This

‘‘mindless’’ and uncritical gaze (or stare) is the object of Palestine’s visual
(and verbal) perspective. It is this way of seeing that Palestine indicts, and
this ‘‘essentially pornographic’’ visual that Palestine ‘‘betrays’’—pointedly,

sometimes poignantly, relentlessly.

Notes

1. That is the ‘‘co-mix’’ of words and images.

2. Nonetheless, noteworthy comics in theUnited States include accomplished and

critically acknowledged works of social and historical complexity, such as Art Spiegel-

man’s well-knownMaus, Joe Kubert’sFax from Sarajevo, PhoebeGloeckner’sA Child’s
Life, Larry Gonick’s Cartoon History of the Universe, and Ho Che Anderson’s King.

3. Palestine, volumes 1–9, was originally published by Fantagraphics Books be-

tween 1993 and 1995 as a series of nine comic books. It was subsequently issued in a

two-volume book edition, Palestine Book 1: A Nation Occupied (Seattle: Fantagraphics
Books, 1994) and Palestine Book 2: In the Gaza Strip (Seattle: Fantagraphics Books,
1996) and, most recently, in a single-volume edition with an introduction by Edward

Said, Palestine (Seattle: Fantagraphics Books, 2002). References in the text are to the
original comic book series and are cited parenthetically by volume and page number.

For an excellent and succinct political history of Palestine-Israel and the Arab-

Israeli conflict, see ‘‘Palestine, Israel and theArab-Israeli Conflict: APrimer,’’ available

at the merip (Middle East Research and Information Project) Web site: http://www

.merip.org/palestine-israel primer/toc-pal-isr-primer.html. The site has an equally

excellent account of the second Intifada, ‘‘meripPrimer on theUprising in Palestine,’’

by Phyllis Bennis, Deborah J. Gerner, Steve Nivan, and Rebecca Stein.

4. In 1996, in its presentation of the seventeenth annual American Book Award

to Palestine, the Before Columbus Foundation recognized Sacco for his ‘‘outstanding
contribution to American literature’’ and also noted that Palestine’s publisher, Fanta-
graphics, should ‘‘be honored for their commitment to quality and their willingness

to take risks that accompany publishing outstanding books and authors that may not

prove ‘cost-effective’ in the short run.’’ Quoted on the Fantagraphics Web site page:

http:://www.fantagraphics.com/artist/sacco/sacco.html.

5. The contemporary popularity of these films based largely on comic book super-

heroes or on dark challenges to superheroes, and the equally popular and lucrative
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spinoff marketing from them, is a striking cultural and sociopolitical phenomenon,

worthy of consideration in its own right.

6. The material compiled in War Junkie was originally published in Yahoo and

Drawn & Quarterly between 1989 and 1995. It has been recently republished with

additional materials as Notes from a Defeatist. In his wonderful and poignant intro-

duction to themost recent single-volume edition of Palestine, Edward Said amusingly

characterizes War Junkie as ‘‘exceptionally weird.’’ ‘‘Homage to Joe Sacco,’’ introduc-

tion to Palestine by Joe Sacco (Seattle: Fantagraphics Books, 2002), iv.
7. Born in Malta, Sacco grew up hearing his parents’ stories of the bombing of

their homeland by Axis forces. His family moved to Portland, Oregon, when he was

fourteen. He graduated from the University of Oregon with a degree in journalism

and currently lives in Queens, New York.

8. This is what comics critic Scott McCloud attempts to account for in his charac-

terization of perception and of reading comics as a process of ‘‘observing the parts but

perceiving the whole,’’ in Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art (New York: Harper

Perennial, 1994), 62–63.

9. Matthew Pustz, Comic Book Culture: Fanboys and True Believers (Jackson: Uni-
versity Press of Mississippi, 1999), 24.

10. Safe Area Gorzade, which has been prominently featured in media such as the

New York Times, the New York Times Book Review, Time, Utne Reader, The Times of Lon-
don, theWashington Post,The Boston Globe,The Economist, andThe Atlantic Monthlyhas
sold approximately 16,000 copies in the United States, with close to 20,000 copies

in print. But total sales for Palestine, already or soon to be released in Brazil, France,
Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Korea, Portugal, Spain, and Sweden, are 26,000, with

30,000 copies in print (figures from Fantagraphics). Sacco’s The Fixer (Montreal:

Drawn and Quarterly Publications, 2003), on life in the battered city of Sarajevo fol-

lowing the Balkan war, was first released in December 2003 and is already in a sec-

ond printing. It has been widely and favorably reviewed; see Drawn and Quarterly’s

‘‘news’’ page for Joe Sacco at http://www.drawnandquarterly.com/artBio.php?artist=

a3dff7dd55575b.

11. See the ‘‘Cartoonist’sNote’’ on the inside back cover of the first comic (1:25). For

online biographies of Sacco and his work, see http://www.fantagraphics.com/artist/

sacco/sacco bio.html and http://www.drawnandquarterly.com/artBio.php?artist=a3

dff7dd55575b.

12. Michael Duff (Professor of Theoretical Physics, University of Michigan, Ann

Arbor), bbc Two, ‘‘Horizon’’ and ‘‘Parallel Universes’’ (February 14, 2002), available

at: www.bbc.co.uk/science/horizon/2001/paralleluni.shtml.

13. Fredric Jameson, Signatures of the Visible (New York: Routledge, 1992), 1.

14. ‘‘The intifada is over, especially when I don’t get the picture,’’ a Palestinian
photographer contends to the narrator about a demonstration in Jerusalem. ‘‘Yeah,

but I did,’’ the narrator boasts in an aside to his audience (3:5). In fact, his putatively
‘‘Pulitzer Prize-winning photograph’’ of ‘‘ ‘the violence’ ’’ of that Jerusalemdemonstra-

tion turns out to be ‘‘nothing.’’ Nothing, that is, that a wire service editor wants to

circulate.

15. This relational construction suggests the workings of another kind of kind
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of trope, metaphor, that constructs a not-readily-apparent relationship between one

thing and another.

16. John Berger, Ways of Seeing (London: Penguin, 1973), 10 (emphasis added).

17. ‘‘. . . and, by the way,’’ he adds, ‘‘not with Israeli intelligence’’ (1:5).
18. As in, of course, ‘‘A picture is worth a thousand words.’’ Though there is not

time or space here to detail the amazing visual work the comic does, it’s worth noting

the careful structural attention paid in this section to the relation of word balloons

to images and text. In Palestine, the square word balloons consistently indicate the
running ironic commentary of the narrator; the round word balloons perform their

conventional role in comics of indicating characters’ speech. On pages 2 and 6, as

the narrator refers to the ‘‘inverted pyramid lead paragraph,’’ the visual composition

of the pages mimics that journalistic convention. In this third comic, the narrator is

obsessively concerned with ‘‘getting the picture.’’ He doesn’t. Or at least, he doesn’t

get the picture he thinks he wants.

19. But see the discussion above of the narrator flanked in a later image in the first

comic of the series by American tourists and Israeli soldiers.

20. In fact, his face, no longer delineated and emphasized in darker ink, is hid-

den behind the text that provides publication information. The tv is drawn in pre-

cisely that darker ink used in previous comics in the series to outline the narrator as

an ‘‘authoritative’’ narrative voice. In this instance, his position is taken over, not by

the television itself, as it might at first appear, but by an illegal video playing on the

television of the torture of Palestinians in Israeli prisons.

21. The inside front cover of the final comic in the series finds the narrator acting

as guide and ‘‘translator’’—‘‘I know my Jerusalem!’’ (9:1)—for Paula and Naomi, two

Israeli women fromTelAviv in Jerusalem for the day.The inside cover of the last comic

is a perhaps pointed visual suggestion about future narrators of the stories ofPalestine.
For in this last inside cover in the series, against the gray line drawing of Silwan, all

three figures are drawn in the darker ink that has been a visual convention in Palestine
for the narrator’s position. It is also noteworthy that the narrator doesn’t mention in

his conversation with the two Israeli women the Peace Now activists whose consider-

able participation in solidarity with the Palestinians demonstrating in Silwan he has

already narrated early in the series (1:19). The implied audience of the comic, again,

knows more than the characters in the comic.

22. ‘‘I’m numbed by so many accounts of incarceration that the sort of thing that

raises my brow is a male in his mid-20s who hasn’t been arrested. I want to ask him
why the hell not? ’’ (4:1).

23. In addition to synchronic parallel universes in the comic—while A is happen-

ing here, B is happening there—there are also parallel universes of memory and of

desire. A familiar convention not only in comics but in literature and popular culture,

another world of a remembered past or a longed-for or fantasized future intersects or

interrupts the narrative present.

24. Nonetheless, the comic’s tentative closure on its discussion of gender is an

ironic display of (a transnational) patriarchalmale community, ‘‘Still One of the Boys,’’

that marks the increasing constraint of the narrator’s coy presumptuousness.

25. Of 148 panels, only a few are framed from below looking up, as the impris-
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oned Ghassan would have been positioned. The rest are all angled and framed for the

observer’s gaze, looking in at Ghassan and at his captors, lawyers, or judges.

26. That is, the apprehension of the universe inside the prison that is parallel to

that outside of it and, as well, the perception of both that are parallel universes of

memory for the narrative present of the comic. It is perhaps the privilege of such a

point of view, distant from the bodily ormental experience towhich that perspective is

witness, that is an example of Jameson’s ‘‘essentially pornographic’’ visual, the ‘‘mind-

less rapt fascination’’ of seeing something without the bodily and mental toll of ex-

periencing it directly, indulging in a titillating voyeurism of willful nonengagement.

27. ‘‘They’ll set you up, drive you there themselves, admission is free . . . but you’ll

want your refugee camp experience to be an intimate thing’’ (6:1).

28. In which the narrator is joined by two Israeli women to whom he tries to ex-

plain his sojourn in Palestine and with whom he returns to his point of entry to

Palestine/Palestine on the walls above Jerusalem. His gendered, national audience

here is a suggestive signpost for extratextual audiences for Palestine and its stories.
See the discussion above.

29. Naomi Shihab Nye, ‘‘The Words under the Words,’’ in Words under the Words:
Selected Poems (Portland, Ore.: Eighth Mountain Press, 1995), 37.
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ELLIOTT COLLA

Sentimentality

and Redemption:

The Rhetoric of

Egyptian Pop

Culture Intifada

Solidarity

Although it was produced long before the outbreak of the al-Aqsa Inti-

fada, the LiveAid-style pop ballad ‘‘al-Hulm al-‘arabi’’ (The Arab dream)

was transformed into an anthem to the Palestinian struggle in the

months following the beginning of the uprising.1 Like other pop tributes to

pan-Arab unity and Palestine, ‘‘al-Hulm al-‘arabi’’ was frequently broadcast

in Egypt, both on radio and as a slickly produced video.2 The original video,

replete with images of real Arab suffering drawn from the first Intifada and

the Gulf War, was revised after October 2000, adding footage of Muham-

mad al-Durra and others killed during the uprising. Featuring singers from

Egypt and all over the Arab world, the song presents an uplifting but ulti-

mately vague pan-Arab message:

Generation after generation, we will live on our dream

And what these generations say today will last our lifetime . . .

That’s our dream, for all our life

An embrace that gathers all of us together.

In terms of its musical style, Intifada imagery, and lyrical message, ‘‘al-

Hulm al-‘arabi’’ is not extraordinary. Its sculpted vocals, earnest tenor and

seamless production resemble those of many other popular music videos

from the Arab world about the al-Aqsa Intifada. The song’s seemingly sin-

cere gesture of Arab unity and solidarity with Palestine also seems straight-



forward, even unremarkably so. Moreover, because such gestures have

been so ubiquitous in contemporary Egyptian popular culture in the past

several years, it may be difficult to think of them as complicated or requir-

ing anything but a cursory glance.

However, despite the apparent earnestness of these pop gestures of soli-

darity, there is an undeniably ambiguous quality to them. The cloyingly

sentimental tone of ‘‘al-Hulm al-‘arabi’’ was not lost on Egyptian audiences

long familiar with sentimental genres in music and film.3 Although popu-

lar, the message of ‘‘The Arab Dream’’ was more than once turned on

its head in parody. One version, renamed ‘‘al-Hashish al-‘arabi’’ (The Arab

hashish), equates pan-Arab dreams with drug use:

Toke after toke ruins our lungs

And what we smoke today cuts our lives in half

Perhaps a joint will get us stoned

Or we’ll get sky high with just a bit of hash.

Another parody, titled ‘‘al-Fil al-‘arabi’’ (The Arab elephant), turned the

original, ‘‘ajyal ba‘d ajyal’’ (generation after generation) into the ludicrous

‘‘afyal ba‘d afyal’’ (elephants upon elephants).Other versions punctured the

original pop anthem’s inflated sentiments with different needles.

These parodies were not broadcast in venues of mass culture, but cir-

culated around their margins, onWeb sites and in cafés. Admittedly, such

parodic texts exist in a secondary and parasitical relation to pop culture.

Nonetheless, their humor derives from mimicking a recognizable original

textual referent. What the parodies of ‘‘al-Hulm al-‘arabi’’ all share is the

way they caricature the original’s overly emphatic, earnest tone. In so doing,

these versions point to ambiguities in the original text: the disconnection

between the song’s pan-Arab rhetoric and the reality of inter-Arab politics,

or between the singers’ high-minded moral posture and their openly com-

mercial presentation.

We might read the parodies of ‘‘al-Hulm al-‘arabi’’ as a special form of

cultural criticism, as each presents a skeptical close reading of the original’s
rhetoric. Each parody diverges from the original, but its humor invariably

depends on its ability to exploit an ambiguity already present in the origi-

nal text. Although such parodies surface and disappear far from the mass

media, they show how audiences can rewrite pop culture texts to suit their

own tastes and ideologies. Moreover, they can play a crucial function for

the analysis of popular culture, because they draw attention to rhetorical

structures that are all too often thought to be unworthy of second thought.
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In this sense, parody serves to expose what Roland Barthes called myth.

For Barthes, myth was associated with a certain kind of text that presents

itself as transparent and commonsensical, whosemeanings are received as

self-evident, taken for granted. The mythical text is that which disavows

its own rhetorical status, presenting itself as if it were something natural

and unadorned.4 The parodies of ‘‘al-Hulm al-‘arabi’’ thus perform a critical

function by deconstructing the rhetorical structures of their mythmaking.

It may seem counterintuitive to place the sort of irony we find in these

parodies at the forefront of a consideration of Egyptian pop solidarity with

Palestine, especially given the heavy political valence of these texts and

their earnest style of presentation. But parody is useful, because it high-

lights ambiguities in the rhetorical constructs of those texts.

I argue that most gestures of solidarity with Palestine that have be-

come a staple of Egyptian pop culture are mythological in this Barthe-

sian sense: they present Egyptian-Palestinian political solidarity as natural

(rather than constructed) and images of Palestinian resistance as if they

were nonrhetorical, transparent representations, akin to ‘‘reality’’ itself.5

The rhetoric of Egyptian pop solidarity is dominated by two familiar kinds

of narrative: sentimentality and redemption. However, rhetorical analysis,

like that prompted by the existence of parodic texts, reveals that the seem-

ingly straightforward narratives of sentimentality and redemption contain

complex and often self-contradictory messages. Their emphatic and some-

times catachrestic rhetoric suggests that even the most earnest gestures of

pop solidarity with Palestine cannot be taken at face value.

Because the analysis of popular culture in the Middle East has some-

times assumed relatively stable, reflective models of representation, the

place of irony—and rhetorical analysis—has often been too marginal. In

this essay, I discuss the current state of criticism on Middle East popular

culture and argue that Egyptian pop Intifadiana shows the usefulness of

the rhetorical analysis suggested by Barthes in Mythologies and elsewhere.
I next consider some prominent rhetorical issues in texts from Egyptian

pop Intifadiana, which make an interesting test case for rhetorical study

because they are usually seen as transparent indicators of popular senti-

ment. Finally, I consider some of theways these rhetorical concerns impact

the expression of political solidarity more generally. The lessons offered

by rhetorical analysis are not just crucial for reading pop Intifadiana, they

also serve to illuminate divergent understandings of what it means to be

in political solidarity. In this regard, I consider the rhetoric of solidarity

with Palestine from two different perspectives: from contemporary critical
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discussions of solidarity and from Jean-Luc Godard’s Ici et ailleurs, which
puts ambiguity, irony, and the self-reflexive consideration of filmic rheto-

ric at the heart of a politics of solidarity. By way of conclusion, I argue

that other rhetorics of solidarity are a useful gauge, not just for measur-

ing the shortcomings of themythological forms of solidarity that dominate

Egyptian pop Intifadiana, but also for imagining others forms of political

alliance.

Rhetoric and Cultural Studies

Recent cultural criticism on theMiddle Eastern pop culture can be divided

into three groups. One body of literature tends toward macroanalysis of

pop culture networks and ‘‘public spheres.’’ In these accounts,mass culture

appears as an arena of ‘‘information’’ in which texts clearly reflect larger

social phenomena.6 Another body of criticism provides ethnographic ac-

counts of cultural reception.7 Both kinds of analysis often forgo the close

reading of individual texts in favor of broader sociological descriptions.

In these literatures little attention is paid to rhetorical issues—especially

those raised by parody, irony, and ambiguity—that might complicate re-

flective theory. This aversion to rhetorical analysis is surprising given the

array of Middle Eastern popular cultural genres and traditions that thrive

on ambiguity and irony.

However, the ambiguities of rhetoric, form, and performance have been

an important part of a third segment of the critical literature on Middle

Eastern pop culture. Critics have noted unstable rhetoric around certain

topics, from the traditionalmawwal to drag performance, inMiddle Eastern

music, just as they have commented on traditions of ironic literature, from

themaqama to the comic strip, and the ambiguities contained in erotic oral

poetry.8However, with regard to visualmassmedia (photography, film, and

video) in Egypt, cultural critics have tended to read texts as if they were

reflective of social and political phenomena and to imply that this reflec-

tion is transparent and stable.9 This tendency is due in part to the centrality

of didactic generic traditions in Egyptian culture, such as social realism,

which asserts claims about identity and ‘‘authenticity’’ (asala).10 In Egyp-

tian cinema, the question of identity has been dominant and thematically

connected with the twin legacies of modernization and colonial rule. As

Viola Shafik observes, it is no accident that realism’s referential style pre-

dominates in Egyptian cinema’s late colonial and early postindependence

period: ‘‘Because of its sociopolitical commitment and anti-colonialist atti-
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tude, realism was considered, more than other genres, as an expression of

national culture . . . Realism performs a conserving and reflective function

that is immensely important for the formerly colonized, whowere deprived

even of their own image.’’11

Although Shafik’s comments about the centrality and motivation of so-

cial realism ring true, she, like other critics, tends to accept the rhetoric

of cinemagraphic realism in Egypt as if the image of authentic Egyptian

identity it offered existed in a stable relationship with a sociological type.

In such cases, the rhetoric of the film text is treated as if it were natural

and transparent; indeed, though much has been said about the narrative
structures of Egyptian realist cinema, much less has been said about its

visual structures. Some realist films may indeed suggest transparent and

referential readings, but the rhetoric of other important genres in Egyp-

tian cinema, especially melodrama, problematize such readings.12 Simi-

larly, the hyperbolic and often camp quality of melodrama draws attention

to its own rhetorical excesses and disrupts the genre’s apparently earnest

and sincere assertions.13 To read texts as complicated, even conflicted, is

not to privilege irony and ambiguity, but to insist on their place in pop

culture production and cultural studies analysis. Nonetheless, some crit-

ics have been reluctant to read for such irony in realist cinema and other

ostensibly ‘‘straight’’ genres. There may be good reasons for this hesitancy.

AsWalter Armbrust has pointed out, there are dangers that arise when crit-

ics from different cultures attempt the rhetorical reading of texts: ‘‘Ameri-

cans may view classically ‘bad’ films with a kind of ironic detachment. I

rarely noticed this with my Egyptian friends, but it is very hard to judge

irony even in a tradition one knows thoroughly and even among people

one has grown up with. To be sure of attitudes is hard.’’14 Likewise, Arm-

brust argues, this ironic detachment is also a register for articulating class-

based notions of taste, one that allows critics to denounce (as vulgar) or

celebrate (as kitsch) texts encountered in popular culture. Because Arm-

brust is acutely attuned to the ironic possibilities in Egyptian popular cul-

ture, his wariness cannot be easily disregarded. Nevertheless, his warning

is directed against confusing the rhetorical possibilities of a text with the

responses, the ‘‘attitudes,’’ of actual audiences, in this case, American and

Egyptian viewers. And though he is attentive to the internal rhetoric of

popular texts, his focus is, in the end, on how they are received in the ‘‘real

lives’’ of audiences. His focus, in other words, is on an understanding of

rhetoric to be about performance and response, elocution and response, in

an empirical sense.
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Yet, as Roland Barthes noted, the empirical understanding of rhetoric

does not exhaust the possibilities of the term, because for much of its his-

tory that tradition was more concerned with the exhaustive description of

figures.15Although itmay seem strange to argue for the contemporary rele-

vance of rhetoric as the study of figure, such a method is uniquely suited

for sifting through the complicated and often self-contradictory texture

of Egyptian pop culture. What, other than apparently archaic rhetorical

terms, such as auxesis (the augmentative form of hyperbole) and bathos (an
abrupt shift from an elevated to a commonplace theme), can more pre-

cisely describe the rhetorical basis on which rest the parodies of ‘‘al-Hulm

al-‘arabi’’?

Myths of Solidarity: Pop Intifadiana

Alongside the popular protests that erupted in Egypt during fall 2000 (at

the outset of the al-Aqsa Intifada), and then again in spring and summer

2002, a newpop culture of solidaritywith Palestine emerged.Nowherewas

this more evident than in the state media. Unlike earlier moments in the

Arab-Israeli conflict, when the Egyptian media, including the opposition

press, paid little, if any attention to events in theOccupied Territories, news

of Palestinian suffering and militancy became a regular and prominent

feature in newspapers and on state tv.16 The host of the press review pro-

gram Editor-in-Chief urged the audience to honor the boycott against Israel
and contestants on the Egyptian version of Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?
were asked trivia questions about martyr operations (suicide bombings)

in the Occupied Territories. The once oppositional stance of antinormal-

ization became the official editorial policy of the state news agencies. In

Egypt’s state and private media, songs, videos, films, and advertising offer-

ing frankly mercantile stereotypes of Palestinian struggle began to appear

in late 2000. Images of raised guns, the Dome of the Rock, Palestinian

flags, and kufiyas began to adorn cassette tapes of pop stars—even those

who did little more than croon sentimental ballads. Following the siege of

Yasser Arafat’s compound in Ramallah in April 2002, a new snack food ap-

peared in the slums of Cairo: Abu ‘Ammar Corn Snacks featured a cartoon

of a confused-looking Arafat wearing fatigues.

Perhaps no image was so ubiquitous as that of Muhammad al-Durra,

the young boy killed in October 2000 by Israeli gunfire. Within months,

the boy’s picture had appeared in countless music videos and films and

on products from t-shirts to boxes of Kleenex. Arguably, the primary sig-
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nificance of al-Durra’s image lay in the fact that it seemed to record, with-

out embellishment, a horrific death suffered by Palestinian civilians at the

hands of the Israeli military.

The video image of Muhammad al-Durra first appeared in Egyptian pop

culture (and elsewhere) as a picture of the truth of Israeli crimes and Pal-

estinian life in the Occupied Territories.17 Even if the image was deployed

metaphorically, as a particular example of a wider pattern of atrocities (as

opposed to the record of a single event), this did not mean the image itself

was anything like a metaphor. The fact that al-Durra’s death was recorded

in real time and in unembellished video footage suggested that this was

a literal (rather than figurative) image of a boy being killed, that it was an

actual (rather than metaphorical) image of Israeli atrocity.

Admittedly, much of what lends pathos to the image is indeed its literal

quality, an unadorned depiction of something that really happened. But

the image, which appears to need no explanation, was always accompanied

from the earliest broadcasts by commentary and narrative that helped to

shape its meaning. For instance, when the video was first shown, viewers

were informed that this was footage of a boy ‘‘about to be killed.’’18 Thus,

the framing commentary played a crucial role for transforming the footage

from an image of death into a familiar narrative genre: tragedy. By drawing
attention to the narrative rhetoric of the image, I am not suggesting that

its indexical gesture is indeterminate or denying that it is the record of an

event that happened. Rather, I want to draw attention to how the presenta-

tion of al-Durra’s image includes not just the horrific events as recorded by

the video footage, but also a voice-over narrative that tells, in advance, the

horrible outcome of the event before it appears visually. It is undeniably

horrifying that al-Durra dies before our eyes and that we know it to be an

actual event. But what is tragic is that we know the outcome before we see

the event and yet are powerless to stop it from transpiring.

The foretold death of Muhammad al-Durra is not the only tragic aspect

of the image. Importantly, it also shows Muhammad’s father holding him,

trying to squeeze their bodies into an impossible space between a barrier

and a wall. The father attempts to shield his son’s body from the bullets

raining down on them. This depiction of the father’s failure to save the life

of his own son is no less significant to the rhetoric of the image. The image

is able to depict the pathos of both loss and death at the same time. This

pathos of Muhammad’s death is interwoven with another, as the image de-

picts the brutally public exposure, of a powerless and intimate fatherly sen-

timent that is normally the provenance of the private sphere. This aspect
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of the image was not lost in the culture of Egyptian pop solidarity; indeed,

the pop performer Sha‘ban ‘Abd al-Rahim recorded a hit, ‘‘Qataluni ya-Ba!’’

(They’ve killed me, Father!) that spells out the pathos of this father-son

tragedy.19

The public desecration of what is normally domestic is central to the

way al-Durra’s image communicates innocence and violation.This particu-

lar narrative of victimization—the public violation of familial intimacy—is

a common feature of sentimental narrative. In this way, al-Durra’s image

does more than record an unembellished fact of death and atrocity. It also

narrates, through recognizable structures, a story of foretold outcomes,

powerlessness, and the violation of domestic innocence. In this sense, we

might say that the way al-Durra’s image circulates in Egyptian pop culture

exemplifies mythology in the Barthesian sense: its putative meaning (the

literal image of death and suffering) obtains only by obscuring the rhetori-

cal constructs (the framing commentary, the tragic and sentimental nar-

rative structures) at work in the text. If al-Durra’s image has circulated in

Egyptian pop culture as the unembellished truth of Israeli war crimes in

the Occupied Territories, it is largely because it has been presented as if it

were a nonrhetorical representation.

Yet, some in Egypt recognized the rhetorical quality of al-Durra’s image,

even if only to protect its mythological status. Troubled about the deploy-

ment of the image on so many different cultural goods, state censor Mad-

kour Thabet intervened: ‘‘Al-Durra’s photo has appeared on most cassette

tape covers, no matter what’s inside. To protect this sacred symbol from

vulgar commercial exploitation, I have now banned its use, except in cases

where it is related to the theme of the album.’’20 This intervention into

the excessive use of al-Durra’s image suggests that, at least from Thabet’s

point of view, there need to be norms guiding its deployment and rules for

distinguishing appropriate uses from inappropriate ones. But why would

inappropriate uses threaten the ‘‘sacred’’ character of al-Durra’s image? In

the language of rhetoric, what Thabet feared—the inappropriate use of al-

Durra’s image—might be best called catachresis, the strained use (or mis-

use) of a figure. The central significance of al-Durra’s image in the culture

of pop solidarity is mythological, an effect of the way it presents itself as

a literal (as opposed to figurative) image, as unadorned truth rather than

rhetorical affect. The image of al-Durra circulates as if it were a pure sig-

nified. Its misuse draws attention to the fact that it is not a signified, but a

signifier, a piece of rhetoric. But al-Durra’s image remained a ‘‘sacred sym-

bol’’ only insofar as it appeared as something natural whose meaning was
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self-evident, nonconstructed, generalizable. Herein lies the threat posed

by catachresis tomythmaking: by drawing attention to the rhetorical struc-

tures underlying the image, excessive or strained use exposes the mechan-

ics of mythmaking. In this way, the attention that the text’s rhetoric draws

to its constructed status (its figurative quality) undermines its status as

sacred.

The mythology presented in the video image of al-Durra’s death was a

sentimental narrative about Palestinian sacrifice and tragedy. This narra-

tive was intentionally attached to others that developed the theme by ex-

ploring images of redemption and victory. Take, for instance, the videoclip

for ‘‘Ya Quds’’ (O Jerusalem) by the Syrian popular performerMajd Qasim,

which appeared in Egypt via regional satellite stations such as Arab tv and

Dream tv. In Qasim’s videoclip, the singer croons as his visage, framed

against an empty black background, dissolves into a dizzying montage of

images: funeral mourners fade into the Jordan Arab Legion and then into a

seascape; Lebanese cedars fade into pairs of cute, nesting birds, which fade

into views of Jerusalem and then into an image of Arafat in tears; images

drawn from Yousef Chahine’s 1963 epic Salah al-Din al-Ayyubi (Saladin)
are transposed with clips from Mustafa Akkad’s 1981 tale of anticolonial

resistance in Libya, Lion of the Desert; footage of the 1973 October war cuts
into archival footage from the 1936–39 revolt in Palestine; images of feda-

yeen appear next to pictures of Ben Gurion, Dayan, and Meir; a Quranic

verse with special reference to martyrdom is juxtaposed with pictures of

the Crucifixion, pilgrims at Mecca, a Jewish West Bank settlement, and

the Dome of the Rock. Some of these images, such as Saladin and the

Dome of the Rock, make sense individually and seem to build organically

on themes in the lyrics. The relevance of others is less direct but connected

to the theme of anticolonial resistance. Still others, such as nesting artic

birds, suggesting innocence and domesticity, seem quite tangential. Taken

together, these images seem to form a rhetorical hodgepodge, yet the exag-

gerated polysemy of the visual montage is apparently meant to amplify the

message of the lyrics.What is revealing about the text’s catachrestic rheto-

ric is that its very excess lays bare the various symbolic orders invoked by

the images: the images of domesticity, violation, mourning, and personal

sacrifice invoke a discourse of sentimentality, innocence, and redemption

for Palestinians; the iconography of Muslim and Christian piety, and the

special sanctity of Jerusalem for Christians and Muslims, suggests both

the transsectarian unity of Arabs and their essential difference from the

Jewish state’s barbarism; and the symbolism of armed struggle creates a
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transhistorical movement that links all Arabs fighting forms of colonial

rule, from Crusaders to Italian fascists to Israelis. In this sense, it is the

strained use of images that helps to reveal their rhetorical contours and to

suggest how they might compose a single coherent narrative where the

sentimental narrative, the Israeli violation of Palestinian Jerusalem, would

find redemption in decisivemilitary action on the part of a unified pan-Arab

community.

The rhetorical strain of another popular Intifadiana video, ‘‘Ubrit thaw-

rat abtal’’ (Operetta of the heroes’ revolution), is even more problematic.

‘‘Operetta’’ opens with flames, behind which a group of performers chants

and sways and fades into a scene of Middle Eastern urban ghetto, with graf-

fiti and crowds of kufiya-clad youths waving Palestinian flags. Confronting

soldiers whose helmets are emblazoned with the Star of David, the main

hero of the operetta, Palestinian vocalist Yusuf al-Katri, faces the Israeli

troops and sings defiantly: ‘‘Our revolution is a revolution of heroes / We

stand, with stones, to die for you [Palestine]!’’ (see figure 18).

One by one, Egyptian pop performers (Ahmed Gohar, Hasan ‘Abdel

Mageed, Ahmad al-Shawki, Walid al-Husayni) pick up the song’s thread.

Each performer steps forward and delivers his lyrics in the face of Israeli

soldiers. Behind them, against an ornate set more reminiscent of Cairo’s

dilapidated streets than of Gaza, ‘‘Palestinian’’ youths ceaselessly wave flags

and hurl stones toward the camera. At times, the lyrics present a call and

response. Al-Katri sings, ‘‘My roots are Palestinian, stubborn /Dying, stone

in hand,’’ and Hasan ‘Abd al-Mageed sings back in empathy, ‘‘Ahhhhhh! /

And we’re coming / to Jerusalem, the Pure, the Luminous!’’ followed by

the refrain, ‘‘We’re not afraid, nor have we retreated a single step.’’ By this

moment, it has become clear that the ‘‘we’’ of the refrain refers not just to

those Palestinians taking part in the Intifada but also to those Egyptians

who standwith them in their struggle.This is themyth offered by the video:

that Egyptians and Palestinians are naturally unified and essentially defi-

ant. Like other pop solidarity texts, ‘‘Ubrit’’ makes use of video footage in

the attempt to argue that its assertions reflect a literal reality.Yet, the exag-

gerated quality of video’s earnest tone is more problematic than may first

appear.

As al-Katri begins to sing, he is posed squarely against the camera, stone

in hand, and his face is framed by his armed opponents. The lens never

wavers from this position, squared against the performers, the point of view

of the Israeli outpost. This contrary visual perspective serves to heighten

the defiant tone of the performers’ stance and, along with the gesture of
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solidarity, is arguably the main theme of the song itself.While the lyrics of

the song are at times addressed to Palestine, the static and contrary camera

angle compels the viewer to observe the operetta from the soldiers’ view-

point. Put differently, while the video’s audio text is aimed at Egyptian and

Arab audiences, its visual rhetoric addresses its audience as if they were

Israelis.

Though meant to underscore the stance of opposition, the angle of the

video lens is only one way in which the text’s visual rhetoric conflicts with

the apparent message of the song’s lyrics. The images of nonstop street

action are juxtaposed with familiar footage of real-life scenes: funeral pro-

cessions, the faces of grieving relatives, bloody confrontations, wounded

casualties. The effect of the video footage initially seems indexical, in-

tended to root the operetta in actual events taking place in Palestine. But

the repetitive media images of suffering and oppression begin to jar with

the scripted tenor of the music video. Moreover, as much as the video

footage appears to signal real-life events, the repetition of stock-footage

imagery in this video (as in others), gives it a clichéd, already-seen quality.

Thus, while the rhetorical use of video footage gestures again toward the

real, the hyperbole of these real-life images draws attention to their generic

status. Likewise, the sets and costumes, apparently designed to create a

real sense of urban occupation grit, also appear exaggeratedly composed.

The point is not to criticize ‘‘Operetta’’ for being unrealistic, but to show

that its inflated rhetoric, intended to emphasize the real-life quality of its

depiction of Palestinian defiance, is more complicated and confused than

might first appear. Moreover, the video’s stance of solidarity is muddled,

not simply because its hyperbolic gesture of defiance undermines itself,

but also because it combines symbols and genres whose meanings do not

cohere. The serious moral message of the text—drawing a sharp division

between occupier and occupied, oppressor and resister—is perhaps badly

suited to the music video genre, with its performers’ slick choreographed

movements, crisp costumes, and the elaborate set.

Amid the text’s rhetorical confusion, other symbolic systems also fail

to cohere. Throughout the video, flames are superimposed over the check-

point scene. Like other Egyptian pop culture texts that draw analogies be-

tween present-day Palestinian suffering and the past suffering of European

Jews, the video’s superimposition of flames marks an attempt to invoke

theHolocaust for the Palestinian cause. But this rhetorical gesture is juxta-

posed to a frankly racist graffito—‘‘la li-l-yuhud’’ (No Jews)—prominently
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figure 18. Palestinian singer

Yusuf al-Katri, ‘‘Operetta of the

Heroes’ Revolution’’ video.

figure 19. ‘‘No Jews’’: Egyptian

singer Ahmed Gohar, ‘‘Operetta of

the Heroes’ Revolution’’ video.

emblazoned on one wall of the set (see figure 19). In the context of the

video’s other messages, this slogan seems to reverse the usual lessons of

the Holocaust and suggests that European Jews deserved to suffer geno-

cide. It also appears to interpret Palestinian suffering as the result not of

Zionist colonialism, but of Jewish existence itself.

Here it is obvious that the rhetoric of the video operetta is not just con-

fused but preposterous. The term remains useful, as Jonathan Goldberg has

argued, for exploring discursive confusions.The preposterous is the Angli-

cization of the term from classical Greek rhetoric, histeron proteron, ‘‘a form
of disordered speech in which the cart is put before the horse.’’21 In the

context of this video, we might correctly call preposterous the reversals in

which Israeli racism towardArabs is answeredwith anti-Jewish slogans and

theHolocaust is suggested to belongmore properly to Palestinian than Jew-

ish history.To call a rhetorical figure, such as the use of a symbol or slogan,

preposterous is to criticize its impropriety. But what other word better de-

scribes the video’s attempt to reverse sedimented symbols of anti-Semitism

and theHolocaust by invoking them alongside the defiant, political slogans
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of the lyrics, alongside the pop style of the emphatic choreography and the

sentimental singing, alongside video footage that gestures toward trage-

dies from the actual Intifada? What causes problems for ‘‘Operetta of the

Heroes’ Revolution’’ is, for the most part, not images, camera angles, and

slogans that are ‘‘improper.’’ Rather, it is the exaggerated attempt to com-

bine them in a rhetorical equation that proves impossible to sustain. Again,

the strained deployment of figures reveals themythical contours of the text:

the attempt to expose Israeli crimes against Palestinians by linking it to the

history of European anti-Semitism; the assertion that pan-Arab unity and

militancy is natural; the attempt to illustrate the urgency of the Palestinian

situation by couching it in a sentimental register of suffering, loss, and

mourning.

At first glance, no statement of pop solidarity could seemmore straight-

forward and earnest than the message of the most spectacular example

of pop Intifadiana, Sha‘ban ‘Abd al-Rahim’s infamous hit, ‘‘Akrah Isra’il’’

(I hate Israel), released in fall 2000. Against an indomitable dance beat,

Sha‘ban belts out lines like:

I hate Israel, and will say so if asked

God willing, I’ll be killed for it or thrown in prison . . .

I hate Israel, and I hate Ehud Barak

Because he’s got no sense of humor and everyone hates him.

When the song first came out, the Israeli ambassador officially complained

to the Egyptian government, creating a minor diplomatic crisis. Most crit-

ics have interpreted the song’s text as an unambiguous declaration that

resonates with popular Egyptian opposition to Israel’s policies toward the

Palestinians. Likewise, Egyptian critics, especially leftists, sought to claim

Sha‘ban as a voice of popular opposition, expressing in direct and simple

phrases the natural solidarity between Egyptians and Palestinians.Yet, fur-

ther consideration of the song in light of Sha‘ban’s notorious career sug-

gests that its rhetoric may not be so simple.

Thewords thatmost offended Israel’s ambassador, and bluntly indicated

Sha‘ban’s oppositional views, were those of the title and its repeated re-

frain: ‘‘I hate Israel.’’ However, the emphatic words originated not with the

performer or his lyricist, who had titled the song ‘‘I Don’t Like Israel,’’ but

with the state censor, Madkour Thabet, who changed the title to ‘‘I Hate

Israel’’ to better reflect ‘‘the state of people’s feelings.’’22 Likewise, Sha‘ban

was reportedly encouraged to balance his attacks on Israeli leaders with

praise for theMubarak regime.Thus, ‘‘I Hate Israel’’ includes lines such as:
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I love Hosni Mubarak because his heart is so big

He weighs every step he takes with his conscience . . .

I love ‘Amr Moussa, his thinking is judicious . . .

I love Yasser Arafat, he’s the dearest one to me.

Sha‘ban’s energetic praise for Mubarak and Egypt’s foreign minister ‘Amr

Moussa begs the first question of panegyric verse: Is the singer sincere?

Here, the character of the poet is an important context for evaluating his

sincerity, and Sha‘ban’s reputation is one that undermines any such claim,

for he has always bragged about his drug use, lack of education, and rough

and thuggish lifestyle.23

Only months before ‘‘I Hate Israel,’’ Sha‘ban released another hit, ‘‘Ha-

battal al-sigayyir’’ (I’m going to quit smoking), which appears to embrace

a message of middle-class morality and to decry the ills of carousing:

I’m going to quit smoking, and become a new person

On January 1, it’s over! I’m going to start working out . . .

I’m going to chew king-size seeds, and drink my tea light

I’m going to go down to the market and buy a clean new shirt.

Barely able to stop from laughing as he sings, Sha‘ban goes on to list the

various ways he is going to straighten out. Although he does mention the

health dangers associated with smoking, his noble intentions are put into

doubt by his playful delivery. And, as he sings about relaxing on the grass

(‘‘al-hashish’’), it is clear that the ‘‘grass’’ to which he refers may not be so

innocent. The message of this text is certainly at odds with the surface of

the word. It is hard to imagine that listeners, hearing the hyperbolic lyrics

and his comic delivery, thought that Sha‘ban actually meant to change his

life to suit in accordance with mainstream norms. Quite the opposite: the

song itself, by mimicking those values to such exaggeration, holds them

up to ridicule.

What about Sha‘ban’s praise for Mubarak’s regime in ‘‘I Hate Israel’’?

Despite (or because of ) his hyperbolic rhetoric, no one would argue that

his music voices an official position. Sha‘ban remains barred from state

radio and television on the grounds of his ‘‘vulgarity.’’ The parliamentary

media committee chair declared: ‘‘Sha‘ban does not represent any artistic

or cultural value. In addition, his weird attire, which is far from good taste,

affects our youth who are influenced by what they see on television.’’24 But

do Sha‘ban’s exclusion from state media and the mass popularity of his

tapes make him an oppositional figure? Again, the answer seems ambigu-
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ous.25 But even then, no one could credibly argue that Sha‘ban himself ad-

heres to any line of solidarity with the Palestinian uprising, for, as hemade

clear in interviews, themotivation for his song had to do with business, not

politics: ‘‘I’m really happy that our politicians feel it’s so important to talk

about a simple man like me. These people say that I’m a rough man. But

who cares? Every time they talk about me, I sell more records.’’26 Mean-

while, in 2001, as thousands of Egyptians began to boycott U.S. corpora-

tions that do business with Israel, Sha‘ban was hired byMcDonald’s to sing

a jingle about their new McFalafel sandwiches: ‘‘If you eat one bite, you

can’t stop before finishing thewhole roll.’’27 Sha‘banwas fired shortly there-

after, when the American Jewish Committee pressured the company to

drop him. This nexus of state censorial management, commercial appeal,

and oppositional posturing that helped to produce and broadcast Sha‘ban’s

supposedly straightforward anti-Israeli pop hit illustrates the ambiguity

that stands at the heart of Egypt’s pop culture of solidarity with Palestine.28

Myth and Solidarity

Solidarity is not discovered by reflection, but created.—richard rorty, Contingency,

Irony, Solidarity

Solidarity does not include unqualified support . . . rather it excludes unqualified sup-

port.—agnes heller and ferenc fehér, ‘‘Citizen Ethics and Civic Virtues’’

Given the ambiguity of Egyptian pop Intifadiana, it is difficult to say what

sort of solidarity politics it enables. Moreover, the implicit politics of pop

solidarity diverge strongly from the oppositional politics of Egypt’s anti-

normalization movement. Antinormalization, at least at its high point in

the 1980s, foregrounded images of collective action and historical nar-

ratives of opposition.29 Far from being part of the mainstream of com-

mercial culture institutions and the state media, antinormalization dis-

course critiqued them fromoutside.The rhetoric of today’s pop Intifadiana,

by contrast, tends to highlight—mythologize—the actions of individuals

motivated by spontaneous, eruptive feelings rather than historical under-

standings.

The narrative structures of sentimentality and redemption constitute

the bulk of the messages offered by the pop culture of solidarity, and the

myth of the Palestinian uprising they construct is a problematic one. In
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the pop myth of the sentimental Intifada, Palestinians appear as innocent
victims, passive recipients of Israeli barbarism. Palestinians occupy one of

the positions offered by the al-Durra image: the dying child or the griev-

ing parent. In pointing out that such images form the basis for a familiar,

generic narrative of innocence, I am not suggesting that they do not re-

flect actual and sadly common occurrences. Rather, I am drawing attention

to how they construct a particular narrative, one in which Palestinians ap-

pear as objects of Israeli history rather than subjects of their own history.

Alongside sentimentalism operates the other central myth, the Intifada as

redemption. This narrative focuses on the heroic images of armedmilitants

and the iconography of martyrs, both unintentional (like al-Durra) and in-

tentional (suicide bombers).Whereas the sentimental narrative tells a story

of passivity, the redemptive one articulates a particular sense of Palestinian

agency. The first narrative highlights the dispossession and violation of

Palestine, the second, its recovery through exceptional acts of violence and

sacrifice. Again, such acts are indisputably a part of contemporary Pales-

tinian experience. Nonetheless, Palestinian intellectuals have criticized the

mythologization of martyrdom actions.30 For instance, filmmaker Sobhi

al-Zobaidi has pointed out that the glorification of the Palestinian martyr

leaves little space for collective action.31 Moreover, this narrative privileges

violence over other important means (boycotts, peaceful demonstrations,

steadfast refusal to leave) by which Palestinians resist the occupation. Such

narratives elevate the singular over the collective, the heroic over the mun-

dane, and privilege spectacular forms of resistance over others.

As I have been arguing, these pop Intifadiana texts share the tendency to

present images as natural and transparent, as inherent truths rather than

as figures deliberately created and juxtaposed. Such images circulate not

somuch to exemplify or symbolize, but to be the victimization of the Pales-

tinians living under military occupation. As myth, where ‘‘things appear

to mean something by themselves,’’ the images presented by Egyptian pop

solidarity appear as facts.32Rhetorical analysis shows that not only do these

texts actively work to construct narratives, but they do so in a way that con-

sistently disavows this agency. I have been arguing that it is the disavowed

presentation of sentimental (or pathetic, or redemptive) images as natu-

ral, transparent truth that constitutes the mythical quality of Egyptian pop

solidarity discourse. But this argument begs a series of questions: What

might other, less mythological solidarity politics look like? What kind of

solidarity politics might be enabled by a practice of representation that did
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not seek to disavow the agency of mediation but to own it? Finally, might

not rhetorical construction be seen as a form of agency, one that was not

at odds with, but rather a constitutive part of political solidarity?

These questions appear all the more urgent given their strong reso-

nance with the critical literature on solidarity, whose recurring argument

is whether this state is natural or willed, and whether it is based on an

assertion of shared identity or one of difference. In contemporary philo-

sophical and sociological literature, there is a rough consensus that po-

litical solidarity is not a relationship of natural unity, nor does it reflect a

shared identity. Anthony Giddens, for whompolitical solidarity implies re-

ciprocal obligation, ties the concept of solidarity to Durkheim’s observation

about modern shifts from ‘‘community’’ (received social bodies) to ‘‘asso-

ciation’’ (actively constructed social organizations).33 For his part, Jürgen

Habermas associates solidarity with a Sartrean notion of ‘‘commitment,’’

that is, a willed, active engagement.34 The question of solidarity has had

an especially central place in the work of Richard Rorty, who has devel-

oped it along antiessentialist, anti-identitarian lines. Solidarity, he writes,

‘‘is not thought of as recognition of a core self, the human essence, in all

human beings. Rather, it is thought of as the ability to see more and more

traditional differences as unimportant when compared to similarities with

respect to pain and humiliation—the ability to think of people wildly dif-

ferent from ourselves as included in the range of us.’’35 In Rorty’s ‘‘liberal

ironist’’ conception, solidarity is made, not given; moreover, it is a dialec-

tical process, where any sense of ‘‘we’’ moves to consideration of ‘‘them.’’

Michael A. Principe has further developed this active sense of political soli-

darity, stressing that rather than being associated with shared identities,

solidarity is precisely a mode for thinking through coalition based on dif-

ference. His argument begins with the observation that some concepts

(such as Rorty’s) privilege the notion of ‘‘being in solidarity’’ over ‘‘acting in

solidarity.’’ Drawing on a Sartrean concept of responsibility, Principe over-

turns the notion that solidarity is primarily concerned with commonality,

a notion he associates with the term ‘‘being.’’ For him ‘‘acting in solidarity’’

stresses that solidarity is not about the assertion of shared identity, but is

the ability of different groups to act in alliance: ‘‘[An] advantage of this theo-

rization of the relationship of solidarity to responsibility is that it makes

much more sense of how we can stand in solidarity with those that are un-

like us. It seems important that we be able to act in solidarity with those

that are at least in some important senses not ‘one of us.’ ’’36

It may seem abrupt to bring this literature to bear on the texts of Egyp-
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tian pop Intifadiana, but this juxtaposition does reveal one of its mythi-

cal assumptions: that Egyptian solidarity with Palestine is natural and

based on an implied identity shared by Egyptians and Palestinians.The fact

that terms (such as obligation, responsibility, dialectical relationship) asso-

ciated with this critical tradition of theorizing solidarity are notably absent

from the texts of pop solidarity further underscores the problematic nature

of Egyptian solidarity myths.37

There is a small body of aesthetic works that take solidarity with the Pal-

estinian liberation movement as their theme and root their articulation of

solidarity in a critical reflection on the media through which such repre-

sentations occur.38 Perhaps no filmic text better embodies these insights

than Ici et ailleurs (Here and elsewhere). In spring 1970, Jean-Luc Godard’s
collaborators, Anne-Marie Mieville and Jean-Pierre Gorin, traveled to Jor-

dan to shoot a film not just about the Palestinian resistance movement

but in solidarity with it. Commissioned by the plo and the Arab League,

Mieville and Gorin shot some of the most interesting footage extant about

this phase of the Palestinian struggle. In accordance with the original pro-

ducers, the footage was initially organized under five slogans of the Pales-

tinian resistance: ‘‘TheWill of thePeople,’’ ‘‘TheArmedStruggle,’’ ‘‘Political

Work,’’ ‘‘The Prolonged Struggle,’’ and ‘‘Until Victory.’’ Had the September

1970 events not intervened, this might have turned out to be a straight-

forward propaganda film, a myth of solidarity par excellence. However,

after the September slaughter of thousands of Palestinians by the Jordanian

army, this unedited footage took onnew significance.Many of the fedayeen

who had been filmed were now dead, and so was the guerrilla movement

in Jordan. Ici et ailleurs did not appear for another four years, by which time

the fedayi image of Palestinian liberation had been eclipsed by images of

Palestinian terrorists whose name, Black September, commemorated the

death of armed resistance from Jordan and inaugurated another, increas-

ingly media-focused strategy of struggle.

When the revised film appeared in 1974, the images of the murdered

revolution had been reassembled so as to reflect critically on the formal

problems of political and aesthetic representation.Using the very elements

of mythmaking—from the five slogans to cliché images of Palestinians

in armed struggle—Godard’s film presents a solidaristic text that simul-

taneously asserts and deconstructs its gesture of solidarity. The form of

solidarity that Ici et ailleurs articulates is one that constantly problematizes

itself by embedding its message in a critical analysis of the conditions of

its own rhetorical construction. At no time does Godard’s assertion of soli-
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darity appear taken for granted, natural. Indeed, much of what the film has

to say—about the vanguardismof Palestinian leadership, the European and

Palestinian fetishization of revolution, or even the gesture of making po-

litical film—is critical to the point where it is easier to see how it diverges

from, rather than allies itself with, those people and projects it depicts.

But this very difference is a marker of the unique kind of solidarity it has

to offer.

Ici et ailleurs presents a systematic lesson in the rhetoric of cinematic

texts. It begins by considering molecular units of the cinematic medium,

still photographs, commenting on the new meanings created when two

images are juxtaposed next to one another. Thus, the presentation of an

image of Hitler next to Lenin begins to imply a troubling association, if not

equation between Nazism and Sovietism. Later, when images of Kissin-

ger and Moshe Dayan are added, these associations widen to include U.S.

power and Zionism. The film then reflects on the metaphoric play of mon-

tage, the quick replacement of one image by another that creates the illu-

sion of the moving picture. Next, the film didactically shows how sound

creates and intensifies the meanings at play on the visual register. Finally,

Ici et ailleurs adds voice-over commentary that at times overscores and at

times undermines the audiovisual text of the film. At each level, Ici et ail-
leurs is concerned with how meaning is created by the juxtaposition and

substitution (through editing) of different texts: whether it is one image

placed next to another in a single frame, images that replace one another

sequentially through montage, or a sound placed next to an image, and

so on.

To a large extent, it is the flexibility and precision of the film’s framing

pair of metaphors, here and there, that allows it to explore so thoroughly a
range of issues around the filmic medium. The film reflects on the play

of signification in these terms: here stands in for the images (or sounds)

presented, and there becomes the meaning created by their juxtaposition

and montage. At times, one sense of here in the film is associated with the

material signifiers (images, sounds) of the text, while there is associated
with the signifieds (such as those created by the startling associations of

images). But, even as the film creates associations (such as those between

Nazism, Sovietism, Americanism, and Zionism), it does so in a way that

deliberately avoids positing identities between signifiers and signifieds. At

no point does the film explicitly draw an equation between Hitler, Kissin-

ger, and Dayan, though the suggestion is quite strong. The very instability

and contingency of these significations is signaled by the terms here and
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there, terms that, we should remember, point only to a shifting relationship

and never an actual place.

Ici et ailleurs also interrogates the relationship of the photographic image

and the material thing it purports to represent. In this way, here again sig-
nals to the filmic text’s signifiers, and there indicates the referents they de-
pict. Again, the metaphors suggest that this relationship between signifier

and referent is one of radical difference. Indeed, any notion of an iden-

tity between Godard’s images of Palestinian revolution and actual Pales-

tinian revolution is made tenuous by the fact that the 1970 image depicted

something that no longer existed in 1974. In this sense, Godard’s images

of revolution eclipsed the movement. The film thus radically reconsiders

what is sometimes assumed to be the most natural meaning of the photo-

graphic image: its capacity to record. Godard’s critical engagement with

the filmic medium underscores the fact that it is not an index of an exist-

ing referent, but the index of an absent referent. Indeed, rather than sug-

gesting a sense of here, the filmic signifiers of the text suggest something

else, an elsewhere.39 In this way, Ici et ailleurs insists on a relationship with
its putative object of study—Palestinian revolution—that stresses critical

difference rather than mimetic identity.

It is at this moment that Godard’s critique of representational politics
begins to show itself. Rather than assume identities, whether between sig-

nifiers and signifieds or between signifiers and referents, Godard reflects

on the formal means by which the filmic medium poses such identities in

the first place. The film suggests that such assertions are the effect of sub-

stitutions: the signified that replaces the signifier, the signifier that replaces

the referent. For Godard, this act of substitution is at the heart of mythical

forms of solidarity; indeed, what Ici et ailleurs suggests is that the solidar-
istic text that presents images of others’ struggles as if they were natural

and transparent (as if they were noninterpretative, as if they were facts)

is to replace actual struggle with its image, to replace a movement with

representations. This act of substitution is, for Godard, an act of violence.

But this act of violence is more than an issue of the filmic medium, for

the substitutive logic of the mythical form of aesthetic representation is

also that of vanguardist forms of political representation.One of the many

senses of here and there developed in Ici et ailleurs is the distance between
the vanguardist leader/film director and the movement/image of his cre-

ation. Like realist cinema, the ideology of vanguardism disavows any dis-

tance between here/there, image/revolution, party/people. This disavowal

is crucial if the second term, the created figure, the text is to take on a
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life that appears to be independent of the author. Godard’s critique shows

that this blurring serves to hide the first terms (here, image, party, au-

thor), while also privileging them over the second terms (there, revolution,

people, text). In this vein, Ici et ailleurs returns often to the staged quality
of the relationship between leaders who speak on behalf of the Palestinian

movement and the people in the movement who are spoken for. At one

point in the film, a young Palestinian woman speaks to the camera in an

apparently unscripted moment about her aspirations for the revolution.

Later, the film replays this footage, though this time there is a woman’s

voice-over revealing that the moment has been scripted by the director:

not only is the spokeswoman not who she first seemed to be, but we are

told that her words were fed to her by a director who stands off-camera.

This standing off-camera constitutes the mythical disavowal of political

vanguardism and its central problematic: the image and the party become

(and stand in for) the revolution and the people; it effectively speaks for the
movement while admitting only to an act of speaking about.40 As such,

the discourse of vanguardism proposes a language of presence and trans-

parency, while its grammar functions in terms of proxy and replacement.

Here becomes there by means of a series of equations and proxy substitu-

tions, a technique the film associates explicitly with fascism.Godard’s aes-

thetic strategy is to put these rhetorical structures back into the frame of

the film so as to denaturalize the kind of ventriloquism that drives actors,

whether they act in film or in political movements. In Barthesian terms,

Ici et ailleurs presents both themyth of the solidarity (vanguardist) text and

its deconstruction.

But, as the film asserts, the move to deconstruct is not opposed to

the gesture of solidarity. That is because the other sense of here and there
developed in Ici et ailleurs quite explicitly critiques what it takes to be

empty forms of solidarity. Throughout the film, images of Palestinians in

struggle are contrasted with images of a bourgeois family (including the

filmmakers) involved in the mundane rituals of commodity culture, from

eating dinner to watching television.The juxtaposition is startling and sug-

gests that if there is solidarity between the French middle class and Pales-

tinians in revolt, it is neither dialectical nor one of mutual obligation. It is

the utter failure to act in solidarity with Palestinians that shows the empti-

ness of the claim to be in solidarity. Coming in the wake of 1968, some of

the text’s sharpest barbs are directed at the failures of revolution in France,

or, in the terms of the film, revolution here.When a voice-over repeats the

enigmatic statement ‘‘Pauvre revolutionaire: millionaire des images,’’ it ad-
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dresses the status of the image that third world revolution came to have

in small circles of French intellectual life following 1968.41 In so doing,

it poses uncomfortable questions about solidarity politics that turn first

world intellectuals toward third world struggles and that make the term

‘‘Palestine’’ synonymous with ‘‘revolution’’ and ‘‘elsewhere,’’ where revolu-

tion over theremight serve as a consolation for the failure, or postponement,

of revolution here.
It is this last point that contains some of the most profound critiques

for rethinking the sort of solidarity politics offered by Egyptian pop Inti-

fadiana. In the text of Ici et ailleurs, the failures of the plo in the 1970s are as-
cribed not just tomythical forms of propagandistic culture and to problems

in the representational politics of vanguardism, but also to the place of soli-

darity in the field of revolutionary political practice. Importantly, Godard’s

critique of these failures is offered sympathetically—not to denounce the

political struggle of Palestinians, but to learn from it. No less important,

especially for the concept of solidarity, Godard associates these issues for-

mally and materially with radical French politics in the late 1960s: the cri-

tique of the rhetorical structures of Palestinian struggle is brought to bear

on the politics of the French left as well. In this vein, Godard argues that

solidarity with others elsewheremay be a slogan raised bymilitants unable

(or unwilling) to engage in meaningful revolutionary action in their own

local contexts. As Ici et ailleurs suggests, the rhetorical drawing together of
divergent struggles may be the condition of solidarity politics, but such a

politics always rubs up against the mythical sort of image critiqued in the

film. Such an image may serve to replace the revolution that it purports to

depict there, and also the revolution that needs to take place here, whether
that place refers to Amman, Paris, Cairo or even to the place from which I

am writing, Providence.

Notes

1. Produced and aired on satellite channels in 1998, the song features singers from

around the Arabworld (except Iraq) with a special emphasis onGulf stars. Performers

sing in their own national dialect of Arabic, enacting a tableau of unity-through-

variation that stands in stark contrast to the actuality of inter-Arab politics during this

period. For a critique of the song, its lyrics, and history, see Joseph Massad, ‘‘Liberat-

ing Songs: Palestine Put to Music,’’ Journal of Palestine Studies 32, no. 3 (spring 2003):
21–38, and in this volume.

2. Others include ‘Amr Diab’s ‘‘Jerusalem’’ and Walid Tawfiq’s ‘‘Cry of the Stone.’’

3. See Lila Abu-Lughod, ‘‘The Objects of Soap Opera: Egyptian Television and
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the Cultural Politics of Modernity,’’ Worlds Apart: Modernity through the Prism of the
Local, edited by DanielMiller (London: Routledge, 1995), 190–210.Onmelodrama in

Egyptian cinema, see Yves Thoraval, Regards sur le cinéma égyptien 1895–1975 (Paris:
L’Harmattan, 1996), 21–78; Viola Shafik, Arab Cinema: History and Cultural Identity
(Cairo: American University in Cairo Press, 1998), 128–143.

4. Barthes invokes the word ‘‘myth’’ to describe the semiological process involved

in the transformation of values into fact, or of figurative language (which is rhetorical

and value-laden) into language that is said to be transparent, literal, and value-free.

The point is not to deny the possibility of truth claims generally, but to explore a spe-

cific kind of truth claim that poses itself as nonrhetorical. See Mythologies, translated
by Annette Lavers (NewYork: Hill andWang, 1972), 130. For Barthes, one of themost

seamless forms of myth was ‘‘the fact,’’ a statement that, in modern society, has come

to have the highest form of authority precisely because it is a sort of description that

is ostensibly free of interpretation, value, and rhetoric. For a more recent consider-

ation of the rhetorical figure of the fact, seeMary Poovey,A History of the Modern Fact:
Problems of Knowledge in the Sciences of Wealth and Society (Chicago: University of Chi-
cago Press, 1998). Barthes’s link between myth and nature is provocative: ‘‘What the

world supplies to myth is an historical reality . . . what myth gives in return is a natu-

ral image of this reality . . . A conjuring trick has taken place; it has turned reality

inside out, it has emptied it of history and has filled it with nature’’ (Mythologies, 142).
5. For the sake of clarity, I draw a distinction between the commercial, Egyptian

pop culture of solidarity with Palestine (which is the subject of this essay) and other,

more activist-based forms of Egyptian political solidarity with Palestinians. Indeed,

the depth of oppositional solidarity practices among Egyptian leftists and Islamists

has been profound at times; importantly, its tones both jibe and conflict with the ac-

count of pop culture solidarity I am presenting here.

6. See Jon Anderson, ‘‘The Internet and Islam’s New Interpreters,’’ in New Media
in the Muslim World: The Emerging Public Sphere, edited by Dale Eickelman and Jon

Anderson (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1999), 41–56; Dale F. Eickelman,

‘‘Communication and Control in the Middle East: Publication and Its Discontents,’’

in New Media in the Muslim World, edited by Eickelman and Anderson, 29–40.

7. See Katherine E. Zirbel, ‘‘Playing It BothWays: Local Egyptian Performers be-

tween Regional Identity and International Markets,’’ in Mass Mediations: New Ap-
proaches to Popular Culture in the Middle East and Beyond, edited by Walter Armbrust

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000), 120–145; Walter Armbrust, Mass
Culture and Modernism in Egypt (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press,
1996), especially the chapter entitled ‘‘Popular Commentary, Real Lives,’’ 116–164.

8. See, for example,Virginia Danielson’s careful attention to the rhetoric of musi-

cal performance—stress, repetition, and embellishment—in The Voice of Egypt: Umm
Kulthum, Arabic Song, and Egyptian Society in the Twentieth Century (Chicago: Uni-
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